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Gastronomy 
ABSTRACT 
This dissertation examines how the urban landscape of mid-19th-century Boston’s 
North End was constructed and understood—physically, socially, and culturally—by the 
city’s different social groups. Over the course of the 19th century, Boston’s North End 
gained a reputation as a “slum” characterized by its deteriorating buildings, overcrowded 
housing, and immoral immigrant population—a stereotype that did not reflect the reality 
of the neighborhood’s working-class residents. The dissertation identifies specific 
experiences, practices, and perceptions that created different understandings of the same 
physical space. 
This study makes a significant contribution to the understanding of urban 
landscapes by incorporating tangible artifacts excavated from domestic contexts in 
analyzing intangible social processes by employing a practice theory-based framework 
that interweaves archaeological and historical data to address social structures on 
multiple spatial scales: Boston as a macro-scale landscape; the medium-scale North End 
neighborhood; and micro-scale individual actions. The archaeological data analyzed for 
  viii 
the study originated from two ca. 1850–1880 privy deposits associated with working-
class North End households: a brothel/tenement at 27–29 Endicott Street and a 
boardinghouse at 19–21 North Square. To interpret these data within their historical and 
cultural context, city directory and census records are cross-referenced with Boston 
Valuation List tax records to compile a database of residential and commercial activity 
between 1850 and 1880 on the blocks surrounding these sites.  
The research shows how the conceptualization of the North End as a “slum” was 
constructed by middle-class and elite observers to assign personal responsibility to the 
poor for the structural poverty endemic to a capitalist economy and also to facilitate the 
development of their own class identities. Archaeological analysis reveals that North End 
residents constructed their neighborhood landscape by enacting household practices in 
public spaces, creating a sense of familiarity and control. They re-appropriated objects 
usually associated with middle-class culture by using them in unintended ways, creating 
new symbols and values that helped form a distinct working-class culture. By dressing 
and behaving in public in ways that subverted dominant social norms, working-class 
Bostonians used their bodies to create an urban landscape in which they and their culture 
could thrive. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
In his 1865 memoirs of a life as a Boston policeman, Edward H. Savage recounts 
a story of a particularly intriguing crime. A “highly respectable family” living in the 
North End neighborhood suffers consecutive tragedies when the couple’s two children 
pass away suddenly, and then the father drowns when his boat capsizes on the way to 
place the tombstones on their graves. The widow is beyond grief stricken, and leaves her 
townhome in the care of friends while she attends to her husband’s funeral. Upon her 
return she finds that five hundred dollars in cash, silver, and gold, “the savings of her late 
husband’s many days toil,” has been stolen from the secretary desk located in her sitting 
room. Who is the culprit? The low-born but dutiful servant-girl? Or the two male 
boarders, one a painter and one a carpenter, who have lived there for years? After 
searching the each boarder’s room, including “every inch of the bedding and furniture,” 
Savage finds the evidence needed to pin the crime on the painter, who had fallen in with a 
bad crowd at the billiard hall. The widow’s financial future is preserved, the servant girl’s 
reputation is intact, and while the perpetrator skips out on bail and never returns to 
Boston, all in all it is a good bit of police work in the opinion of detective Savage 
(Savage 1865: 138-142). 
This neighborhood and it residents are described very differently in Reverend 
Henry Morgan’s 1880 treatise on the city of Boston. Two of his characters, the shrewd 
but virtuous New Hampshire Yankee Johnathan Jerks and his companion freed-slave-
turned-butler Sambo, embark on a late night stroll through the city and wander into the 
North End.  This North End was “one of the lowest quarters of the city, abounding in 
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dark lanes, and noisome alleys; where rickety and tumble-down tenements gave shelter to 
a squalid and degraded population, – the offspring of foreign lands” (Morgan 1880: 372). 
They barely escape this “dangerous neighborhood” alive. Passing by a “low groggery,” 
the two are witness to a drunken brawl that ends in a fatal stabbing, with the dull thud of 
the body hitting the pavement serving as “the signal for men, women, and children to 
pour from the surrounding buildings…. a curious and excited crowd” (Morgan 1880: 
373).  
Even given the differences in the time of day, these two accounts read as though 
they are describing two entirely different worlds. One paints an urban district containing 
townhomes with well-appointed sitting rooms, populated with respectable hard-working 
families, their loyal live-in servants, and well-accommodated boarders. The other is a 
dilapidated rookery full of violent, macabre sub-humans, where simply walking down the 
street is to invite potentially fatal danger. How can it be that two different perceptions of 
an urban neighborhood and the people who live and work there be so different? 
The study of 19th-century urban neighborhoods 
For a century, the historiography of 19th-century urban working class 
neighborhoods was based on period descriptions and attitudes like those proffered by 
Morgan, which described these urban districts and their residents as dangerous and 
dysfunctional. Referred to most often as “slums,” these neighborhoods supposedly had 
sub-standard physical and material built environments and unsanitary living conditions 
caused by a mixture of overcrowding and poor personal behaviors, and they were 
incubators of intemperance, poverty, and crime. An example of this kind of scholarship is 
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historian Oscar Handlin’s 1959 Boston’s Immigrants, an otherwise essential history of 
19th-century immigration to that city that nonetheless enthusiastically deals in these 
tropes, describing the North End as filled with “disease, vice, and crime” (Handlin 1959: 
88), its built environment a “tangled swarm” of “hovels without floors, without furniture, 
and with patches of dirty straw” (Handlin 1959:108). For the residents exposed to this 
urban landscape “self respect, forethought, all high and noble virtues soon die out, and 
sullen indifference and despair, or disorder, intemperance reign supreme” (Handlin 
1959:114). This attitude began to change beginning with the social history movement in 
the 1960s and 1970s, and eventually historians began to question old assumptions about 
working class urbanites and the neighborhoods in which they lived (e.g., Chudacoff 
1981; Conzen 1976; Glabb 1983; Knights 1971; Monkkonen 1975; Stansell 1986; 
Thernstrom 1964).  
One of the most important contributions to the  revaluation of how and why 
people in the past understood working-class neighborhoods the way they did is the 
research of historian Alan Mayne, particularly his 1993 book The Imagined Slum. 
Analyzing newspaper accounts and descriptions of late 19th- and early 20th-century 
working-class neighborhoods from around the English-speaking world, Mayne contends 
that the “slum” was a construct drawn from the imaginations of middle-class observers 
that served to define and reify their cultural system by attaching moral connotations to 
everyday practices and furthering their economic and political goals by encouraging the 
demolition of working-class housing. While enthusiastically acknowledging that “the 
deplorable life choices available to inner-city residents were real in material and absolute 
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senses,” Mayne asserts that “the term slum encoded with the meanings of a dominant 
bourgeois culture, in fact obscured and distorted the varied spatial forms and social 
conditions to which it was applied” (Mayne 1993: 1-2). 
If it is true that the popular understanding of the North End neighborhood during 
the 19th century as a “slum” was based not on the physical and social conditions as they 
existed, but on stereotypes applied to similar working-class neighborhoods around the 
world, this fact raises a host of intriguing and important questions about how people 
came to understood the cities in which they lived. What were the actual physical and 
social conditions of this neighborhood? How and why did outside observers misconstrue 
such conditions so badly? And most important, how did the working-class residents of 
the North End and other similar neighborhoods experience, use, and understand the urban 
landscape in which they lived their lives? This dissertation seeks to better understand 
how the urban landscape of mid-19th-century Boston’s North End neighborhood was 
constructed—physically, socially, and culturally—by those who lived within it and by 
those who did not. Integral to achieving this understanding is an exploration of the 
relationship between the broad economic and social forces affecting 19th-century 
Boston’s physical and cultural landscape on a macro scale, and the individual decisions 
and actions of Boston’s inhabitants as they reacted to and re-appropriated the products of 
these forces to shape the urban landscape according to their own perspectives and 
prerogatives. To do so, I analyze archaeological evidence recovered from two properties 
located in the North End as well as historical evidence for the occupation of the two 
properties and their surrounding city blocks. The time frame for this study is from 1850 
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to 1880, three decades that represent significant historical, social, and cultural trends that 
changed Boston and its urban landscape, including the North End, and correspond to the 
use and deposition of the archaeological evidence recovered from sites such as those 
selected for this study by the occupants of these properties.  
Theoretical perspective 
Too often archaeologists pay lip service to the idea of integrating social theory 
into their archaeological interpretations, expounding at length on the value and utility of 
whatever theory is popular at the time, but failing to incorporate the theory into their 
analysis, or using it in such a cursory or simplistic way as to render any insights gained 
purely accidental. I have constructed my theoretical framework with a specific goal in 
mind: to draw upon perspectives that can benefit from the wide-ranging, 
multidisciplinary nature of the evidence that is the great strength of historical 
archaeology, and to engage with theories that may be practically and usefully applied to 
actual, specific archaeological data. One aspect of relating material evidence to socially 
constructed aspects of lived experience like the urban landscape is the adoption of  a 
theoretical framework that can draw connections between the individual actions that 
typically produce archaeologically recoverable material and the larger social and cultural 
forces that effect the production and use of material culture and the built environment. I 
have based my theoretical perceptive on practice theory, which encompasses the work of 
several social theorists who share the core tenet that all aspects of social life are 
recursively generated through practice: that individual embodied actions—practices in 
the terminology—are what create and shape the larger social systems and structures 
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under which the practices are performed, while at the same time these systems and 
structures are creating and shaping the enactment of those individual practices.  
Practice theory is, at its core, a framework for transcending the interpretive 
division between broad, determinative structure and individual agency as the genesis of 
social reality. It describes the production and reproduction of social life in ways that 
generally reflect people’s lived experience. I discuss my theoretical framework at greater 
length in Chapter 2. This dissertation is an attempt to take advantage of the possibilities 
of an analysis of archaeological and historical data informed by practice theory—one that 
goes beyond treating the idea that social structures have a recursive relationship to 
individual actions as an abstract concept and instead looks for material and written 
evidence of specific practices that produced and reproduced a specific aspect of social 
systems in a specific time and place: the urban landscape of 19th-century Boston’s North 
End neighborhood. 
The archaeology of landscape construction in the 19th-century North End 
 I draw on both documentary evidence of the conditions, built environment, and 
inhabitants of the North End as well as archaeological evidence from two specific 
households within the North End to develop conclusions about the physical, social, and 
cultural landscapes of the neighborhood and the competing values and worldviews of its 
inhabitants and visitors. Specifically, the archaeological evidence discussed here comes 
from two sites associated with historical houselots located in the North End section of 
Boston, Massachusetts (Figure 1.1). One site, officially known as the Mill Pond Site, was 
completely destroyed during the construction of the tunnel that contains the I-93 freeway 
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that passes underneath the city, but archaeologists workings as part of the Central 
Artery/Tunnel Project in the 1990s encountered a number of artifacts and features there 
including a 19th-century privy associated with the dwelling at the former 27-29 Endicott 
Street. The other site, officially known as the Paul Revere House site, is associated with a 
lot today located at 19-31 North Square, but during the 19th century was associated with 
the structure at 19-21 North Square. The structure at 19-21 North Square is still standing 
today and best known because of its brief ownership and habitation by the famous 
American revolutionary Paul Revere and his family (Figure 1.2). Excavations in the rear 
yard of the Paul Revere House site during the 1980s uncovered the remains of a 19th-
century privy.  
 The house at 27-29 Endicott was a three-story brick rowhouse constructed around 
1846 and demolished in the early 20th century. This structure served as working-class 
rental housing for most of its existence and operated as a brothel from at least 1850 to 
1867. The associated archaeological feature was a two-chamber privy shaft located in the 
enclosed rear yard of the property. The shaft contained a mix of household and personal 
items as well as floral and faunal remains deposited sometime between the early 1850s 
and 1883 (Dudek 1999). The house at 19-21 North Square was a three story timber 
framed structure constructed in 1680 and is the oldest standing house in the city of 
Boston. In the 19th century it served primarily as rental housing and was an active 
boardinghouse during the period being studied. The associated archaeological deposit 
was a single privy shaft containing mostly mixed contexts of re-deposited fill, but with an 
intact context at the bottom of the shaft. The material culture recovered from this context 
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Figure 1.1. Location of Boston, Massachusetts (Google Maps 2015). 
 
Figure 1.2. Location of Mill Pond and Paul Revere House sites (Google Maps 2015). 
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was deposited sometime between 1864 and the 1880s (Elia 1997).  
A great strength of historical archaeology is the ability to develop contextual and 
interpretive frameworks that draw on a wide range of available resources including but 
not limited to archaeologically recovered material culture, animal and plant remains, 
standing structures, landscapes, historical documentation, cartographic and photographic 
evidence, and oral histories. These diverse sources create multiple lines of evidence for 
interpretations of the archaeological record allowing the examination of how social and 
cultural meanings were constructed, negotiated, and subverted (Domosh 1990: 280; 
Thomas 1993: 27; Beaudry et al. 1991). Interpretive archaeology seeks to understand 
individuals in the past on their own terms, not to project historical hindsight and 
contemporary values onto the past but instead to approach people and things in the past 
from in their own historical, cultural and social contexts (Beaudry 1993).  
A contextual approach is “an analysis which attempts to ‘read’ or interpret the 
evidence primarily in terms of its internal relations rather than in terms of outside 
knowledge” (Hodder 1990: 21). The starting point of analysis in this “inside-out” 
approach is the artifact in a specific place and time. In trying to understand as much as 
possible about the world that created and shaped and informed the use of that artifact, the 
archaeologist can draw out broader analyses, in the form of stories about the individuals 
who interacted with the artifact, observations about the larger social or cultural forces of 
which the artifact and user were a part, and ideas about how the artifact itself participated 
in the recursive social processes that structure and were structured by forces like habitus, 
the landscape, and social structure (Beaudry et al. 1991). The most important 
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methodological component of the interpretive contextual approach is the development—
through archaeological, documentary, and other available sources—of a body of 
knowledge about the historical and cultural contexts surrounding the material culture 
recovered, and the people who used it, that is as detailed and specific as possible. 
Acknowledging the importance of context in the study of individual action “allows 
human beings an active role in creating meaning and in shaping the world around them” 
(Beaudry 1993: 91). 
An important component of studying landscapes archaeologically is recognizing 
that the landscape is not just the physical setting of human actions, but is also an active 
contributor to the social practices and process that occur within it, not only physically but 
socially and culturally as well. Because these social effects can be influenced by how 
someone feels about a particular place and how they understand the landscape is based on 
their past experiences within it, “the landscape is the world as it is known to those who 
dwell therein, who inhabit its places and journey along the paths connecting them” 
(Ingold 1993: 156). Just as there are multiple ways of perceiving and experiencing the 
landscape, so too are there multiple landscapes that exist in the same physical space 
(Thomas 1993). The landscape is an active component in determining how individual 
agents perform and perceive their own actions and the actions of others (Zierden and 
Herman 1996: 223). Because the landscape is the stage for and a determinant of human 
action, it “both reflects past activities and encodes the cultural landscape in which 
people's views of the world are formed” (Yamin and Metheny 1996: xv). 
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The complex, diverse nature of landscapes and their effects on the lives of their 
inhabitants means that landscapes can be approached from many directions using many 
different methods. The inhabitants of Boston’s urban landscape in the third quarter of the 
19th century lived during a time of dramatic material, social, political, economic, and 
cultural change brought about by forces including industrialization, mass immigration, 
and technological innovation. The objective conditions of the landscapes they inhabited, 
the social and cultural forces that shaped their perceptions of the landscape, and the 
embodied practices they engaged in in order to survive would not have resembled those 
that existed when they were raised as children, the most important time when their 
respective worldviews—what French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu calls habitus—would 
have formed (Bourdieu 1980: 139). Practice theory stipulates that, guided by their 
socially learned dispositions, people would respond consciously and unconsciously to the 
lack of a naturalized social consensus in certain ways. In the absence of the internalized 
notion provided by the similarity between the conditions under which habitus was formed 
and the external conditions experienced by individuals during daily practice—which 
Bourdieu calls doxa and English practice theorist Anthony Giddens refers to as 
ontological security—that there is only one way social and cultural life could be 
organized and implemented, individuals instead create and enact systems of embodied 
practice that result in competing social systems. With the respective end goals of either 
restoring the “taken-for-granted-ness” of the current social and cultural system, or 
supplanting the existing orthodoxy with a new set of cultural and social values and 
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dispositions, social actors in these conditions create ways of understanding that make 
sense of the world, while also creating worlds that fit their sense of understanding. 
Because many of the inhabitants of 19th-century Boston projected their sense of 
disconnection onto the urban landscape, identifying it as the source of their social and 
cultural incomprehension, the creation of new ways to construct and understand the urban 
landscape was an integral part of their process of dealing with changes to urban life. The 
thesis of my dissertation is that between 1850 and 1880 the ways people understood the 
urban landscape of Boston's North End were created as part of the competition between 
what Bourdieu refers to as orthodox and heterodox embodied social systems. The 
individuals living in Boston during the 19th century created and propagated novel, 
competing systems of embodied practice that 1) altered their subjective understanding of 
the world, with the ultimate goal of perceiving a world that resembles the physical, 
social, and cultural conditions in which their habitus was formed as closely as possible. 
My purpose is to study how landscapes were created through a historical archaeological 
methodology that incorporates practice and social landscape theory into a detailed 
historically contextualized understanding of the embodied experience of individual actors 
to identify how specific practices and experiences created the urban landscapes of 
Boston’s North End neighborhood between 1850 and 1880, and the role these landscapes 
played in the creation, maintenance, and alteration of novel systems of embodied 
practices.  
Landscape creation is enmeshed in a complex web of interrelated forces that 
simultaneously involve individual action and broad social and cultural structures. I have 
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identified three primary components of practical landscape formation. The initial 
component is the physical forms, materials, and perceived elements (sounds, smells, 
sights, etc.) that make up the empirical conditions of the landscape. The second 
component is the social and cultural structures and forces that provide context for and act 
upon the landscape and its inhabitants, shaping their forms, practices, and perceptions. 
The final elements are the embodied practices that are enacted in, shape, and are shaped 
by the urban landscape. To understand the empirical components of the landscape, I have 
gathered evidence from accounts and primary documentation that described the forms, 
materials, and sensory aspects of the physical landscape of the 19th-century North End. 
To better understand the social relationships and attitudes that the inhabitants of the 
landscape would have encountered on a daily basis and the cultural ideals and biases that 
would have most directly affected the mutual engagement between the urban landscape 
and the practices being generated and maintained within it, I have identified and collected 
data on the social and cultural forces that were most likely to be applicable to the 
practices that contributed significantly to landscape formation and that played a 
frequently occurring role in the everyday lives of the North End’s inhabitants. 
Archaeologically recovered material culture, as an indicator of both social consumption 
and cultural practice and symbolism, also provides evidence as to how individuals 
developed and expressed their social and cultural values. 
To better understand the role played by specific embodied practices in the 
landscape formation process, I have focused on gathering as much descriptive data on 
embodied practices as possible: what specific practices people enacted; where such 
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practices were occurring in 19th-century of Boston’s urban landscape; and what 
individuals and groups were performing these practices. Archaeologically recovered 
material culture also provides information about how people conceived of and 
constructed their personal and social identity, and how individuals chose to go about 
communicating that identity to other people in the public spaces of the landscape. 
Focusing on the who, what, and where of practice in the landscape provides evidence of 
the rich array of social practices and social interactions that filled the urban landscape of 
19th-century Boston and the North End. These social practices were frequently the stuff 
of daily family and social life, relocated from domestic contexts into the city streets: 
eating and drinking; visiting with family and friends; and children playing or working to 
contribute to the household economy. Interaction was the social practice the inhabitants 
of the North End would have engaged in most frequently and perhaps had the most 
influence on the construction of the boundaries and characteristics of the landscape.  
One of the challenges and opportunities of developing a framework that 
incorporates ideas about the urban landscape, human actions in that landscape, and the 
historical and cultural contexts in which those actions were undertaken is that it needs to 
be analyzed and interpreted according to multiple spatial and temporal scales because it is 
constituted both by the mundane actions of single individuals and by larger structures and 
processes informed by complex multivalent forces (Mrozowski et al. 1989: 301). 
Operating on multiple scales allows for a contextual analysis that examines the distinct 
circumstances and sources of data implicated in each aspect of practice in the urban 
landscape, while keeping the interrelationships between and among practices, structures, 
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and scales at the forefront of the analysis. I have analyzed the data and presented the 
results using three increasingly specific spatial scales. The broadest scale examines 
Boston as a whole in the context of the nation-wide social, cultural, and historical trends 
that affected the urban landscape and its inhabitants. The medium scale describes the 
social and physical world of the neighborhood inhabited by the individuals whose daily 
practice contributed to the construction of the urban landscape of the North End, the 
small communities that facilitate an exploration of how the decisions and actions of 
individuals and groups are “always involved in the making of wider structures and social 
movements” (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992: 32). Finally, a micro-scale analysis focuses 
on the practice, perceptions, and experience of the individual actors who resided in the 
North End between 1850 and 1880.  
The result of this analysis is an exploration of the generative relationship between 
contextualized individual social actors, specific embodied practices, features, and spaces 
in urban landscapes, and the processes by which competing systems of practice and 
culture were formed. I analyze the material and historical evidence of practice for its 
likely effect on the construction and apprehension of multiple aspects of urban 
landscapes—and vice versa. This analysis pays special attention to particulars of 
embodied practice and landscapes that engage with key aspects of practice theory, such 
as the generation of habitus, “tactical” practice in contested public spaces, routine 
practices in and through the landscape that generate familiarity, and the adoption of new 
gestural systems necessary to create a new understanding of space. By identifying the 
different factors contributing to the construction of landscapes and embodied practices, 
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associating them with actual evidence of historical social and physical practice, and 
seeing how they are interrelated on multiple spatial scales, we can move beyond a 
“theoretical” conception of practice and the social construction of landscapes and begin 
to understand if and how practice actually operates in generating and structuring people’s 
daily lives. 
One of my goals in conducting a historical archaeological study of how urban 
landscapes are constructed is to determine the degree to which archaeologically 
excavated material culture can contribute to an analysis of this inherently social process. 
Artifact analysis is not the only archaeological component to this project, however. This 
dissertation is an archaeological study in that it analyses the urban landscape as an 
artifact—the city as material culture (Upton 1992). By considering material culture to be 
all aspects of the physical environment that people modify through cultural determined 
behavior, including all the incidental and unintended by-products of cultural action, my 
study of the city as material culture investigates the recursive relationship among 
individual actors and human alterations of the environment. Interrogating the relationship 
between the city-artifact and its embodied producer/consumers requires moving beyond a 
visual appraisal of the characteristics of material culture towards a consideration of the 
ways humans related to the material world—through the five senses, intellectually, and 
emotionally. Probing the experience of inhabiting the urban landscape allows me to 
reveal how landscapes articulate the individual and the social, as the embodied actor 
constructs the self and its surroundings, each in the context of the other (Upton 1992: 52).  
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Significance 
The first way significant contribution to the field of historical archaeology this 
dissertation makes is that it incorporates archaeologically recovered material culture into 
the study of how landscapes in general—and 19th-century urban landscape in 
particular—are experienced and constructed socially by individuals, and how these 
constructed landscapes actively contribute to the enactment of embodied practice and the 
production and reproduction of social systems and structures. The landscape, especially 
when conceived of as existing through individual perception and experience, has not 
generally been considered a topic that lends itself to interpretation through the kinds of 
material remains typically recovered in archaeological excavations of domestic contexts. 
This extends into studies of 19th-century urban landscapes, which seldom incorporate 
analysis of material remains beyond extant buildings, ignoring the interpretive 
possibilities of archaeological evidence about the everyday lives of the people for our 
understanding of urban landscapes (but see Mayne and Murray 2001b).  In developing an 
understanding of how and why landscapes are constructed through individual practices 
along with a corresponding framework that links the archaeological residues of these 
practices to the larger processes that construct the urban landscape, this dissertation 
presents an additional line of evidence that can be used in the archaeological study of 
landscapes. 
Developing the framework that connects the recovered remains of material culture 
to the production and reproduction of social structures requires the rigorous application of 
theoretical concepts to the interpretation and analysis of the available data. The second 
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significant contribution of this dissertation is the way in which it approaches and 
incorporates social theory into its analysis. It engages with theories of practice in depth, 
taking the theorists’ detailed descriptions of the recursive process by which embodied 
practice and social structures generate and are generated by each other, applying discrete 
archaeological and historical data to those explanatory frameworks. Practice theory and 
the other theories incorporated into this dissertation are not merely general concepts that 
help frame social analysis, but serve as explanatory models for the generation of and 
change in social systems and structures. Specific data can and should be entered into 
these models, to test the applicability of the theoretical perspective to particular research 
questions and topics, and to develop cogent and illuminating analyses of how tangible 
phenomena such as material culture and embodied practices create the intangible aspects 
of social life, in particular, landscapes. 
The final significant contribution of this dissertation is to our understanding of the 
social construction of the urban landscapes of the 19th-century North End neighborhood. 
As I will argue in the coming chapters, this urban landscape was constructed as the 
medium and outcome of a broader competition between the different systems of 
practice—and the cultures they recursively generated—adopted and embodied by the 
residents of 19th-century Boston. These systems of practice encouraged their adherents to 
enact distinctly different sets of embodied practices, which in turn led to the production 
of urban landscapes that were understood to have properties, potential uses, and meanings 
generated by those practices. The landscape, as both the setting for and a participant in 
social life, was also a primary field in which rival systems of practice competed to 
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become the most widely accepted way of experiencing and understanding the world and, 
eventually, become so familiar that it is taken-for-granted by most members of society. 
This competition occurred at both the scale of individual practices, as well as on the 
broader scale of economic, social, and cultural forces. 
Outline of chapters 
. I have structured the dissertation to first describe the framework through which I 
interpret the construction of the urban landscape, followed by the results of the historical 
and archaeological research upon which I base that interpretation. I analyze the large-
scale forces and projects constructing Boston’s landscape before moving to smaller 
geographical and temporal scales, so that the results of that analysis can contribute to the 
context in which the subsequent evidence is considered. Chapter 2 is a discussion of the 
different theoretical perspectives that I employ in my study, and how I incorporate them 
into my analytical framework.  
Chapter 3 presents the result of my research into the economic, social, and 
cultural history of 19th-century Boston and sets out how that history informs the context 
in which its urban landscape was constructed. It briefly covers the history of Boston and 
the North End from its founding up through the American Revolution, and then recounts 
in more detail the economic, political, and cultural development of Boston up until mid-
century. Chapter 4 describes the methods and results of the archaeological excavations 
that produced the material analyzed in this dissertation and presents the results of the in-
depth documentary research conducted on the uses and occupation of the sites in question 
between 1850 and 1880 as well as the physical and social conditions of the blocks 
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immediately surrounding the archaeological sites during this time. I discuss the results of 
these excavations and analyze the assemblages to provide an overview of their context 
and contents and to determine their temporal contexts and what they reveal about the 
occupation and use of the sites. 
Chapter 5 delves further into the concepts that comprise the notion of the “urban 
landscape.” This includes how landscapes are understood through embodied perception—
which raises the possibility of multiple landscapes existing in the same physical space—
and how landscapes are imbued with meanings and memories. It also considers the 
effects of the material and social conditions of the landscape on the practices of the 
individuals who inhabit them and how previous archaeological studies of 19th-century 
working-class neighborhoods can inform how I approach my analysis. 
Chapters 6 through 8 draw upon archaeological and historical evidence to analyze 
the urban landscape and its construction at three different scales. Chapter 6 is the macro-
level analysis of how the physical, social, and cultural urban landscape of Boston as a 
whole was constructed in the mid-19th century. Boston’s elite residents, who among the 
city’s residents possessed the greatest share of economic, social, and cultural capital, used 
their resources to re-construct the city’s landscape with the goal of maintaining their 
social and cultural supremacy and to reorganize the city’s social identities and 
relationships to better suit their purposes. These efforts included developing new 
residential areas for the city’s elite and middle class and encouraging the segregation of 
city spaces and neighborhoods by class and use. Changes in transportation technology 
had a tremendous effect on the city’s inhabitants and on the geography of city life.  
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Chapter 7 examines the construction of the urban landscape on the neighborhood 
scale. I look at how Boston’s middle-class and working-class residents imagined a 
“slum” landscape for the North End in order to facilitate the production and reproduction 
of their respective systems of practice. Middle-class Bostonians constructed the urban 
landscape as a “slum” for two reasons: because they could not understand the practices of 
the working-class people who inhabited the landscape, and because their own burgeoning 
middle-class ideologies were strengthened by having a negative example against which 
they could compare their own behavior and beliefs. For their part, working-class 
Bostonians constructed the landscape in order to facilitate the kinds of practices that 
helped them survive and thrive in the difficult material and economic conditions of the 
North End and as part of the creation of a distinct working-class culture. 
In Chapter 8 I consider the construction of the urban landscape on the micro-scale 
of individual embodied practice. It focuses on the routine daily practices that generated a 
sense of familiarity and security in the landscape and the practice of social interaction 
that helped to define the differences between systems of practice and the landscapes in 
which those practices were enacted. Using symbolic interactionism as a framework for 
interpretation, I explore how personal appearance, social behavior, and the setting of 
interaction combine in the performance of successful social interactions, and the material 
remains of this process. I also look at patterns of movement through the landscape as 
revealed by documentary and archaeological research and use them to explore how the 
perception of landscapes work with practices like interaction to give them meaning and 
definition. 
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In Chapter 9 I review some of the historical and material evidence used, 
summarize the arguments made regarding the relationship between social structures and 
systems and the individual practices that shape the landscape. Here I synthesize my 
multi-scalar analysis into a perspective on how the urban landscapes that comprised the 
North End neighborhood were constructed by the competing embodied practices of the 
inhabitants of 19th-century Boston.  
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES 
 
As an archaeologist I can with confidence identify the type of plates and cups 
scattered across the rear yard of a historical house and with the help of the documentary 
record I can make a reasonably confident statement as to who used those plates and cups. 
To talk about what those ceramic objects meant to the person or persons who purchased, 
used, and discarded them, and in what ways (if any) the meanings assigned to those items 
of material culture influenced the worldview and actions of individuals or communities is 
another project entirely.  
To bridge the gap between the material evidence for human action in the past and 
the personal experiences of the people who created that evidence, I have adopted an 
interpretive framework that draws explicitly on a range of social theories that can help 
guide and forge useful connections between archaeological data and the experiences of 
individuals and groups. The subjects of my research, the working classes who resided in 
neighborhoods such as Boston’s North End, seldom have stories told about their lives 
except as members of an undifferentiated mass of urban poor or amalgamated into 
statistical trends gleaned from census data. Much can be gained from an individualized, 
holistic understanding of people’s lives: a better idea about what daily life was like in the 
past; new insight into the tactics and strategies the working poor used to survive and 
thrive in the city; and simple acknowledgment of the importance and dignity of people 
upon whose backs the modern world was built, but whose faces adorn no currency and 
whose figures grace few monuments. It is also important to better understand the people 
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living in the urban landscape of 19th-century cities because the understandings and 
concerns pertaining to cities held by many at that time in many ways closely reflect those 
expressed by some today: unprecedented urbanization and the growth of “slums,” the fear 
and anxiety surrounding a seemingly ceaseless influx of immigrants who don’t speak out 
language and are perceived to threaten economic success, and a growing concern with 
pollution, disease, and moral decay. Informing our response to the current situation with a 
contextual, knowledgeable study of conditions that existed in the past and of actions 
taken to deal with those challenges, as well as of the consequences of those actions 
constitutes a significant benefit to society at large.  
I have constructed my theoretical framework with a specific goal in mind: to draw 
upon perspectives that can benefit from the wide-ranging, multidiscliplinary nature of the 
evidence that is the great strength of historical archaeology, and to engage with theories 
that may be practically and usefully applied to actual, specific archaeological data. With 
this in mind, my dissertation examines the data through a framework that draws upon 
multiple schools of thought, including practice theory. This chapter will detail the 
inspirations and implications of these theoretical perspectives and begin to explore the 
ways they are applicable to an archaeological study of the urban landscape of the North 
End and its inhabitants.  
Practice theory 
Practice theory is a general term applied to an array of theoretical perspectives, 
some of which I will describe in detail below, that are predicated on the premise that the 
physical actions of individual agents—referred to as practices—are, in many ways, the 
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building blocks with which all of society and culture are built. Most theories of practice 
also emphasize the recursive relationship between individual practice and the institutions, 
values, traditions, and trends that make up what is frequently referred to as social 
structure. At the same time that practices create and reshape social structure, so too do 
social structures construct and influence the forms and meanings of those practices. The 
emphasis on this recursive relationship is important because practice theory grew out of 
attempts to systematically reconcile one of the major dichotomies of social existence: the 
relationship between intentional human action—agency, subjectivity—and the 
overarching systems of traditions, institutions, materials, and norms that constrain and 
enable human activity—structure, objectivity. For most of the history of social science 
scholars have attempted to understand the organization and functioning of human society 
in the past and present according to one of two polar opposites. Either society is 
controlled by overarching, impersonal forces with little human input or oversight, or it is 
generated by the actions of innumerable uncoordinated, unreliable social actors. The 
originators of practice theory identified serious flaws with both these objectivist and 
subjectivist points of view, and practice theory itself is very much an attempt to address 
and mitigate these flaws. 
To better understand the goals and method of theories of practice, it is helpful to 
briefly elaborate on the theoretical perspectives against which practice theory was a 
reaction. One such perspective is functionalism, a theoretical perspective well known 
from the works of sociologists Emile Durkheim (1997 [1893], 1964 [1895], 1951 [1897]), 
Max Weber (1905[1958], 1921[1958]), and Talcott Parsons (1949, 1951). Functionalism 
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can be explained with the metaphor that societies are complex systems whose parts work 
together like a biological organism, interrelated and providing specific functions to keep 
the system operating and reproducing. The main criticisms of the Functionalist approach 
focus on the lack of a role for human agents and free will in the operation of the social 
organism. It dismisses the motivations, experiences, and knowledge of regular actors as 
epiphenomenal, looking instead for mechanisms and effects outside the control of agents 
to determine what is “really” going on (Giddens 1979: 2).  
Another problem is that functionalism tries to understand social systems in 
anthropomorphic terms, their “needs” and “desires”—when in fact systems are abstract 
concepts without sentience or tangible existence, and as such cannot engage in these, or 
any, emotions or behaviors. Functionalist perspectives also have trouble incorporating 
concepts and sources of change in their view of social systems. The systems they 
describe need to be so carefully calibrated to regulate and reproduce a complex system 
that it is difficult to explain how they can or should change. Functionalism tends to rely 
on changes in environment or exposure to external stimuli to account for social change, 
which further robs individuals of the agency to affect their own lives and societies.  
Similar criticisms have been leveled at the other major strand of objectivist social 
theory dominant at the time practice theory emerged, structuralism. French anthropologist 
Claude Levi-Strauss (1963, 1969) based structuralism in part on the linguistic and 
semiotic ideas of Ferdinand de Saussure—principally his critical distinction between the 
arbitrary, formal rules of language and the ways in which it is actually used by people. 
Levi-Strauss took these concepts and applied them to what he considered the arbitrary 
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symbols of a culture to identify the “unconscious psychical structures” that underlie 
human social institutions. Levi-Strauss saw the unconscious mind—organized and 
operating under a system of binary oppositions (hot/cold, light/dark, raw/cooked)—as the 
source for the principles that structure language, signification, and social activity. 
According to Levi-Strauss, people are essentially ignorant of what goes on in their minds 
and why they do the things they do, and therefore human society can only be understood 
by looking at cultural products like myths or music and de-coding them for the hidden 
meanings left by the patterning of the unconscious mind.  
On the other end of the spectrum, subjectivist ideas that base the formation and 
maintenance of human society solely on the perceptions and experiences of individual 
human beings also fail to present an accurate description of social life. An example of 
this kind of approach is Erving Goffman’s (1959) theory of symbolic interactionism, 
which focuses almost exclusively on social interactions, particularly one-on-one 
interactions between individuals. Goffman makes the comparison between social 
interaction and dramatic performance, with social agents deciding on a social role in each 
interaction and trying to live up to that role without losing face through an incorrect 
performance. Subjectivist perspectives such as Goffman’s fundamentally lack a treatment 
of how institutions and structures are formed, perpetuated, and interact with members of 
a society. Subjectivist approaches share with objectivism the inability to relate “micro-
sociological” actions or motivations to “macro-sociological” structures of culture and 
society. 
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Practice theory was born out of a desire to acknowledge the existence of both 
intentional, agentive individual action and the presence of arrangements of power and 
resources that exist over long periods of time and space. The practices of individuals and 
communities of individuals, particularly the repeated, often mundane practices that 
constitute day-to-day life, in aggregate construct, maintain, and alter overarching social 
structures which at the same time create the conditions that shape the expression and 
meaning of individual practice. The dialectic between individual practice and overarching 
structures does not create social rules, but it does create the mental and physical 
conditions that influence how actors make decisions about their actions in a social and 
historical context. 
In integrating the ideas of practice theory into my theoretical framework, I have 
drawn primarily upon the writings of three scholars: Pierre Bourdieu, Anthony Giddens, 
and Michel De Certeau. These foundational works of practice theory were chosen 
because their ideas are particularly applicable to the study of the urban landscape. 
Practice theory has been applied to archaeological analysis in the past with intriguing 
results (e.g., Dietler 1998; Jones 1997; Joyce 2004; Voss 2008; Dawdy 2000). Just as 
often, however, it is used superficially, and the complex constructions that typify theories 
of practice are reduced to a few vague concepts and applied in generalized ways. This is 
in some ways understandable. Although popular among archaeologists, practice theory’s 
foundational works can be dense and difficult to conceptualize (Pierre Bourdieu is almost 
as well known for the abstruseness of his writing as he is for his ideas) that it may not 
seem worthwhile to engage with the deeper designs underneath the commonplace usage. 
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To achieve my goal of integrating specific archaeological evidence into a practice theory 
approach, however, and to get the most insight out of using this approach, it is necessary 
to have a working understanding of the particular terminology and methods of these 
perspectives. To that end, the following section provides a more detailed discussion of 
how each of these authors theorize practice and its relationship to social structure.  
Pierre Bourdieu 
Pierre Bourdieu’s pioneering work on practice theory was inspired by his 
dissatisfaction with the structuralist approach to anthropology and sociology in which he 
had been trained. Bourdieu’s objective was to develop a social theory that did not require 
one to choose between subjectivism and objectivism, but reconciled the two and 
understood the ways they are related. He saw that while objectivism allowed for 
descriptions of the socio-cultural world in a moment in time, in the continuous flow of 
time and events these descriptions did not really correlate to any real lived experience or 
meaning, introducing a radical discontinuity between theoretical and practical knowledge 
(Bourdieu 1990: 27). The ahistorical, synchronic description of society produced by 
structuralist analysis could never understand a system that is by nature historical and 
diachronic. 
On the other hand, Bourdieu contended that subjectivism creates what he called 
an “imaginary anthropology” that can only describe personal experience, which by its 
nature cannot go beyond the self-evident, “taken for granted” character of everyday life. 
This kind of analysis cannot provide an understanding of the components of action and 
structure that are not present on a conscious, discursive level (Bourdieu 1990: 42). 
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Bourdieu also recognized that neither objectivism nor subjectivism has a good 
mechanism to account for the creation or perpetuation of the world that they describe. 
Bourdieu’s ideal social theory, which became known as practice theory, described social 
experience—actions, symbols, arrangements of material and resources—in the flow of 
events and as a product of a discrete historical past. While recognizing the importance of 
individual action, practice theory went beyond it to explore individual and group 
motivations beyond the conscious level. Perhaps most important, practice theory would 
explain how the system it describes was created, and the ways in which that system is 
maintained and changed. 
The animating operation in Bourdieu’s practice theory is the dialectical 
relationship between the embodied practices of individuals and the material, mental, 
social, and cultural frameworks through which those practices are understood and shape 
the conditions that influence how the practices are learned, understood, and performed. 
The social operation that allows this dialectic to take place is called habitus. Habitus 
refers to the set of durable, transposable dispositions inculcated in all human beings based 
on their past experiences, particularly experiences and education in childhood, that 
strongly influence individual’s perceptions of and reactions to subjective and objective 
stimuli (Bourdieu 1977: 78-79). Habitus is not a set of rules, but more like guidelines that 
predispose agents to think in particular ways. Social practices, then, can be understood as 
a series of regulated improvisations that adapt to the world while still attempting to re-
create social and material conditions that closely resemble those in which they were 
formed (Bourdieu 1990: 57). Habitus “tends to protect itself from crisis and critical 
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challenges by providing itself with a milieu to which it is as pre-adapted as possible” 
(Bourdieu 1990:61). 
The creation of habitus through the formation of habits and perceptions based on 
personal experiences is heavily influenced by the elements of society that structure it—
through things like rote education, the  imparting of “common-sense” wisdom by elders, 
repetitive chants and games, mock-play of adult activity, immersion in the symbols, 
mores, superstitions, traditions, and prejudices shared by a family and community that 
constitute childhood in most societies—is the connection that Bourdieu made between 
the actual lived experience of making decisions and taking actions in the flow of time, 
and the aspects of social systems that influence individual lives without being directly 
created and controlled by another individual. 
Vital to the operation of Bourdieu’s habitus is his contention that the actor is not 
really aware of why the actor engages in certain practices and exhibits certain reactions. 
When the objective conditions in which one lives one’s everyday life resemble closely 
enough the objective conditions in which the habitus was inculcated, the agent perceives 
his or her practices, perceptions, and understandings as “self-evident” and naturalized 
common-sense. The lack of knowledge about motivations is what allows the dispositions 
generated by habitus to appear naturalized, and this lack of reflexivity encourages the 
practices generated by habitus to become systematized. Habitus gives people the 
knowledge of the “proper” way to perform tasks and act in social interactions, knowledge 
that Bourdieu refers to as the modus operandi or practical knowledge. Actors are 
typically unable to articulate the source or merits of this knowledge, beyond stating that it 
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just “makes sense.” The end result of this systematic suite of perceptions and practices 
that act to reconstruct the objective structures in which the habitus was generated is that it 
helps to maintain the social system in which habitus was created. Groups and 
communities can be said to possess a shared habitus as well, if the objective conditions 
under which the members of that community were raised and live in are sufficiently 
similar.  
Bourdieu considered the body as the ideal instrument for forming and inculcating 
habitus. The body is central to how people come to develop their habitus: “people carry 
all they need to understand and replicate the world with them in their bodies” (Bourdieu 
1977: 124). People learn the non-discursive knowledge about and mastery of practice 
through the analytical engine and mnemonic device that is their body. Children in 
particular learn about practice not from models, but from other people’s actions, with 
their own bodies acting as “living memory pads” (Bourdieu 1977: 68, 87).  
Bodies also function to convert abstract social and cultural ideals into a tangible 
presence, displaying and storing the structuring meanings and associations contained 
therein. The practical knowledge of social conventions in particular is dependent on the 
body as a way of defining and storing proper behavior. Social knowledge in this process 
is “a quasi-bodily involvement in the world,” with social and cultural information 
embodied in durable physical dispositions, ways of standing, speaking, walking, and 
thereby thinking and feeling (Bourdieu 1990: 70). It is through the learning and repetition 
of embodied practices through bodily position and muscular movement, and the 
association of these practices and movements with social experience, that bodies act as 
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depositories of beliefs, experiences, and dispositions that can be recalled through and by 
bodily movement. The body ultimately acts as the mechanism through which the values 
of a society and culture, expressed through habitus, are naturalized and put beyond the 
reach and perception of the conscious actor (Bourdieu 1990: 69). It is also the lynchpin to 
social interaction and perception, as the properties and movements of the body are where 
a host of personal, social, and cultural values and conditions are both displayed and 
naturalized, where other actors can observe and understand them (Bourdieu 1990: 71). As 
stated above, one of the core components of Bourdieu’s theory of practice is that actors 
are ignorant of their own motivations, which is made possible by the fact that people do 
not know that their dispositions and actions are motivated by anything other than their 
own judgment. Bourdieu applies the term doxa to the state in which the objective 
conditions an actor lives in closely match those under which habitus was created, “a 
quasi-perfect correspondence between the objective order and the subjective principles of 
organization… [in which] the natural and social world appear as self-evident” (Bourdieu 
1977: 164). People do not know that their way of seeing the world has been structured 
because under this “doxic mode” the idea that there could be other ways of seeing and 
believing in the world is not recognized as a possibility (Bourdieu 1977: 164). 
Doxa is only revealed as such when confronted by the introduction of a field of 
opinion, of other ways of thinking about or doing things. The practical questioning of a 
way of living—brought about by culture contact or by a political, economic, or 
environmental crisis, any event that sparks a “critique which brings the undiscussed into 
discussion” (1977: 168)—breaks the fit between the subjective structures and objective 
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structures and destroys the sense of naturalization and self evidence. Bourdieu points out, 
however, that “crisis is the necessary condition of a questioning of doxa, but it is not in 
itself a sufficient condition for the production of critical discourse” (Bourdieu 1977: 169). 
Doxa, when confronted with competing ideas, is replaced with orthodoxy, a 
conscious systemization and express rationalization of the objective conditions in which 
the habitus of the dominant social classes were generated. Vying with orthodoxy for the 
dominant scheme through which an individual or community interprets their 
surroundings and forms dispositions is the choice made possible by the existence of 
competing possibilities and the explicit critique of the sum total of the alternatives not 
chosen that the established order implies, which Bourdieu labels heterodoxy (Bourdieu 
1977: 169). When the objective conditions of experience are sufficiently different than 
those under which habitus was formed, the naturalness of the doxic state is removed and 
actors are presented with both the very concept of choosing a way to live and the 
competing ideas themselves. Orthodoxy attempts to return to the original doxic 
relationships while heterodoxy looks to supplant the old ideals and become the new 
orthodoxy. 
The final foundational concept in Bourdieu’s practice theory is his concept of 
fields and capital. This is one way Bourdieu relates individual practice to the broader 
scale of institutions, groups, social distinction, and mobility. Interactions among actors in 
a social system that happen in the context of shared goals, symbolic values, materials, 
and institutions can be said to be interacting in a “field.” Bourdieu uses as an example of 
fields the one with which he was most familiar, the French Academy, but a field can be 
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any system in which people can recognize shared goals and perspectives, and tacitly 
agree upon the modes of behavior with which they will compete to dominate the field. 
Fields are structuring structures that are created and perpetuated by individual and group 
practice. For the field to exist and reproduce, the people interacting in the same field must 
be able to relate to each other with practices that (to a degree) are mutually intelligible 
(Bourdieu 1990: 120).  
Placement and hierarchy in fields are determined through competition and the 
application of capital. Bourdieu recognizes three kinds of capital. One is economic 
capital: access to resources and the means of production. This kind of capital is 
frequently material in nature, and closely resembles the notion of capital in the Marxist 
sense. The second kind of capital is social/symbolic capital. This involves access to and 
control over symbols that have significance and value in a social system. Symbolic 
capital can be used to distinguish one’s self or one’s group from another in the social 
hierarchy, for example by mastering practices that incorporate material culture in such a 
way that the practice communicates rare or esoteric knowledge of symbolic aspects of the 
social system (Bourdieu 1990: 138-9). An example of symbolic capital is the concept of 
personal honor, or a respected family name. The third kind of capital is cultural capital, a 
mastery over practices in a field that have cultural value in the social system. Examples 
of this are attaining advanced degrees or learning about art appreciation. The proper 
execution of this practice demonstrates to yourself and others your accumulation of 
cultural capital. As an example of how these kinds of capital are interchangeable within 
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fields, a well-respected scientist receiving a knighthood would be an exchange of cultural 
capital for social/symbolic capital. 
The most frequent and most insightful criticism of Bourdieu’s practice theory is 
that it retains structuralism’s emphasis on the lack of knowledge possessed by actors. 
With individuals not knowing how the system works or what is really motivating their 
actions, there is a limited role for agency in this perspective. Bourdieu’s theories also 
share with objectivism a reliance on external factors to challenge doxa and enable and 
encourage systemic change.  
Anthony Giddens 
Much like with Bourdieu, Anthony Giddens conceived of his theory of practice 
—which he calls the theory of structuration—as a reaction to the shortcomings he 
perceived in various strands of objectivist and subjectivist social theory. While Giddens 
acknowledged that the social sciences had relatively robust theoretical perspectives that 
described power, institutions, and social change, he considered the topic of action and 
actors as under-theorized. He wanted to re-center social science and theory on the acting 
subject. Giddens describes structuration as “anti-functionalist” in that, “according to the 
theory of structuration, social systems have no needs or purpose, or reasons … only 
human individuals do” (Giddens 1979: 7). Other important aspects of his theory include 
an emphasis, shared with Bourdieu, on time as an element of social practice and 
formation, but unlike Bourdieu, Giddens explicitly also draws upon Freudian ideas of the 
unconscious mind to help describe the acting subject. 
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At the center of social production and reproduction is the duality of structure, a 
concept that describes the recursive relationship between the practices of human agents 
and social structures, fulfilling a role similar to Bourdieu’s habitus. The duality of 
structure connects the conditions and consequences of action to structure by recognizing 
the fundamentally recursive character of social life and the mutual dependence of 
structure and agency (Giddens 1979: 69). According to the duality of structure, the 
structural properties of social systems are both the medium and the outcome of the 
practices that constitute the social system, and likewise the rules and resources that are 
drawn upon by actors in the production and reproduction of social action are 
simultaneously the means by which the system itself is reproduced (Giddens 1984: 19).  
What Giddens sees as missing from other social theories, particularly 
structuralism, is a theory of the acting subject—a theorization of how and why individual 
actors do the things they do in the context of the idea that their individualized actions are 
what recursively create institutions and structures. Giddens’s ideas stresses that, contra 
Bourdieu, social actors always have at least some knowledge of the social worlds and 
systems in which they act and participate, and actors make strategic and tactical decisions 
based on this knowledge (Giddens 1984: 22). The possession and use of detailed social 
knowledge remains true even for the people who inhabit relatively low places in the 
social structure, who are frequently conceived of in other social theories as victims of 
forces beyond their understanding or control and therefore have little opportunity to 
affect their relationship with social institutions or structures. Giddens even suggests that 
subordinate actors and classes in some circumstances have a greater degree of penetration 
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of the conditions of social reproduction than those who dominate them, as they have less 
of a stake in the status quo (Giddens 1979: 71). 
The universal knowledgeability of social actors has several caveats and 
implications. The knowledge of actors needs to be understood in terms of Giddens’ very 
specific model for how the personality and persona of actors operate. He calls it the 
“stratification model” of personality and it incorporates some elements of Freudian 
psychoanalytic theory of the human mind and how it operates. According to the 
stratification model there are three “levels” of consciousness operating in actors: the 
discursive consciousness; the practical consciousness; and the unconscious. The 
discursive consciousness includes everything that an actor can discuss with other actors 
knowledgeably and articulately. Practical consciousness is what a person “knows how to 
do” on an instinctual, practical level, “gut feelings” they are usually unable to articulate 
or explain. Practical consciousness resembles Bourdieu’s concept of practical knowledge. 
The unconscious reflects Freud’s use of the term, comprising a constantly operating set of 
dispositions and motivations the actors are unaware of and have no control over (Giddens 
1979: 39-40). Knowledge about the social world is present to varying degrees for actors 
in all three levels of consciousness. Actors have more knowledge about the aspects of 
social systems in which they are most closely and frequently in contact, their everyday 
worlds. The knowledgeability of actors tends to be reduced in contexts that extend in 
time and space away from the actors day-to-day activities (Giddens 1984: 26). 
Another important aspect of Giddens’s acting subject is the importance of the 
“reflexive monitoring of conduct” as a chronic feature of social life. He contends that 
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people are constantly monitoring what they do and the action of other individuals as well, 
and personal and social conduct as observed by this monitoring is then compared with the 
ingrained but inarticulate knowledge about social and practical propriety that resides in 
the agent’s practical consciousness. Giddens explains that “practical consciousness 
consists of all the things which actors know tacitly about how to ‘go-on’ in the context of 
social life without being able to give them direct discursive expression” (Giddens 1984: 
xxiii). The practical consciousness is where an awareness of social rules and conduct is 
embedded and inculcated and is applied in the production and reproduction of day-to-day 
social encounters. The operation of practical consciousness, through the reflexive 
monitoring of conduct, enmeshes rules and the methodological interpretation of rules into 
the continuity of practice (Giddens 1979: 68). The monitoring of practice, the comparison 
of practice against a structurally mediated normative social ideal, and the potential 
alteration of personal practice or social opinion based on that comparison is what 
methodologically connects the actions of agents with the mental frameworks that they 
accumulate as members of society. 
This reflexive monitoring and other actions, decisions, and perceptions of an 
individual actor are not undertaken outside of time—synchronically—but in the 
continuous irreversible flow of day-to-day events and practices. “Action is a continuous 
process, a flow, in which the reflexive monitoring which the individual maintains is 
fundamental to the control of the body that actors ordinarily sustain throughout their day-
to-day lives” (Giddens 1984: 9). Monitoring is what helps the actor to successfully 
engage in practices within the uncertainty and confusion that stems from the fact that the 
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structures, institutions, and relationships that structure a social system are constantly 
changing over time. The temporalized nature of events is also why social knowledge has 
to be accessed through the non-discursive level of practical consciousness. Even if there 
was time available to think discursively and actively about appropriate every-day 
reactions and practices, the actor would be unable to act upon this insight in an 
appropriately timely manner in the context of social cues. It is the instinctive nature of the 
decisions and actions guided by practical consciousness that is its utility in social 
situations. 
Congruent with his understanding of human actors as inherently knowledgeable 
about their social situations, Giddens sees reason and intentionality as recurring parts of 
daily activity and social practice (Giddens 1979: 39). The existence of intentionality does 
not mean, however, that the intentions of actors are always realized through their 
practice. Actors are not always aware of the consequences of their actions—unintended 
consequences are in fact an important part of the creation, perpetuation, and alteration of 
structural systems and institutions. And while actors always have some degree of 
knowledge about their social milieu, they rarely have perfectly accurate knowledge of 
their world or of the conditions under which the decision to act is undertaken. This 
sometimes imperfect, mistaken, or fragmentary knowledge can lead to significant 
unintended consequences and be a driving force of social and structural change. 
Giddens has a particular definition of the term structure and of how that term 
relates to the other “objective” aspects of social systems. He recognizes two main 
components to the concept of social structure as it is typically conceived. One of these is 
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the idea that social interactions, as part of social structures, are “syntagmatic”—patterned 
in time and space. This refers to how interactions take particular forms at particular 
places and times, in ways that can (and sometimes do) repeat. The second component is 
the continuity of these interactions in time. This “paradigmatic” dimension of structure 
points out that patterns of interaction are not created and experienced as discrete 
synchronic moments, but instead are experienced diachronically as a flow of connected 
events over time (Giddens 1979: 62). Indeed, it is the passage of time, the continuity of 
perception, decision, action, and experience over time that gives social interactions their 
coherence and meaning. The former, syntagmatic dimension of social structure Giddens 
refers to as “social systems”; the latter, paradigmatic dimension he calls “structure.” 
Structure can be understood as recursively organized sets of rules and resources 
that pertain to patterns of social interactions and relationships over time. Structure is 
recursively organized because the patterns over time create and maintain the material and 
social conditions that in turn create the rules and allocate the resources, producing, 
maintaining, and altering social relations and practices. Structure is paradigmatic in that it 
gets its meaning through the chain of events linked together in the flow of time. Structure 
exists in time and space only in the instantaneous moments of social formation, as 
discrete moments in time that have passed into the past by the time social actors can 
perceive and comprehend them and as memories orienting the conduct of knowledgeable 
human agents (Giddens 1984: 17). 
According to the duality of structure, actors draw upon rules and resources in the 
production of interaction, and these rules and resources are thereby also reconstituted 
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through such interaction. There are three main components to the structuring of the rules 
and resources of social reproduction. These components are worth considering in detail 
because the specific ways they relate to social structure can be associated with certain 
practices and kinds of material culture. One component is signification, how differences 
between things are created and indicated and how meaning is created and communicated. 
The mode of how signification interacts with social systems is called coding—how 
differences are marked. Domination is another way structures interact with social rules 
and resources. Domination is how rules and resources—material, social, cultural—are 
allocated and authorized to constrain and enable agents to pursue their intentional actions 
in competition with the intentional projects of other agents. Finally, legitimation refers to 
the social norms and naturalized, reified relationships and interactions that make 
particular arrangements of power and capital in social fields “proper” or “common 
sense.” Legitimation is tied into the concept of social sanctions, punishments for social 
participants who act illegitimately or contest social norms (Giddens 1979: 97-103).  
Giddens considers structures as phenomena that are more than just mental 
constructs; he sees them as existing literally in time and space. Structures exist in a very 
circumscribed way, however, only for a series of discrete, instantaneous arrangements in 
the act of relating the potential application of rules and allocation of resources to their 
actual application. For most of the time “structure” exists outside of space and time, as a 
virtual order of potential arrangements, distinctions, and meanings. Outside of their 
singular moments, structures interact with the tangible social world as “structuring” or 
“structural” properties that bind sets of rules and resources onto particular patterns of 
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interaction in space and time, i.e., social systems. It is these “structuring properties” that 
are recursively implicated in the reproduction of social systems in the duality of structure.  
Social systems are the patterned, syntagmatic component of social structure that exist in 
the flow of time as well as in space. Social systems are the ‘visible’ component of social 
structure, and as such are the traditional subject of anthropological research. Social 
systems are constituted by social practices and the situated activities of human subjects. 
The structural properties of social systems are both the medium and the outcome of the 
practices they recursively organize (Giddens 1984: vii). 
How structures relate to structural properties, which in turn relate to the social 
systems that contain and organize the practices that generate and shape structures, is at 
the heart of the theory of structuration. The study of the structuration of a social system is 
the study of the ways in which that system is produced in social practice (Giddens 1979: 
66). The stores of knowledge present in the practical consciousness are drawn upon to 
organize and mobilize both the embodied social practices and the reflective monitoring of 
these practices integral to social agency. This is done in ways that tend to recursively 
create and/or sustain the material and social conditions and the social systems in which 
they formed, by the arrangements and relationships of rules and resources, in the context 
of unintended outcomes, constituted by structural properties.  
Embodied practices are the key to connecting these aspects of structuration. They 
provide a physical presence for structure, and relate structural properties to the material 
reality of social systems. The body is intimately involved in the creation and storage of 
tacit, shared social knowledge in the practical consciousness. It is through repeated action 
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that these practices and their organizing properties, aligned with memory traces, structure 
structures (Giddens 1979: 64). Embedded practices—the acts themselves—give these 
structural properties meaning and bind them to the physical world in space and time, 
producing the patterns of social systems.  
The same structural characteristics affect the subject (actor) and the object 
(society). Structure forms “personality” and “society” simultaneously, but in neither case 
exhaustively: this is because of the significance of the unintended consequences of 
action, and because of the unacknowledged conditions of action (Giddens 1979: 70). We 
can analyze how “deeply layered” the structures organized by these structural properties 
are by looking at the historical duration and the spatial breadth of the practices they 
organize. The most deeply layered of these practices constitutive of social systems in 
duration and breadth are what Giddens defines as institutions. He also notes that the more 
that institutions bite into time and space, the more resistant they are to manipulation and 
change by any individual agent. By nature of their being the result of human agency, 
institutions do not determine people’s lives and actions without their knowledge or 
consent. “Institutions do not just work ‘behind the backs’ of the social actors who 
produce and reproduce them,” Giddens explains, “every component member of every 
society knows a great deal about the institutions of that society: such knowledge is not 
incidental to the operation of that society, but is necessarily involved in it” (Giddens 
1979: 71).   
As noted above, the rules and resources available to structural properties and 
social systems are integral to the operation of social systems. Giddens suggests that we 
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“regard the rules of social life … as techniques or generalizable procedures applied in the 
enactment/reproduction of social practices. Formulated rules … are thus codified 
interpretations of rules rather than rules as such” (Giddens 1984: 21). Rules intersect with 
the practices they help generate in the context of encounters situated in time and space 
(Giddens 1979: 67). These rules are typically applied in structured social action to 
determine the “proper” social practices in any situation, both for oneself and other parties 
involved. All social actors are highly learned when it comes to social norms, as 
“awareness of social norms, expressed first and foremost in practical consciousness, is at 
the very core of that ‘knowledgeability’ which specifically characterizes human agents” 
(Giddens 1984: 22).  
Rules also cannot be conceptualized apart from the resources with which they 
interact and operate. Resources bind rules—and the structural properties that apply and 
reproduce them—to forms of domination and power that are implicated in the collection 
and allocation of resources in social systems (Giddens 1979: 69). It is through resources 
that power most directly interacts with the structuration of social systems.  
For Giddens power can be understood as the means for getting things done, for 
enacting and completing projects and imposing one’s project on other actors and their 
own, sometimes competing, projects. Power in social interaction can be thought of as 
“transformative capacity,” an agent’s capability to intervene in events in the world with 
intentional actions towards a goal of producing definitive outcomes. All social relations 
involve the expression of power. Power relations in social systems are regularized 
relations of autonomy and dependence in which no actor is completely autonomous or 
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completely dependent; these relationships are always two-way (Giddens 1979: 6). 
Despite the relative relationships of autonomy and dependence inherent in power, it is not 
inherently oppressive, and therefore not necessarily linked with conflict in the sense of 
either division of interest or active struggle (Giddens 1984: 257).  
To understand how power is created, maintained, and altered in structuration one 
needs to better understand the rules, and primarily the resources, associated with 
structures and structural properties of domination. Power is generated in and through the 
reproduction of structures of domination. The resources that constitute the structures of 
domination are of two sorts—allocative and authoritative. Any coordination of social 
systems across time and space necessarily involves a definite combination of these two 
resources. Allocative resources are typically things like material features of the 
environment (e.g., raw materials), the means of material production and reproduction 
(e.g., a factory), or produced goods. Authoritative resources are more intangible things 
relating to one’s relationship to structures and institutions (e.g., the legal right to mine 
raw materials and operate a factory) (Giddens 1984: 257-8). Material resources are 
fundamental to the expansion of power, but cannot be developed without the 
transmutation of authoritative resources (Giddens 1984: 260). 
Resources relate to structural principles which, in turn, directly relate to the study 
of material culture and practice in the urban landscape. Giddens notes that “it is the 
containers which store the allocative and authoritative resources that generate the major 
types of structural principles in the constitution of societies” (1984: 262). When Giddens 
talks about containers he is primarily talking about cultural means of information storage, 
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such as oral histories, myths, the written word, and symbols: anything that could contain 
and communicate the meanings behind allocative and authoritative resources. In the 19th 
century, and particularly in the dense and varying urban milieu of a working-class 
neighborhood like Boston’s North End, material culture would have been an important 
container for symbolic messages and power, communicating to anyone who could 
understand the relationship between individuals and the economic, cultural, and social 
capital (or lack thereof) of every interaction in the urban landscape. The material culture 
of personal adornment communicated and symbolized social position and identity; 
allocative resources provided access to authoritative resources. Material culture acted in 
part to generate the structural principles of the social system—the principles of 
organization that allow recognizably consistent forms of spatial and social separation and 
distinction on the basis of definite mechanisms of societal integration (Giddens 1984: 
181). 
Giddens agrees with Bourdieu that the most important practices in terms of re-
creating, reproducing, and altering social systems and structural properties are routine, 
repeated, every-day practices (Giddens 1984: 35). Social interaction as routine helps 
Giddens to connect two features of the theory of structuration: the operation of the 
individual psyche according to the stratification model of the acting subject on one hand 
and the emphasis upon an actor’s knowledge of the condition of his or her action on the 
other (Giddens 1979: 128). Routine builds a sense of trust in the agent in both the reality 
and continuity of the material world and also in the fabric of social activity. Furthermore, 
the formative role of routine is so important to developing the mind of the actor that “we 
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cannot understand the mechanics of personality apart from the routines of day-to-day life 
through which the body passes and which the agent produces and re-produces” (Giddens 
1984: 60). Routine is integral both to the continuity of the personality of the agent and to 
the institutions of society that agent creates through practice. 
Routinization of practice helps explain two aspects of social systems and 
structures—how the continuity of form is achieved in the day-to-day conduct of social 
life, and the circumstances in which systems are altered. Routine helps ensure continuity 
by helping to create the mutual intelligibility of acts and discourses among people who 
engage in similar routine practices (in Bourdieu’s terminology, people who share the 
same habitus). Routine also plays a key role in keeping actors functioning in the face of 
the adversity that is an unavoidable aspect of human life. Giddens acknowledges the 
inevitably negative effects of anxiety on actors as a result of operating in and contending 
with the uncertainties of lived experience. Routine operates as an antidote for this 
inherent anxiety that resides in the unconscious mind of all social actors. Routine helps 
make the conditions of existence “taken-for-granted” (similar to Bourdieu’s state of 
doxa) and seem unchanging, providing a sense of security in how the social world 
operates, one’s place in it, and the reassurance of familiar things, people, and interactions, 
an affirmation that Giddens calls ontological security. Giddens describes routinization as 
“vital to the psychological mechanisms whereby a sense of trust or ontological security is 
sustained in the daily actions of social life. Carried primarily in the practical 
consciousness, routine drives between the potentially explosive content of the 
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unconscious and the reflexive monitoring of action in which agents engage (Giddens 
1984: xxiii).  
 According to Giddens, social actions make up systems and structures and leave 
the historical and material evidence that makes studying social actions possible. All 
social actions are by nature interactions, because there is no social action without at least 
one person sending messages and at least one other receiving them. To develop a theory 
and methodology of individual social interaction and practice, Giddens draws upon the 
work of sociologist Erving Goffman, who contributed significantly to the subjectivist 
social theory of symbolic interactionism. Goffman’s work, discussed further below, is 
useful because of its robust methodology in analyzing the sometime arcane rules of social 
interaction and how agents knowledgeably engage with rules and resources to achieve a 
variety of ends. Engaging with this method and perspective of observing, identifying, and 
interpreting daily social practice as interaction in the context of the rules and resources of 
society at large is invaluable for incorporating structuration into a theoretical framework 
that can be applied to actual contextual evidence of embodied practice. 
Goffman’s method is very compatible with the concept of practical 
consciousness, in that much of Goffman’s work can be read as investigating the tacit 
stores of knowledge that are used by lay actors in the production of social encounters. As 
mentioned earlier, however, Goffman’s approach lacks a compelling explanation as to 
how structural properties and institutions are formed or maintained (i.e., the economy, 
moral/judicial codes, communication and symbolism). This is why interactionism works 
well to complement and inform parts of the theory of structuration, as it supplies the 
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concepts of how social interaction works in practice, which can be used to  relate to 
systems and structural properties. To examine interactions as such is to study how actors 
draw upon structural elements—rules and resources—in their social relations and the 
mobilization of discursive and practical consciousness in social encounters (Giddens 
1979: 80).  
For Giddens via Goffman, social interaction primarily happens in situations of co-
presence in which actors inhabit adjacent physical space in which both individuals are 
capable of monitoring the embodied, social practice of themselves and others. Interaction 
in co-presence emphasizes the significance of space and presence in social interaction 
and emphasizes the body as intimately incorporated into the enactment and interpretation 
of space, presence, and time in social practice. This is because the body is both the locus 
of perception, containing all the sensory organs and the means to interpret the 
information they collect, and also the instrument of practice. The body is the thing that 
postures, manipulates objects, and moves through space. It is the means of experiencing 
and understanding the social and material world, and, as such, is central to all practice, 
and especially social interaction.  
Because it is at the center of the self, the body is at the center of social interaction. 
“The social characteristics of co-presence are anchored in the spatiality of the body in the 
orientation to others and the experiencing of self” (Giddens 1984: 64). The body creates a 
sense of self and a sense of “here,” of an active coordination of tasks. The body is also 
the primary instrument with which the social actor sends and receives non-verbal 
communication in co-presence. This includes the face, the dominant area of the body 
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across which the intricacies of experience, feeling, and intention are written (Giddens 
1984: 66). In some circumstances social messages communicated bodily are considered a 
more trustworthy source of information than verbal communication. Social presence, the 
ability to communicate one’s understanding of social norms of and through bodily 
practice, resides first and foremost in practical consciousness.  
Communication via bodily practice is a conventionalized discourse. There is 
typically an obligation to convey certain information when in the presence of others and 
an obligation not to convey other impressions. An individual cannot stop communicating 
through bodily practice, and paradoxically the way in which an actor can share the least 
amount of information about him or herself “is to fit in and act as persons of his kind are 
expected to act” (Giddens 1984: 80). To act against expectations is then to convey the 
strongest, most informative message. This has implications for interaction in the public 
spaces of the urban landscape, where people had strong preconceived notions about who 
was supposed to wear what, where people like sex workers frequently and publically defy 
those expectations, communicating their message as strongly as possible in that context. 
The spatial relationships of interaction—the spatial relations of actors, their 
relation to their physical environment, the relationships of spaces to each other, the 
meanings and memories available to social actors, the contexts of interaction—affect how 
interaction is practiced, the meaning of those practices, and the ways in which they 
recursively recreate structural properties of social systems. This aspect of interaction 
clearly has large implication for the study of practice in the context of the urban 
landscape. As Giddens (1979: 84) describes it,  
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in the production of meaning in interaction, context cannot be treated as 
merely the ‘environment’ or ‘background’ of the use of language. The 
context of interaction is in some degree shaped and organized as an 
integral part of that interaction as a communicative encounter. The 
reflexive monitoring of conduct in interaction involved the routine 
drawing upon of physical, social, and temporal context in the sustaining of 
accountability; but the drawing upon of context at the same time recreates 
these elements as contextual relevancies. (Giddens 1979: 84) 
Another aspect of the relationship between space and social interaction 
recognized by Giddens is the concept of region. Regions are demarcations of space in 
time that are formalized contexts of social interaction that enable and encourage the 
interpretation of certain meanings of actions while constraining others (Giddens 1984: 
119, 122). In most locales the boundaries separating regions have physical or symbolic 
markers. One example of a region would be a church or other holy site: the boundaries 
are marked architecturally or by some other material symbol, and the practices 
considered appropriate once inside the boundary are distinct from those that are 
normative outside (e.g., whether or not to cover one’s head, the intermingling of opposite 
sexes, taboos against swearing or using certain language). The division between day and 
night is also an important region in social life, particularly in the urban landscape. The 
same physical place can be a different region depending on time—different social 
activities are considered proper, interactions in the region are in different contexts 
(Giddens 1984: 119).  
Perhaps the most important concept in regionalization as it pertains to social 
interaction is the notion of front and back regions. Front and back regions have to do with 
separating social behaviors that present a “proper” face from behavior of a potentially 
compromising nature that demonstrates one’s willingness to act against or despite social 
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norms (Giddens 1979: 207). The former behavior is typically enacted in regions 
associated with public display and the latter with behavior in private. An example is a 
school teacher who smiles and compliments her charges in the classroom and hallway, 
but complains about them inside the teacher’s lounge. One of the things the reflexive 
monitoring of action does is chronically examine the locale of actors and actions to see if 
they are engaging in different behaviors in different places, to see if spatial discrimination 
is being maintained to mark between front and back regions. Giddens describes how 
“performances in front regions typically involve efforts to create and sustain the 
appearance of conformity to normative standards to which the actors in question may be 
indifferent, or even positively hostile, when meeting in the back” (Giddens 1979: 208). 
The existence of front and back regions is especially relevant to the more manipulative 
and discursive aspects of ideology. The maintenance of differentiations between 
“publically displayed” aspects of social activities and those that are kept hidden is a 
major element both of the ideological use of symbols by dominant groups, and the 
response of subordinate classes (Giddens 1979: 18).  
Michel de Certeau 
As the preceding description of practice theory has sought to make clear, one of 
the strengths of the approach is the way it uses practice to engage with and explore the 
recursive relationship between agency and structure in social systems. What Giddens and 
Bourdieu were not as concerned with or successful at is looking at how practices 
transform the relationships between different classes or groups in the social system. 
Sherry Ortner is an anthropologist who has written extensively on theories of practice, 
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and incorporated them into her work on a variety of topics. In light of the work done in 
the 1970s and 1980s by scholars like Foucault (1975) and Wolf (1982) exploring the 
relationship between power and social inequality, she recognizes that "practice theory did 
not ignore power, of course, but neither did it make it central to the theoretical framework 
in the ways that seemed called for by this type of critical work on inequality and 
domination" (Ortner 2006: 4). In an analytical context situated on the fault lines of social 
inequality and cultural conflict such as Boston’s 19th-century North End, a useful 
theoretical framework requires a robust engagement with the concepts and practices of 
power and domination. For that I have turned to the ideas of Michel de Certeau, a French 
priest, historian, and sociologist interested in the character and operation of practices as 
they relate to power in social and cultural systems. His work The Practice of Everyday 
Life (1984) attempts to illustrate a model for daily practice that explicitly posits the 
agency of individuals in a power relationship with the structures and institutions that 
seem to dominate modern—particularly urban—life. De Certeau is less concerned than 
Giddens or Bourdieu with the ways in which structures and practice are recursively 
generated in relationship to social systems than with exploring how daily practice, by 
nature of its repetitive character, conditions the perceptions of actors and is used by 
actors as resistance to those elements of society (e.g., institutions, structures, interests) 
that have the power to dominate other people and achieve their projects. For de Certeau 
practice is the primary interaction with the social system for the increasing majority of 
members of society who are “consumers.” With the expansion of productive systems in 
industrial and post-industrial capitalism, individuals have decreased avenues for self-
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expression, socio-cultural expression, and political expression. It is through consumption 
that individuals reclaim for themselves the possibility to interact with and have input in 
these systems in a meaningful way (de Certeau 1984: xiii-xiv).  
Consumption for de Certeau “does not manifest itself through its own products, 
but rather through its ways of using the products imposed by the dominant economic 
order” (de Certeau 1984: xiii). As with the structural linguistic concepts of langue and 
parole, the meaning of the products lies not with the objects materially or in how they are 
represented by their creators but in their use by agents and the contextualized meanings 
they create. The relationship between the socio-economic order as created and produced 
by the elements that organize it (i.e., structural properties) and most individual agents is 
an oppositional dialectic. Powerful institutions and individuals organize material and 
social systems (presumably in their own interests), and agentive “consumers” reorganize 
those systems and re-appropriate the products (including spaces) to their own ends (de 
Certeau 1984: xiv). Through the practices that signify what meanings and roles products 
have in their experience, consumers create errant “trajectories” of action and intention 
that escape from the structural order. These trajectories follow their own logic and trace 
out their interests and designs neither determined nor captured by the systems in which 
they develop (de Certeau 1984: xviii). 
The dominant metaphor de Certeau uses in describing the relationship and 
operations of structure and agency is that of “strategy vs. tactics.” Strategy is the project 
of the forces, institutions, and actors who have power. The possession of power, and it 
attendant resources, allows those with power to make broad, long-term strategies to 
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achieve their goals and further their own interests.  Strategies require a physical space to 
act as a “place” of power, used as a base of operations from which the strategy unfolds 
over time, marshaling and stockpiling resources with a long-term view of goals and 
intentions (de Certeau 1984: xviii). Strategies privilege spatial relationships. Part of 
strategy is making a place or places one’s own, a “proper” place to act as a base, to 
consolidate gains, and to communicate to others the intentions and perspectives one has 
or wants to project. Strategies also involve mastering a place through sight, in the setup 
of surveillance to observe, measure, control, and include places. The power of knowledge 
is used in strategies to turn the uncertainties of history into readable spaces that project 
confidence into the future (de Certeau 1984: 36). 
Tactics are calculated actions that cannot rely on a place of power and are the 
purview of the “Other.” People who have no base to consolidate their gains engage in 
tactics to expand their influence or secure their independence from circumstances. Tactics 
depend on time and timing, on opportunities that must be seized. Many everyday 
practices (talking, reading, moving around, shopping, cooking, etc.) are tactical in 
character (de Certeau 1984: xix). Without a place to call their own, tactics must play on 
and with a terrain imposed on them and organized by those with power. Tactics operate 
in isolated actions, blow by blow, taking advantage of opportunities and depending on 
them. The more a tactic incorporates time into its operation, the more valid and 
successful it tends to be. Where those employing strategies pin their hopes on the 
resistance that the establishment of a place offers to the erosion of time, those who 
engage in tactics pin theirs on a clever use of time (de Certeau 1984: 37, 39).  
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De Certeau makes a distinction between space and place in his theory of tactical 
practice. Place is the physical world conceived in the context of relationships as 
strategically ordered and organized by the structures and institutions that dominate them. 
As a configuration of possibilities, place implies predictability and stability. Space exists 
when one takes into consideration the direction, velocity, and relationship to time of 
practices in the physical landscape. Space is composed of intersections of the many 
mobile projects, tactics, and practices of the agents who inhabit places (de Certeau 1984: 
117). Space is a practiced place, and spatial practices tend to be everyday practices. For 
example, the place of a city street, defined institutionally by urban planning and 
development, is transformed into a space by the practice of walking it. There are as many 
spaces as there are distinct spatial experiences (de Certeau 1984: 118). Spaces and places 
are claimed, controlled, and in multiple ways created by the structures and institutions of 
power. De Certeau considers spaces as the settings and the contexts of practice. Practical 
conduct in space in everyday life has the goal of using the space to one’s advantage, to 
pursue one’s own projects by appropriating the resources mustered by those with power 
who claimed and created the space. As de Certeau describes it, “strategies are able to 
produce, tabulate, and impose these spaces … whereas tactics can only use, manipulate, 
and divert these spaces” through social practice and interaction (De Certeau 1984: 30).  
Part of the study of how agency creates social systems is studying the “art of 
practice.” The “art of practice” involves the manipulation of imposed places to structure 
social systems following their own logic and trajectories. Drawing on tacit, practical 
knowledge of what resources are available in spaces and how they are “supposed” to 
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operate, agents can express their own meanings, create their own sets of symbols and 
significations, and reproduce them all without “producing” or “controlling” the spaces (or 
materials) with which they do so. These practices are not based on “rules” of systems or 
behaviors, but on an actor’s knowledge of how to game the system, how to achieve their 
outcomes and projects (de Certeau 1984: 35). De Certeau refers to practice as an art 
because it is governed by feel, instinct, not something bound or described by rules. 
Practice is not something you can totally learn by rote, it is something for which you need 
to get a feel.  This concept clearly corresponds to the operation of Bourdieu’s practical 
knowledge and Giddens’ practical consciousness, but whereas these authors focus on 
actors using their knowledge to understand and conform to expectations, de Certeau has 
tacit social knowledge operationalized as part of an active and potentially subversive 
manipulation of norms and standards to achieve goals and to advance projects. 
In The Practice of Everyday Life de Certeau devotes an entire chapter to how his 
ideas relate specifically to the practice of walking in the urban landscape of the city. 
Since this has very direct implications for my research, it is worth going into in some 
detail. De Certeau focuses his discussion on practices in the urban landscape not 
amenable to the geometrical or geographic space of the visual, panoptic, theoretical city.  
These practices of space refer to a specific form of 
operations (‘ways of operating’), to ‘another spatiality’ (an 
anthropological, poetic and mythic experience of space), 
and to an opaque and blind mobility characteristic of the 
bustling city. A migrational, or metaphorical, city slips into 
the text of the planned and readable city. (de Certeau 1984: 
93) 
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De Certeau contends that the tactics of urban life encourage the re-emergence of the 
elements of chaos and subjectivity that the strategic creation of urban landscapes 
purposefully excluded.  
According to de Certeau, walking intertwines paths and places together, giving 
their shape to spaces. Walking is a process of appropriation of the material landscape on 
the part of the pedestrian and a spatial acting out of place. This “pedestrian speech act” 
has three characteristics. The present characteristic is how walking creates with the 
spatial order an ensemble of possibilities (e.g., a street leading to where one wants to go) 
and interdictions (e.g., a wall that prevents you from going further), from which the 
walker actualizes some of these possibilities, making them exist or emerge. Characteristic 
of the discrete nature of the pedestrian speech act is how by moving through the 
landscape in practice, the actor actualizes some possibilities and invents others, since the 
crossing, drifting away, or improvisation of walking privileges, transforms, or abandons 
different spatial elements. New possibilities are constructed (e.g., through shortcuts) and 
new prohibitions are created as well (for instance a person refusing to walk the popular 
route and instead traveling the back way). The actor making the selection creates 
discreteness by making choices among the signifiers or displacing them through use. 
Finally, the phatic nature of walking happens when the pedestrian, both through 
movement and the intention of arriving at a destination, creates and maintains the notion 
of multiple locations existing in the landscape. Traveling introduces the practical 
existence of another place in relation to one’s own embodied position in the landscape, 
giving meaning to the notion of a near and a far, a here and a there, introducing the 
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concept of the other (place). Walking is how an embodied actor initiates, maintains, or 
interrupts a relationship with this “other” (de Certeau 1984: 99). 
Henri Lefebvre 
These theorists share the concept that the self, the body, and external world are 
inexorably interrelated. These three components come together to create and give 
meaning to the external realm in which experiences occur and meanings are assigned. 
Both then as now, this aspect of personal and social life is often referred to as space. 
Space is an active participant in social life. Space is both socially constructed and 
constructing—both the outcome of social practice and a key determinate in how all 
practices are conceived, executed, and understood (Rodman 1992: 647). Furthermore, we 
recognize space only when there is something happening within it—such as a practice, a 
meaning, or a memory (Knapp and Ashmore 1999: 8). To better understand how space is 
socially constructed, we can turn to French social theorist Henri Lefebvre, whose seminal 
work on the subject can help us identify what role the social construction of space plays 
in the creation of landscapes. 
Returning to his childhood home in southwest France after receiving an education 
in Marxist philosophy and training as a sociologist, Lefebvre was inspired to contemplate 
the nature of space as development and sprawl rapidly replaced pine forest with an urban 
landscape. Lefebvre challenged the dismissal of space as a pre-existing universality that 
is “just there” and instead contended that space was a social process generated by other 
social processes, and as such had its own qualities and origins (Lefebvre 1991: 86-92; 
Merrifield 1993: 521). Lefebvre argues, much as Marx described the process of the labor-
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based economic value of goods being obfuscated by the structures of capitalism and 
misrepresented as values inherent in the material things themselves—i.e., the “fetishism 
of commodities”—that the social production of space is similarly naturalized and the 
processes by which space is created should instead be apprehended as the form of space 
itself (Lefebvre 1991: 90). 
Embodied practice is the means by which multiple actors participating in any 
social activity make their contributions to the process of the social construction of space. 
The body is an intrinsic part of all social practice and inherently generative and creative 
in that context (Simonsen 2005: 2). Lefebvre’s work on the production of space is very 
compatible—in conception, operation, and terminology—with the practice theories of 
Bourdieu, Giddens, and de Certeau. Although he never posits it as such, it can be helpful 
to think of Lefebvre’s notion of the production of space as an example of practice theory 
in action. Repeated, embodied social practices recursively construct and are constructed 
by larger social structures, in this case, conceptual and operational space.  
It is through individual and group social practices that physical, social, and 
cultural landscapes are created as “places” and imbued with meaning (Merrifield 1993: 
520). Lefebvre distinguishes between the terms space and place by identifying space as 
the realm that is host both to a society’s relevant ideas, designs, projections, and 
ideologies pertaining to the external world, as well as to the embodied practices that 
recursively engage with these conceptions while creating the space itself. Places are the 
“practiced spaces” where specific daily practices are lived out, creating the landscape 
experienced by embodied individuals as subjective, unique, and enduring (Merrifield 
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1993: 522, 525). To Lefebvre, both places and spaces are ontologically “real” because 
they are embodied in observable, tangible human activities and practices (Merrifield 
1993: 520). 
Lefebvre considered an analysis of space impossible without a concomitant 
analysis of bodies. The body is the medium in which space is perceived through smells, 
taste, touch, hearing, and sight. Through practice, the body is the material basis for the 
production and apprehension of space (Lefebvre 1991: 61). At the same time, space is 
how the body locates itself in the landscape, and the body’s presence in space is how it 
distinguishes between internal and external space—the basis for the individual’s sense of 
self (Simonsen 2005: 4). Agreeing with Bourdieu and Giddens, Lefebvre sees the body’s 
role as the key to the construction of space because it is at the nexus among the senses 
that perceive space, the mental constructs that interpret sensory input and use that 
interpretation as the basis for understanding the self and the landscape in relationship to 
each other, and the embodied social practices that construct, maintain, and alter 
landscapes (Simonsen 2005: 9). The dichotomy between the active, generative, individual 
body in space and the external forces and structures that influence both the body and the 
meanings derived from experience is similar to the larger dichotomy of structure and 
agency identified by practice theory. Like the practice theories of Bourdieu and Giddens, 
Lefebvre’s theories about the production of space transcend this dichotomy by proposing 
a recursive relationship between the production of space and the production of the body, 
combining the agency of the embodied actor with that of external forces (Simonsen 2005: 
10).  
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On a practical level, Lefebvre identifies the mechanism through which space is 
generated as gestural systems.  In the course of social practice, people enact gestures—
articulated movements mobilizing and activating the whole body—which are performed 
and interpreted according to culturally specific gestural systems (Simonsen 2005: 6). 
Gestural systems embody the history and ideology of a cultural and/or social group. They 
convert intangible social codes—such as politeness, courtesy, affection, civility, and 
gentility—into tangible practice (Lefebvre 1991: 215). These systems also strengthen the 
social bonds among members of a group, with the promise of mutual intelligibility 
encouraging the widespread adoption of similar repeated practices, which in turn 
contributes to the formation of a shared habitus. 
Space is constructed by the interplay among social practice, the physical places in 
which that practice happen, and social and cultural conceptions and ideologies about 
space. Lefebvre attempts to create a unitary theory of space by combining these elements 
into what he terms the conceptual triad of social space (Merrifield 1993: 523). One 
element of this triad Lefebvre calls spatial practice. Spatial practices are the social 
practices related to social production and reproduction that create a society’s space. 
Spatial practices are the everyday practices that have a recursive influence on how 
individuals and groups perceive and understand the space in which they live and are 
ultimately the practices by which space is recursively created. Lefebvre contends that it is 
possible to “read” the spatial practices of a society by looking for ways they have shaped 
the physical landscape; that these inhabited spaces can be “deciphered” to reveal spatial 
practices (Merrifield 1993: 524). 
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Spatial practice relies on, and perpetuates, a shared “common-sense” 
understanding of the landscape generated by routine action, similar to Bourdieu’s doxa. 
This shared understanding dictates what practices are appropriate in any place or space in 
the landscape. The interplay between embodied routine practices and these doxic rules 
and rationalizations pertaining to the landscape create the spaces and practices—
individual and social—that structure daily life and encourage social cohesion, continuity, 
and competence (Merrifield 1993: 524; Simonsen 2005: 6). 
The second part of Lefebvre’s triad is representations of space. Representations 
of space are the conceptualized, ideological aspects of space that are designed and 
ordered by powerful members of a society and act as the dominant discourse of space. 
These abstract spaces are constructed by technocrats, architects, and engineers at the 
bidding of society’s elites. This aspect of space holds much in common with de Certeau’s 
notion of strategic space, the intersection between the practices and places of the 
powerful in a society. Representations of space are the means by which those with power 
consolidate their advantages and plan their moves (Merrifield 1993: 523, Simonsen 2005: 
6-7). 
The third and final part of the triad is called, somewhat confusingly, spaces of 
representation. If representations of space are like de Certeau’s strategy, then these 
spaces are the equivalent of his tactical space. Spaces of representation are the part of 
space in which individuals engage in everyday spatial practice. This space is experienced 
through the symbols, memories, and meanings constructed by embodied individuals. 
Because spaces of representation are where people engage in practice, it is also where 
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meanings, practices, and rights to space are contested. Lefebvre sees this as the space 
where experiences are perceived and ordered according to the dispositions of habitus, and 
where resources are deployed in efforts assert social control (Merrifield 1993: 523- 524, 
Simonsen 2005: 7). 
Erving Goffman 
The final social theorist whose work I incorporate into my theoretical framework 
is sociologist Erving Goffman. Interactions between individuals are one of the primary 
ways that identities and spaces are created and negotiated, and Goffman’s symbolic 
interactionism is a theory of social behavior that breaks interactions down into its 
component individual decisions and actions, which makes it especially compatible with 
theories of practice. He sees social interactions as dynamic sequence of embodied 
mannerisms and gestures sent and received between individuals, driven by combinations 
of deliberate decisions and instinctual behaviors One-on-one interaction are a symbolic, 
dramatic performance in which claims to relationships with the physical, social, and 
cultural aspects of society are made by each individual in turn, and accepted or rejected 
based criteria that includes the quality of the performance, mutually acceptable use of 
material culture, and a sense of agreement between the performance of the interaction and 
the landscape in which it is performed (Goffman 1959: 15).  
During interaction, each participant will define the nature of the situation, and 
project that definition through their reactions to other participants and through any 
actions or behaviors directed towards them. As part of a successful interaction, the 
participants non-discursively yet mutually agree to a shared overall definition, a working 
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consensus which, according to Goffman (1959: 10), “involved not so much a real 
agreement as to what exists but rather a real agreement as to whose claims… will be 
temporarily honored.” Actors engage in a variety of tactics and strategies to achieve the 
success that comes with having one’s claims honored, and to have the greatest influence 
over the working consensus. 
Successful interaction involves creating and combining personal appearance, 
social behavior, and the landscape as the setting of interaction in such a way that they all 
appear to make sense together and meet the social expectations of other participants. 
Whether this appearance of coherence is an accurate reflection of reality has no bearing 
on the success of the interaction—indeed, many successful interactions involve 
misrepresenting one’s true identity and intentions—but trying to get others to accept a 
false claim involves more social risk than an honest claim. Goffman refers to how one 
presents their appearance—typically through costuming and personal adornment—and 
the manner in which they comport their body to compliment this appearance, as social 
performer’s personal front (Goffman 1959: 22). Actors make their claim to define the 
situation through their line of action: a “pattern of verbal and non-verbal acts by which he 
expresses his view of the situation and through this his evaluation of the participants, 
especially himself” (Goffman 1967: 5). In every interaction, each participant also claims 
a face, the social value a person claims for themselves through their personal front and 
their line of action. In interaction, it is possible for a person to maintain face and receive 
the acknowledgement and respect they are due according to social rules, to gain face by 
getting the audience to bestow upon them a social value above what they were typically 
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entitled, or to lose face when the audience does not accept the claims or consensus 
proffered by the actor (Goffman 1967: 6). 
The component of interaction that most directly affects the construction of urban 
landscapes is its setting. The setting of an interaction is the physical space and material 
culture a performer draws upon during an interaction. Setting plays an active role in the 
choices made by an individual during an interaction, as does the actual embodied practice 
of interaction itself (Goffman 1959: 22). The setting not only changes how the performer 
approaches their performance, but it also has an active and unavoidable influence on how 
the audience receives and understands the information communicated during an 
interaction (Giddens 1979: 84). A change in the setting of a performance can alter the 
success of that performance (Goffman 1959: 52). Goffman (1959: 22) warns that “those 
who would use a particular setting as part of their performance cannot begin their act 
until they have brought themselves to the appropriate place and must terminate their 
performance when they leave it.” Individuals who wished to engage in successful social 
interactions throughout the landscape had to understand how different spaces influenced 
the outcomes of social interaction and adapt their personal front, line of action, and claim 
to face to coincide with the demands of the setting. 
The reflexive monitoring of conduct—the tendency identified by Giddens for 
social actors to monitor their practices in the context of the practices enacted by other 
individuals—is a major source of information used in the production of social encounters 
(Giddens 1979: 203). Individual actors inhabiting the urban landscape and engaging in 
social interaction are constantly and non-discursively comparing the setting of their 
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interaction to known standards of behavior and the possible outcomes of that behavior. 
Both the attributes of the settings of interaction and the standards and outcomes of 
behavior deemed appropriate for that setting are inculcated in large part through this 
reflexive monitoring process (Giddens 1984: 4).  
Practice theory and the 19th-century urban landscape 
The theories of practice developed by these thinkers are well suited to the study of 
urban landscapes, including my work on the North End in the 19th century. The residents 
of 27-29 Endicott and 19-21 North Square lived in an urban landscape that, materially, 
was designed and constructed by people and institutions intimately involved with 
structures and structural properties of power and control. More to the point, this 
neighborhood echoed de Certeau’s assertion that the materiality of the city is built and 
controlled by powerful structures, and agents engage in practice to subvert and resist this 
control. Neighborhoods may be established and constructed by the powerful, but they are 
re-appropriated in consumption by their residents for their own ends who in doing so 
create their own meanings. 
Practice theory as applied in the urban landscape is the study of two trends in the 
actions of individuals: the repetitive, everyday, routine practices (practices that create and 
perpetuate a worldview of an agent and tend to encourage stability for the actor and the 
social system) and the semi-improvised, opportunistic, tactical practices (practices that 
are a result of and reactions to the fluid, chaotic nature of life in the urban environment). 
The objective conditions under which the habitus of North End residents was formed—
whether rural New England or other parts of or cities in the USA, countries like Ireland, 
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Scotland, or Canada, even the city of Boston earlier in the 19th century—were radically 
different from the objective conditions in which the residents lived their everyday lives. 
Their living arrangements, daily activities, landscape, and social interactions were, for a 
majority of residents, non-conforming to their habitus and the dispositions shaped by 
their habitus. The subjective structures were no longer a good fit for daily reality. The 
objective structures and the principles and structures that ordered reality and behavior 
have shifted from a doxic state to the dialectic state of competing orthodoxies and 
heterodoxies. The nature of urban life meant that there are always competing possibilities 
which in turn means they cannot become naturalized, taken-for-granted, or made 
invisible (Bourdieu 1977: 169). In other words, within the urban landscape change is 
always a possibility in action, and structures and relationships are malleable, vulnerable, 
and transformable. 
Giddens argues that the unpredictable and unfamiliar aspects of urban life make 
practice more likely to influence social change. The kind of routinization that leads to 
ontological security in individuals and continuity in social systems is more difficult to 
achieve in the dynamic, unstable environment of the urban landscape. The dynamic 
complexity of urban systems provided ample opportunities for actors to have incomplete 
or shallow knowledge about the contexts of their actions, multiplying the unintended 
consequences, and contributing to social change. This also suggests that the reflexive 
monitoring of self and others by the acting self was not merely checking that routine, but 
is constantly trying to make sense of the changing contexts of action and to determine the 
proper interpretation and response to other actions. This encouraged novel behaviors, as 
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agents tryed new tactics and adopted new practices to locate and exploit new social 
properties and strategies. The other side of this dichotomy is the fact that actors will seek 
to establish routine in their daily lives and practices, either following the dictates of their 
habitus or by seeking a reduction in their anxiety. So while agents are engaged in the 
messy discourse of social change, they are also seeking in their practice familiarity, 
predictability, and normalcy, in order to make the world around them match with the 
template they carry around in their head. 
As much as the urban landscape is constructed out of streets and buildings, as 
perceived and experienced it is ultimately the product of social interaction, making the 
presence of other individuals in the landscape an irreducible part of the construction of 
the landscape. The landscape is perpetually and constantly being created and re-created 
via the dialogue of interaction, because in the public, social context of the urban 
landscape, every action is on display and every choice in presentation and practice sends 
a message. The landscape is both the product and the producer of interaction; it is where 
space-time, bodies, and personality come together to create meaning and memory. 
Material culture is an important component of these practices—in personal adornment 
and the material landscape. Embodied movement and social interaction are not ancillary 
traits of a practice approach to studying the landscape; they are the basis for the core 
generative principles of society. 
Practice theory connects material culture and everyday practice to the urban 
landscape, in that the landscape is both a setting for practice and interaction, therefore 
enabling and constraining what happens; it is also the context for what transpires inside 
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its space, which is an active component in the meanings generated via practice in that 
space. This combination of what (material culture, practice) and where (time-space, 
material landscape) allows us relate actions to social structures to understand where they 
fit. 
In constructing the theoretical framework for my dissertation, not only was it 
necessary that all of the elements be compatible in terms of subject matter, types of data 
considered, and general outlook on how social systems operate, but they had to be 
mutually reinforcing. Because no perspective on social theory satisfactorily accounts for 
all aspects of social life, I have chosen approaches that deal with similar phenomena from 
divergent perspectives and with different strengths, filling in interpretive gaps and 
facilitating a more totalized, holistic insight into past activity. Bourdieu’s ideas about 
habitus and doxa are an elegant formulation for how conditioned actors to recreate 
structures, but his lack of a formulation of social change and his insistence on the 
ignorance of actors make it difficult to reconcile his theory with lived experience. 
Drawing upon structuration as well—with its recognition of the knowledgeability of 
individuals and the detailed treatment of social practice in the context of rules, resources, 
and the unintended consequences of action—helps bring the study of practice closer to 
recognizable everyday life. Crucially, the similarity and compatibility of the duality of 
structure and practical consciousness in structuration and the functioning of Bourdieu’s 
habitus makes it possible to apply both perspectives to the same phenomena 
simultaneously without creating unworkable contradictions. 
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The application of practice theory as conceived of by Bourdieu and Giddens to 
historical and archaeological data is greatly facilitated by the incorporation of the work of 
Goffman and de Certeau, because both operate on a more personal scale and explores 
more recognizable themes. Goffman’s symbolic interactionism brings greater definition 
to the operation of social practice vital to the maintenance and alteration of social 
systems, and interactionism’s lack of engagement with overarching social structures 
ceases to be a detriment when merged with the robust treatment of the topic in theories of 
practice. De Certeau’s description of the everyday power struggle of tactical, 
knowledgeable consumers against the strategies of control operated by the powers behind 
industrial and post-industrial capitalism provides a much-needed engagement with issues 
of power, social inequality, and consumption without which any serious treatment of life 
in 19th-century urban contexts would be incomplete, while also describing the unequal 
social relationships resembling the lived experience of some people, particularly in 
spaces like the urban landscape. These four perspectives also emphasize many of the 
same elements and practices as integral to the perceptions and experience that structure 
and are structured by lived experience, such as the role of the body as a creator and 
repository of meaning and memory and the importance of spatial relationships in social 
interaction. The shared aspects of these perspectives facilitate tacking back and forth 
between approaches during the analytical process, increasing the potential for accurate 
and insightful description of the objective and subjective conditions and products of past 
practice. 
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My final goal in creating a theoretical framework is to combine approaches that 
could practically and usefully be applied to the specific details of social life as recovered 
by archaeological investigation. My dissertation applies a practice theory approach by 
taking evidence for specific practices, such as movement to and from specific locations in 
the North End, dressing and adornment of the body with specific articles and in particular 
styles, and the interactions between individuals within the urban landscape, associating 
them with the various operators in theories of practice. In, for example, identifying what 
perceptions and experiences of urban life would have most radically challenged the 
habitus of immigrants raised in rural contexts, or for testing for differences in behavior or 
presentation in the front and back regions recognized by the residents of this 
neighborhood, my goal is to test the methodological efficacy and interpretive potential 
for a practice theory approach to understanding 19th-century urban landscapes. 
A framework like the one described above that ties embodied actions to the ways 
human beings think and feel about themselves and the material and social world in which 
they live is necessary in order to understand the relationship between individuals and the 
urban space that they inhabit. To fully come to terms with how people understand their 
place in the landscape, however, it is also important to interpret those actions in the 
context of the past decision and actions that shaped that landscape. Neither individuals 
nor cities are static entities but change over time, and urban landscapes and the practices 
that are enacted within them are always in the process of acquiring imbued with new 
meanings and memories from the experiences of thise dwelling within them.  The next 
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chapter explores the economic, political, and cultural history of Boston in order to 
understand from where the city and its residents had come, and where they were going. 
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CHAPTER 3: AN ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, CULTURAL HISTORY OF BOSTON AND 
THE NORTH END 
 
Social structures, cultural values, and historical events play a significant role in 
the formation of an individual’s self-identity, perceptions, and understanding of the world 
around them. Without an understanding of these formative elements, it is impossible to 
theorize productively about the nature of habitus and how it structures an individual’s 
perceptions and dispositions, or the development of the practical consciousness that 
facilitates an individual’s social practice. Only with the knowledge of the world of ideas 
and experiences in which people lived their daily lives can archaeologists analyze 
material culture and practice from the “inside-out” and allow people active roles in 
creating the forms and meanings of the world around them (Beaudry et al. 1991). 
Establishing the historical, social, and cultural context for the inhabitants and 
landscape of Boston North End between 1850 and 1880 in as much detail as possible 
allows one to analyze the values and meanings assigned to material culture on multiple 
scales—from the society’s dominant culture down to the individual who acquired, used, 
and disposed of it. This chapter presents an overview of the history of Boston and the 
North End, focusing on the events that helped establish the identities of its inhabitants, 
shape the cultural milieu of the city, and defined the attitudes and relationships among 
social classes and groups. This context, along with individual experience and embodied 
perception, creates the mental frameworks and dispositions that mediate the daily 
practices that recursively construct and are constructed by the urban landscape. 
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The chapter is divided into two sections: the first covers the history of Boston on 
a scale encompassing the city and its inhabitants as a whole, and the second section 
examines the events and residents of the North End neighborhood more closely. 
Considering events on a city-wide scale is important because the people who inhabited 
Boston in the mid-19th century used their own understanding of the city’s history and its 
social and cultural institutions in their construction of the physical and cultural 
landscapes of the city, and their relationship to the city’s past also contributed to their 
sense of place and sense of self that influenced their embodied social practice. 
The two archaeological sites from which I derive my data—privy deposits 
associated with the mid-19th-century occupation of 19-21 North Square and 27-29 
Endicott Street—were located in the North End. I argue that because of the meanings and 
memories associated with features in the landscape, and the local knowledge developed 
through repeated, routine practice, the inhabitants of these sites, along with the others 
who lived and worked elsewhere in the North End, would have had a very different 
relationship with the urban landscape of the North End than with the city as a whole. This 
resulted in no small part because—as I will demonstrate in a subsequent chapter—the 
daily social practices that recursively constructed the landscape and other elements of 
social life would have occurred largely within the neighborhood itself. This created a 
familiarity with the urban landscape among its inhabitants that requires detailed 
knowledge to productively contextualize. 
The following two sections are sub-divided chronologically. The initial discussion 
considers the history of Boston and the North End from 1630 to 1850, covering the 
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town’s founding up to mid-19th century. This period needs to be considered because the 
historical events and trends of earlier centuries formed the narrative and identity that 
contextualized the inhabitants of the 19th-century city and their relationship with the 
urban landscape. Events occurring between 1850 and 1860 are considered separately 
because that period marked the height of the economic, social, and cultural disruption 
caused by an unprecedented flow of Irish immigrants into the city. The events in Boston 
during the Civil War mark a dramatic break with the city’s past and the beginning of a 
complete transformation of the city’s economic and social organization. In post-war 
Boston, 1865-1880, the seeds of this transformation bore fruit, as the immigrant 
community in Boston—particularly the Irish living in the North End—became 
increasingly integrated economically, social, and culturally into the city and its 
institutions. The social practices of 19th-century Bostonians and the frameworks and 
landscapes that they influenced and were influenced by can only be understood in the 
context of their rapidly changing times. To help locate the events and places discussed in 
this chapter and dissertation, Figure 3.1 is a map of Boston showing the original landmass 
and settlement along with the urban landscape as it was in 1880, labeled with the names 
of areas that appear in this chapter and the locations of the two archaeological sites 
(Waring 1886).  
A history of Boston: from town to city 
For the first 200 years of Boston’s history, with a few notable periods of 
disruption surrounding the French and Indian War and the American Revolution, the city  
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Figure 3.1. Waring 1886 map showing landmass and topography of Shawmut peninsula 
with made land and street layout of Boston ca. 1880. Labels indicate neighborhoods and 
important areas referenced in dissertation, stars indicate location of 19-21 North Square 
and 27-29 Endicott Street sites (Courtesy of University of Texas Libraries). 
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was one of North America’s leading urban areas in terms of its economic, social, and 
cultural influence (Handlin 1959: 1). Even after its traditional place as a leader in 
American political and economic matters was eclipsed by growing cities like New York 
in the early 19th century, the early adoption of industrial technology by the city’s 
economic and social elites provided the resources necessary to fuel a cultural flowering 
unsurpassed in American history. The hegemony of Boston’s elites over their city—and 
the economic, social, and cultural structures upon which that hegemony was based—was 
challenged for the first time in the second quarter of the 19th century as Boston struggled 
to absorb the influx of tens of thousands of immigrants. After a period of fierce rejection 
and dire economic conditions, the Irish and other immigrants found opportunities after 
the massive disruptions of the American Civil War to incorporate into the larger 
economic and civil structures of the city. 
1630-1850 
Boston was founded in 1630 by English Protestant dissidents fleeing persecution 
and economic interference by the government of King Charles II. About 45 families 
founded Boston on the Shawmut Peninsula, a marshy piece of land dotted with hills and 
connected to the mainland by a narrow neck of land so low that the peninsula was almost 
an island at high tide. A combination of a permissive colonial charter, political and social 
turmoil in England, and trans-Atlantic separation allowed Boston and the Massachusetts 
Bay Company a large degree of political, cultural, and economic autonomy from 1630 
into the 1680s. For the first half of the 18th century Boston was one of the most important 
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and populous ports in the British North American colonies, dominating the region in 
manufacturing and industry (O’Connor 1991: 39). 
The economic fortunes of the colony began to dip when Massachusetts and 
Boston bore much of the financial and human costs of the quarter century of armed 
conflict between England and France in the New World following the outbreak of King 
George’s war in 1740, followed by a spiral of economic depression, unemployment, 
heavy taxation, and a shrinking tax base (O’Connor 1991: 43). When the British crown 
introduced a series of tariffs and taxes on colonial commerce and sought to crack down 
on widespread practices of illegal trade with foreign nations, Boston was at the vanguard 
of political outrage and resistance that spread to the other 12 British colonies and 
eventually inspired the Revolutionary War (O’Connor 1991: 45-46).  
When the war ended in 1781, Boston and New England were cut off from their 
customary markets in the British West Indies and the UK and suffered again from 
protracted economic contraction and recession, but the conditions of inflation, 
unemployment, and decreased foreign trade that characterized the immediate post-war 
economy proved to be a temporary setback (Handlin 1959: 2-3). Merchants eventually 
discovered a demand for European textiles, metal items, and finished goods among the 
Native Americans inhabiting the mouth of the Columbia River in what is today Oregon 
and Washington State. These goods would be exchanged for furs, for which there was a 
high demand in the Chinese Empire. Boston captains would trade the furs—along with 
gold and ginseng—for Chinese teas, silks, and porcelain. Finishing their 
circumnavigation by going around the Cape of Good Hope and across the Atlantic, China 
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Trade merchants using this global trade route would reap immense profits for investors 
(Handlin 1959: 4). The China Trade revitalized the maritime industries of Boston, 
particularly ship-building, and likewise revitalized the commercial elite of the city and 
provided them the resources to secure their dominance of local affairs, filling in the 
power vacuum left by the departure of British officials and loyalists (O’Connor 1991: 
63).  
While Boston and New England would never again enjoy the national economic 
and political clout they had during the 18th century, Boston’s social and commercial 
elites would ensure their regional dominance throughout the 19th century by coalescing 
into a new, aristocratic social group—eventually labeled the “Boston Brahmins” by 
Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr. With America cut off from the supply of British 
manufactured goods during the War of 1812, merchants in Boston and throughout New 
England put the massive amounts of capital generated by the China Trade to productive 
use by financing numerous textile mills and other factories, powered by the fast-flowing 
streams and rivers of New England (O’Connor 2001: 84-85). By the second quarter of the 
19th century textile manufacturing was a multi-million dollar business, and the old 
economic elites of Boston—families who had made considerable fortunes in trade with 
Europe and the Far East—began to intermarry within this new cadre of wealthy 
manufacturers. It was from this merging of “the Wharf and the Waterfall” that the Boston 
Brahmins as a social group emerged, and indeed from which they draw their lineage up to 
the present day (O’Connor 2001: 86). 
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Between 1790 and 1810, economic growth related to the rejuvenated maritime 
trade attracted enough new residents to Boston to almost double the population, from 
18,038 to 34,000 (Seasholes 2003: 3; Cheney et al 1983: 16). By 1840 the population had 
almost tripled, growing to 93,383. Boston during this 50-year period developed into “a 
comfortable and well-to-do city where people managed to lead contented and healthy 
lives” (Handlin 1959: 23), and immigrants from many places were eager to participate. 
These new arrivals came from three main sources. Economic stagnation in rural New 
England and Canada’s Maritime Provinces led a steady stream of young people eager to 
try their fortune in the region’s largest urban area. New Hampshire and Maine were the 
most common points of origin, and by a 2-to-1 margin these migrants hailed from 
predominantly rural backgrounds (Knights 1971: 43). Industrialization in the British Isles 
disrupted traditional handicraft industries and led to an exodus of craftsmen and other 
skilled workers eager to retain their economic and social status in the face of factory 
wage labor (Warner 1978: 5). Similar pressures encouraged emigration from Central and 
Northern Europe, particularly southwestern Germany and Scandinavia, which had no 
large urban areas to absorb the tradesmen and farmers who could no longer sustain 
themselves on the village level (Handlin 1959: 33-34). 
In colonial times, the distribution of resources among the city’s population was 
greater than it was in the 19th century. In 1771, 5 percent of Boston’s population had 
owned 44 percent of all taxable property. By 1833 the richest 4 percent owned 59 percent 
of the wealth, and 64 percent by 1848 (Chudacoff 1981: 51). This was part of a larger 
trend in early 19th-century America of increasing wealth in the hands of fewer families, 
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who intermarried to maintain their position in society. An aristocratic culture flourished 
among these elites, based in part on the social obligation to promote social and cultural 
enterprises in the community and to act as steward for the physical and moral well being 
of those less fortunate (Glabb 1983: 96). Nowhere was this noblesse oblige more felt than 
among the Boston Brahmins, who saw themselves as continuing the high standards set by 
their 17th- and 18th-century forebears (O’Connor 2001: 96).  
While Boston’s Brahmins strove to lead the way in terms of intellectual and social 
progress in the new American republic, Boston was still a deeply conservative city whose 
residents had not abandoned their obsession with tradition and an ingrained deference to 
moral and social authority. Boston society sought to reconcile these competing impulses 
by demonstrating a passion for social reform, but implementing it in sober and thoughtful 
ways harmonious with the existing power structures. Examples of this reform were the 
eventual adoption of a universal public education system that became a national model, 
improved care and education for the blind, the deaf, and the physically and mentally 
handicapped, changes to programs that assisted the poor, reforms to the penal system, and 
increasing calls for temperance and abstinence from alcohol. Some radical thinkers even 
supported new movements like pacifism, women’s rights, and abolitionism (O’Connor 
1991: 111-112).  
One of the earliest and most successful reform efforts was changing how the 
government of Boston was organized and operated. On February 23, 1822 the old 
“Towne of Boston” was officially incorporated as the City of Boston, replacing the old 
town meeting with a new political structure of a Mayor, an eight-member Council of 
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Aldermen, and a 48-member Common Council. At the head of this new structure were 
young Brahmins, who would “offer themselves” for office and whose popular support 
stemmed from the understanding that they would use their considerable personal and 
financial talents to contribute to the economic and social well-being of working people. 
This arrangement would not only help the upper classes stay in power, but also help to 
strengthen the Brahmins’ claim to cultural and moral leadership of the city. The earliest 
example of this new power structure in action occurred during the mayoralty of Josiah 
Quincy, who was Boston’s second elected Mayor and served from 1823 to 1828. Quincy 
and his allies in the new city government were the favorite candidates of the “middling 
classes” who supported his plans to improve the increasingly dilapidated material 
landscape of the city, to create a new marketplace, and to reorganize the fire and police 
services in the city. While raising the revenues for these projects proved to be highly 
controversial, they were ultimately successful and earned Quincy the nickname “The 
Great Mayor” (O’Connor 1991: 87-89). 
For a 30-year period from around 1835 to 1865, starvation, discrimination, and a 
lack of opportunity motivated around 2.5 million Irish people to leave Ireland in a world-
wide diaspora that focused on North and South America (Handlin 1959: 48). The Irish 
Poor Law Act of 1838—which established workhouses and assisted the emigration of 
paupers—codified eviction, incarceration, and emigration of the Irish into the economic 
policy of the United Kingdom (Handlin 1959: 44). When the potato crop in Ireland was 
devastated by disease between 1845 and 1850, poor farmers lost the ability to pay rents or 
even to feed their families, leading to the eviction of hundreds of thousands of families 
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and the eventual death of as many as one million from starvation, exposure, and disease. 
Boston was one of the major destinations for Irish immigration on the Northeast coast of 
the United States. By 1850 around 35,000 people born in Ireland were living in Boston 
out of a population of 136,900, meaning the Irish made up about 36.5 percent of the total 
population (O’Connor 1995: 37; Knights 1971: 20). 
This radical demographic shift had many effects on Boston and Bostonians. It 
exacerbated the trends of increasing population density and socio-economic separation. 
The physical landscape of the city was radically altered, as exploding demand for 
inexpensive housing led to the creation of densely populated working-class 
neighborhoods characterized by deteriorating and unsanitary material conditions. It also 
shifted the fundamental basis of Boston’s economy, creating a practically inexhaustible 
supply of cheap labor that encouraged Boston’s development into one of the nation’s 
largest industrial and manufacturing centers. It also created situations of ethnic and 
cultural conflict in what had previously been a relatively homogeneous urban area, 
adding a new dimension of social and cultural life and a new set of values for people to 
associate with the urban landscape.  
The degree to which Boston was an inhospitable place for the Irish cannot be 
understated. As Thomas O’Connor (1995: xvi) memorably stipulated,  
if there had existed in the nineteenth century a computer able to digest all 
the appropriate data, it would have reported one city in the entire world 
where an Irish Catholic, under any circumstances, should never, ever, set 
foot. That city was Boston, Massachusetts. It was an American city with 
an immensely homogeneous Anglo-Saxon character, an inbred hostility 
toward people who were Irish, a fierce and violent revulsion against all 
things Roman Catholic, and an economic system that precluded most 
forms of unskilled labor. 
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But set foot they did, and eventually they thrived. 
Irish people had been coming to Boston and Massachusetts in small numbers 
since at least the 18th century (O’Connor 1995: 9-23). The first time large numbers of 
Catholic Irish began to arrive in Boston was the late 1790s and early 1800s (O’Connor 
1995: 23). Bostonians, at their most benign, typically viewed Catholicism as 
incompatible with American democratic institutions and the concept of personal liberty 
and at their most antagonistic were convinced that it a stalking horse for the global 
conspiracy to subjugate the globe under the iron fist of the Pope in Rome (Chudacoff 
1981: 105). Despite hostile attitudes, Irish Catholic immigration to Boston steadily 
increased throughout the first four decades of the 19th century. Changes in agricultural 
policy in the UK destroyed small-scale landholding throughout England and Ireland 
(O’Connor 1995: 33). As a result as much as 80 percent of the population of Ireland were 
poor cottiers engaged in subsistence farming (Handlin 1959: 39-41). The Irish who 
embarked for Boston before 1835 were mostly former field hands and generally in good 
health. Many were eventually employed in constructing the townhouses, churches, and 
municipal buildings springing up across Boston, as well as in the many land reclamation 
projects undertaken during this time (O’Connor 1995: 35). 
The presence of Irish Catholics in Boston created an increasingly virulent 
backlash. By the late 1820s and early 1830s, anti-Catholic propaganda appeared regularly 
in the religious and mainstream press (O’Connor 1995: 43-45). Anti-Catholic animus 
during this time reached its peak in the summer of 1835, when a relentless campaign of 
abuse and harassment against Catholics eventually culminated in an angry mob of 
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working-class Protestants burning down an Ursuline convent in Charlestown (O’Connor 
1995:47). The burning of the Charlestown convent would come to symbolize the anger 
and distrust between Boston’s Catholic and Protestant population that would simmer for 
more than a hundred years (Handlin 1959: 160). 
The Irish who immigrated to Boston in the 1820s and 1830s tended to live close 
to the waterfront, where the rents were cheap and employment as stevedores and laborers 
at the docks was nearby. As overcrowding rendered these areas worn down  and 
unsanitary, Protestant Bostonians expected the Irish to do what other immigrant groups 
had done before them, which was realize Boston had neither social or economic 
opportunities for them and head to points West. What they failed to realize was that, 
without the skills or capital to homestead a farm on the frontier, and having just 
abandoned one home place across the Atlantic, the Irish had no intention of leaving their 
new home. Having formed a new community, the Irish were determined that no one was 
going to make them give it up (O’Connor 1995: 54-54).  
Most of these new migrants were among the poorest peasants, whose passage was 
usually aided by friends, family, philanthropic groups, or the government (Handlin 1959: 
51). Whatever meager savings or stipends that were available to these refugees were used 
up by purchasing tickets, waiting weeks for the ship to leave port, and the long 
transatlantic passage. Adding to the misery, the conditions in many of the ships that 
provided passage across the Atlantic were so bad they were commonly known as “coffin 
ships.” Impossibly crowded conditions created an ideal environment for the spread of 
typhus, or “ship fever,” and spoiled food and contaminated water led to widespread 
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dysentery. Thousands of immigrants did not survive the journey (Puelo 2010: 63-65). By 
the time they arrived in Boston, most immigrants were weak, diseased, and impoverished 
(O’Connor 1995: 61).  
At the beginning of the Irish exodus, 1835-1845, around 50,000 mostly Irish 
immigrants came to Boston. From 1846 to 1849, an estimated 125,000 foreigners arrived 
in Boston, about 3/4 of whom were Irish unskilled laborers (Puelo 2010: 70). In 1847—a 
single year—the City of Boston was inundated by 37,000 new arrivals (O’Connor 1995: 
60). While some of these immigrants moved on from Boston, most of the Irish stayed in 
the city. Living in the areas with the lowest rents, such as the North End and Fort Hill, 
was necessary for a group with little earning potential and less savings. In 1845, the 
lowest rents in Fort Hill cost, per week and paid in advance, around $1.00 for a small 
single room and $2.00 if you wanted to stay in a cellar—which were prized because their 
subterranean nature made them better insulated against the cold (Handlin 1959: 109). 
This rate represented about half of the typical Irish laborer’s weekly wage; it would have 
been almost impossible to pay any more and still provide the other necessities of life for a 
family.  
An additional reason for the Irish to stay in Boston was because some members of 
the community were reliant on financial assistance from the city. Unreliable work, low 
wages, poor health, and high mortality contributed greatly to income insecurity. The 
instability left many individuals and families one missed payday away from destitution. 
As a result Irish emigrants placed a disproportionate claim on Boston’s institutions that 
provided relief, medical care, and charity. In 1850, at a time when over 45 percent of the 
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city population was foreign born and a large majority of these were Irish, foreign-born 
residents accounted for half the inmates in the lunatic asylum, 58 percent of those listed 
as paupers on the city rolls, 90 percent of the patients receiving free healthcare at the 
dispensary, and 97 percent of the residents at the almshouse (Ward 1989: 26). No other 
place the Irish could live provided as generous a level of assistance, and, since very few 
could say for certain that their ability to feed their children would never rely on these 
programs, the city’s aid provided another compelling reason to bear Boston’s crowded 
conditions. For all these reasons “the Irish crammed into the city, recasting its boundaries 
and disfiguring its physical appearance; by their poverty they introduced new problems of 
disease, vice, and crime, with which neither they nor the community were ready to cope” 
(Handlin 1959: 88).  
The arrival of tens of thousands of Irish workers caused a swift and profound 
change in Boston’s fundamental economic underpinnings as well as in the types of 
economic activity that happened both inside and outside the city limits. Over half of 
Boston’s workforce was unskilled or semi-skilled in 1850, and with no other options 
available these workers were dependent on manual day labor (Knights 1971: 120). This 
was especially true in the case of Irish immigrants. In 1850 65 percent of the Irish were 
employed as laborers or servants (Handlin 1959: 60).  
Laborers would travel all day from street to street and shop to shop in Boston’s 
commercial district, hoping that someone would need a cart unloaded or a ditch dug. 
Laborers were well known for frequenting the waterfront, waiting for someone to need 
extra hands in loading or unloading cargo (Handlin 1959: 60). Laborers found temporary 
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employment with the city cleaning and maintaining streets, digging trenches, laying 
foundations, and on any number of large-scale public works projects. They built the 
aqueducts and laid the pipes of the new municipal water system and laid network of 
railroad tracks that connected Boston to the surrounding communities and the rest of the 
nation (Puelo 2010: 76-77). 
The other primary option for Irish looking for employment in Boston was to 
engage in the kind of service occupations that native-born Americans came to scorn, 
perceiving them as conflicting with American ideals of equality and independence. Male 
Irishmen found employment caring for the city’s ubiquitous horses, cleaning stables, and 
working as stablers and hostlers. Many Irish women found ready employment as maids 
and domestic servants, for which there was a huge demand (Handlin 1959: 61-63). 
Despite the opportunities available for laborers and servants, the supply of unskilled and 
semi-skilled labor in Boston radically outstripped the demand, driving down wages and 
leading to chronic periods of unemployment for large swaths of the population. Boston 
simply did not have opportunities to offer many of the Irish migrants, and until it did 
“they were fated to remain a massive lump in the community, undigested, indigestible” 
(Handlin 1959: 55).  
Eventually the potential profits made possible by this inexhaustible and 
inexpensive labor force proved irresistible to Boston’s business and investment 
community. When Irish immigrants first arrived in significant numbers, manufacturing in 
the city was still dominated by small shop production that had no use for most immigrant 
labor (Ryan 1997: 23). Within two decades of 1845, Boston would transform from a city 
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that contained almost no large-scale industry to America’s fourth largest manufacturing 
center (Handlin 1959: 73-74). The first foray of the Irish into factory manufacture was in 
the textile mills of western Massachusetts. Because of their gender and their willingness 
to work for less, Irish men began to replace the New England farm girls who had been the 
traditional labor source for these factories. The employment of Irish workers also made 
factory labor less prestigious and socially acceptable for native-born workers (Handlin 
1959: 72-73).  
Since the beginning of the 19th century New England was the national leader for 
ready-made shoe manufacture, operating under a loosely organized system of handicraft 
manufacture with Boston as distribution center (Larkin 1988: 189). With the invention of 
the first practical shoe machinery, cheap labor in Boston facilitated the transition to a 
factory-based system (Handlin 1959: 73). The rise of the ready-made garment industry in 
Boston was even more dramatic. The ready-made clothing industry in mid-century 
America had enormous potential, but Boston had never participated in this market 
because of its high labor costs. The coincidence of the invention of the sewing machine in 
Cambridge in 1846 with the arrival of cheap labor, however, created an opportunity for 
Boston to compete in the industry at a national level. The tailoring and machine sewing 
of ready-made clothes could be broken down into simple parts and actions, and the 
arrival of Irish immigrants with experience as tailors added to the pool of laborers and 
supervisors. And whereas New York firms paid out the equivalent of $8 to $10 a week, 
Boston manufacturers paid their Irish employees only $4.50 to $5.50 a week. By 1870 
Boston was the national leader in ready-made clothing manufacture (Handlin 1959: 75-
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77). The availability of Irish labor would similarly spur the development and growth of 
many other industries in Boston, such as sugar refining, piano manufacture, making iron 
and steel in metal foundries, ship building, and glass blowing (Handlin 1959: 78).  
The industrial economy of Boston coming into its own was part of a larger 
restructuring of socio-economic class categories and relationships in the city. As part of 
his statistical analysis of Boston’s 1830-1860 population, Peter Knights (1971: 84-85) 
looks at changes in occupation among heads of household in 10-year increments. 
Grouping occupations into nine categories based on wage, he identifies four categories as 
having a significant increase between the years 1840 and 1850. Heads of household listed 
as having “unskilled and menial service” occupations—such as laborer, servant, porter, 
and hostler—increased by 230 percent in this decade. “Skilled” workers heading 
households increased 145 percent. The number of households headed by clerical and 
sales professionals rose as fast as unskilled workers, increasing 225 percent. Professional 
households—headed by occupations like judges, physicians, apothecaries, and teachers—
rose 185 percent. In comparison, the number of households headed by “proprietors, 
managers, and officials”—boardinghouse operators, merchants, dealers, and brokers of 
various sorts—with a net worth of less than $1000 rose only 5 percent during this decade, 
and actually shrank by 15 percent for those worth more than $1000. These figures 
represent not only a significant increase in the unskilled underclass, likely composed 
largely of newly arrived immigrants, but also the growth of a middle class that, in 
addition to the traditional small shop artisans, now included factory workers, clerks, 
salesmen, and other occupations that today we would describe as “white collar” 
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professions. These four categories went from making up 36.6 percent of the city’s total 
households in 1840 to 59.6 percent of the city’s households in 1850. 
The increasing availability of factory work, however, did not necessarily have a 
positive impact on the economic status of most Irish immigrants or other working-class 
residents of Boston. While wages for unskilled laborers and factory workers increased a 
small amount between 1840 and 1860, prices for housing, clothing, and food increased 10 
percent or more during this period, effectively reducing wages and actually increasing 
downward economic mobility (Chudacoff 1981: 51). In crowded urban areas like the 
North End, price pressures could be even more acute, rendering basic necessities almost 
unaffordable even to families with more than one source of income. Add to this the 
physical and mental toil of working seven days a week for as many as 15 hours a day and 
the effect of industrialization on the daily life of Boston’s Irish was decidedly mixed. 
Boston’s culture and the arrival of Irish immigrants 
During the second quarter of the 19th century the City of Boston was thriving 
economically, socially, and culturally. Part of Bostonians’ self-image was based on their 
perception of themselves as pure-blooded descendants of Englishmen and the inheritors 
of a rich Anglo-Saxon culture, particularly literary and civic culture (O’Connor 1995: 1-
5). No group felt more pride and responsibility for this cultural heritage than the Brahmin 
elites, who saw themselves as the arbiters of Boston’s culture and morality and as 
guardians of its legacy.  
Boston’s Protestant majority were used to living in a culturally homogeneous 
society. Unlike previous immigrant groups that came to Boston, the Irish had the 
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numbers and the inclination to challenge the cultural hegemony of Boston’s elite, 
resulting in years of tension and mistrust. Despite sharing a language, a history reaching 
back to the British Isles, and the daily experience of inhabiting the same city, Boston’s 
elites and middleclass felt that 40 percent of the population now had no connection to the 
values from which they drew their identity. More than that, the long history of violent 
conflict between England and Ireland had bequeathed the Irish a culture that was in many 
ways actively opposed both to English culture and the reformist spirit that lay at the core 
of the society and culture that Boston’s elites wanted to impose on the rest of the city 
(Handlin 1959: 131). The Catholic Church was one of the few familiar institutions that 
existed for the Irish in the New World and had a tremendous influence on their cultural 
and social views. The church’s doctrines about the unimportance of the material world 
and the nobility of physical suffering were well received in a community as impoverished 
as the Boston Irish. In the eyes of devout Irish Catholics, advocating social reform was a 
delusion that inflated man’s importance, placing too much emphasis on earthly values 
and distracting from what was truly important—the salvation of the eternal soul (Handlin 
1959: 131). 
The Irish population of Boston held different values and practices of the dominant 
culture that in many other ways that contributed to the level of social antagonism. One of 
the tenets of practice theory is the importance of shared, embodied practices and gestures 
that create a sense of solidarity and mutual understanding among members of a social 
group. While Yankee Bostonians came from a cultural tradition that prescribed 
reservation in bodily comportment, emotional expression, and public behavior, the 
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habitus of the Irish considered loud voices, boisterous bodies, and emotional 
expressiveness as perfectly appropriate in public settings, which to many older 
Bostonians was as incomprehensible as it was vulgar (Larkin 1988: 150). The Irish 
working class also had very different attitudes than upper and middle-class Bostonians 
when it came to issues surrounding sex and sexuality. Their attitudes surrounding sex 
work and sex workers, while not supportive, were much more sympathetic, and did not 
consider it as important a social issue as did other Bostonians, especially the middle-class 
women who made up the ranks of moral reform societies (Stansel 1982: 175). The most 
public and contentious cultural disagreement between the Irish and native Bostonians 
revolved around the role of alcohol in people’s lives and in society in general. Many 
Bostonians, particularly middle-class ones, found the Irish propensity for public drinking 
and drunken behavior repulsive (O’Connor 1995: 64).  
Despite this disapproval, alcohol continued to play a prominent role in the social 
lives of the Irish, particularly Irish men. Exhausted and demoralized by the hardships of 
manual labor and overwhelmed by the overcrowded conditions at home, Irish men 
frequently escaped to places that sold alcohol—corner groceries, rum shops, groggeries, 
dance halls, and saloons—to medicate their physical and psychological pains, interact 
with peers, and generally enjoy themselves (O’Connor 1995: 65). To outside observers, 
particularly middle-class Bostonians, the propensity for drinking was a large part of the 
interrelated cycle of immorality, ill-health, and physical deprivation that created the 
degraded material conditions in which the Boston Irish lived, and their unwillingness to 
forgo drinking (as part of the adoption of the cultural values and practices of middle-class 
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Anglo-Saxon Protestants) was proof that the Irish themselves, and not the impersonal and 
inherently exploitative market forces of industrial capitalism, were ultimately responsible 
for the poverty in which they lived.  
One change in the social character of Boston that coincided with the arrival of 
Irish immigrants was an increasing concern about crime and public disorder and their 
association with working-class urban landscapes. Beginning in the 1830s, increasing 
population and poverty corresponded to a rise in violence, property crime, and illegal 
vice like streetwalking. The ever-expanding population also confronted the urban 
dweller, especially of the middle and upper class, with an urban landscape filled with a 
sea of strangers and strange customs, which made the city seem more dangerous and 
unsettling (Hobson 1987: 12). The increase in crime coincided with an increase in public 
disorder seen in all American cities at this time, in the form of raucous celebrations, 
public drinking, brawls, gang violence, protests, and full-scale riots—usually in 
combination. To the middle-class residents who either witnessed this activity first-hand 
or, more likely, heard about it secondhand or read an account in a newspaper, this crime 
and disorder cast doubt on popular visions of cities as the potential drivers of prosperous, 
orderly, and conflict-free society (Chudacoff 1981: 115).  
Perhaps the most potentially significant change in the social and cultural life of 
Boston was the beginning of Irish political participation in the 1840s. As the number of 
Irish living in Boston grew, elements of the community began to mobilize to increase 
their role in civic life. The number of qualified voters of Irish descent grew 50 percent 
between 1841 and 1845 and increased steadily thereafter. The awakening of Irish 
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political participation had the effect of dramatically increasing the frequency and 
virulence of anti-Irish and anti-Catholic sentiment among the native-born and other 
immigrant Bostonians. The political potential of the sizeable Irish population voting as a 
bloc was a major threat to the established social order (Handlin 1959: 191-192). 
1850-1860 
When William Lloyd Garrison first published The Liberator in Boston in 1831, it 
was an obscure broadsheet dedicated to the radical cause of the immediate abolition of 
slavery with a readership that was mainly African American. Over time Garrison’s views 
earned the support of a number of reform-minded, religious, middle-class Bostonians. 
Beginning in 1850, however, a series of events shifted public opinion on the issue of 
slavery, and by the end of the decade more and more Bostonians embraced the previously 
taboo ideology of Abolitionism, and the city became the epicenter of anti-slavery thought 
and action. The Fugitive Slave Act of 1850, passed as part of the Compromise of 1850 
between the free and slave states, empowered slave catchers to capture people they 
claimed were escaped slaves anywhere in the country and subject them to a judicial 
proceeding that was significantly biased towards “returning” the captive into bondage. 
Not only did this new system place all African Americans at the risk of kidnapping and 
enslavement, many white northerners resented it because they felt this process made them 
complicit in slavery in a way that violated both their state laws and their conscience. For 
a place like Boston that envisioned itself as the cradle of liberty, this was deeply troubling 
(Puelo 2010: 19). 
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When slave catchers first began to ply their trade in Boston, they had little 
success. But in the summer of 1851, bounty hunters were successful in capturing a man 
named Thomas Sims and returning him to slavery. The capture of Thomas Sims was a 
turning point in Boston’s relationship to slavery. Conservative social and business 
leaders, expecting an easing of tensions with Southern business partners and politicians, 
received instead scorn for the lengths it required for the city to return stolen “property.” 
Those with moderate feelings about slavery were embarrassed by the spectacle of a 
fellow Bostonian dragged away in chains by federal troops. For abolitionists, it was a 
galvanizing experience that exposed the failure of previous efforts and encouraged more 
and radical action. Overall, the Sims case “changed the slavery debate in Boston and 
bolstered the city’s influence nationwide, even internationally, in the abolitionist 
movement” (Puelo 2010: 28).  
The next time slave catchers captured a Boston resident, Anthony Burns, in 1854, 
abolitionists attacked a federal courthouse in an effort to rescue him, and it required two 
thousand uniformed men to take him to the boat awaiting him in the harbor. On the day 
of his removal, all the businesses in Boston closed for the day, black bunting was hung 
from every downtown building, petitions to repeal the Fugitive Slave Act were passed 
around and signed by numerous civic leaders, and floats and effigies mourning the death 
of freedom lined the route. More than 50,000 spectators lined the streets and hurled abuse 
at the escorting officials. The participation of Boston’s business and social elites in this 
protest clearly demonstrated their change in attitude against slavery and the South 
(O’Connor 1991: 125). As one prominent textile merchant explained the effects of the 
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Burns case, “We went to bed one night, old fashioned, conservative, compromise Union 
Whigs and waked up stark mad Abolitionists” (Puelo 2010: 34). 
The rise of abolitionist sentiment was not the only significant political change 
brewing in Boston. In the Northern and Western parts of the country, between 1850 and 
1860 the primary division in American urban life was not around the question of slavery, 
but was the division between Anglo-Saxon Protestants and Catholic immigrants (Ryan 
1997: 139). By the end of 1854, widespread antipathy towards Irish immigration 
combined with an unrelated dissatisfaction with corruption in the dominant political 
parties culminated in the establishment and surprising success of a new, xenophobic 
political movement. Wherever foreign immigration was common, local “patriotic” groups 
and fraternal organizations began to come together to form a new political party. While 
officially known as the American Party, this group was more popularly referred to as the 
“Know Nothings,” because party members were sworn to secrecy and were to respond to 
all questions regarding the party by replying that they “know nothing” about it.  
With the Whig party having split in two over the issue of slavery and the 
Democratic party lacking support or resources in the region, the Know Nothings enjoyed 
a meteoric rise to political power in Massachusetts and throughout the Northeast. By the 
end of 1854 the American Party controlled the Massachusetts governorship, all state 
offices, the entire State Senate, and all State House seats but one. They enjoyed 
considerable success in their agenda for institutional reform, but their anti-Catholic 
efforts were mostly limited to a few petty actions against Irish state employees (Handlin 
1959: 202). In the end, the American Party failed to make any gains on the Federal level 
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in the 1856 elections and fell out of power quickly in Massachusetts and around the 
country. The new state Republican Party had a similar anti-Catholic attitude, however, 
and passed a series of laws designed to limit the political participation of Irish voters. In 
1857 they managed to pass an amendment to the state constitution requiring a literacy test 
to vote, on the false assumption that most Irish could not read or write, and in 1859 
passed another amendment preventing foreign-born citizens from voting for two years 
after naturalization (Handlin 1959: 204). 
In the first decade of the second half of the 19th century, the city’s industrial 
economy continued to grow in size and scope, with new industries and factories arising in 
the city to take advantage of the inexpensive, plentiful labor. The leather tanning industry 
moved into the city during this period, bringing with it much of the shoe manufacturing 
that had previously been done in the surrounding communities (Handlin 1959: 80). The 
process of manufacturing ready-made garments became increasingly refined into what 
became known as the “Boston System,” emphasizing mechanization and the division of 
labor. Boston clothing impresario George W. Simmons employed over 3000 tailors 
around the clock in his factory, and his Oak Hall clothing store in Ann Street in the North 
End became a national institution and the model for clothing stores throughout the 
country (Handlin 1959: 77).  
The manufacture of garments became a particularly important facet of the 
economy for Irish women. To stave off starvation and keep a roof over their heads, both 
women and children contributed to the household income any way they could (Chudacoff 
1981: 123). For a variety of reasons, many Irish women more frequently found 
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themselves heading their own households as single mothers than their native-born or 
other immigrant counterparts, forcing them to rely on whatever means available to 
support themselves and their children (Stansel 1982: 43). Irish women were much more 
likely than their contemporaries to work outside the home (Deutsch 2000: 30). By 1860 
there were ten large garment factories employing primarily Irish women in Boston, 
employing as many as 100 workers each in making cloaks, robes, and dresses (Handlin 
1959: 82). 
When they were not working in factories or sewing at home, immigrant women, 
particularly Irish women, were working as domestic servants in the homes of upper and 
middle-class families. By the 1850s domestic service was sharply defined as immigrant 
women’s work. Irish servants became stereotyped as “Bridget”—homely, clumsy, well-
meaning but inept (Stansel 1982: 162). Despite the fact that domestic service was by far 
the best-paying legitimate occupation available to working women, they in general 
resented the hard work, taking orders, and lack of privacy and preferred all other kinds of 
work if possible (Deutsch 2000: 57). 
The 1850s saw the continued growth of Boston’s salaried middle class. The 
number of households headed by someone in the clerical or sales profession rose 170 
percent during the 1850s (Knights 1971: 83). Contrasted with their unskilled 
counterparts, clerical and sales workers experienced increasing prospects for financial 
and social advancement. Based on tax data, Knights determined that in the 1830s, 
someone in the clerical or sales profession was twice as likely to increase their wealth 
over the course of any year as they were to lose wealth or stay at the same level. By the 
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1850s, clerks or salesmen were six times as likely to advance their wealth as they were to 
stagnate or fall behind. In comparison, in the 1850s an unskilled laborer was twice as 
likely to lose wealth or stay the same as they were than to improve their financial 
situation (Knights 1971: 88).  
In many ways, the decade of the 1850s was the nadir for the Irish in Boston. Irish 
immigrants continued to flee Ireland and arrive in Boston in incredible numbers, 
providing no relief from the overcrowding of the North End and Fort Hill. Between 1850 
and 1855, Irish arrivals constituted more than half the population increase for the entire 
state of Massachusetts, with most of those staying in or near Boston. By 1855, over 
50,000 of Boston’s approximately 160,000 residents were Irish (O’Connor 1991: 151). 
Boston’s Irish continued to suffer the effects of high unemployment, exploitative 
practices by employers and landlords, and rising prices as compared to wages (Handlin 
1959: 87). These conditions did not generate much sympathy from other Bostonians. Irish 
immigrants were held largely responsible for the condition of all of Boston’s poor, being 
seen by middle-class observers as having infected them with their immoral habits and 
beliefs (Ward 1989: 26). 
Boston’s anti-Catholic animus became codified into municipal laws and 
regulations. Catholic priests were barred from entering Boston hospitals, depriving dying 
Catholic patients of the last rites. Boston’s public schools were also designed to teach 
Protestant perspectives and practices. Textbooks in Boston public schools had an anti-
Catholic bias, and students were required to read from Protestant bibles and recite 
Protestant prayers (Goldfeld 2007: 111). To combat what they saw as unfair 
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mistreatment, Boston’s Irish population began to use political participation to address the 
situation. The Irish typically voted for the Democratic Party because the party was least 
unfriendly to their ethnicity, religion, and economic needs. A chronic failure to win 
elections, however, meant that the Democrats had limited favors and patronage to bestow 
upon their supporters. In 19th-century politics—epitomized by “to the victor go the 
spoils”—a lack of spoils translated into unenthusiastic political participation (O’Connor 
1995: 57). 
The situation began to change at mid-century. After 1850, the number of Irish and 
other immigrants who became naturalized citizens and registered to vote grew 
exponentially. Between 1850 and 1855, the number of foreign-born voters in Boston 
grew 197.6 percent, while the number of native-born voters only grew 14.7 percent. 
Fortunately for the ambitions of Irish political leaders, this increase in political clout 
came at the time when the traditional Whig and Democratic parties were tearing 
themselves apart over the issue of slavery. The division of the existing parties 
hypothetically allowed a unified Irish voting bloc to act as king-makers, although 
historians disagree about the degree to which Irish politics in Boston were organized and 
unified at this time (see Handlin 1959: 125; O’Connor 1995: 70). 
Civil War Boston 
While Boston by 1860 was as sympathetic to the cause of abolition as any city in 
the country, the idea of succession and possible civil war was considered by most with 
deep apprehension. Textile manufacturing, the foundation of both the 19th-century New 
England economy and the fortunes of many of Boston’s Brahmin elite, was dependent on 
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supplies of cotton from the American South. Working-class people, American-born and 
immigrant, were also concerned about the economic impacts of secession. Both upper 
and working-class groups also shared a mutual admiration for the Constitution of the 
United States as the guarantor of political and personal liberty and felt strongly about the 
importance of keeping the Union in order for the American experiment to succeed 
(O’Connor 1997: 45). 
 Lincoln’s election to the presidency in 1860 immediately caused a depression in 
the economy of Boston and New England in anticipation of disruptions to the cotton 
supply. In a misguided and futile effort to demonstrate to the South that anti-slavery and 
anti-Southern views were not as widely held, violence organized by the business 
community and perpetuated by the native and Irish working class disrupted pubic anti-
slavery meetings held in Boston throughout the winter (O’Connor 1997: 43-46). The Irish 
community was particularly conflicted about the prospect of dis-union and civil war. On 
one hand, the community had “for at least thirty years… denounced the abolitionists, 
promoted white supremacy, defended slavery, and sympathized with the southern point 
of view” (O’Connor 1997: 56). On the other hand, as loyal and patriotic citizens in their 
newly adopted country, they had announced their unswerving loyalty to the Union. 
Despite the conflicted feelings and actions of many Bostonians, as soon as shots 
were fired and the Civil War began in earnest, all strata of the city’s society immediately 
rallied together and supported the war effort. Business leaders pledged immediate and 
substantial support to the Union cause, and the sons of Boston’s elites enlisted 
enthusiastically, seeing military service as part of their heritage passed down from 
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Puritan and Revolutionary ancestors (O’Connor 1997: 69). To the surprise of the rest of 
the city, Boston’s Irish sons were no less enthusiastic. In addition to generous bonuses for 
enlisting and the prospect of a steady salary, the war finally provided an opportunity for 
the Irish to demonstrate their support for, and not a challenge to, the existing social order 
(Handlin 1959: 211). Irish support for the Union cause inspired a wave of tolerance 
throughout the city (O’Connor 1997: 78). On the 4th of July 1861, for the first time the 
Irish flag was flown and their national anthem played as part of the annual celebrations 
held on the Boston Common. Even more remarkable, Harvard University bestowed an 
honorary degree upon Boston’s Catholic Bishop John Fitzpatrick, almost certainly the 
first time a Catholic clergyman had ever received such an honor in Cambridge history.  
The state legislature also reversed some of the discriminatory anti-Catholic legislation 
passed during the Know Nothing hysteria. Children could not be required to read from 
any text in public school that violated the religious scruples of their parents (O’Connor 
1997: 76-78). Patients in state hospitals were also finally allowed to be visited by 
Catholic priests, and laws preventing newly naturalized citizens from voting for two 
years were repealed (Handlin 1959: 210). The war provided a sudden and quite 
unexpected opportunity for Irish Catholics to gain a measure of acceptance that would 
have seemed unthinkable only a few years earlier (Handlin 1959: 236). 
Beyond the newfound tolerance for its Irish residents, the most significant effect 
of the Civil War on Boston was the changes it made to the city’s economy and to the 
economy of the region as a whole. The cotton textile industry declined substantially, hit 
hard by the sudden outbreak of war and paralyzed by the embargo on Southern cotton. 
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The industrial manufacture of woolen textiles and garments, conversely, experienced a 
boom because of the demand for uniforms and blankets to outfit the Union Army. 
Encouragingly for the Irish working class, the woolen textile industry was not the only 
concern that drastically increased its hiring. Boston’s experience with manufacturing 
ready-made clothing helped make it a hub for uniform manufacture during the war 
(O’Connor 1997: 160-161). The demand for goods to outfit the Grand Army of the 
Republic greatly accelerated the industrial revolution that had begun in New England a 
quarter of a century earlier (O’Connor 1997: 204). The South Boston peninsula in 
particular became an embryonic industrial center, with iron foundries, heavy equipment 
factories, and shipyards operating to make ironclad ships for the Union Navy. The 
possibility of good-paying work attracted Irish laborers and caused the population of 
South Boston to rise from 22,000 in 1860 to more than 30,000 in 1865, forming the 
nucleus of the Irish community there today (O’Connor 1997: 162-163). 
Despite increased employment opportunities generally, and the availability of 
some well-paying jobs in heavy industry in particular, increased economic activity 
associated with the war did not necessarily translate into an improved daily life for most 
of Boston’s working class. The absence of so many enlisted men empowered factories to 
employ non-union workers at lower wages. Wartime manpower shortages increased the 
number of women working in sectors and industries from which they had traditionally 
been excluded, and their wages were even more depressed than those of men, with hourly 
wages for women failing to rise over the war and in some cases even declining. Added to 
the low wages the fact that wartime demands led to rising costs for basic staples meant 
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that the standard of living declined for the average worker in Boston during the war 
(O’Connor 1997: 165-166). 
The four-year conflict was a significant transitional period for Irish social status 
and, in the end, improved their depressed economic circumstances. Those Irish workers 
who joined the Union army and received a generous bonus, or gained employment in the 
foundries, armories, shipyards, or the construction projects that were on-going despite the 
war, had a real opportunity to make and save a reasonable amount of money and to gain 
more acceptance in the community (O’Connor 1997: 237). It was also during this time 
that Irish immigrants and their descendants began to leave the waterfront and the inner 
city and make use of the expanding transportation system to live in the nearby 
neighborhoods and communities like South Boston, Charlestown, East Boston, 
Dorchester, and Roxbury. “With new city neighborhoods in which to live, and with new 
job opportunities available for first and second generation families, the prospects for Irish 
Catholics looked brighter than anyone might have suspected only a dozen years earlier 
when the Know-Nothing movement was at its peak” (O’Connor 1997: 239). 
The economic changes brought about by the Civil War continued to have a strong 
impact on the economy of Boston and the region after the war ended in 1865. Boston, 
like much of the nation, experienced a post-war economic boom as its manufacturing, 
publishing, mercantile, and transportation businesses thrived (Puelo 2010: 173). It was 
this post-war economy that finally brought a majority of working-class Bostonians a 
chance to improve their economic situation. Expanded production in industries like 
ready-made clothing meant that the demand for workers in Boston finally equaled the 
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supply of laborers, and wages for all workers began to increase relative to prices. 
Unskilled laborers, even immigrant ones, now had the opportunity to save money, to 
purchase housing or property, and to leave the inner city (Handlin 1959: 134). 
Despite its initial success in the post-war economy, Boston was not fated to 
continue its role as a national leader in manufacturing or finance. During the war, 
legislation passed by the Republican-controlled congress in Washington, D.C. altered the 
existing economic system, endorsing an industrialized, capital-intensive, national 
business structure and laying the foundation for modern America. While these changes 
were at the time enthusiastically supported by the Boston business community, O’Connor 
points out that “ironically, the very industrial system the Boston businessmen so 
enthusiastically embraced at war's end was one that would quickly leave a parochial and 
outmoded Bay State economy in the lurch" (O’Connor 1997: 235). The new 
industrialized economy created a system that allowed for extreme accumulations of 
wealth and encouraged unscrupulous business practices that Boston’s Brahmins found 
alien and abhorrent. After the war, Boston’s financial holdings faded into insignificance 
when compared to the money accrued by emerging industrial barons like Vanderbilt, 
Rockefeller, and Carnegie. As Brahmin Barrett Wendell eulogized, “we are vanishing 
into provincial obscurity. America has swept from our grasp. The future is beyond us” 
(O’Connor 1991: 139).  
Before the Civil War, the Brahmin elite saw themselves as masters of the 
universe—with Boston, of course, as the hub of that universe. For 250 years they and 
their ancestors had provided their city with what they considered enlightened leadership, 
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and acted as arbiters of public taste and morality. After the war, however, they were 
increasingly viewed as outmoded relics of the past, irrelevant to the modern world 
(O’Connor 1991: 138). For their part, the Brahmins generally thought that the moral 
principles, ethical practices, and cultural standards of the rest of the country had 
degenerated (O’Connor 1991: 139). Adding to this was the fact that, with the filling of 
the South End and the Back Bay, and the annexation of surrounding towns, Boston was 
no longer parochial little town but instead the center of a large metropolitan area outside 
of the Brahmins’ control (O’Connor 1991: 141). Many in Boston’s upper class reacted to 
this by washing their hands of the city and country and retreating from public life. 
If some among Boston’s elite were willing to retire from the field, the Irish 
community was eager to take their place. Having earned a measure of social acceptance 
via their participation in the Civil War and aided by declining rates of immigration, the 
post-war years were a period of stability and increasing participation in civic life for 
Boston’s immigrant and Irish communities (Handlin 1959: 212). The Irish were 
becoming conscious of their power and assertive of their rights. Every year increased 
their meager incomes, improved their standard of living, and advanced their influence in 
the municipal affairs of the city (O’Connor 1991: 153). Before the war there had only 
been one Irish policeman, who was fired after only a few years by the Know Nothings 
when they came to power in the 1850s. By 1869, however, there were 40 Irish police 
officers, and the number of Irish police officers would grow exponentially (O’Connor 
1991: 153). Similarly, there had never been any Irish elected to the city’s Board of 
Aldermen, and only one Irish man had served on the 48-member common council. Soon 
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after the war there were six Irish Bostonians serving on the Common Council and one 
Irish Alderman (O’Connor 1991: 155). While the economic circumstances of many Irish 
were still poor—the 1870 census recorded that in two-thirds of Boston’s unskilled 
workers and a majority of domestic servants were still Irish—the American-born children 
of Irish immigrants were more likely to be employed at semi-skilled and skilled jobs like 
plumbers, pipe-fitters, carpenters, linemen, motormen, conductors, and letter carriers 
(Handlin 1959: 216).  
1870-1880 
Many of the economic, cultural, and social trends effecting Boston that began in 
the immediate post-war period continued in the 1870s. This includes the increasing 
industrialization of Boston’s economy and the continued struggle of Boston’s immigrants 
as they sought to overcome the detrimental effects of their urban landscape and gain more 
respect and influence in the city. Even more impressive than the rate at which the 
industrial economy of Boston grew and matured during the 1870s was the fact that it 
occurred in the face of historical events that had the potential to severely curtail economic 
activity in the city. The most severe disruption to Boston’s economy was the Great Fire 
of 1872, a conflagration that started in the evening of November 9th and completely 
destroyed 65 acres of commercial real estate in the heart of downtown. The fire destroyed 
766 commercial buildings worth 13.5 million dollars, as well as the contents of these 
buildings, the value of which was estimated at 70 million dollars. This represented about 
one-tenth of the city’s total net worth, and would have been almost seven billion dollars 
in today’s money, making it one of the costliest disasters in American history. Twenty of 
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Boston’s 33 insurance companies went bankrupt trying to cover insured losses, thousands 
were rendered homeless, and more than 20,000 were jobless overnight (Puelo 2010: 182). 
Despite the extent of the devastation, Boston quickly recovered from the fire. 
Four hundred and fifty new buildings were constructed in the first year following the fire, 
and the firefighting infrastructure was upgraded throughout the city. In two years, there 
was reportedly no visible trace of the fire remaining (Puelo 2010: 184). By necessitating 
the reconstruction of a significant portion of downtown and forcing a reevaluation of 
Boston’s municipal services and institutions, the Great Fire also represented the 
beginning of Boston’s modern history. As the Boston Globe described it in a 
retrospective from the turn of the 20th century, “in many respects, the Boston of 1872 
was a transitional community, where people had developed modern technologies amid 
obsolete institutions and the fire was responsible for change. It marked the end of 
Colonial Boston and the start of the present age” (quoted in Puelo 2010: 185).  
Even more impressive was the fact that the reconstruction of Boston was 
undertaken during a severe worldwide economic depression that became known as the 
Panic of 1873. Sparked by a series of failures of European and North American banks 
following the bursting of a speculative bubble fueled by railroad construction, the 
depression stifled economic growth, raised unemployment, and lowered wages. Wages in 
some sectors dropped as much as 50 percent, resulting in violent labor unrest (Puelo 
2010: 195-196). One positive outcome of the Panic, however, was that shared hard times 
for Americans of all classes caused some people to reevaluate their perceptions of the 
causes of poverty urban “slums.” As forces well beyond people’s direct control 
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decimated industries and caused mass suffering among people who were not considered 
to be lazy or immoral, there grew a greater awareness of the structural economic causes 
of unemployment and poverty (Ward 1989: 5).  
A history of the North End: from center to periphery 
The North End is Boston’s oldest neighborhood, and in its colonial heyday, it was 
the center of the town’s thriving economic, social, and political life. That all changed 
after the Revolutionary War, when the formerly well-to-do residents either fled to Canada 
or moved to newly built elite residential neighborhoods. The North End was a down-on-
its-heels working-class district by the 19th century, and when it became the destination 
for thousands of impoverished Irish immigrants, its reputation worsened and it became 
the city’s first “slum.” When the fortunes of Boston’s Irish and immigrant residents 
began to improve, however, so did the physical conditions and social reputation of the 
North End’s landscape, and by 1880 it was home to a growing number of Catholic social 
institutions and at least parts of the neighborhood had shed worst of its reputation. 
1630-1850 
In 1630, the North End was a landscape of small hollows and marshes dominated 
by a tall hill and surrounded by tidal flats and salt water, a kind of microcosm of the 
landscape of Boston as a whole (Todisco 1976: 1). The proximity of the North End to 
parts of the waterfront deep enough to accommodate ocean-going vessels made it ideally 
suited as a residence for prosperous merchants and mariners looking to keep an eye on 
their livelihood (Goldfeld 2009: 16). Middle-class craftsmen, mechanics, and artisans 
built their homes and businesses in the North End as well. North Square, close to the 
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waterfront, would become the economic, social, cultural center of the North End 
neighborhood (Goldfeld 2009: 22). The home that came to be known as the Paul Revere 
House was constructed for merchant Robert Howard when most of North Square was 
rebuilt after a fire in 1676 (Goldfeld 2009: 27). By the end of the 17th century the 
neighborhood was one of the most populous and most fashionable places to live in all of 
British North America (Goldfeld 2009: 49). 
During the mid-18th century the urban landscape of the North End would have 
been crowded with people and buildings and filled with the sights, sounds, smells, and 
tastes of the ocean and the maritime trades. The physical landscape would have been a 
mixture of wooden structures and brick buildings—including some mansions belonging 
to the political and merchant elite—interspersed with gardens and other green spaces 
(Goldfeld 2009: 49). Narrow, unpaved alleys crept out and connected to a convoluted 
complex of courtyards, passageways, rear additions, and outbuildings in which the North 
End’s working-class residents typically lived. Remarkably, this street layout established 
during the recovery from the fire of 1676 remains largely unchanged to the present day 
(Goldfeld 2009: 52).  
After the American Revolution, intentional destruction by British troops, along 
with neglect stemming from a massive exodus of Bostonians to the countryside for the 
duration of the war, resulted in a post-war North End typified by high residential and 
commercial rents, broken-down wharves, and degraded and obsolescent infrastructure 
(O’Connor 2001: 64). Moreover, over 1000 residents of the North End remained loyal to 
the British and left Boston, never to return, including some of the neighborhood’s 
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wealthiest and most influential families. Even as Boston itself was fated to return to its 
former glory and prestige, the North End never would. 
The North End of Boston was a changing neighborhood at the start of the 19th 
century. The neighborhood saw its remaining middle and upper-class residents gradually 
move to the newer, more fashionable neighborhoods being constructed in the West End, 
South End, and Beacon Hill (Todisco 1976: 19).  At the same time that the neighborhood 
became more and more working class, migration into Boston increased, raising the 
demand for inexpensive housing. Since the North End was one of the least expensive 
places to live, its population increased along with the rate of immigration. In the first half 
of the 19th century, the North End would become Boston’s first primarily working-class 
neighborhood, and as arrivals from Ireland reshaped the landscape and people’s attitude 
about it, its first “slum.”  
The North End became increasingly distinct—economically, culturally, and 
socially—from the rest of the city in the second quarter of the 19th century. The North 
End had traditionally been at the heart of Boston’s mercantile and shipping industries. As 
activity in this sector grew with the successes of Boston’s overseas trade, it changed the 
landscape of parts of the North End. Warehouses, shipyards, and other maritime 
industries overtook formerly mixed residential areas. Increased commercial activity 
coincided with new forms of industrial manufacturing. The first half of the 19th century 
saw the transition from hand-craft industries to larger scale, increasingly mechanized 
manufacture. Both maritime and manufacturing industries created unpleasant 
environments, introducing a new level of noise, smell, and pollution to the urban 
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landscape. The increasing presence of this industrial activity in the North End made it 
less desirable for middle and upper-class residents to live in, and encouraged the in-
migration of people looking for cheap rents and close proximity to work that demanded 
few skills (Todisco 1976: 19).  
As the transition to a solely working-class neighborhood altered the identity of the 
North End in terms of the social landscape of Boston, the moral and legal reputation of 
the neighborhood also began to change. The sailors, transients, and working poor drawn 
to the neighborhood by the prevalence of maritime activity, the promise of unskilled 
work, and the availability of inexpensive lodgings created a greater demand for grog-
houses, saloons, dance halls, gaming houses, and brothels. This trend increased after 
Mayor Josiah Quincy’s anti-vice crusades of the early 1820s cleared most of the bars and 
bawdyhouses out of their former locations on Beacon Hill. Despite the protests and 
resistance of local residents, these establishments became increasingly concentrated in 
the North End.  By the 1840s the area surrounding Ann Street between Union and 
Richmond Street became particularly notorious for brothels and saloons, as well as for 
theft and violence directed against unwary middle and upper-class patrons, earning it the 
name “Black Sea” or “Murder District” (Goldfeld 2007: 96). The presence of a Red Light 
district in the North End changed how the neighborhood as a whole was perceived, 
particularly by those who did not live or work there. Its reputation for violence and 
lawlessness gave the area an air of danger and other-ness as the social and cultural world 
of the North End’s residents became increasingly different from that of Boston’s middle 
and upper class residents. 
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As the economic status of the residents and the social status of the neighborhood 
declined, so too did the material conditions of the landscape. The demand for inexpensive 
housing climbed inexorably throughout the 19th century, and the supply could not keep 
pace. Because of a lack of available space caused by Boston’s geography, it was difficult 
and not cost-effective to construct new working-class housing. The initial way landlords 
and property owners in the North End responded to this problem was to sub-divide the 
many substantial houses originally constructed for the neighborhood’s 18th-century 
middle and upper-class residents into multi-family boardinghouses and tenements.  
The Paul Revere House is an example of this trend; it was converted into a 
boardinghouse sometime in the second quarter of the 19th century (Elia 1997: 4). Many 
former mansions were owned by landlords and speculators who had found themselves 
with properties worth less than they paid for them (Handlin 1959: 93). To increase 
profits, they subdivided such structures into as many units as possible, including the 
basements and attics, and minimal maintenance was performed on the properties. As 
more and more families were crammed into smaller and smaller spaces, usually one 
family to a room; the material conditions of these buildings and the urban landscape in 
general rapidly deteriorated (Todisco 1976: 20). 
Despite the adverse conditions, immigrants continued to flock to the North End. 
Initially the Irish residents of the North End clustered around the neighborhood’s two 
Catholic churches: St Mary’s at the corner of Endicott and Cooper, just down the street 
from 27-29 Endicott, and St. John’s on Moon Street just off of North Square and near the 
Paul Revere House. Beginning in the 1840s, steadily worsening conditions in the 
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landscape encouraged many native-born and non-Irish immigrants who could afford to 
leave to do so. The type of housing for most of the neighborhood’s residents also 
changed. The sub-divided 18th-century mansions— by now dangerously dilapidated—
were finally torn down and replaced with Boston’s first four and five story purpose-built 
brick tenements (Todisco 1976: 21). These new buildings proved to be inferior even to 
the old repurposed houses. There were typically constructed as cheaply as possible, with 
rows of small rooms served by few if any amenities. These were built as close to each 
other as possible, with no thought to light or ventilation (Handlin 1959: 105-106). 
The most important result of residing in an urban landscape where so many 
people lived in conditions lacking basic sanitary infrastructure was the increase in the rate 
of sickness, disease, and death. A majority of the deaths in Boston’s cholera epidemic of 
1849 were either in the North End or the even more overcrowded Fort Hill district. Of the 
116 deaths in the North End from that breakout, many were at one notoriously crowded 
tenement at 136 Hanover Street (Todisco 1976: 22). The prevalence of cholera and other 
diseases like tuberculosis in the North End clearly demonstrates that people were living 
in very close quarters, and that disease vectors like human waste were not properly 
disposed of. 
1850-1860 
At the beginning of the 1850s, the Black Sea vice district was still active and 
centered on Ann Street. The Grand Jury of 1851 estimated that on Ann Street alone there 
were 227 brothels, 26 gambling houses, and 1500 liquor vendors (Hobson 1987: 41). 
Since the late 1840s, however, public outcry against vice had been on the rise and official 
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tolerance was undergoing one of its periodic downswings. Part of the outcry was from 
North End residents living in other, improving parts of the neighborhood. Ann Street 
above North Square was increasingly reputable, with new stores and businesses opening 
because of its proximity to the Fulton Street commercial district, which connected to 
Quincy Market (Goldfeld 2009: 96). 
The introduction of Irish immigrants into the social equation surrounding vice and 
sex work increased people’s unease and outrage over the prevalence of vice in the urban 
landscape. Driven by dire economic circumstances, Irish women quickly became a 
majority of the women convicted of prostitution in Boston (Hobson 1987: 35). Brothel-
keeping was also increasingly becoming an immigrant venture. Despite the capital 
requirements, 40 percent of the people arrested for keeping brothels were first-generation 
immigrants, and African Americans were also overrepresented in brothel-keeping arrests 
(Hobson 1987: 45). 
As a result of this public sentiment, police and legislators began to take steps to 
do more than just regulate prostitution and keep it out of the public eye, as they had done 
in the past. In 1851 Police Chief Tukey declared war on brothels and initiated a series of 
raids that became known as “The Ann Street Descent.” On one night alone, 153 people 
were arrested, including 92 women charged with prostitution. After the raid, in an effort 
to rid it of years of negative associations, Ann Street was renamed North Street (Todisco 
1976: 23). Interestingly, for the only time in Boston history, police attempted to curb sex 
work by going after the people who owned and/or ran brothels, and arrests and 
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prosecutions against brothel keepers in this period went up while arrests of sex workers 
themselves went down (Hobson 1987: 39). 
1860-1870 
While the North End would remain overcrowded for decades, the slow process of 
improving the neighborhood began in the years following the Civil War. For one, the 
boundaries of the Black Sea vice district contracted and stabilized around North Street 
between Blackstone and Richmond Streets. After the trauma of war, public morality was 
generally less concerned with vices like prostitution and gambling, and in the absence of 
public pressure the police came to what would be a long-term understanding with those 
operating in the red-light district: the police would leave the brothels and haunts mostly 
unmolested, and in exchange immoral activity would operate out of the public eye and 
would not expand into other parts of the North End or Boston (Hobson 1987: 45). 
Keeping the more disruptive elements in the neighborhood quiet, calm, and 
contained facilitated the gradual process of rehabilitating the institutions and urban 
landscape of the North End from decades of neglect. In the post-war 1860s and 1870s, 
the North End’s Catholic community invested heavily in constructing a separate 
municipal infrastructure, which included not only churches by also services and charities 
run by Catholics that roughly paralleled those run by Boston’s Protestant elites. One well-
known institution was located down the block from the Paul Revere House in North 
Square: Reverend George Haskin’s House of the Angel Guardian. Confronted by the 
problem of numerous young boys living on the streets,  Haskins raised money from 
Catholic congregations in the city and purchased three adjacent properties facing North 
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Square “to afford a temporary home for houseless, homeless, neglected, or unmanageable 
boys of from ten to sixteen years of age, where they may be rescued from the contagion 
of corrupting examples and the companionship of rogues, and after being instructed in the 
principles of religion and virtue, may be placed out to suitable trades and occupations" 
(Haskins 1852: 5). Haskins project was more necessary and successful than even he 
anticipated. More than 100 boys lived at the house at any one time, and by 1860 around 
1000 boys had passed through the house’s doors. 
The Irish also steadfastly pursued a system of Catholic education for their 
children. While some immigrants looked at the public schooling that was mandatory in 
Massachusetts as an opportunity for their children to learn the skills necessary to 
assimilate to and succeed in their new society, many Catholics saw the public schools as 
yet another  attempt by the dominant power to denigrate their heritage and convert their 
children to Protestantism. Catholic parochial schools proved to be enormously popular, 
beginning with the 1860 founding of a boy’s school in the North End affiliated with St. 
Mary’s Church (Goldfeld 2007: 112-113).  
Despite, or perhaps because of, the burgeoning Catholic ascendency, Protestant 
missionaries and charities were still a very active presence in the North End. The North 
End Mission, which would become a well-known example urban missionary work around 
the country, was founded in 1867 on Hanover Street. Reflecting the period consensus that 
poverty was not solely caused by personal immorality, but was also influenced by 
external material, social, and economic conditions, the Mission focused its efforts on the 
women and children it perceived as worthy, who were victims of forces outside their 
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control. The mission provided relief, educational classes, and job training for North 
Enders, while still placing an emphasis on personal improvement and continuing efforts 
to convert people to Protestantism (Goldfeld 2007: 123-125).  
The other significant event for the North End after the Civil War was the 
establishment of the first permanent community of Italians. Almost all of these Italians 
were Genoese, and were typically not as poor or uneducated as the immigrants from 
southern Italy who would arrive after 1880. First settling in Ferry Court off of North 
Street, Italian immigrants did not enjoy good relations with their Irish neighbors. As the 
second generation of Irish immigrants began to see improved economic circumstances, 
they perceived the Italians—with their immigrant’s willingness to work in poor 
conditions for low pay—as an economic threat (Todisco 1976: 27-28). 
Summary 
Despite the common conviction among its residents that the city was the “hub of 
the universe” around which everything else revolves, the history of Boston is 
characterized by the effects of trends and events outside of their control. From the 
economic effects of wars and technological change to the demographic changes brought 
about by disasters natural and man-made, Boston strove to adapt to a changing world. 
This was especially true throughout the 19th century, as economic and social systems 
were created, destroyed, and re-created in the context of a culture that insisted that things 
were as they always had been, and always would be. The changes brought about by the 
influx of immigrants to the city and the growth of the industrial economy, however, 
meant that this self-image could not be sustained. 
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How the residents of Boston constructed and engaged with the landscape of their 
city was an important part of the struggle to adapt to and understand the transition from a 
colonial existence to a modern one. As the result of intentional strategic practices and 
unintended consequences of those practices, the North End came to be the primary field 
in which the future of Boston’s identity and landscape was contested. Throughout the 
second half of the 19th century, the North End became home to a distinct immigrant 
community whose history and habitus was unlike anything the city had hosted before, 
and was transformed into a novel working-class landscape. With the development of an 
industrial economy, the new residents of the North End were provided the opportunity to 
achieve the “American dream” or die trying. Who had the power and the right to define 
the possibilities and limitations inherent to that space, and the identities of those who 
inhabited it, was the result of the struggle between competing systems of practice that 
embodied and reproduced very different understandings of the basic foundations of social 
life: gender, sex, work, the family, leisure, morality, even the nature of space itself. 
Evidence of this contest comes from many sources. The traditional narrative of 
19th-century cities including Boston—the poor and pathetic hordes scraping away in dire 
conditions until they lifted themselves up through a combination of  emulating their 
social betters and exploiting the next marginalized group to take their place—leaves little 
doubt that the victor wrote that history.  
An historical archaeological study of the built environment of places like the 
North End, the people who lived, worked, and played in that environment, and the social 
and cultural structures that influenced perception and experience there, entices us with 
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the possibility of a new, bottom-up perspective of this well-known tale. An important part 
of this project is archaeological evidence of the material culture through which working-
class people enacted their daily lives. In the following chapter I discuss the results of the 
excavation of two North End working class residences dating to the third quarter of the 
19th century—a boardinghouse owned by immigrants that catered to sailors, and a 
brothel-cum-boardinghouse—that contribute compellingly to the story of how through 
daily practice and experience people of all backgrounds constructed the urban landscape 
of the North End.  
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CHAPTER 4: METHODS AND RESULTS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND 
DOCUMENTARY RESEARCH 
 
Sitting on shelves in climate-controlled storerooms and warehouses across the 
country is a wealth of archaeological material excavated by professional archaeology 
contractors and firms. Much of this material was excavated because it would otherwise 
have been destroyed by construction or development, and where applicable state or 
federal laws require public and private developers to pay to have potentially significant 
archaeological deposits be removed before development can proceed. Because developers 
tend to be eager to fund archaeological excavations that remove whatever may be 
delaying their project, and considerably less eager to parcel out the funds required to pay 
a team of archaeologists to analyze the excavated material in depth once construction is 
already underway, much of this material awaits the kind of through, detailed examination 
it deserves. 
In order to address the issues I seek to explore in this work, I selected 
assemblages from two such sites that contained material deposited by individuals who 
were residents of the North End during the third quarter of the 19th century—the time 
that the landscape of the neighborhood was being constructed and contested most 
intensively by competing social groups.  The Paul Revere House site and the Mill Pond 
sites each contained a sealed privy deposit, filled between 1850 and 1880, when the 
structure associated with each location was operating as working-class housing.  In this 
chapter I detail the methods and results of these archaeological excavations, based on the 
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published site reports, published articles based on the excavations, other writings to be 
detailed below, and an analysis of the respective assemblages. I will describe each site 
and project separately. I consider the research and excavation methods of each project as 
a whole, but describe in detail only the excavations that specifically recovered the 
material discussed in this work. In this chapter I also present the results of my 
documentary research into the conditions, occupation, and use of the built environment 
between 1850 and 1880 of the city blocks on which each site was located. This 
information contributes significantly to the physical and social contexts in which the 
residents of the households associated with the archaeological sites enacted the embodied 
practice that constructed the urban landscape.  
Because my description of these excavations and their findings necessarily relies 
on the writings and publications of other scholars, it is important that I am as clear as 
possible about which interpretations and conclusions are my own, and which are the 
contributions of others. Information about the excavation and results of the Paul Revere 
House site project comes from Ricardo Elia and Nancy Seasholes’ 1997 excavation 
report Archaeological Investigations at the Paul Revere House in Boston, Massachusetts 
(Elia 1997). Similarly, the information and descriptions about the excavations at the Mill 
Pond site are Phase II Archaeological Investigations of the Central Artery/Third Tunnel 
Project in Boston, Massachusetts, Volume One (Elia et al. 1989) and Archaeological 
Data Recovery: The Mill Pond Site (BOS-HA-14) Boston, Massachusetts Volume I: 
Technical Report (Cheek and Balicki 2000). To avoid an overabundance of citations, I 
have chosen not to cite each piece of technical information gained from these sources. I 
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have cited each use of the reports authors’ conclusions and interpretations based on the 
excavated data, however, and have clearly noted where conclusions and interpretations 
are based on my own personal analysis. To avoid confusion between the names of the 
sites and the addresses of the properties those features are associated with, from this point 
forward I refer to the Mill Pond site as the 27-29 Endicott Street site, and the Paul Revere 
House site as the 19-21 North Square site 
Furthermore, while methodological and technical information pertaining to the 
excavation of the 27-29 Endicott Street privy is contained in the 1989 report authored by 
Elia et al and in the 2000 report written by Cheek and Balicki, for reasons described in 
detail below the archaeological materials salvaged from that feature were not analyzed as 
part of the larger Mill Pond site in which they were found. Instead, the materials have 
been analyzed and interpreted piecemeal during the past two decades by an ever-growing 
group of volunteers, students, and researchers. This research includes analysis of the 
ceramics (Dudek 1999; Benes 1995), leather goods, shoes, and textiles (Stevens 2000; 
Stevens and Ordonez 2005), glass tumblers (Doyle 1995), embossed bottles (Osgood 
1994; Johnson 2008), vaginal syringes (Eichner 2008), items of personal adornment and 
presentation (Johnson 2010), alcohol-related artifacts (Johnson 2012) and parasites 
(Gallagher 2014) found in the privy. All information from these sources is cited. Part of 
the original contribution of this dissertation has been my work in taking the original paper 
artifact catalog and vessel forms for the collection and making a digital copy for the first 
time by entering it into a Microsoft Access 2010 database, as well as reorganizing and 
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correcting any errors in the data and analyzing the results. As such, all the analysis of the 
artifacts found in the assemblage is my own work, except where specifically cited. 
19-21 North Square site 
Boston University’s Center for Archaeological Studies conducted excavations at 
the Paul Revere House site at 19-31 North Square in Boston’s North End neighborhood 
between April and June of 1983. The site at that time contained two standing historic 
buildings: the Pierce-Hitchborn House and the Paul Revere House. In addition to these 
two houses, 19-31 North Square also consists of three 17th-century houselots: a small 
portion of the original backlot to the west of the Paul Revere house, a narrow strip of land 
along the south side of the house, part of the historical backlot of the Pierce-Hichborn 
House, and an open area between the houses that was originally part of a third historic 
property known as the Barnard House lot (Figure 4.1).  
Archaeological research was undertaken at the site to mitigate the impact of two 
proposed changes to the property that had the potential to disturb subsurface 
archaeological deposits. The project proposed to replace the metal stairway leading from 
the second floor of the Revere House to the back of the property, and to construct a 
structure with sub-surface foundations to house a bell cast by Paul Revere. A cooperative 
agreement between the Paul Revere Memorial Association and the North Atlantic Region 
of the National Park Service made money available for archaeological investigations, and 
the Boston University Office of Public Archaeology conducted the work. Ricardo J. Elia 
and Mary C Beaudry served as co-principal investigators for the project, with Tamara 
Blosser Wamsley serving as project archaeologist. Nancy S. Seasholes conducted  
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historical research on the Revere, Barnard, and Hichborn houselots. The students of a 
Boston University archaeological field school conducted excavations. 
The first goal of the archaeological investigation was to investigate the specific 
areas of the property that would be affected by the construction activity related to the 
replacement of the metal stairs and the building of the bell housing. The second goal was 
to determine the integrity, nature, and extent of the archaeological record on the site, 
particularly as it pertained to the 17th-century occupation of the Paul Revere House. It 
was hoped that a substantial portion of the house’s 17th-century occupation might be 
preserved in the lot adjacent to the Paul Revere House as that part of the property has not 
been built on since that time. Construction in the 19th and 20th centuries compromised 
the archaeological integrity of the other parts of the property.  
Based on the findings of the historical research, a program of archaeological 
testing and excavation was planned to meet the two goals of the project. Six excavation 
units (EUs) were laid out and excavated on the property. The units were excavated 
manually, using trowels and other hand tools. Excavated soils were screened through 
quarter-inch wire mesh. Levels were identified and recorded according to natural 
stratigraphy, with arbitrary levels used within natural stratigraphy when excavating 
feature fill. All artifacts recovered were bagged according to level. All archaeological 
contexts were recorded as contextual units and numbered according to the order of their 
discovery, e.g., the second level uncovered in EU D is contextual unit D2, while a post 
hole feature identified subsequently in that layer would be D3. Some cultural levels that 
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were recorded separately in the field were subsequently combined following analysis, 
including levels excavated as arbitrary levels within an excavation unit.  
The laboratory analysis of the recovered material included cleaning and 
cataloging of all the excavated artifacts and samples. The artifacts were cataloged using 
several descriptive, functional, and chronological categories, including provenience, 
quantity, class, material, style, and decoration. Many of the metal artifacts were 
conserved by Boston University students under the direction of Dr. Gerald Kelso.  
At the time of the 1983 excavations most of the approximately 48 square meters 
within the Paul Revere House lot was covered with modern brick paving. The 
archaeological potential of the lot was considered to be high, because there was no 
historical record of the area having been built upon since the 17
th
 century. Four 
excavation units—C, D, E, and F—were located in the small area behind west of the 
18th-century addition that was the only remnant of the historic lot associated with 
occupants of the Paul Revere House. The total area excavated in these four units was six 
square meters, about 12.5 percent of the total Paul Revere House site backlot  
Excavation Unit E 
Excavation Unit E was located in the extreme northwest corner of the PRH 
backlot. This unit was laid out almost exactly on top of a wood-lined 19th-century privy 
shaft, with the south wall of the unit located only two cm north of the south wall of the 
privy. This privy contained the evidence of two primary episodes of deposition, an upper 
fill layer composed of re-deposited soil and artifacts laid down in the 1890s (although 
some of the material present is much earlier), and a lower privy fill that is likely a refuse 
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deposit dating to around 1870 (Elia 1997: 19). Unit E was originally laid out as a 1 meter 
by 1.5 meter test pit, with the west and east sides 1m long and the north and south sides 
1.5m long. After the privy feature was discovered the unit was expanded to the north and 
the west; the final unit size was 1.5m by 2m. The east wall of EU E was oriented parallel 
to the west wall of EU C. 
Privy fill 
The first eleven strata from EU E were either related to brick paving, or were fill 
that contained artifacts from the 18th to the 20th centuries, indicating that this was re-
deposited material resulting from construction related to the Paul Revere Memorial 
Association’s acquisition of the property in the early 20th century. Underneath level E11 
was a 50-60cm thick deposit of black loamy sand with gravel inclusions labeled E12. 
This context would prove to be the uppermost layer of the 19th-century privy fill. As 
work on EU E progressed and it became increasingly clear that it contained a feature 
identified as a privy, the excavators decided to excavate the privy fill using different 
methods than for other features or contexts. The primary reason for deploying new 
methods was to 1) collect as much detail as possible about the depositional episodes that 
formed the privy fill, and 2) to ascertain the dimensions of the privy shaft. To collect as 
much detail as possible, the privy fill was excavated in arbitrary levels within the natural 
stratigraphy. To learn more about the size of the privy, the dimensions of the EU were 
expanded at several junctures. Both the arbitrary levels and the expanded sections were 
given separate context numbers, which in some cases were later re-combined after 
analysis. The affected archaeological contexts are denoted by their combined names, e.g.,  
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Figure 4.2 Excavation unit E, profile of west wall showing west face of privy feature 
(Elia 1997). 
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the lower privy fill was excavated as E17, E19, and E21 but is referred to as E17/19/21 
(Figure 4.2). 
Excavation uncovered a blue-gray hard-packed clay surface along the southern 
edge of EU 3. This clay retained the impressions of wooden boards or planks. Lower 
down in the shaft excavators found decomposed wooden boards, ca. 40-50cm wide still 
in situ against the clay backing on the south side of the unit. Subsequent excavation of the 
bottom of the shaft showed boards at the bottom, too. This evidence, combined with the 
clay backing recorded as E5 and wood recovered on the east wall of the unit, indicated 
the Paul Revere House site privy was a wood-lined shaft with clay puddling to make it 
watertight (Elia 1997: 21). Additional excavations determined that the minimum 
dimensions of the 19th-century privy shaft behind the Paul Revere House were 3.6 x 6.3 
ft (Elia 1997: 22). 
The lower privy fill consists of contexts E17, E19, and E21. The lower privy fill 
appears to represent the deposition into the privy of domestic refuse from the household 
inhabiting the Paul Revere House as part of a household clearance (Elia 1997: 23). It 
produced a collection of artifacts typical of 19th-century household refuse. A total of 
1223 artifacts and organic samples were recovered from this context. This includes 269 
ceramic sherds (22.0 % of the total assemblage); 44 pipe stem fragments (3.6 %); 560 
glass fragments and intact bottles (45.8 %); 102 metal artifacts (8.3 %); 66 buttons (5.4 
%); and 10 pieces of cutlery. Also collected were 117 pieces of bone, 10 stone fragments, 
and architectural material such as bricks and mortar. There was a noticeable 
concentration of shells on the south edge of the privy fill, 840, of which 830 were soft-
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shell clam (mya arenaria). This localized concentration suggests a one-time deposition of 
shells after the clams were shelled and eaten.  
The ceramic artifacts uncovered from the lower fill include 250 fragments of 
earthenware, 17 porcelain sherds, and two stoneware fragments. Whiteware/Ironstone 
was the most abundant type of earthenware, accounting for 201 out of 269 ceramic 
artifacts. In addition, there were two sherds of slip-decorated annular ware, 13 
yellowware sherds, and 9 pearlware sherds. The ceramic assemblage represents a 
minimum of 79 vessels. Most of the ceramic remains were highly fragmentary, 
suggesting a secondary disposal in the privy after initial breakage or discard. There were 
16 complete vessels found in the lower fill, either found intact or mended from 
fragments. Five vessels were more than half complete, 11 were represented by large 
fragments that comprise more than a single sherd but less than half a complete vessel, and 
the remainder of the vessels were represented by small sherds. Of the 79 vessels present 
in the lower privy fill, 36 could be conclusively identified by form. These are listed in 
Table 4.1. 
The lower fill level contained 67 pipe stem fragments and 29 pipe bowl 
fragments. Several of the fragments were embossed or impressed with the names of the 
companies and the places of their manufacture. Three pipes were embossed with the 
lettering “W WHITE/GLASGOW,” “W. WHITE,” and “78 W.WH9ITE/GLASGOW,” 
indicating that they were manufactured by William White & Son of Glasgow between 
1805 and 1891 (Cook 1989: 189). A different pipe is embossed 
“DAVIDSON/GLASGOW,” which indicates that it was made by Thomas Davidson and  
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Table 4.1: Identifiable vessel forms from lower privy fill 
Vessel Form Number Found 
Large Plate (>12 in. diameter) 2 
Small Plate (>9 in Diameter) 6 
Saucer 9 
Small Bowl 1 
Cup/Mug 8 
Teapot/Coffeepot 1 
Pitcher 1 
Chamber Pot 1 
Egg Cup 2 
Flower Pot 2 
Container Lid 1 
Face Cream Jar 1 
Miniature Plate 1 
Total 36 
 
Co., also of Glasgow, between 1863 and 1891. The other lettering appearing on pipe 
stems in this context are “[M]URRAY/GLASGOW,” “MURRAY/MURRAY,” “D. 
BELL/QUEBEC,” and “JW.” 
There were 560 glass artifacts recovered from the lower privy fill: 178 intact or 
fragmentary glass bottles (including 25 complete bottles, making non-pharmaceutical 
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bottles 31.8 % of the total glass assemblage); 23 pieces of stemware (5.0 % of the total 
glass); four tumblers; eight pharmaceutical bottles; 203 pieces of window glass (36.3 % 
of total glass); and 144 unidentified glass fragments (25.7 %). The minimum number of 
glass containers represented is 50, which includes 36 medicinal and/or pharmaceutical 
bottles, three liquor pint bottles, one wine bottle, and 10 mineral water and/or soda water 
bottles. Nine of the soda/mineral water bottles were embossed with a company name. 
Cross referencing the names of the companies with Boston city directories reveals that 
the companies in question were in operation between 1841 and 1884. Two of the 
companies, Comstock & Gove and Coburn and Lang, & Co., began operations in 1864. 
This provides the terminus post quem of 1864 for the lower privy fill. 
Numerous clothing fasteners were recovered from the lower level, including 66 
buttons of various types, four copper-alloy buckles, and a copper-alloy broach. Other 
objects of personal adornment or use found include two thimbles, four glass beads, two 
black hard-rubber combs, a white metal ring, a white metal miniature pistol, two pieces 
from a bone fan, nine marbles made from stone and glass, and two wooden shoe heel 
fragments.  
In terms of other metal artifacts recovered, the lower privy fill contained ten 
examples of cutlery, including two copper alloy tea spoons, a pewter tablespoon, three 
knives, and several fragmentary wooden handles. Nails and nail fragments were present, 
including 24 machine-cut nail fragments. Hardware uncovered includes an iron hammer 
head, a copper alloy hinge, iron bars, wire and wire fragments, oil-lamp fixture 
fragments, sheet metal, part of an iron key, and a drawer pull. 
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A deposition date after 1864 coincides with the transition between owners of 19-
21 North Square. Lydia Loring owned the property from 1833 to 1866 (Suffolk County 
Probate and Family Court, Boston MA [SCP]:Suffolk Probate 1312:133). She and her 
sister, described as spinsters in tax records, owned several properties throughout Boston, 
and since at least 1850 a boardinghouse catering to mariners and managed by a series of 
immigrant housekeepers and their families operated at the property. In 1867 Catherine 
Wilkie purchased the property, and she and her family took over operation of the 
boardinghouse (Boston City Archives and Records, West Roxbury, MA [BA] Real estate, 
personal estate and poll tax records 1822-1985, Street Books [SB] 1867: Ward 2). 
Catherine Wilkie was from Ireland, and her husband James was a retired sailor and 
naturalized citizen originally from Scotland. The 1865 Massachusetts census records 
James and Catherine as having previously operating a dance hall in the nearby town of 
Lawrence, a potentially lucrative business that might have provided the capital to 
purchase the property (Massachusetts State Census 1865).  
The change in ownership is important because it potentially impacted how and 
why the material that makes up the lower privy fill was deposited. When new owners 
purchased a property, and when a household moved into a new residence, it was common 
for material left behind by the old owner or occupant to be disposed of in bulk in the most 
convenient manner possible, often by throwing it down the privy shaft. This raises the 
possibility that the lower privy fill was deposited around 1867 as part of such a household 
clearance, a hypothesis supported by the fact that the deposit was almost devoid of soil 
(M.C. Beaudry pers. comm., 2015). Because the documentary record indicates that the 
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boardinghouse continued to serve a similar mix of mariners and immigrants after 1867 as 
it had done under the old ownership, the experiences, habitus, and daily practices of the 
Paul Revere House’s tenants would have been substantially similar before and after 1867, 
and as such whether the fill pre- or post-dates 1867 does not alter its analytical potential.  
I selected the lower privy fill from EU E for analysis because as a deposit 
associated with a working-class immigrant boardinghouse dating to the third quarter of 
the 19th century its contents provide insight into the daily experiences and practices that 
most typified the lives of the inhabitants of the North End at this time. By providing 
evidence of the kinds of material culture and practices that made up daily life in a small 
19th-century boardinghouse, it facilitates an understanding of the daily routines that 
would have shaped, through the habitus and practical consciousness, how many residents 
of the North End understood the landscape and their place within it. The artifacts that 
were purchased at specific locations, such as the pharmaceutical bottles, provide an 
opportunity to use reconstructed paths of embodied movement through the landscape to 
explore how landscapes are constructed as practices are enacted within their physical and 
social space. By analyzing the how the material recovered from the privy was used and 
consumed it is also possible to explore some of the social and cultural attitudes of the 
boardinghouse’s residents. 
27-29 Endicott Street site 
The 27-29 Endicott Street privy was identified and excavated during the Phase III 
excavations of what became known as the Mill Pond site, one of the archaeological sites 
excavated as part of the Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel Project. The Central Artery 
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project was a major construction project intended to replace the freeways bisecting 
downtown Boston underground with series of tunnels. This engineering feat is more 
colloquially known as the Big Dig. The elevated highways that the Big Dig replaced had 
been constructed in the 1950s on some of Boston’s most archaeologically sensitive land 
without benefit of archaeology, and an extensive campaign of testing and excavation was 
undertaken in the 1980s and 1990s to ascertain the condition of any archaeological 
contexts surviving under the roadways—particularly evidence of Boston’s 17th- and 
18th-century occupations—and to mitigate the destruction caused by excavation related 
to tunnel building. Archaeological work was conducted on the site in three phases: an 
initial documentary survey; a survey designed to test the findings of the documentary 
survey with limited excavation; and a large-scale excavation to recover potentially 
significant archaeological resources before their destruction. The 27-29 Endicott Street 
privy was located and sampled as part of the Phase III excavation, but because the feature 
post-dated the 1840 cutoff for significance stipulated by the Massachusetts Historical 
Commission, it was not slated for further excavation as part of the official archaeological 
project. A volunteer crew of concerned archaeologists excavated the privy on their own 
time, saving the material from destruction.  
I selected this feature for analysis as part of my dissertation because it contained a 
sealed deposit from a working-class residence dating to between 1850 and 1880. The 
residence associated with privy deposit operated as both a brothel and a tenement during 
this period, hence the deposit’s contents offer information about two of the most common 
institutions found in the physical and social landscape of working-class neighborhoods 
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like the North End, but also two that were among the most misunderstood and maligned 
in the 19th century and in subsequent popular and historical accounts of 19th-century 
urban life. The window into the daily practices and social attitudes afforded through 
analysis of  the material culture recovered from this privy allows us to develop a 
perspective into how the residents of the North End constructed the landscape through 
their embodied practice. The presence of a brothel on the site connects the artifacts 
recovered with the lives and experiences of sex workers, whose presence in the 
neighborhood and on the streets was one of the defining characteristics of the North End 
landscape, and whose practices and attitudes challenged the dominant middle-class and 
elite social and ideological norms. Insight into the dialogue between the lived experience 
of the residents of the brothel and tenement and habitus-shaped expectations of other 
Bostonians—a dialogue enacted through practice—provides information into how 
landscapes were constructed as part of the larger contest between the differing practical 
and cultural systems adopted by the city’s social classes. 
Phase I, II, and III archaeological investigation 
Phase I and II investigations of the Mill Pond site were conducted by the Boston 
University Office of Public Archaeology. The Phase I investigation consisted of intensive 
historical research for the project area, assessment of existing conditions and 
disturbances, and the identification of areas that were likely to be undisturbed by past 
construction and therefore could contain potentially significant archaeological resources. 
The study block that contained the Mill Pond site, designated NE03, was recommended 
for Phase II testing. The goals of the Phase II testing were to locate the archaeological 
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sites identified by the Phase I survey, and evaluate the integrity and condition of the 
archaeological remains at the sites. Excavation indicated that there were potentially 
significant 19th-century archaeological contexts preserved at the site, and it was 
recommended that a Phase III data recovery excavation be conducted on the site 
indicated by Trench A, subsequently referred to as the Mill Pond site. The Phase III 
archaeological investigation of the Mill Pond site was conducted by John Milner 
Associates, Inc. Excavation units were five feet by five feet, and were excavated and 
recorded using standard procedures. All hand-excavated soil was screened through 6mm 
hardware cloth. Recovered materials were sorted by type (artifact, faunal, shell, soil, 
charcoal, pollen, and floral remains. The system for recording the site’s stratigraphy used 
in the field was based on the Harris Matrix system.  
As noted above, the contents of the 27-29 Endicott Street privy post-dated the 
1840 cut off for archaeological significance stipulated by the excavation permit. 
Recognizing the potential significance of a intact 19th-centry privy deposit to shed light 
onto the lives of North End residents during the third quarter of the 19th century, a 
volunteer crew of archaeologists excavated the privy fill during the summer of 1993 
(Beaudry 2006). The privy was excavated using the same methods employed as the rest 
of the Mill Pond site excavation, with the exception that the privy fill was water-screened 
through quarter-inch (.64cm) wire mesh. Bulk soil samples and pollen cores were 
collected. Artifacts recovered from the privy fill were not conserved as part of the Central 
Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel project. 
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Archaeological results of the Phase III excavations 
This section of this chapter will give a general overview of the features dating to 
between 1850 and 1880 that were uncovered as part of the Phase III excavations (Figure 
4.3). A cobble paving identified during the Phase II excavation, CU 9, was further 
uncovered and extended at least 12 m to the north and six meters to the west of the 
portion of the paving previously uncovered. Underlying this paving, archaeologists 
uncovered a series of drains with wooden plank bottoms, brick sides, and slate caps. The 
drainage system included intersecting main (Features 15/20 and 7/14) and feeder 
(Features 24, 29, and 17) lines, as well as a drain intake box (Feature 16). The initial 
construction of the drainage system pre-dated the laying of the cobble paving, but the 
drains were repaired at least once after the paving’s installation. Based on the orientation 
of the drains it appears that the drains were originally intended to move water away from 
a series of structures constructed in the early 19th century, located either at the interior of 
the block fronting Salem Place, or perhaps fronting Cross Street. Based on the 
maintenance of the drainage system after the installation of the paving, and on the 
condition of sediments in the interior of the drains, which indicates that they functioned 
into the early 20th century, these drains were likely operational throughout the 19th 
century (Cheek and Balicki 2000: 142-3). 
The cobble paving corresponds geographically and temporally with the 
construction and operation of a stable complex adjacent to 27-29 Endicott Street. The 
1867 Sanborn and 1874 Hopkins maps indicate that a complex of wooden and brick 
stable buildings was located here, with the central portion of the complex an open space 
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exposed to the elements. The cobble paving might correspond to this open space, but it is 
also possible that the flooring of some of the stable buildings were also cobble paved. 
Immediately to the south and west of the cobble paving, archaeologists excavated 
some architectural features that appear to be part of the 27-29 Endicott Street houselot. 
Phase II excavators provisionally identified two foundations, CU 4 and CU 27, as part of 
27-29 Endicott Street, and a third brick foundation, CU 20, as a possible part of 31-33 
Endicott Street (Figure 4.4). Further stripping and excavation revealed that CU 20 was, in 
fact, the north wall of the double-shafted privy located at 27-29 Endicott Street. Two 
other brick-and-stone foundations likely related to the wall around the yard in which the 
27-29 Endicott Street privy was located were uncovered during the Phase III 
investigation. Feature 43 (HN 75) was a brick foundation built on a timber sleeper that 
appeared to have extended off of the north wall of the 27-29 Endicott Street privy shaft. 
This foundation connects to Feature 42 (HN 403), a dry-laid cobble foundation that 
continues roughly parallel to Feature 43 before taking a 90 degree turn to the west, 
towards what would have been Endicott Street.  
Comparing the arrangement of architectural remains uncovered during the Phase 
II and Phase III excavations with the depiction of the property on the 1867 Sanborn map, 
I have interpreted the data to draw some likely conclusions about Features 42, 43 and 
CUs 4 and 27. The 1867 Sanborn map shows a rectangular timber-framed outbuilding 
behind 27-29 Endicott Street, which has been interpreted as the privy super-structure 
(Cheek and Balicki 2000: 156). This privy stands in a trapezoidal lot or yard at the back 
of 27-29 Endicott, bounded on the west side by the back wall of 27-29 Endicott Street, on 
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the south side by the 23-25 Endicott ell, and on the north side by the west wall of 31-33 
Endicott. Looking at the orientation and shape of the foundations and comparing them to 
what is depicted on the Sanborn map, it appears that CUs 4 and 27 were part of the 
foundation of the 23-25 Endicott Street ell. The house at 31-33 Endicott Street was a 
timber-framed structure, and Feature 42 could very well be the dry-laid stone foundations 
upon which the wooden frame sat. What is unclear from looking at the insurance maps is 
what is depicted by the black line between the 23-25 Endicott ell and the rear of 31-33 
Endicott. The archaeological evidence recovered by the Phase III investigation can shed 
some light into what is going on here (Figure 4.5). 
The back lot of 27-29 Endicott Street is shown on the map as being next to an 
open space at the center of the neighboring stable complex. The uncovered foundations 
suggest that this line represents a wall with a brick and cobble foundation that would 
have separated the stable yard from the back lot of 27-29 Endicott Street. The 
arrangement of the foundations and the privy substructure resemble the arrangement of 
structures depicted on the 1867 Sanborn map too closely to make a coincidence likely. 
While the materials used and the exact orientation of the foundations varies between 
Feature 42 and Feature 43, this might be explained by construction activity related to the 
stable complex undertaken sometime between 1867 and 1874. The 1867 Sanborn map 
shows that the stable yard directly behind the 27-29 Endicott back lot was open, while the 
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Figure 4.3. Plan map of Phase III excavations (Cheek and Balicki  2000). 
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Figure 4.4. Plan map of Phase II excavations (Elia at al 1997). 
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Figure 4.5. Detail of Phase III excavation plan map compared to 1867 Sanborn map of 
27-29 Endicott Street backlot. 
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Figure 4.6. Detail of 1867 Sanborn fire insurance map showing wooden privy 
structure at rear of 27-29 Endicott. 
 
Figure 4.7. Detail of 1874 Hopkins map of Boston showing wooden privy 
structure behind 27-29 Endicott. Compare to Figure 4.6, and  note the addition 
of an “X” inside the rectangle behind the 27-27 backlot and privy. This 
indicates that a structure was added to this part of the yard between 1867 and 
1874.  
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1874 Hopkins map depicts a wooden structure filling much of that formerly open space. 
It is possible that the construction of the new stable building necessitated the 
reconstruction or alteration of part of the existing wall, explaining why sections of the 
wall were constructed using different material and techniques (Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7). 
Evidence that the 27-29 Endicott Street privy stood in a yard that was enclosed on 
all sides provides information important to the interpretation of the privy’s contents. It 
tells us that the privy structure was in a semi-private setting, walled in on all sides. This 
would have affected disposal patterns in that the material being brought to the privy for 
disposal was not visible to the larger area, nor was the backlot available to receive 
“ambient” refuse. It also suggests that there was no (or limited) public access to the privy, 
and therefore the use of the privy was primarily limited to the residents of or visitors to 
the structure. This allows us to draw strong connections between the contents of the privy 
and the inhabitants of 27-29 Endicott Street.  
Privy and cistern at rear of 27-29 Endicott Street 
Archaeologists first discovered the brick privy associated with 27-29 Endicott 
Street when it was revealed by mechanical stripping on the south side of the excavation 
area that had previously exposed the other 19th-century features described above. The 
privy was encountered directly below levels of 20th-century debris. No evidence of the 
privy’s superstructure was recovered, nor was there any evidence of the method of the 
privy’s abandonment. The 27-29 Endicott Street privy feature was a 4.5 ft. x 8.5 ft. 
(1.37m x 2.59 m) brick vault filled with 19th-century artifacts in a matrix of soil, 
decomposed human waste, and layers of lime used to disinfect and deodorize the privy 
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when it was in use. The privy had two separate shafts of equal size, each measuring 
approximately 3 ft. square. The surviving portion of the privy vault was 4 ft. (1.2 m) 
deep. The floor of the privy vault was brick, and the brick walls were two courses thick. 
Each privy chamber was vented by an iron pipe located in its exterior south corner 
(Figure 4.8). While it was operational, the privy would have been covered by a wooden 
superstructure with two seats, one over each shaft. The privy was located in the enclosed 
back lot described above. The privy superstructure is not depicted in the 1883 Bromley 
map, indicating that use of the privy was discontinued, the superstructure was torn down, 
and the shafts filled by 1883 (Figure 4.9). 
When the salvage team excavated the two shafts, they encountered two distinct 
strata in the west chamber of the privy, and three strata in the east chamber. In the west 
chamber, the lower level was designated HN 233 and the upper level HN 230. The fill of 
the east chamber of the privy comprised three levels: the lowest was designated HN 235, 
the middle HN 234, and the upper HN 236 (Figure 4.10). To determine an approximate 
date for the deposition of materials recovered from these levels, I consulted Dudek’s 
initial analysis of the assemblage (Dudek 1999: 9-13) and compared the types of artifacts 
found in certain levels of the assemblage with the historical occupation and use of 27-29 
Endicott Street (Table 4.2). The beginning date for the lowest stratum, HN 233 in the 
west chamber and HN 235 in the east chamber, is 1846. This is based on  
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Figure 4.9. Profile of east chamber of 27-29 Endicott Street privy (Cheek and Balicki 
2000) 
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Table 4.2 Date ranges for contexts related to 27-29 Endicott privy 
Harris 
Number: 
West 
Chamber 
Date of 
Deposition 
Harris 
Number: 
East 
Chamber 
Date of 
Deposition 
Harris 
Number: 
Cistern 
Date of 
Deposition 
230 
ca. 1867-
1883  
(TPQ 1876) 
236 
ca. 1880-1883 
(TPQ 1865) 
229 TPQ 1868 
234 
ca. 1867-ca. 
1880 (TPQ 
1859) 
233 
1846-ca. 
1867 (TPQ 
1852) 
235 1846-ca. 1867 
(TPQ 1856) 
 
Figure 4.10 Detail of 1883 Bromley atlas map of Boston showing 27-29 
Endicott (without wooden privy structure) 
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information recovered from the property deed records, which indicate that 27-29 Endicott 
was constructed by May 8, 1846 (Suffolk County Probate and Family Court, Boston MA 
[SCP] 1842:Suffolk Deeds [SD] 490:70). The ending date for HN 233 and HN 235, and 
the beginning date for the levels above HN 230 and HN 234, is 1867. For reasons I will 
explain in detail in the section of this chapter presenting the results of my documentary 
research, I believe that the brothel operating at 27-29 Endicott Street closed in 1867. 
Following the closure of the brothel there was a “clean-out” of the structure to prepare it 
for its new owner and tenants, and this process included the collection and disposal in the 
privy of items unclaimed or unwanted by the now-former residents of the brothel. A 
similar depositional process was identified at a brothel located at 12 Orange Street in 
New York, identified during the excavation of the Five Points neighborhood in New 
York. In 1840 the owner of the Orange Street brothel was indicted by the district attorney 
for running a “disorderly house,” the brothel was closed, and the resulting cleanout of the 
structure resulted in the deposition of a large amount of material culture into the rear 
privy that had been used by the residents and visitors of the brothel (Yamin 2000b: 314).  
The material cleaned out of the 27-29 Endicott Street brothel was deposited in HN 
230 and HN 234, indicated by the presence of glass vaginal syringes in quantities large 
enough to suggest a one-time deposition from a brothel (Figure 4.11). These types of 
syringes have previously been excavated from 19th-century brothel sites in New York 
(Cantrell and Wall 2001, Yamin 2000b) and Washington, DC (Seifert 1991). Fifty four 
total fragments were found, representing at least 22 individual syringe bodies and 18 
plungers. Using vaginal syringes to inject water or chemical solutions into the vaginal  
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canal to prevent pregnancy and treat venereal disease was a common practice for 19th-
century sex workers (Eichner 2008). The variety of types of syringes in the 27-29 
Endicott privy suggests that they were purchased individually by sex workers for their 
personal use. If these syringes were deposited in the privy by brothel residents as the 
result of occasional breakage and disposal, we would expect them to be present in 
significant quantities in both lower levels that were formed starting in the 1850s. Instead, 
only four fragments recovered from one of the lower levels, HN 235. These fragments 
might have been deposited as the result of occasional breakage and disposal, or they 
might have been intrusive, recovered from the transition between HN 235 and HN 234. 
The remaining 50 fragments were recovered from HN 230 and HN 234. Deposited as part 
Figure 4.11. Selection of glass vaginal syringes recovered from 27-29 Endicott 
Street privy (Eichner 2008). 
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of the closing of the brothel, the syringes indicate that the deposition of HN 230 and HN 
234 could have begun no later than 1867, establishing that as the closing date for HN 233 
and HN 235 and the opening date for HN 230 and HN 234. 
Material continued to be deposited into the privy after 1867 based on the presence 
of the privy superstructure in the 1874 Hopkins map, indicating that the privy was still in 
use at that time, and the dating of other material culture recovered from HN 230 and HN 
236. A Jamaica Ginger bottle dating to 1876 or later was recovered from HN 230. 
Similarly a bottle embossed with “J.B. Woodward & Co.” from HN 236 indicates 
deposition after at least 1869, the year that company began operations. The closing date 
for HN 230 and HN 236 is 1883. The wooden superstructure for the privy appears in the 
back lot of 27-29 Endicott on the 1867 Sanborn and the 1874 Hopkins maps, but it no 
longer appears on the Bromley fire insurance map of 1883. This suggests that the 
superstructure had been demolished and the privy abandoned, likely because the 
properties on Endicott Street were connected to the municipal water system by 1883 at 
the latest (Dudek 1999: 4).  
I have also calculated TPQs for each stratum, based on the registry marks 
impressed on certain ironstone ceramics recovered from the privy and the dating of 
certain embossed bottles recovered from each context. The TPQ for HN 233 is 1852 
based on the impressed registry mark on an ironstone plate. The TPQ for HN 235 is 1856, 
also based on the registry mark from an ironstone plate. The TPQ from the upper level on 
the west chamber, HN 230, is 1876. This is based on the presence of a Sanford’s Jamaica 
Ginger bottle, which has “Registered 1876” embossed on a side panel. The TPQ for the 
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middle level in the east chamber HN 234 is 1859, the year the company that made the 
“Van Buskirk’s Sozodont” bottle began operating. The TPQ for the upper level in the 
east chamber, HN 236, is 1869, based on the presence of a bottle embossed “J.B. 
Woodward & Co.,” which began operation in that year. 
Adjacent to the privy was a circular wooden cistern that contained 19th-century 
artifacts. This feature would have collected and stored water for use by the households 
that had access to the 27-29 Endicott Street backlot (Cheek and Balicki 2000: 156). 
Because of time constraints, material was excavated from the cistern using a mechanical 
backhoe, and all artifacts recovered were assigned Harris number 229 (Stevens and 
Ordonez 2005: 10). One hundred and seven artifacts were recovered from the cistern, 
including 67 ceramic artifacts (57 % of the artifacts recovered from the cistern), 27 glass 
artifacts (25.2 %), and 13 organic artifacts (12 %). During the excavation it became clear 
to the excavators that the cistern contained a mixed context of re-deposited artifacts that 
were generally contemporaneous with the filling of the privy but could not be associated 
with any specific period of occupation or use of 27-29 Endicott Street (Dudek 1999). 
Overall, 7559 artifacts were excavated from the 27-29 Endicott Street privy and 
cistern. For the sake of clarity and brevity, the results of the excavation are presented by 
material, type, and form in Tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9.  
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Table 4.3. 27-29 Endicott privy and 
cistern artifacts by material class 
Material Class Count 
Percent 
of total 
Ceramic 2018 26.7% 
Composite 33 0.4% 
Glass 2045 27.1% 
Metal 257 3.4% 
Organic 2942 38.9% 
Soil Sample 2 <0.1% 
Stone 262 3.5% 
Total 7559  
 
Table 4.4. 27-29 Endicott privy 
earthenware ceramics by type 
Earthenware 
Types 
Count 
Percent 
of total 
Buff Body 51 2.5% 
Pearlware 43 2.1% 
Whiteware 1166 57.8% 
Redware 59 2.9% 
Rockingham 97 4.8% 
Yelloware 86 4.3% 
Ironstone 313 15.5% 
Other 7 0.4% 
Total 1822  
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Table 4.5. 27-29 Endicott privy 
ceramic vessels by form 
Ceramic Vessel Form Count 
Saucer 76 
Plate 68 
Cup 45 
Bowl 19 
Pitcher 18 
Lid 13 
Tea Cup 12 
Basin 11 
Chamber Pot 10 
Bottle 8 
Mug 8 
Platter 7 
Tea Bowl 7 
Flowerpot 6 
Pot 6 
Dish 3 
Jar 3 
Pan 3 
Soup Plate 3 
Basket 2 
Butter Pot 2 
Figurine 2 
Hollow, unid. 2 
Jug 2 
Flowerpot Pan 1 
Ink Bottle 1 
Ladle 1 
Teapot 1 
Vase 1 
Total 341 
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Table 4.6. 27-29 Endicott Street glass artifacts by 
functional category 
Type of Glass 
Artifact 
Count 
Percent of 
Total 
Architectural 1 <0.1% 
Bottle 1015 49.6% 
Clothing-Related 20 1.0% 
Flask 67 3.3% 
Jar 3 0.1% 
Lighting 97 4.7% 
Other 84 4.1% 
Personal 24 1.2% 
Tableware 359 17.6% 
Window 375 18.3% 
Total 2045  
 
Table 4.7. 27-29 Endicott privy glass vessels by 
form 
Glass Vessel 
Form 
Count 
Percent of 
Total 
Bottle 93 42.9% 
Tumbler 44 20.3% 
Goblet 16 7.4% 
Flask 10 4.6% 
Cruet 8 3.7% 
Ink Bottle 8 3.7% 
Indeterminate 6 2.8% 
Vase 5 2.3% 
Vial 5 2.3% 
Bowl 3 1.4% 
Seed Box 3 1.4% 
Stopper 3 1.4% 
Dish 2 0.9% 
Lamp Font 2 0.9% 
Nipple Shell 2 0.9% 
Basin 1 0.5% 
Case Bottle 1 0.5% 
Door Knob 1 0.5% 
Jar 1 0.5% 
Plate 1 0.5% 
Unidentified 1 0.5% 
Wine Glass 1 0.5% 
Total 217  
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Table 4.8 27-29 Endicott metal artifacts 
by type 
Type of Metal 
Artifact 
Count 
Percent 
of 
Total 
Clothing-
Related 87 34% 
Personal 3 <0.1% 
Cutlery 9 4% 
Syringe Cap 8 3% 
Nails 45 18% 
Hardware 10 4% 
Fragment, 
Unid. 95 37% 
Total 257 
  
Table 4.9 27-29 Endicott organic 
remains by type 
Type of 
Organic 
Remains 
Count 
Percent 
of 
Total 
Bone 995 42% 
Crustacean 
Shell 41 2% 
Egg Shell 72 3% 
Hair 11 <0.1% 
Shell 92 4% 
Coconut 21 1% 
Gutta-Percha 1 <0.1% 
Nuts/Seeds 1121 47% 
Other 20 1% 
Wood/Fiber 1 <0.1% 
Total 2375 
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The conditions, occupation, and uses of the Endicott block and North Square 
Using an interpretive approach to analyze archaeological remains requires a 
thorough understanding of the historical, social, and cultural contexts in which material 
culture was used. This is especially true when interpretive analysis is guided by a 
theoretical framework that incorporates practice theory, because the meanings and 
experiences created by embodied practice are heavily influenced by the contexts in which 
practices are enacted. Understanding how the 19th-century North End’s urban landscape 
was constructed, both by the residents who inhabited it and by the outsiders who 
observed it, requires detailed knowledge of the physical and social conditions of the 
urban space that formed the bases of the perceptions and experiences of those 
constructing it. Having explored the historical context of 19th-century Boston in the 
previous chapter, in this section I present the results of my historical and archaeological 
research into the physical and social conditions and uses of 19-21 North Square and 27-
29 Endicott Street and the city blocks on which they were located.  
I conducted documentary research on the physical and social environment of 
North Square and the Endicott block in the period between 1850 and 1880 focusing on 
three aspects of these urban spaces: the physical forms and material conditions of the 
built environment; the residential, commercial, and industrial activity that occurred on the 
blocks; and demographic data about people who lived and worked on the blocks. This 
information comes from four sources: the federal censuses of 1850, 1860, 1870, and 1880 
and the Massachusetts state census of 1855 and 1865; the Boston Valuation Lists tax 
records (the volumes of which that list occupancy, use, and ownership by street address 
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are known as the Street Books [SB] from 1850-1880 (BA Real estate, personal estate and 
poll tax records 1822-1985, SB 1850-1883); the city directories for Boston [BD] from 
1850-1880; and several maps of Boston printed between 1852 and 1883, the most 
important of which is the 1867 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map for Boston and the map of 
Boston from Hopkins 1874 Atlas. 
The strengths and weaknesses of data from each of these sources complement one 
another. The census data was the only source with a reasonably accurate accounting of 
women, children, and Boston’s poorer residents. It also contained the most detailed, 
accurate, and comprehensive information about the nativity of Boston’s residents. The 
drawback of census data was that it was only recorded every 10 years and did not 
specifically indicate the streets or addresses at which people were recorded, making 
association with a particular structure or household difficult. Cross referencing the 
specific addresses in the directories and Street Books with census listings made it 
possible to accurately associate most census records with specific structures, allowing for 
a detailed understanding of household composition through space and time on the blocks.  
The privately published city directories were useful because they were published 
annually and listed the home addresses and in many cases the occupations and work 
addresses of individuals and companies, while the Street Books were useful because they 
were intended to assess property and poll taxes, so entries were organized by street and 
address and contained information about property ownership, the size and value of 
existing structures, any businesses operating out the structures, and the name, occupation, 
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Figure 4.12. Map of Endicott Block with Lot Numbers 
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Table 4.10. Summary of block data (BD 1850-1880; BA SB 1850 Wards 2&3, 1851-1865 Wards 1&3, 1866-1875 Ward 2, 
1876-1880 Wards 6&7) 
Lot 
# 
Address 
(post-1856) 
Building 
Type 
Floors 
Sq. Ft. / 
Person 
Significant Usage of Lot (Years) 
Ownership (Years, Owner Residence) 
(o.c. = Out of City) 
1 
1-3-5-5.5 
Endicott, 1 
Salem 
Brick, 
Stone, or 
Iron 
Warehouse 
3 128.6 
Pawn Broker (1851-1880); 2nd Hand 
Clothing (1858-1866); Watch Maker 
(1868-1879); Music Teacher (1870-
1875); Billiard Hall (1865-1869); 
Furniture Dealer (1852-1857); Machine 
Sewing (1856-1860) 
Andrew L. Chamberlain (1852-1856, 
West End); Johnathan Parker (1858-
1872, North End); Susan E. Parker 
(1873-1880, North End) 
2 
7-9 
Endicott 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 375.0 
Brothel (1850-1865); Lodginghouse 
(1866-1880); Drs Office (1850-1878) 
Ozias H. Mather (1850-1871, South 
End); Mather heirs (1872-1880) 
3 
11-13 
Endicott 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 300.0 
Brothel/Female Boardinghouse (1850-
1875); Drs Office (1850-1865); 
Hairdresser (1866-1875) 
Augustus H. Mather (1850-1865, South 
Cove), Mather heirs (1866-1880) 
4 
15-17 
Endicott 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 103.4 
Tenement (1850-1880); Pawn Broker 
(1850-1880) 
Samuel Gould (1850-1866, North End); 
Altamon Nashland (1867-1869, o.c.); 
Charles H Emery co. (1870-1873, o.c.); 
Jacob Schuh (1874-1880, Somerville) 
5 
19-21 
Endicott 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 157.9 
Tenement (1850-1853); Brothel (1854-
1869); Boardinghouse (1870-1880); Drs 
Office (1851-1877) 
John Burrill (1850-1852, North End); 
Marquis F. Josselyn (1853-1857, North 
End); Josselyn heirs (1858-1861); James 
M. Cook (1862-1865, Taunton); Mercy 
W. Cook (1866-1880, S. End) 
6 
23-25 
Endicott 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 157.9 
Tenement (1850-1856); Boardinghouse 
(1857-1870); Lodginghouse (1871-1880); 
Drs Office (1852-1867); 2nd Hand 
Clothing (1868-1880) 
Edmund Smith (1850-1870, North End); 
John Halpine (1871-1879, West End) 
7 
27-29 
Endicott 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 168.8 
Brothel (1851-1866); Tenement (1867-
1878); Lodginghouse (1879-1880); Drs 
Office (1872) 
Joseph Smith (1850-1853); Smith heirs 
(1854-1866); Dennis F. Flagg (1868-
1880, South End) 
  
1
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Lot 
# 
Address 
(post-1856) 
Building 
Type 
Floors 
Sq. Ft. / 
Person 
Significant Usage of Lot (Years) 
Ownership (Years, Owner Residence) 
(o.c. = Out of City) 
8 
30-31 
Endicott 
Wood 
House 
3 171.4 
Brothel (1852-1864); Boardinghouse 
(1865-1880) 
Mary K. Quincy (1850-1858, 
Occupant); Marshall J. Culter (1860-
1863, South End); Dennis F. Flagg 
(1864-1880, South End) 
9 
35 
Endicott 
Wood + 
Brick 
Stable 
4 NA Sale and Boarding Stable (1850-1880) 
J.J. Dunklee + A.E. Tilton (1850-1871, 
Downtown); Dennis F. Flagg (1872-
1880, South End) 
10 
37-39-43-
47 
Endicott 
Brick 
Hotel 
4 487.8 
Massachusetts House Hotel (1850-1880), 
Mason (1868-1876) 
Atremas Ward heirs (1850-1880, 
Downtown) 
11 
46 
Endicott 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 150.0 Tenement (1850-1880) 
Marcus A. Metcalf (1850-1861, North 
End; 1862-1880, Malden) 
12 
44 
Endicott 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 95.5 Tenement (1850-1880) 
Cornelius Driscoll (1850-1861, 
Downtown); Alice C. Driscoll (1862-
1872, Downtown;, John Hall (1873-
1875, Roxbury) 
13 
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Hanover, 
133 
Blackstone 
Brick, 
Stone, or 
Iron 
Warehouse 
4 NA 
Boot and Shoe Store (1850-1880); Barber 
Shop (1870-1880) 
Nathaniel Faxon (1853-1860, 
Downtown); Faxon heirs (1861-1880) 
14 
135-137 
Blackstone 
Brick 
Warehouse 
with 
Storefront 
4 342.0 
Carpet Manufacture (1854-1857); Cigar 
Maker (1861-1871); Restaurant (1859-
1880) 
Franklin Crosby (1855-1863); D.T.V. 
Huntoon (1864-1880, Canton) 
15 
139-141-
143-145 
Blackstone 
Brick, 
Stone, or 
Iron 
Warehouse 
4 NA 
Furniture Dealer (1854-1880); Produce 
(1855-1880); Grain & Flour (1855-1868); 
Grocery (1870-1880) 
Edward Blake heirs (1853-1880) 
16 
149-151 
Blackstone 
Brick, Stone, 
or Iron 
Warehouse 
3 NA Groceries and Provisions (1853-1875) John D. Williams heirs (1853-1880) 
  
1
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Lot 
# 
Address 
(post-1856) 
Building 
Type 
Floors 
Sq. Ft. / 
Person 
Significant Usage of Lot (Years) 
Ownership (Years, Owner Residence) 
(o.c. = Out of City) 
17 
153-155 
Blackstone 
Brick, 
Stone, or 
Iron 
Warehouse 
3 NA 
Liquor Wholesale (1850-1880); Cellar 
Barroom (1850-1880) 
John D. Williams heirs (1853-1860); 
David W. Williams (1861-1871, 
Downtown; 1872-1880, Roxbury) 
18 
157-159 
Blackstone 
Brick 
Warehouse 
3 NA 
Liquor Wholesale (1850-1880); Cellar 
Barroom (1850-1880); Counting House 
(1867-1880) 
John D. Williams heirs (1853-1860); G. 
Foster Williams (1861-1870, 
Downtown; 1862-1873, Roxbury); 
Thomas Taff (1874-1876, Charlestown); 
Taff heirs (1877-1880) 
19 
161-163 
Blackstone 
Brick, 
Stone, or 
Iron 
Warehouse 
3 NA 
Liquor Wholesale (1850-1880); Cellar 
Barroom (1850-1880); Corn Broker 
(1870-1874) 
John D. Williams heirs (1853-1880) 
20 
165-167 
Blackstone 
Brick, 
Stone, or 
Iron 
Warehouse 
3 NA 
Wine Wholesale and Retail (1853-1880); 
Brooms (1853-1856) 
John D. Williams heirs (1853-1880) 
21 
169 
Blackstone 
Brick or 
Stone 
Warehouse 
3 NA 
Grocer (1854-1880); Cellar Barroom 
(1866-1880) 
John D. Williams heirs (1853-1880); 
Emma F. Williams (1874-1880, North 
End) 
22 
171-173 
Blackstone 
Brick or 
Stone 
Warehouse 
3 NA 
Grocer (1853-1860); Mahogany 
Warehouse (1861-1865); Table & Door 
Manufacture (1867-1880) 
Anna B. Green heirs (1850-1880) 
23 
175-177 
Blackstone 
Wood 
Warehouse 
4 NA 
Door, Table, Sash Manufacture and 
Dealer (1853-1880) 
Gilman Collamore (1853-1865, North 
End); Bartlett Doe (1866-1870); John 
Hall (1871-1880, Roxbury) 
24 
1 North 
Square 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 216.2 
Boardinghouse (1850-1852); HAG (1853-
1860); Naval Rendezvous (1861-1864); 
Boardinghouse (1865-1875); Tenement 
(1876-1880) 
Charles M. Dickenson (1850-1851); 
George F. Haskins (1852-1860, 
occupant); Ann Matilda Coleman 
(1861-1863); Ann Louisa Hatfield 
(1864-1880) 
  
1
6
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Lot 
# 
Address 
(post-1856) 
Building 
Type 
Floors 
Sq. Ft. / 
Person 
Significant Usage of Lot (Years) 
Ownership (Years, Owner Residence) 
(o.c. = Out of City) 
25 
2 North 
Square 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 81.0 
Boardinghouse (1850-1852); HAG (1853-
1860); Clergy Boarding (1861-1880) 
F.W. Dickenson (1850-1851); George F. 
Haskins & Trustees (1852-1873); John 
J. Williams (1874-1880) 
26 
3 North 
Square 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 323.3 
Boardinghouse (1850-1859); Tenement 
(1860-1880); Apothecary (1861-1866) 
George F. Haskins (1852-1860, 
occupant); Walter M. Walsh (1861-
1864, occupant), John Drynan (1865-
1880) 
27 
5-7 North 
Square 
Brick 
House 
with 
Storefront 
3 126.5 
Boardinghouse (1850-1858, 1875-1880); 
Hotel (1859-1861); Tenement (1862-
1874);Grocery (1850-1855); Apothecary 
(1856-1860); Saloon/Oyster House 
(1861-1880); 2nd Hand Store (1862-
1865) 
Margaret E. Dolan (1850-1861, 
occupant); Moses Ingalls (1862-1865, 
occupant); John Drynan (1865-1880)  
28 
9-11-13 
North 
Square 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
with 
Storefront 
4 262.5 
Mariner's House (1850-1880); 2nd Hand 
Clothing (1850-1880) 
Boston Port & Seaman Aid Society 
(1850-1880) 
29 
15-17 
North 
Square  
Wooden 
House 
with 
Storefront 
4 234.4 
Boardinghouse (1850-1873); Tenement 
(1874-1880); 2nd Hand Clothing (1852-
1865); Saloon (1866-1880) 
Niels Jacobs (1850-1874, occupant); 
Jacobs heirs (1875-1880) 
30 
19-21 
North 
Square 
Timber 
Framed 
House 
3 346.2 
Boardinghouse (1850-1880); Saloon 
(1873-1880) 
Lydia Loring (1850-1866, North End); 
Catherine Wilkie (1867-1880, occupant) 
31 
23 North 
Square 
Wood 
House 
3 144.2 
Boardinghouse (1850-1860); Tenement 
(1861-1875); Boot and Shoe Manufacture 
(1855-1860) 
Timothy G. Atkins heirs (1850-1880, 
North End) 
32 
25-27 
North 
Square 
Wood 
House 
with Store 
3 184.6 
Boardinghouse (1850-1855); Tenement 
(1856-1875); Shoe Manufacture & Retail 
(1855-1875) 
Mary Lawrenson heirs (1850-1880) 
  
1
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Lot 
# 
Address 
(post-1856) 
Building 
Type 
Floors 
Sq. Ft. / 
Person 
Significant Usage of Lot (Years) 
Ownership (Years, Owner Residence) 
(o.c. = Out of City) 
33 
29-31-31.5 
North 
Square 
Brick Houses 
with Wood 
Storefront 
3 156.9 
Boardinghouse (1850-1861); Tenement 
(1862-1880); Barber (1859-1864); Dress 
Store (1869-1873); Saloon (1868-1800) 
Samuel Hichborn (1850-1854, 
Downtown); Hichborn hrs (1855-1865); 
Catherine Hart (1866-1880, N. End) 
34 
33 North 
Square 
Brick 
House 
with Wood 
Front 
2 112.5 
Boardinghouse (1850-1864); Tenement 
(1865-1880); Saloon (1869-1880) 
John Williams heirs (1850-1852); 
Erastus W. Sanborn (1853-1867, 
Beacon Hill); James Feeley (1868-1872, 
o.c.); Andrew Thompson (1873-1878, 
occupant) 
35 
37 North 
Square 
Wood 
House 
2 85.7 
Boardinghouse (1850-1880); Grocer 
(1856-1862) 
John Roberts heirs (1850-1876); Maria 
E. Dickerman (1877-1880, o.c.) 
36 
22 North 
Square 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 64.3 Boardinghouse (1850-1880) 
Pater Marsh (1850-1856, North End); 
Marsh heirs (1857-1880) 
37 
20 North 
Square 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 55.6 Boardinghouse (1850-1880) 
James Moore (1850-1859, North End); 
Ellen Hooton (1860-1880, occupant) 
38 
18 North 
Square 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 56.3 Boardinghouse (1850-1880) 
Edward Young (1850-1859, 
Downtown); Lisette C Young (1860-
1880, South Boston) 
39 
16 North 
Square 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 128.6 Boardinghouse (1850-1880) 
Robert Garrett heirs (1851-1865); James 
Lee (1866-1868, South Cove) Mary Lee 
(1869-1880, South Cove) 
40 
14 North 
Square 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 136.4 Boardinghouse (1850-1880) 
Martin Barnes (1850-1861, o.c.); Eliza 
Barnes (1862-1880, West Cambridge) 
41 
12 North 
Square 
Brick 
Rowhouse 
3 85.7 Boardinghouse (1850-1880) 
Edward Young (1850-1859, 
Downtown); M.J. Flatley (1861-1864, 
Downtown); Daniel Whalen (1866-
1877, occupant) 
42 
10 North 
Square 
Brick 
Church 
5 NA 
Church (1850-1880); Provisions (1850-
1869); Constable (1872-1875) 
Boston Port Society (1850-1880) 
43 
30 North 
Square 
Brick 
House 
? ? Tenement (1852-1857) David Sears (1852-1858) 
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and naturalization status of the adult males who were eligible for the state poll tax. The 
shortcomings of the directories and tax records are that women were severely 
underrepresented, children non-existent, and many impoverished and/or transient 
Bostonians were not recorded.  All the data presented in the tax, directory, and census 
records were all collected door-to-door, leading to some inaccurate and conflicting 
information. Multiple points of data made it easier to determine what information was 
most accurate when there was disagreement among the sources. 
The results of this research are summarized in Table 4.10. Because the addresses 
in Boston changed around 1855, I have assigned each lot on the two blocks an arbitrary 
number, and will use that number to refer to a specific property (Figures 4.11 and 4.12). 
The following section briefly describes the uses and conditions of the material and social 
landscape of the two blocks studied. It also discusses in more detail certain types of 
businesses and institutions that would have played a significant economic and social role 
in the daily lives of the residents of the North End.  
Uses of the built environment of the Endicott Block 
Lot 1 – Commercial building 
Located on the northeast corner of Endicott and Salem, lot 1 (1 Salem and 1-5.5 
Endicott) contained a three story commercial building that contained a number of 
different shops, counting houses, and industrial spaces in addition to rent rooms to 
tenants—mostly immigrants—who also worked there.  The most significant business for 
the daily lives of the block’s residents would have been the multiple pawn shops and 
second-hand goods stores that operated there, the longest tenured of which was Felch & 
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Page—later Moses S. Page & Co.—which operated from 1860 to 1880, and Theodore L. 
Savage’s pawn shop, which operated from 1857 to 1877. 
Pawn shops and second-hand stores that offered money for used goods played an 
very important role in the economic functioning of working-class households and 
neighborhoods (Woloson 2007: 75-76). Pawn shops were primarily in the business of 
lending money, advancing cash loans secured by the collateral of material goods 
(Woloson 2007: 39). From the point of view of the working-class people, pawn shops 
were an essential way to obtain cash and mitigate the numerous financial crises that 
typified their lives, becoming as essential to many workers’ economic survival as their 
wages (Woloson 2007: 55). Pawning was strongly associated with working-class women, 
who made use of less-needed goods to obtain necessities, paying the weekly rent or 
buying food for the day (Woloson 2007: 52). Pawn brokers catered to those in the 
immediate neighborhood, and a personal relationship often formed between a 
pawnbroker and his clients (Woloson 2007: 51). 
Lots 2-8: Boardinghouses, tenements, brothels 
 This stretch of the east side of the Endicott block was a series of three story brick 
rowhouses (lots 2-7) with a three story wooden house attached to the north end (lot 8). 
Lots 2-7 were surveyed by Boston city surveyor Alexander Wadsworth in 1836 (SCP 
1837:SD 405:297)(Figure 4.14). The brick rowhouses were constructed by 1846, and the 
wooden house on lot 8 was constructed sometime between 1846 and 1849 (SCP 1842:SD 
490:70). Each of the structures was associated with two addresses in the directories and 
tax records, with the lower address typically referring to a commercial business 
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operating out of the ground floor of the structure. The exception to this was lot 7, which 
never contained a commercial business and is referred to in the tax records as 27 + 29 
Endicott. 
 The structures on these lots were used primarily as boardinghouses and 
lodginghouses, tenements, and brothels, typical of 19th-century working-class 
neighborhoods. Boardinghouses and lodginghouses were popular housing options for all 
classes of people in 19th-century Boston. For a fee, a boardinghouse resident was 
provided a place to sleep, a fixed number of meals a day, and services like laundry or 
sewing (Mrozowski, Ziesing, and Beaudry 1996: 4). A lodginghouse was simpler, 
providing a place to sleep and nothing else. Boardinghouses and lodginghouses typically 
were run by a “house-keeper” and were located either in a large purpose-built structure 
or, more commonly in Boston, in a converted two- to three-story single-family rowhouse 
(Peel 1986: 820). Most 19th-century urban dwellers boarded or lodged at some point in 
their lives—including young people of both sexes, married couples with and without 
children, and older individuals (Peel 1986: 817). Boardinghouse life involved shared 
meals and leisure time carefully supervised by the housekeeper, which maintained the 
values and practices of a family home and led many tenants to develop fictive kin ties 
with their landlords (Beaudry and Mrozowski 1989: 291). In contrast, lodginghouses 
often had dubious reputations and were through to promote antisocial and immoral 
behavior (Peel 1986: 813). 
Tenements were purpose-built or converted housing that rented out rooms or 
suites of rooms with no additional services and usually few amenities. Those who lived in 
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tenements often took in boarders to help meet unreasonably high rents. Tenements were 
associated with the lowest economic strata, and became synonymous in the 19th century 
with crowded, unsanitary conditions (Ward 1989: 30).  
  Lot 2 (7-9 Endicott Street) housed a brothel from 1850 to about 1865, after which 
it operated as a boarding- or lodginghouse. A medical practice operated out of the ground 
floor from 1850 to 1878, when it was replaced by a second-hand store. Lot 3 (11-13 
Endicott Street) was a brothel from 1850 to 1875. A medical practice operated out of the 
ground floor from 1850-1865, followed by a hairdresser from 1866-1875, and doctor’s 
office again beginning in 1878. Lot 4 (15-17 Endicott Street) was a tenement with a pawn 
broker shop in the ground floor from 1850-1880. Lot 5 (19-21 Endicott Street) was a 
tenement until 1853. From 1854 to 1880 it either operated as a brothel, lodginghouse or  
boardinghouse that catered to female tenants, as a boardinghouse that had sex-worker 
tenants, or each of the three at different points. A medical practice operated on lot 5 from 
1851 to 1877, with the practicing doctor living on the premises from 1874 to 1877. Lot 6 
(23-25 Endicott) was a tenement from 1850 to 1856 and a boardinghouse from 1857 to 
1870, after which it run as a lodginghouse. A medical practice operated out of the ground 
floor from 1852 to 1867, when it was replaced by a second-hand store and pawn broker 
that operated through 1880. Lot 7 (27-29 Endicott) was a brothel beginning around 1851 
until 1866. After that it operated as a tenement, with families and individuals taking in 
boarders. The house began operating as a lodginghouse in 1879. A brothel operated out 
of the wooden house on lot 8 (31-33 Endicott Street) from 1852 to 1864, after which it 
was either a boardinghouse or a tenement whose residents took in boarders. 
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The presence of brothels in 19th-century working-class neighborhoods 
significantly contributed to their reputation of immorality. In the 19th century, sex work 
was an integral part of metropolitan life, with working-class neighborhoods like the 
North End serving as the center of this social and commercial activity (Stansell 1986: 
174). Prostitution was a fact of everyday life in working-class communities, where it was 
not considered the universal moral outrage it was in middle-class ideology (Hobson 1987: 
26). Some working-class women often turned to sex work in times of financial distress or 
supplemented their income with casual prostitution (Stansell 1986: 176). Others chose the 
profession because it meant freedom from parental control and the opportunity to 
participate in the growing consumer and leisure culture (Hobson 1987: 87). Even for 
those engaging in sex work full time, it was almost always a temporary stage in life—75 
percent of Boston’s mid-century sex workers were under the age of 25—and set aside 
after a few years for a more respectable job or marriage (Hobson 1987: 86). Some sex 
workers worked in brothels, which could range in comfort and quality from basement 
cribs to opulent mansions. Others were independent and typically conducted their 
assignations on the street itself, in the third tier balcony of theaters, or in rooms rented in 
tenements, boardinghouses, or hotels alongside more “respectable” residents and their 
families (Stansell 1986: 174). 
 The types of brothels operating on the Endicott block were likely parlor houses. In 
this kind of brothel clients were entertained in the parlor upon arrival, where they would 
be served alcohol and possibly a meal in a social atmosphere that was a welcome 
departure from the constraints of daily life while still imitating the conventions of 
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middle-class and elite respectability. Following this entertainment, they had sex with the 
sex workers in exchange for money in a room upstairs that the worker typically rented 
from the Madame of the brothel (Johnson 2012: 35-36). 
The census records for brothels on the Endicott block indicate that almost all of 
the sex workers on the block were American-born or English Canadians (Table 4.11). 
While prison and arrest records for prostitution tell us that many sex workers were Irish, 
those who visited the parlor houses on the Endicott block apparently preferred the 
services of women who could at least pass as American born. American-born sex 
workers, unlike their immigrant counterparts, were considered “white” and were 
considered more desirable during the 19th-century. Their presence indicated a higher 
class of parlor house (Yamin 2000b: 319). This tells us something about the ethnic and 
class identities of the men who frequented these establishments and supports the idea that 
they operated as parlor houses catering to more “respectable,” likely middle-class, 
clientele. 
That at least some of the brothels on Endicott Street served a higher class of 
customers is supported by their appearance in published guides to brothels. Published 
under a pseudonym in 1859, the Directory to the Seragilos listed six brothels for Boston, 
three of which were on Endicott Street: “Miss Porter” at 11 Endicott (lot 3), “Mrs. 
Ambush” at 31 Endicott (lot 8), and “Miss Mary Adams” at 27-29 Endicott (lot 7)(Figure 
4.15). These names all correspond to the heads of household living at those properties at 
that time. Published guides to brothels also usually only included more “respectable” 
institutions, and in fact the Guide warn readers to “beware all houses not recommended”  
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Figure 4.15. Detail from ca. 1859 brothel guide, showing listings from Boston 
(Loveyer: 1859). 
 
within it. The fact that three of the five structures listed as houses of “prostitution” in the 
Street Books were included in a brothel guide that’s the sex work on this blocks was 
geared towards a middle-class clientele (Loveyer 1859: 43). 
The frequency of doctors’ offices operating on the block, and their presence in the 
ground floor of operating brothels, was an unexpected finding. I have not been able to 
find any period source or subsequent analysis that connects doctors’ offices with brothels. 
None of the doctors were members of any medical association, suggesting that they were 
alternative practitioners such as homeopathic or botanical doctors. The patients of these 
doctors were willing to visit a structure housing a brothel, which suggests that they were 
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less concerned about the social stigma of being associated with sex work. This means that 
they were either from the working-class, were immigrants, were desperate, or all three.  
Lots 9-10: Stable and hotel 
Lot 9 was a large wood and brick stable complex. It acted as both a sale stable and 
a boarding stable, meaning that it bought and sold horses and provided temporary care 
and grooming for horses for a fee. The boarding service was likely associated with the 
adjacent Massachusetts House hotel on lot 10. The animal occupants of the stable were 
occasionally recorded in the tax records, and indicate varying uses and capacities. For 
example, fourteen horses and ten hogs were housed at the stable in 1850, while there 
were 20 horses along with three hacks (horse-drawn vehicles for passengers and cargo), 
and 1 buggy (for passengers only). 
Despite their necessity, stables had a low reputation among all classes of urbanites 
and were considered by all social classes as contributing to an unsanitary and degraded 
urban environment (Ward 1989: 33). Stables were considered “unsightly” by neighbors, 
who also had to withstand the noise generated by the “rolling in and out of all kinds of 
vehicles, the stamping of horses in their stalls all night, and the constant yelling of stable-
boys and grooms” (McShane and Tarr 2007: 120). The most objectionable byproduct of 
stables was the smell. The fumes from the horse urine that soaked every inch of stable 
yards were so strong they could literally strip the paint off of vehicles stored nearby 
(McShane and Tarr 2007: 109). Large piles of manure attracted flies, rats, and other 
dangerous and disease-bearing pests, and of course they stank—especially when the 
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stable owners tried to increase the manure’s value as fertilizer by allowing it to “rot” 
(McShane and Tarr 2007: 121).  
The Endicott block also contained a hotel, located on lot 10. With many guests 
staying long-term, most 19th-century American urban hotels more closely resembled the 
functions and features of boardinghouses than what we think of as hotels today. The 
Massachusetts House hotel, based on census records, had a capacity for at least 40 tenants 
and employees, although the maximum capacity might have been higher. The typical 
guest of the hotel lived there for no more than a year, although a few lived there for 4 to 6 
years. A vast majority of the residents of the hotel were American born – the Irish 
individuals listed in the census were almost all maidservants or males working as porters 
or at the adjacent stable. Both working- and middle-class people resided in the hotel, with 
tradesmen, salesmen, and office clerks particularly well represented. Occasionally the 
family of a tenant appears in the census records. At various times a barber and a grocer 
operated out of the hotel as well. 
Lots 11-12: Irish tenements 
Lots 11 and 12 (46 and 44 Endicott) were located on the west side of the block. 
They were each brick three-story structures, with wooden ells off the back and small 
open lots in the rear as well. These structures functioned as dedicated tenements for the 
entire 30 year period studied; tenants of these properties took on boarders as well. One 
hundred sixty three out of the 167 total residents listed in the census records for these 
properties were immigrants, mostly Irish. In 1875 the tenement on lot 12 was torn down 
as part of the expansion of the adjacent factory.  
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Lots 13-23: Commercial and industrial buildings 
Lots 13, 14, and 15 (158 Hanover and 133 Blackstone, 135-137 Blackstone, and 
139-141-143-145 Blackstone, respectively) were three attached commercial structures, 
located at the busy intersection of Blackstone, Endicott, Salem, and Hanover streets. Each 
of the structures housed multiple commercial tenants at any one time, examples of which 
include a boot and shoe store operating from 1850-1880, a cigar maker open from 1862 
to 1871, and a wholesale grain and flour dealer from 1855 to 1868. There were also more 
social establishments, including a restaurant, a grocery, and a cellar barroom. 
As public establishments that served alcohol and food and provided a public and 
relaxing space for socializing, saloons, groceries, barrooms, and restaurants were among 
the most socially important and durable institutions in the working-class urban 
neighborhood (Chudacoff 1981: 122). Groceries were typically small dry-goods stores 
that also sold alcohol by the drink. Alcohol was also sold in unlicensed “cellar barrooms” 
that provided an informal, mixed-gender setting for alcohol consumption (Deutsch 2000: 
12). Saloons, the most prominent type of drinking establishment “ranged from filthy low 
dives to huge rooms decorated with mirrors and chandeliers and filled with ornate 
furnishings” (Harring 1983: 156). Practically every working-class male in Boston went to 
the saloon on a daily basis, and whole shops of workers would retire to one after work 
and often for lunch as well (Harring 1983: 154-156). Saloons provided a range of 
services to working-class and immigrant customers. They cashed checks and made loans, 
served as post-offices for migrant and transient workers, provided help finding work and 
acclimating to city life, and were often the headquarters of local political organizations 
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and unions (Harring 1983: 156-157). In working-class neighborhoods, many saloons 
were combined with boardinghouses or hotels, serving as the location of shared meals 
and social interaction (Peńa and Denmon 2000: 79). 
  The remaining lots on the Endicott block, 16 to 23, were long brick or stone 
warehouses that served as retail shops, storage warehouses, and factories—sometimes all 
in one building. Each of these warehouses fronted on Blackstone Street and had rear 
entrances on Endicott Street. Lot 16 (149-151 Blackstone) sold wholesale and retail 
groceries and agricultural products, under the auspices of the co-operative New England 
Protective Union from 1853 to 1858, and then of the Daniel Allen company until 1875. 
Lots 17 (153-155 Blackstone), 18 (157-159 Blackstone), 19 (161-163 Blackstone), 20 
(165-167 Blackstone), and 21 (169-171 Blackstone) each contained various businesses 
over the years but also housed a liquor or wine wholesaler with a cellar barroom 
throughout the study period. Lot 22 (173 Blackstone) was a grocer from 1853 to 1860, a 
“mahogany” warehouse from 1861 to 1865, and a factory for manufacturing tables and 
doors until 1880. Lot 23 (175-177-183 Blackstone) manufactured and sold doors, blinds, 
and sashes from 1853 to 1880. 
Uses of the built environment of North Square 
Lots 24-26: House of the Angel Guardian 
Lots 24 to 26 were brick three-story rowhouses that formed the northeast side of 
the triangle shaped North Square. Lot 24 (1 North Square) and Lot 25 (2 North Square) 
operated as boardinghouses from 1850 to 1852, after which they were purchased by 
Boston priest George Haskins and jointly converted into the House of the Angel 
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Guardian, a first-of-its-kind Catholic charity that took mostly Irish Catholic boys off the 
streets and provided them with housing, food, and a “moral” education before placing 
them in trade apprenticeships in and around Boston. While the House was never intended 
to provide a permanent home, the number of boys who lived at the houses chronically 
exceeded the capacity of these two houses—the 1860 census lists 120 boys living at the 
home—so Haskins bought property in Roxbury in 1860 and gradually moved the 
institution to a new larger facility there (Haskins 1862). Lot 24 was used by the Union 
Navy during the Civil War and later served as the “Neptune Hotel,” a boardinghouse 
catering to mariners. Lot 25 remained under the ownership of Haskins and housed 
visiting Catholic clergy. Lot 26 (3 North Square) was also owned by George Haskins, but 
was never part of the House of the Angel Guardian. It operated as a boardinghouse until 
1859, after which it was a tenement with an apothecary shop in the ground floor.  
Lots 27-35: Boardinghouses, shops, and saloons 
Lot 27 (5-7 North Square) was a three-story brick structure with a storefront 
located on the corner of North Square and Prince Street, and was used for a variety of 
residential and commercial purposes over the study period. It was a boardinghouse from 
1852 to 1857, and the “Northern House Hotel” from 1858 to 1861. After that the lot still 
had residential tenants, but was not run as a boardinghouse again until 1875. Walter 
Walsh lived on site and operated his apothecary shop out of the storefront from 1856-
1860 before he moved across the street to lot 26. A second-hand store was here from 
1862 to 1865, and during the Civil War a Union Naval rendezvous, shipping office, and 
surgeon operated here as well. A grocery was located on the site from 1850 until 1856. 
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An establishment variously described as an oyster house, saloon, and restaurant moved in 
by 1861 and was still selling food and drink here in 1880, although it appears it was 
incorporated into the boardinghouse by 1875.  
Lot 28 (9-11-13 North Square) was the Mariner’s House, constructed in 1847 by 
the Boston Port Society as a boardinghouse for sailors and is still operating in that 
capacity as of 2015.  It was intended as an alternative to the so-called “immoral” 
temptations of saloons and brothels associated with other cheap, temporary lodgings. It 
was brick, four stories tall, with a long, three story brick real ell. An 1851 description lists 
its features and amenities: 40 rooms, a storage room for seamens' luggage, a kitchen, a 
laundry, a bathing room, a dining hall that sat one hundred, a chapel for morning and 
evening services, a reading and news room, and a store for the sale of sailors' clothing 
(Dearborn 1851: 59).  
Lot 29 (15-17 North Square) was a wood-framed, four-story building with a 
storefront on the ground floor. It operated as a boardinghouse from 1850 to 1873, and as 
a tenement after that. Niels Jacobs, a Danish immigrant, bought the property and ran the 
boardinghouse and a clothing store out of the storefront from 1855 to 1867. When Jacobs 
left, a saloon operated out of the storefront. Lot 30 (19-21 North Square) contained what 
is today called the Paul Revere House, a timber-framed structure that was, during this 
period, three stories tall with a two-story ell, a large yard, and a privy in the rear. The 
property was a mariners’ boardinghouse. Catherine Wilkie purchased the house in 1867 
and ran it with her husband James Wilkie until after 1880. James ran a saloon out of the 
house after 1874. 
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Lot 31 (23 North Square) and lot 32 (25-27 North Square) were two separate 
structures that shared a façade and front entrance, appearing from the street to be one 
structure (Figure 4.16). Lot 31 served as a boardinghouse until 1860, after which it  
Figure 4.16. Detail of a 19th-century engraving entitled "Old North Square" which shows 
(left to right) lot 32, 31, 30. The structure in center is main entrance to lots 31 and 32 
(Courtesy of Boston Athenaeum). 
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served as a tenement. Lot 32 was a boardinghouse until 1855, after which it served as the 
home, workplace, and shop of Irish boot maker John McCauley until 1875. On April 6 
1875, the Boston Board of Health declared the structures on these lots unfit for habitation 
because of “defective drainage and want of repair” and demolished them (BA 1873-1880: 
Proceedings Boston Board of Health).  
Lot 33 (29-31 North Square) contained the Pierce-Hichborn house, constructed in 
the 18th century and still standing today. In the mid-19th-century the house was a three 
story brick structure with a two story brick ell and a commercial storefront on the ground 
floor. The lot also contained a separate three story brick tenement and a wooden privy 
house in the large rear yard. In 1866 a twostory wooden structure with a storefront was 
constructed on the formerly open alleyway south of the main house. Both the brick house 
in the back of the lot and the Pierce-Hichborn house operated as boardinghouses until the 
mid-1860s, after which they apparently served as lodginghouses or tenements.  
Lot 34 (33 North Square) was a two story brick structure with a wooden ell off the 
rear. It was a boardinghouse from1850 to 1867, after which it housed a single family and 
its boarders. A saloon operated out of the building from 1868 to 1880. Lot 35 (37 North 
Square) was a narrow two story wood and brick structure with two small ells in the rear. 
The property operated as a boarding or a lodginghouse from 1850 to 1880, catering to 
immigrants: Irish in the main structure, Italian immigrants in the rear extension.   
Lots 36-43: Boardinghouses and tenements, Seaman’s Bethel Church 
 Lot 43 (30 North Square) likely contained a three-story brick structure that served 
as a tenement and had a shop operating out of the ground floor. The property disappears  
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Figure 4.17. Bethel Church North Square ca. 1853, located on lot 42. 
Structure on lot 24 is illustrated on far left, and structure on lot 41 on the 
far right (Courtesy of Boston Public Library, Boston Pictorial Archives) 
from the tax records after 1858, and the 1867 Sanborn map shows that the structure had 
been demolished. Lots 36 (22 North Square), 37 (20 North Square), 38 (18 North 
Square), 39 (16 North Square), 40 (14 North Square), and 41 (12 North Square) were all 
either boardinghouses or tenements from 1850 to 1880, most initially catering to 
mariners, and later to to Irish immigrants. Lot 42 (10 North Square) contained the well-
known Seaman’s Bethel Church (Figure 4.17). The Bethel church was constructed in 
1833, and legendary Methodist sailor-preacher Father Taylor conducted services there 
through the 1860s. It also had ground-floor commercial spaces. Charles Stevens ran a 
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store that sold dry goods and ship’s provisions from 1852 to 1866; constable John 
Harrington had his offices there from 1862 to 1875. 
The accuracy of the “slum” stereotype for the North End 
 The urban landscape of the North End was considered a “slum” by most 
Bostonians who did not actually reside there. During the 19th century, the idea that a 
universal feature of American cities was the presence of “slums”—a city’s poorest 
immigrant residents packed into overcrowded tenements within a crumbling and 
unsanitary built environment characterized by pervasive drunkenness, sexual immorality, 
and endemic crime and violence—entered into the American public consciousness. I will 
discuss the characteristics of so-called “slums”—and the fact that they existed more in 
the imaginations of middle-class observers than in lived reality—in much more detail in 
Chapters 6 and 7, but it is worthwhile at this point to use the results of my documentary 
research to determine the accuracy of the “slum” stereotype as it pertains to the housing, 
built environment, and social landscape of the Endicott block and North Square. 
Housing in 19th-century urban “slums” was described at the time as sharing 
certain traits and characteristics. According to the conventional wisdom at the time, slums 
were populated almost exclusively by immigrants, and were ethnically homogeneous. 
The tenements in which these immigrants lived were purported to be severely 
overcrowded, causing dangerous, unsanitary living conditions. These conditions 
themselves were supposedly created by absentee landlords, who contracted out the 
management of the buildings to multiple middlemen, necessitating poor maintenance and 
high rents to ensure everyone’s profits. These conditions lay at the heart of every 
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description the urban working class (often described as the “tenement classes”) in the 
19th century. Using the data available in the written record regarding the buildings and 
their inhabitants on these lots, I attempt to answer these questions: What was the ethnic 
make-up of the blocks and of the individual residences? Was the built environment 
overcrowded, poorly maintained, and unsanitary? Was the working-class housing on the 
block really owned by absentee landlords and managed in an unscrupulous manner? 
Ethnicity 
The census data, the most detailed source on the national origin and ethnic 
background available, shows that the ethnic composition of these two blocks does not 
neatly fit the stereotype of an Irish slum and instead reflects a more complicated reality 
(Table 4.11). In 1850, North Square was 53 percent American-born and 21 percent non-
Irish immigrants—mostly sailors, people in the maritime trades, and their families. 
Subsequently, the block’s demographics transformed dramatically reflecting the citywide 
trend of increasing Irish immigration. Irish immigrants and their children went from 26 
percent to 79 percent of the block in the 1860s, as the number of native-born Americans 
fell to 11 percent and that of non-Irish immigrants fell to 10 percent—ratios that held 
steady in the 1870s. In 1850 there were five residences on the block with mostly 
immigrant populations, and by 1870 there were 14, demonstrating a distinct movement 
away from North Square’s traditional maritime population and towards a landscape that 
was much more Irish.  
The overall patterns of ethnicity for the Endicott block show a very different 
trend. The 1850 census for that block identifies 77 percent of the residents as Irish  
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Table 4.11. Ethnicity of Lots From Census by Decade 
 
Ethnicity Lot 2 Lot 3 Lot 4 Lot 5 Lot 6 Lot 7 Lot 8 Lot 10 Lot 11 Lot 12 
    # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % 
Sum 
1850s 
Native 3 60% 2 67% 4 7% 2 9% 0 0% 14 88% 6 86% 41 69% 1 4% 0 0% 
1st Gen 0 0% 0 0 15 27% 3 14% 3 9% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 7 26% 18 33% 
Irish 0 0% 1 33% 34 62% 16 73% 29 88% 2 13% 0 0% 18 31% 19 70% 37 67% 
Other 2 40% 0 0% 2 4% 1 5% 1 3% 0 0% 1 14% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
total   5   3   55   22   33   16   7   59   27   55   
Sum 
1860s 
Native 14 88% 0 0% 0 0% 3 75% 1 6% 13 76% 11 79% 54 75% 3 9% 4 12% 
1st Gen 0 0% 3 30% 22 54% 0 0% 2 11% 0 0% 1 7% 0 0% 11 32% 11 33% 
Irish 0 0% 4 40% 16 39% 0 0% 1 6% 1 6% 4 29% 16 22% 19 56% 18 55% 
Other 2 13% 3 30% 3 7% 1 25% 14 78% 3 18% 0 0% 2 3% 1 3% 0 0% 
total   16   10   41   4   18   17   16   72   34   33   
Sum 
1870s 
Native     0 0% 0 0% 1 50% 7 70% 3 17% 6 33% 28 76% 0 0% 0 0% 
1st Gen     3 50% 14 35% 0 0% 0 0% 11 61% 5 28% 4 11% 12 55% 3 27% 
Irish     0 0% 19 48% 0 0% 0 0% 3 17% 6 33% 3 8% 10 45% 7 64% 
Other     3 50% 7 18% 1 50% 3 30% 1 6% 1 6% 2 5% 0 0% 1 9% 
total       6   40   2   10   18   18   37   22   11   
Sum 
of 
Lot 
Native 17 81% 2 10% 4 3% 6 4% 8 13% 30 59% 23 56% 123 73% 4 5% 4 4% 
1st Gen 0 0% 6 29% 51 38% 3 2% 5 8% 11 22% 6 15% 4 2% 30 35% 32 32% 
Irish 0 0% 5 24% 69 51% 16 12% 30 49% 6 12% 10 24% 37 22% 48 56% 62 63% 
Other 4 19% 6 29% 12 9% 3 2% 18 30% 4 8% 2 5% 4 2% 1 1% 1 1% 
total   21   19   136   28   61   51   41   168   83   99   
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Ethnicity Lot 14 Lot 24 Lot 25 Lot 26 Lot 27 Lot 28 Lot 29 Lot 30 Lot 31 Lot 32 
    # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % 
Sum 
1850s 
Native     15 75% 15 68% 15 75% 5 24% 50 59% 6 40% 18 72% 0 0% 2 13% 
1st Gen     0 0% 2 9% 0 0% 5 24% 0 0% 3 20% 1 4% 18 40% 8 50% 
Irish     0 0% 4 18% 3 15% 7 33% 7 8% 3 20% 3 12% 27 60% 4 25% 
Other     5 25% 1 5% 2 10% 4 19% 28 33% 3 20% 3 12% 0 0% 2 13% 
total       20   22   20   21   85   15   25   45   16   
Sum 
1860s 
Native     6 40% 0 0% 1 14% 0 0% 13 86% 0 0% 1 6% 0 0% 0 0% 
1st Gen     2 13% 98 77% 2 29% 5 50% 0 0% 7 54% 7 44% 5 29% 7 70% 
Irish     4 27% 25 20% 4 57% 5 50% 1 7% 3 23% 8 50% 12 71% 3 30% 
Other     3 20% 4 3% 0 0% 0 0% 1 7% 3 23% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
total       15   127   7   10   15   13   16   17   10   
Sum 
1870s 
Native 6 75% 9 26% 1 8% 0 0% 10 21% 17 57% 2 8% 0 0%     0 0% 
1st Gen 1 13% 16 47% 3 25% 11 52% 17 35% 1 3% 11 44% 8 62%     3 60% 
Irish 0 0% 8 24% 7 58% 7 33% 11 23% 1 3% 8 32% 3 23%     2 40% 
Other 1 13% 1 3% 1 8% 3 14% 10 21% 11 37% 4 16% 2 15%     0 0% 
total   8   34   12   21   48   30   25   13       5   
Sum 
of 
Lot 
Native 6 75% 30 43% 16 10% 16 33% 15 19% 80 62% 8 15% 19 35% 0 0% 2 6% 
1st Gen 1 13% 18 26% 103 64% 13 27% 27 34% 1 1% 21 40% 16 30% 23 37% 18 58% 
Irish 0 0% 12 17% 36 22% 14 29% 23 29% 9 7% 14 26% 14 26% 39 63% 9 29% 
Other 1 13% 9 13% 6 4% 5 10% 14 18% 40 31% 10 19% 5 9% 0 0% 2 6% 
total   8   69   161   48   79   130   53   54   62   31   
 
  
  
1
9
2
 
  
Ethnicity Lot 33 Lot 34 Lot 35 Lot 36 Lot 37 Lot 38 Lot 39 Lot 40 Lot 41 
    # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % 
Sum 
1850s 
Native 4 7% 0 0% 1 10% 3 11% 35 80% 5 15% 10 26% 25 61% 29 73% 
1st Gen 15 27% 5 31% 5 50% 3 11% 1 2% 10 29% 7 18% 6 15% 0 0% 
Irish 36 64% 11 69% 0 0% 11 41% 0 0% 16 47% 14 36% 3 7% 3 8% 
Other 1 2% 0 0% 4 40% 10 37% 8 18% 3 9% 8 21% 7 17% 8 20% 
total   56   16   10   27   44   34   39   41   40   
Sum 
1860s 
Native 1 3% 1 10% 0 0% 0 0% 1 11% 1 5% 12 43% 7 33% 2 5% 
1st Gen 22 55% 6 60% 8 38% 7 44% 3 33% 10 45% 6 21% 4 19% 14 38% 
Irish 15 38% 1 10% 13 62% 1 6% 5 56% 10 45% 4 14% 2 10% 15 41% 
Other 2 5% 2 20% 0 0% 8 50% 0 0% 1 5% 6 21% 8 38% 6 16% 
total   40   10   21   16   9   22   28   21   37   
Sum 
1870s 
Native 5 6% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 5 14% 0 0% 1 4% 
1st Gen 50 63% 6 60% 11 52% 0 0% 4 40% 7 64% 15 43% 13 62% 18 69% 
Irish 22 28% 3 30% 10 48% 0 0% 6 60% 4 36% 14 40% 4 19% 7 27% 
Other 2 3% 1 10% 0 0% 5 100% 0 0% 0 0% 1 3% 4 19% 0 0% 
total   79   10   21   5   10   11   35   21   26   
Sum 
of 
Lot 
Native 10 6% 1 3% 1 2% 3 6% 36 57% 6 9% 27 26% 32 39% 32 31% 
1st Gen 87 50% 17 10% 24 46% 10 21% 8 13% 27 40% 28 27% 23 28% 32 31% 
Irish 73 42% 15 9% 23 44% 12 25% 11 17% 30 45% 32 31% 9 11% 25 24% 
Other 5 3% 3 2% 4 8% 23 48% 8 13% 4 6% 15 15% 19 23% 14 14% 
total   175   36   52   48   63   67   102   83   103   
 
  
  
1
9
3
 
 
  
Ethnicity Endicott Total N. Square Total Overall Total 
    # % # % # % 
Sum 1850s 
Native 73 26% 238 41% 311 36% 
1st Gen 46 16% 89 15% 135 16% 
Irish 156 55% 152 26% 308 36% 
Other 7 2% 97 17% 104 12% 
total   282 
 
576 
 
858 
 
Sum 1860s 
Native 103 39% 46 11% 149 21% 
1st Gen 50 19% 213 49% 263 38% 
Irish 79 30% 131 30% 210 30% 
Other 29 11% 44 10% 73 11% 
total   261 
 
434 
 
695 
 
Sum 1870s 
Native 51 30% 50 12% 101 17% 
1st Gen 53 31% 194 48% 247 43% 
Irish 48 28% 117 29% 165 29% 
Other 20 12% 45 11% 65 11% 
total   172 
 
406 
 
578 
 
Sum of Lot 
Native 227 32% 334 24% 561 26% 
1st Gen 149 21% 496 35% 645 30% 
Irish 283 40% 400 28% 683 32% 
Other 56 8% 186 13% 242 11% 
total   715 
 
1416 
 
2131 
 KEY: Native – born  in USA of American descent, 1st Gen – born  in USA of immigrant parents, Irish – born in Ireland, Other 
– non-Irish immigrant 
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immigrants or the children of immigrants, which is by far the highest percentage in any 
subsequent survey. That percentage actually drops over time, with only 49 percent of the 
block’s residents being Irish or the children of immigrants in the 1860s, although it does 
rise to 59 percent in the 1870s. It is possible, however, that this trend is the product of 
biases in the collection of census data and not an accurate reflection of demographic 
change. The Massachusetts House hotel and the brothels—whose residents were more 
likely to be American born—were well represented in the census, while several 
lodginghouses recorded only the housekeeper and his or her family, which indicates that 
the tenants were so transient and poor that they were not recorded. 
The demographic data for both blocks supports the idea that tenements and 
boardinghouses tended to be organized along the lines of ethnicity. Irish immigrants 
tended to live with each other in their tenements and boardinghouses, as did the German 
Jews and the Italians who began to appear on the blocks in the 1860s and 1870s. The 
English-speaking Canadians who lived on the block tended to live with other English 
speakers, either Americans or British immigrants. 
Overcrowding and sanitation 
To ascertain if the study blocks were as crowded as their reputations suggested, I 
calculated the square footage-per-person of the structures on each lot. While this result is 
not perfect reflection of lived conditions—it is based on the size of the lot and not the 
building, and includes public spaces like hallways and stairwells—it provides a good 
baseline, particularly since the underrecording of poor transients meant that structures  
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Table 4.12 Overcrowding in residential properties 
Lot 
Max 
Occupation 
Year of 
Max 
Occupation Sq. Foot Floors 
Occupant per 
sq. foot 
Overcrowded 
by HUD 
standards? 
1 28 1880 1200 3 128.6 yes 
2 8 1865 1000 3 375.0 no 
3 10 1865 1000 3 300.0 no 
4 29 1855 1000 3 103.4 yes 
5 19 1850 1000 3 157.9 yes 
6 19 1855 1000 3 157.9 yes 
7 16 1870 900 3 168.8 yes 
8 14 1860 800 3 171.4 yes 
10 41 1865 5000 4 487.8 no 
11 18 1865 900 3 150.0 yes 
12 33 1855 1050 3 95.5 yes 
14 8 1880 684 4 342.0 no 
24 25 1880 1802 3 216.2 no 
25 120 1860 3240 3 81.0 yes 
26 16 1870 1724 3 323.3 no 
27 29 1880 1223 3 126.5 yes 
28 80 1850 6000 3.5 262.5 no 
29 18 1880 1055 4 234.4 no 
30 13 1850 1500 3 346.2 no 
31 26 1855 1500 2.5 144.2 yes 
32 13 1850 800 3 184.6 no 
33 49 1880 3075 2.5 156.9 yes 
34 16 1855 900 2 112.5 yes 
35 21 1860 900 2 85.7 yes 
36 21 1850 450 3 64.3 yes 
37 27 1850 500 3 55.6 yes 
38 32 1850 600 3 56.3 yes 
39 21 1850 900 3 128.6 yes 
40 22 1855 1000 3 136.4 yes 
41 28 1850 800 3 85.7 yes 
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were more populated than the documents suggest. Basing the population of the structures 
on the maximum number of occupants recorded in any one year of the census, I 
calculated the unit square footage-per-person of the housing on the blocks, one of the 
metrics currently used by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
uses to calculate overcrowding. HUD considers any building with less than 165 square 
feet per person as overcrowded (HUD 2007: 13). While it is ahistorical to compare 
modern standards of personal space to those held by people in the past, using these 
objective standards provides a reasonable baseline against which to compare living 
conditions in terms of the degree to which crowding becomes unpleasant and potentially 
unsafe. 
By these measures 8 of the 11 properties on the Endicott block were overcrowded. 
North Square showed a similar level of overcrowding, with 12 of the 18 residential lots 
overcrowded (Table 4.12). The House of the Angel Guardian was severely overcrowded 
with 81 square feet per person. Lot 35 and lots 36-41 were packed with people—lot 37 
had only 55.6 square feet per person, roughly the size of a picnic table. These conditions 
would have put enormous stress on the built environment, resulting in disrepair and 
deterioration, encouraging the residents to spend much of their time outside in the streets 
of the North End. The negative effects of these conditions would have been exacerbated 
by the typical living arrangements for the North End’s working-class residents. All the 
residents would typically have slept in the same room—entire families including children 
along with any boarders they took in. While working-class Bostonians did not have the 
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extreme moral aversion to the lack of privacy this would have entailed, by no means 
would it have been a pleasant experience. 
Was there correspondingly poor sanitation on these blocks to go along with the 
overcrowding? To answer this question, I examined the minutes for Boston’s Board of 
Health from its establishment in 1873 to 1880, looking for mentions of the properties on 
the two blocks (BA 1873-1880: Proceedings Boston Board of Health). I found several 
items that confirm that some properties on the block were unsanitary and other 
information to suggest that this was a widespread condition. On May 10, 1873, at the 
height of a small-pox epidemic, the Board ordered the cellar of the Irish boardinghouse at 
16 North Square (lot 39) to be vacated for health reasons. On April 30, 1875, the Board 
demanded that the 18th-century wooden houses at 23 and 25 North Square (lots 31 and 
32) be vacated and demolished because of “defective drainage and want of repair.” 
Dennis F. Flagg, the owner many properties in the North End including several on the 
Endicott block, was singled out twice in the notes: once in 1873 for not having a fire 
escape on a tenement he owned at 352 North Street, and again in 1874 for unspecified 
sanitations violations. While no other properties on the blocks are mentioned specifically, 
there were numerous censured or vacated residences only a few minutes’ walk from these 
properties (BA 1880: Proceedings Boston Board of Health). 
Value, ownership, and material conditions of structures 
The street book tax records have a detailed listing of property owners including 
place of residence, the value of the lots, and after 1862 the value of the structures on the 
lots as well. I examined these data to determine the relationship between ownership, the 
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values of the real estate, and the use and conditions of the buildings. First, I looked at 
year-by-year change in the real estate value of the lots, which reflects the large-scale 
historical and economic forces shaping Boston’s landscape (Table 4.13). Real estate 
prices on both blocks rose about 10 percent between 1850 and 1863, and grew more 
rapidly between 1864 and 1876.  At their peak value, all of the lots on both blocks were 
worth on average 171 percent of their 1850 value. The value of the structures on the lots 
increased as well, peaking at an average of 153 percent of their 1862 value. This increase 
in value reflects the potential profits from owning and renting working-class housing, and 
speculation based on a nationwide real estate and financial bubble.  
In 1873 this bubble burst, leading to the world-wide economic crisis referred to as 
the “Panic of 1873” or the “Long Depression” (Glasner and Cooley 1997: 132-133). The 
collapse in real estate prices did not hit Boston until 1876—possibly because of the 
rebuilding after the Great Fire of 1872—but when it did the effect was universal. By 1880 
the properties on both blocks had lost on average 24 percent of their peak value, and the 
structures 27 percent. The loss in value was not uniform among the lots or the structures, 
however, and the degree to which they lost value can provide information about the 
economics of housing in a working-class neighborhood like the North End, and the 
degree to which the structures themselves were physically maintained. The North Square 
saw the largest average increase in overall real estate value during the boom, 177 percent 
of 1850 value, as well as the lowest fall, losing 29 percent of peak value. In comparison, 
the Endicott block was worth on average 166 percent of its 1850 value at peak, and lost 
20 percent. The difference between the two blocks was that North Square contained more 
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immigrant tenements and boardinghouses in absolute terms and as a proportion of the 
housing types existing in 1850. This difference in the effect of the economic crash on real 
estate values supports the idea that the housing market for immigrants was driven by 
speculation prompted by the potential for high profits. 
The ownership of housing as a speculative venture was likely facilitated by the 
staggeringly high rates of mobility among Boston’s working-class during the 19th 
century. Peter Knights (1971: 63) has calculated that most likely between 40 and 50 
percent of households in Boston’s working class neighborhoods moved in any given year. 
This trend was driven in part by the economic uncertainly facing these households, as the 
sudden reduction of wages or loss of employment could render a family unable to pay the 
rent at any time. It was also an economic tactic, as some individuals and households were 
willing to move frequently and at short notice for a variety of reasons: to a location with 
more comfortable living conditions, or to one that was more affordable, or to avoid 
paying back rent. Some moved to other parts of Boston or to the surrounding 
communities, but most moved within the North End, or between the North End and other 
working-class neighborhoods. The documentary records indicate a similarly high degree 
of residential mobility among those living on the Endicott block and North Square 
between 1850 and 1880. Of the approximately 3493 different individuals recorded as 
living on the study blocks during this period, only 92—a little less than three percent—
lived at an address for four or more consecutive years (BD 1850-1880, SB 1850-1880). It 
seems that such high mobility discouraged investment in maintenance and facilities, and 
the uncertainty of payments encouraged landlords and their agents to charge higher rents.  
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The relative effect of the economic crisis on the value of the structures also points 
to their material condition and level of maintenance. The value of all the structures rose 
during the period of economic boom, regardless of their material condition (Table 4.14). 
We know this because the structures on lots 31 and 32 had, taken together, increased in 
value by 33 percent by 1874, and at the same time were in such disrepair that the next 
year the city had them condemned. After the economic collapse, some structures lost 
more value relative to their peak than others. The ones that kept most of their value were 
the ones whose value was based on more objective criteria, and the ones that lost the 
most were the structures whose value was most tied to the speculative boom. I argue that 
the structures that had the most significant decrease in value post-boom were the ones 
that were the most poorly maintained, and therefore had less worth as functional material 
objects. This is borne out in the data, as all but one of the properties that lost the most 
value were either constructed of wood—lots 8, 29, and 30, which had lost on average 46 
percent of their peak value—or were very overcrowded—lots 34-38, which lost an 
average of 44 percent of their peak value. In comparison, the average loss of peak value 
for all the other structures on the block was 19 percent. Wooden and severely 
overcrowded buildings would have been the most susceptible to wear and tear, and would 
have been the most negatively affected by neglect. The outlier to this trend was the 
commercial building on lot 1, which despite being neither wooden nor overcrowded lost 
43 percent of its peak value and was worth much less in 1880 overall than it had been in 
1862. This trend is not seen in other commercial buildings and might well suggest that it 
suffered from particularly poor maintenance. 
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Table 4.13. Percent Change in Real Estate Values by Lot and Year 
Red-Decrease  Blue-Increase Blank-No Data 
Lot # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1851   100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1852   100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%   100% 
1853 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1854 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1855 100% 111% 111% 111% 111% 111% 111% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1856 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1857 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1858 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 117% 100% 
1859 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 106% 100% 100% 
1860 117% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 120% 140% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1861 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 89% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1862   100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 107% 100% 100% 100% 
1863 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1864 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1865 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1866 100% 120% 120% 120% 120% 100% 100% 120% 100% 100% 100% 111% 
1867 114% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 117% 100% 118% 114% 90% 
1868 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 97% 86% 100% 110% 100% 100% 
1869 103% 100% 100% 100% 100% 120% 103% 100% 113% 102% 113% 100% 
1870 100% 117% 117% 117% 117% 100% 100% 100% 100% 107% 100% 111% 
1871 103% 107% 107% 100% 100% 108% 103% 117% 150% 100% 107% 100% 
1872 105% 107% 111% 100% 107% 108% 105% 114% 100% 100% 104% 104% 
1873 101% 100% 103% 100% 100% 100% 102% 100% 100% 100% 110% 123% 
1874 106% 100% 100% 114% 107% 107% 100% 100% 100% 100%   100% 
1875 100% 106% 106% 94% 106% 107% 106% 88% 96% 100%   100% 
1876 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%   
1877 100% 100% 100% 100% 94% 100% 86% 100% 92% 96% 91%   
1878 84% 82% 82% 87% 88% 88% 100% 71% 83% 93% 84%   
1879 97% 93% 93% 92% 93% 93% 100% 100% 100% 88%     
1880 97% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%     
 
                        
Peak 
Value 
158% 189% 202% 167% 189% 178% 156% 175% 173% 150% 183% 142% 
End 
Value 
125% 144% 155% 133% 144% 144% 133% 125% 133% 119% 140% 
 
% 
Change 
79% 76% 76% 80% 76% 81% 86% 71% 77% 79% 76% 
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Lot # 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
1851                       
1852                       
1853                       
1854 100% 
 
125% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
104% 100% 
1855 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 105% 95% 104% 112% 115% 100% 
1856 100% 80% 100% 100% 100% 100% 110% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1857 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1858 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1859 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1860 100% 113% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 125% 
1861 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1862 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1863 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 92% 100% 100% 100% 
1864 100% 100% 80% 110% 110% 109% 109% 118% 107% 107% 110% 
1865 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1866 100% 111% 100% 109% 109% 108% 108% 108% 93% 100% 100% 
1867 113% 100% 100% 108% 108% 108% 108% 107% 121% 113% 127% 
1868 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1869 100% 120% 115% 108% 104% 107% 107% 113% 106% 111% 129% 
1870 117% 100% 100% 100% 104% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1871 114% 100% 102% 104% 104% 100% 100% 103% 103% 100% 100% 
1872 115% 108% 101% 110% 107% 107% 107% 94% 97% 98% 89% 
1873 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1874 100% 108% 106% 106% 106% 110% 113% 109% 106% 103% 113% 
1875 100% 100% 104% 100% 103% 94% 100% 104% 104% 105% 94% 
1876 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 167% 
1877 91% 100% 96% 88% 88% 91% 94% 90% 96% 95% 285% 
1878 96% 87% 92% 93% 93% 93% 94% 94% 89% 90% 96% 
1879 96% 98% 96% 96% 96% 96% 94% 94% 97% 97% 96% 
1880 100% 100% 95% 100% 100% 100% 93% 107% 100% 100% 100% 
  
           Peak 
Value 
172% 140% 130% 170% 170% 157% 171% 163% 158% 168% 1009% 
End 
Value 
144% 120% 105% 135% 135% 129% 133% 139% 132% 140% 
 
% 
Change 
84% 86% 81% 79% 79% 82% 78% 85% 83% 83% 
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Lot # 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
1851       100% 83% 100% 100% 100% 100%     
1852 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1853 100%   100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1854 107% 107% 100% 117% 100% 100% 104% 100% 100% 100% 125% 
1855   200% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 125% 100% 100% 100% 
1856   108% 108% 107% 100% 112% 112% 100% 100% 100% 120% 
1857   100% 100% 100% 120% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1858   100% 100% 100% 100% 107% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1859   92% 92% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1860   100% 100% 107% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1861 117% 50% 100% 88% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1862 100% 100% 107% 93% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 88% 100% 
1863 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1864 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 117% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1865 114% 117% 133% 131% 100% 129% 136% 120% 111% 114% 117% 
1866 94% 93% 94% 100% 100% 100% 87% 100% 100% 95% 94% 
1867 107% 108% 106% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1868 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 91% 
1869 119% 111% 107% 100%   100% 121% 73% 100% 105% 117% 
1870 100% 100% 100% 100%   100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1871 100% 100% 100% 100%   100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1872 105% 106% 105% 100%   111% 115% 105% 120% 113% 109% 
1873 100% 102% 104% 100%   120% 120% 109% 117% 113% 132% 
1874 100% 100% 100% 100%   100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1875 100% 100% 100% 100% 183% 100% 100% 92% 86% 167% 96% 
1876 95% 94% 90% 94% 100% 87% 91% 100% 92% 124% 83% 
1877 95% 94% 94% 88% 100% 85% 80% 83% 100% 81% 88% 
1878 89% 93% 94% 93% 82% 91% 93% 100% 91% 82% 86% 
1879 94% 93% 94% 103% 78% 90% 84% 100% 90% 93% 93% 
1880             110%         
                        
Peak 
Value 
179% 152% 167% 142% 183% 240% 229% 115% 156% 263% 250% 
End 
Value 
134% 116% 125% 112% 117% 144% 142% 95% 100% 163% 140% 
% 
Change 
75% 76% 75% 79% 64% 60% 62% 83% 64% 62% 56% 
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Lot # 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 
1851                 
1852     100% 100% 105% 100% 100%   
1853 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%   
1854 125% 100% 100% 107% 105% 100% 104%   
1855 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%   
1856 112% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%   
1857 100% 125% 100% 106% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1858 100% 104% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%   
1859 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 80% 
1860 114% 108% 117% 106% 100% 100% 96% 125% 
1861 94% 86% 86% 94% 100% 92% 84% 100% 
1862 107% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 95% 100% 
1863 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1864 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1865 109% 125% 117% 103% 119% 120% 138%   
1866 100% 100% 86% 91% 96% 95% 95%   
1867 100% 100% 100% 100% 104% 100% 100%   
1868 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%   
1869 114% 100% 123% 125% 120% 115% 108%   
1870 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1871 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1872 105% 100% 100% 100% 102% 108% 100% 100% 
1873 119% 107% 122% 125% 115% 108% 116% 80% 
1874 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1875 100% 100% 100% 96% 100% 100% 100% 125% 
1876 90% 81% 78% 79% 86% 86% 85%   
1877 82% 100% 100% 92% 92% 92% 91%   
1878 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%   
1879 91% 92% 97% 97% 98%       
1880                 
                  
Peak 
Value 250% 160% 150% 167% 184% 140% 130% 100% 
End 
Value 160% 120% 113% 113% 142% 110% 100%   
% 
Change 
64% 75% 75% 68% 77% 79% 77%   
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Table 4.14. Percent Change in Structure Values by Lot and Year 
Red-Decrease  Blue-Increase Blank-No Data 
Lot # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1862 
 
83% 83% 83% 83% 83% 75% 83% 100% 100% 
 
100% 
1863 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1864 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1865 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1866 100% 120% 120% 120% 120% 100% 100% 150% 100% 100% 100% 123% 
1867 117% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 114% 133% 81% 
1868 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 80% 100% 67% 100% 125% 100% 100% 
1869 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 150% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1870 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 100% 91% 
1871 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1872 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1873 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 110% 
1874 100% 100% 100% 133% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
100% 
1875 100% 117% 117% 88% 117% 100% 100% 100% 150% 100% 
 
100% 
1876 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 89% 95% 
 1877 100% 100% 100% 100% 86% 100% 83% 100% 100% 100% 95% 
 1878 71% 86% 86% 86% 100% 100% 100% 50% 100% 100% 83% 
 1879 90% 83% 83% 83% 83% 83% 120% 100% 100% 88% 
  1880 89% 100% 100% 120% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
  
 
            Peak 
Value 117% 117% 117% 117% 117% 100% 75% 83% 150% 129% 133% 100% 
End 
Value 67% 83% 83% 100% 83% 83% 75% 42% 150% 100% 100% 100% 
% 
Change 
57% 71% 71% 86% 71% 83% 100% 50% 100% 78% 75% 100% 
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Lot # 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
1862 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
100% 
 
100% 100% 
  1863 133% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 1864 100% 100% 70% 133% 133% 133% 133% 100% 100% 100% 
 1865 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1866 100% 125% 100% 125% 125% 125% 125% 125% 120% 100% 100% 
1867 75% 100% 100% 110% 110% 120% 120% 120% 108% 117% 150% 
1868 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1869 100% 100% 121% 109% 100% 100% 100% 117% 108% 114% 100% 
1870 100% 100% 100% 100% 109% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1871 92% 100% 101% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1872 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 133% 
1873 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1874 100% 100% 105% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1875 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1876 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 1877 91% 100% 100% 83% 83% 83% 100% 86% 100% 100% 1300% 
1878 100% 80% 89% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 93% 81% 96% 
1879 100% 100% 93% 90% 90% 90% 92% 92% 100% 100% 100% 
1880 100% 100% 95% 100% 100% 100% 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
  
           Peak 
Value 92% 125% 90% 200% 200% 200% 200% 175% 140% 133% 200% 
End 
Value 83% 100% 70% 150% 150% 150% 173% 138% 130% 108% 
 % 
Change 
91% 80% 78% 75% 75% 75% 87% 79% 93% 81% 
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Lot # 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
1862 100% 100% 87% 86% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 1863 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
100% 100% 100% 100% 84% 
1864 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
163% 96% 100% 100% 100% 
1865 120% 125% 146% 109% 
 
177% 113% 80% 100% 100% 
1866 83% 83% 86% 100% 
 
100% 83% 100% 100% 143% 
1867 120% 120% 117% 100% 
 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1868 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1869 137% 117% 114% 100% 
 
100% 220% 100% 200% 100% 
1870 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
100% 100% 100% 100% 120% 
1871 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1872 112% 114% 113% 100% 
 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1873 100% 105% 100% 100% 
 
122% 109% 100% 100% 100% 
1874 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1875 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
  
106% 
1876 89% 88% 89% 86% 100% 71% 75% 
  
132% 
1877 98% 95% 95% 83% 100% 75% 44% 
  
92% 
1878 100% 100% 105% 112% 88% 93% 100% 
  
65% 
1879 88% 86% 88% 118% 83% 107% 175% 
  
127% 
1880 
            
          Peak 
Value 184% 175% 164% 95% 
 
350% 218% 80% 200% 152% 
End 
Value 140% 125% 127% 89% 74% 188% 127% 
  
152% 
% 
Change 
76% 71% 78% 94% 74% 54% 58% 
  
100% 
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Lot # 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 
1862 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 92% 
1863 100% 100% 87% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1864 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1865 107% 110% 138% 115% 100% 125% 135% 146% 
1866 113% 125% 106% 87% 91% 100% 91% 103% 
1867 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 107% 100% 100% 
1868 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1869 156% 150% 100% 125% 125% 113% 109% 100% 
1870 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1871 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1872 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 114% 100% 
1873 157% 113% 100% 120% 128% 114% 100% 114% 
1874 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1875 91% 100% 95% 100% 94% 100% 100% 100% 
1876 60% 71% 67% 67% 67% 76% 75% 73% 
1877 75% 67% 100% 
 
100% 100% 100% 100% 
1878 89% 113% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
1879 100% 100% 83% 
 
95% 103% 
  1880  
       
 
 
       Peak 
Value 267% 234% 120% 150% 136% 171% 154% 158% 
End 
Value 107% 124% 67% 100% 86% 133% 115% 115% 
% 
Change 
40% 53% 56% 67% 63% 78% 75% 73% 
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Figure 4.18. Ownership of lots by someone residing in the North End 
or on lot between 1850 and 1880 (SB) 
     Lots 1-12              Lots 13-24             Endicott Total      N. Square Total 
 
 
What does this information tell us about the effects of absentee landlordism? I quantified 
the ownership of lots by looking at the how many years of the 1850 to 1880 study period 
each of the properties was either owned by someone who actually lived or worked on 
site, or was owned by someone who lived in the North End (and might have faced social 
pressure to keep up their properties), or was owned by someone who lived in another part 
of Boston or one of the surrounding communities. The primarily residential lots on the 
Endicott block (2-12) were owned by a North Ender 27 percent of the time, but were 
owner occupied only 3 percent. For the industrial and commercial lots on the block, it 
was 14 percent North End owned and 2 percent owner occupied. The rate of local 
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ownership in North Square was much higher, with these properties owned by a North 
Ender 47 percent of the time, and owner occupied 23 percent (Figure 4.18). 
This higher instance of local ownership in North Square did not translate into 
superior material conditions. Of the 11 structures on both blocks that lost the most value, 
five had been owned by someone living in the neighborhood, and four had been occupied 
by their owners for a significant period of time. The properties with spells of owner 
occupancy included two of the wooden structures on the east side of North Square—
including 19-21 North Square—and two of the crowded row houses on the west side. If 
the loss of peak value does indicate poor material conditions, allowing the working-class 
rental housing in which owners lived to fall into disrepair might indicate that it was an 
unavoidable part of the business, or that the opportunity to make money was more 
important than maintaining the housing. At least it would indicate that poor maintenance 
is not related to the level of owner supervision.  
The data demonstrate that many of the stereotypes of “slums” had some basis in 
reality, but the conditions and their causes there were not straightforward. Between 1850 
and 1880, it appears that some of the areas of the North End that were not already home 
to working-class immigrants invested heavily in the (mostly Irish) immigrant rental 
economy, driven by the potential for substantial profits. It also appears that the 
boardinghouses and tenements of the North End were generally ethnically homogeneous 
and that majority of these structures were also overcrowded, some extremely so. In other 
ways, the stereotypes were less accurate. Even at their lowest point in the 1870s, native-
born Americans still accounted for about 1 out of every 6 residents of both blocks, and 10 
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percent of the population consisted of non-Irish immigrants. It does not appear that the 
degradation of the built environment was a universal characteristic of working-class 
neighborhoods, but rather the physical conditions of the structures on the blocks varied 
according to materiality, ownership, and use. Structures that were clearly poorly 
maintained by seemingly inattentive landlords were neglected to increase profit, 
contributing to exploitative speculation in rental real estate. 
Structures and households at 27-29 Endicott Street and 19-21 North Square 
How and why individuals and groups construct the urban landscapes they inhabit 
is not determined solely by experiences in the landscapes themselves. All of the practices 
that structure and are structured by habitus contribute to how people use and understand 
the landscape, and no practices have a stronger recursive relationship with habitus than 
the routine, every-day practices that make up an individual’s home life. Here I analyze 
the historical and archaeological evidence of the households who lived at 27-29 Endicott 
Street and North Square. My analysis includes considering the construction and physical 
layout of the structures in which daily practice was enacted, consulting the documentary 
record to determine the composition of the households who inhabited them. 
Description of 27-29 Endicott Street structure 
According to a building contract entered into the deed records, construction of the 
house was completed by May 8, 1846. The contract does not contain many details about 
the house itself, but it does describe it as having a slate roof and plastered and painted 
walls (SCP 1842:SD 490:70). No direct depictions or description of the exterior or 
interior of 27-29 Endicott Street have been located, but information about the style of the 
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building and the design of its interior can be gained by comparing it to other, similar 
structures built around the same time. Nina Meyers in her 1986 study of housing 
construction in the North End between 1826 and 1850, concludes that despite its 
historical reputation as a neighborhood in decline, the North End saw a healthy amount of 
residential development intended for middle-class single family occupancy in the second 
quarter of the 19th century. She describes new housing during that period as “remarkably 
consistent,” built according to a “basic Boston building style of flat front, three- or four-
story brick construction” with slate roofs, hammered granite basements, and “finished 
with plain but substantial Greek Revival detailing on the façade and in the interior” 
(Meyer 1986: 40). The interior of this type of home was “two rooms deep, with front and 
rear staircases, and room in the rear yard for the necessary outbuildings, e.g., outhouses 
and wood shed” (Meyer 1986: 81). Her research also suggests that building contracts 
without specific details, such as the one for 27-29 Endicott, indicate the construction of 
houses in this standard style.  
According to Meyer (1986: 222), the interior of this style of house was similar to 
the elevation and plan of a town house illustrated in Asher Benjamin’s American 
Builder’s Companion, the bestselling architecture manual of the 19th century (Figure 
4.20). Although the house depicted has 4 stories, the two rooms and two staircase layout 
almost certainly reflects the floor plan of the house as originally constructed. The degree 
to which the original chambers were sub-divided during the time the house operated as a 
brothel, tenement, or lodginghouse is unclear, but such alterations were common when 
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Figure 4.19. Elevation and floorplan of town house resembling 27-29 
Endicott Street, labels added (Benjamin 1827:93).  
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converting a structure from a single-family home. Based on the age of the structure and 
its likely construction, 27-29 Endicott Street was not a slumping, rickety tenement of the 
kind that defined the imaginary “slum,” but a relatively new, respectably fashionable 
house similar to many others that filled the streets of the North End.  
Residents of 27-29 Endicott Street 
The first residents of 27-29 Endicott Street recorded in the 1850 Federal census a 
household consisting of grocer and New Hampshire native John Gove, his family, and 
their boarders (Table 4.15). After 1852, however, no specific residents are listed in the 
city directory and the Street Book describes it as a “ho[use] by females, suggesting that it 
was operating as a brothel by that time (BA 1852:SB Ward 3). The 1855 Massachusetts 
census records a brothel household at the site (Table 4.16). Ten women are recorded 
living at the house, none listed with an occupation. Seven of the women are younger than 
23 and born in Massachusetts or another New England state. These are presumably the 
sex workers based on their age and origin. The girls and young women who filled the 
ranks of Boston’s prostitutes came from diverse backgrounds; many of them came from 
rural communities throughout New England, and 75 percent of Boston’s sex workers 
were under the age of 25 (Hobson 1987: 86). Two of the women, 28-year-old Margaret 
Sullivan and 20-year-old Mary Colbey, were Irish immigrants. Given Margaret’s age and 
the fact that most of the sex workers at 27-29 Endicott were American-born, these 
women likely lived and worked there as domestic servants. A thirty-five-year-old woman 
from Vermont—recorded as A. Adams in the census, Mary A. Adams in the city 
directory and Miss Adams in the Street Books—was almost certainly the house’s 
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Madame—and she was the “Miss Adams” listed in the 1850 Directory to the Seragilos 
(BD 1855, BA 1855:SB Ward 3).  
In 1856, a Mrs. Louisa Cowen replaced Miss Adams as the listed head of 
household in the Street Books, and Cowen is recorded living there in the 1860 Federal 
census, although she is misreported as Louisa Cline. Louisa was born in Massachusetts 
and was 31 years old in 1860 (Table 4.17). None of the other residents in the 1860 census 
were older than 24, and they were all born in Massachusetts or other New England states. 
Anna and Ela Heath, presumably sisters or cousins, were both listed as dress makers, and 
another resident is listed as a milliner. These occupations could have been a cover given 
to the census taker, or might indicate that some of the workers at the brothel also worked 
in other fields, not an uncommon occurrence during the 19th century (Stansell 1986: 
176). Sarah Hill and Adeline Jones, the two domestic servants listed as living at the 
brothel, were both born in Massachusetts and are listed in the census as black. By the 
1850s, the number of Irish women willing to work as domestic servants pushed African 
American domestics out of middle-class homes, and many found work as laundresses and 
maids in brothels and other “disreputable” institutions (Stansell 1986: 157). 
Louisa Cowen was still living at 27-29 Endicott and serving as the Madame when 
she was recorded in the 1865 Massachusetts census (4.18). Five sex workers were under 
25, American born, and listed without occupation; two women were from England and 
Ireland, and two other workers were over the age of 25. Twenty-four-year-old Mary Lake 
makes her appearance in the 1865 census; this is notable because she apparently served as 
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Madame for one year before the brothel was shuttered in 1867, after which she married 
Dr. William Padelford and continued to live at 27-29 Endicott until 1876.  
There are several pieces of evidence that strongly suggest that the house at 27-29 
Endicott Street ceased to function as a brothel after 1867, operating instead as a tenement 
until the late 1870s. Between 1851 and 1866, the Street Book tax records list 27-29 
Endicott as either a “ho[use] by females” or as having a female head of household, for 
example a “ho[use] by Mrs Cowen.” These terms are typically used to refer to 
boardinghouses or lodginghouses with a female housekeeper—some of which took in 
only female tenants—or brothels. In 1866 something happened that apparently upset the 
status-quo for the sex workers living on Endicott Street and near-by parts of the North 
End. In that year the tax assessor for Boston’s Ward 2 (which included Endicott Street) 
listed “Prostitution” as the occupation for seven properties in the ward: 7-9 Endicott (lot 
2), 11-13 Endicott (lot 3), 19-21 Endicott (lot 5), 27-29 Endicott (lot 7), as well as 176 
Endicott, 57 Cooper, and 100 Charlestown. I as will discuss in more detail in Chapter 6, 
the relationship between the Boston police and the city’s sex workers alternated between 
active suppression and tacit, conditional acceptance. The period following the Civil War 
was a period of relative tolerance of sex work, but perhaps the appearance of 
“prostitution” in an officiall government document violated an understanding that sex 
workers were to remain incognito in order to remain free from police interference.  
Whatever the reason, the circumstances of most of these properties changed after 
1866. Three were sold within the next few years, including 27-29 Endicott Street, which 
was sold in 1867 to Dennis F. Flagg. Whereas six of the seven lots identified with 
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“prostitution” in 1866 had in previous years been listed as having female heads of 
household in the Street Books and city directories, afterwards they were listed as having 
male heads of household and were recorded as having male boarders and tenants for the 
first time. For the first time since 1852, the Street Books and city directory records for 
27-29 Endicott Street recorded the presence of  male boarders and tenants, and the 1870 
census for 27-29 Endicott shows that the house was inhabited not by young women, but 
by working-class families and their boarders (BD 1867, BA 1867 SB: Ward 2)(Table 
4.19). 
William Padelford, a botanical doctor who married the sex worker turned 
Madame Mary Lake, appears in the tax records and city directories as head of household 
at 27-29 Endicott 1867 to 1876. The Lake/Padelford household—William, Mary, her son 
George Lake, and boarder Alice Doyle—was one of three living at the house in 1870 
according to census records. The other tenants were laborer John Inas and his family—
Irish wife Luella and their three sons aged 10-16—and the family of jewelry peddler  
Issac Segar. Segar and his wife Elizabeth were born in Holland and were Jewish, 
and the birthplaces of their children—South Carolina, Pennsylvania, Missouri, and 
Kentucky—indicates that Issac was one of the many itinerant Jewish peddlers who sold 
their goods and services America in the 19th century (Sarna 1995: 57). After the 
Padelfords moved in 1876, “Gentleman” Luther B. Hall is listed as an occupant in the tax 
and directory records (BD 1877, BA 1877:SB Ward 7). The house is listed as a “house by 
females” in 1879, and records show that Robert and Minnie Emerson were keeping a  
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Table 4.15. 1850 Federal Census for 27-29 Endicott Street 
Name Occupation Age Sex Color 
Place of 
Birth 
Gove Jno F Grocer 30 M   NH 
Gove Ostella   11 F   NH 
Gove Sarah J   31 F   NH 
Gove Sarah J F   6 F   NH 
Moore Benj Last Maker 20 M   Maine 
Wadleigh Jno clerk 23 M   NH 
 
Table 4.16. 1855 Massachusetts Census for 27-29 Endicott Street 
Name Occupation Age Sex Color Place of Birth 
Adams A   35 F  Vermont 
Clark Jane   19 F  Mass 
Colbey Mary   20 F  Ireland 
Manlin Catherine   18 F  NH 
McMahon Elina   22 F  Vermont 
Morton J   20 F  Mass 
Ordinary S   19 F  Maine 
Pinkham Ellen   22 F  NH 
Sullivan Margaret  28 F  Ireland 
Thompson Elisa   21 F  Rhode Island 
 
Table 4.17. 1860 Federal Census for 27-29 Endicott Street 
Name Occupation Age Sex Color Place of Birth 
Clark Eva 
 
17 F 
 
Mass 
Cline Louisa 
 
31 F 
 
Mass 
Hamilton 
Anna  
24 F 
 
NH 
Heath Anna Dress Maker 19 F 
 
Maine 
Heath Ela Dress Maker 22 F 
 
Maine 
Hill Sarah Domestic Servant 24 F Black Mass 
Jones Adeline Domestic Servant 23 F Black Mass 
Roberts Fannie Milliner 19 F 
 
Mass 
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Table 4.18. 1865 Massachusetts Census for 27-29 Endicott Street 
Name Occupation Age Sex Color Place of Birth 
Carrie Allen  23 F  Nova Scotia 
Dora Adams  23 F  England 
Emma Healy  20 F  Ireland 
Ester Cameron  20 F  Maine 
Jennie Franklin  29 F  New York 
Lottie Forrest  32 F  Vermont 
Louisa S. Cowen  35 F  Vermont 
Margaret Hobo Servant 28 F  Nove Scotia 
Mary Lake  24 F  Maine 
 
Table 4.19. 1870 Massachusetts Census for 27-29 Endicott Street 
Name Occupation Age Sex Color Household Place of Birth 
Henry Inas Clerk 16 M White a Mass 
James Inas At School 12 M White a Mass 
John Inas Laborer 37 M White a Mass 
John Inas At School 10 M White a Mass 
Luella Inas Keeping House 40 F White a Ireland 
Mary Inas At School 7 F White a Mass 
Alice Doyle Tailoress 30 F White b Maine 
George Lake At School 13 M White b Maine 
Mary F. 
Padelford 
Keeping House 29 F White b Maine 
Wm Padelford Surgeon 43 M White b Maine 
Abagail Segar At School 16 F White c South Carolina 
(Pennsylvania)* 
Anetta Segar At School 8 F White c South Carolina 
(Pennsylvania) 
Daniel Segar At School 17 M White    c (South Carolina) 
Elizabeth 
Segar 
Keeping House 45 F White c South Carolina 
(Holland) 
Eugenea 
Segar 
At School 11 F White c South Carolina 
(Kentucky) 
Issac Segar Jeweler 60 M White c Holland 
*Listing the birthplace of  Elizabeth Segar and her children as S. Carolina is 
inaccurate. The 1860 and 1880 census records for the Segar family indicate different 
birthplaces which I believe to be accurate. Accurate information is in parentheses. 
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lodginghouse with a saloon there by 1880. 
Description of 19-21 North Square Structure 
 The Paul Revere House at 19-21 North Square has the distinction of being the 
oldest timber-framed house in Boston and the former home of the Revolutionary War 
hero, and as such there has been a significant amount of research on the structure itself. 
The house was originally constructed as a two-story timber framed-house in the 18th 
century. A rear ell and a third story was added to the house sometime around the mid-
19th century (Detwiller 1976: 22). The rear ell was two stories tall and constructed of 
wood, and unfortunately no evidence of the internal organization and floor plan of the 
addition survives. Comparisons between the 1874 Hopkins map and the 1883 Bromley 
map suggest this ell was torn down between the publication of these maps, and a 
reduction in the value of the house in 1876 and 1877 might indicate that the ell was 
removed at this time 
The Paul Revere Memorial Association commissioned conjectural floor plans and 
interior elevations for 19-21 North Square ca. 1865, reflecting the layout of the house 
between 1850 and 1880 (Detwiller 1993) (Figures 4.20, 4.21). The first floor of the house 
was subdivided into north and south sides by 1850, with separate entrances for each and 
the south division likely intended to serve as a commercial storefront. This commercial 
space on the south side is usually referred to as 21 North Square in the directory and 
Street Books, although the only for commercial activity at the house from 1850 to 1880 
was a hairdresser’s salon at 21 North Square in 1864, and a saloon in the second half of 
the 1870s.  
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Figure 4.20. Interior elevation of 19-21 North Square ca. 1865 (Detwiller 
1993). 
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Figure 4.21. Floor plan of 19-21 North Square ca. 1865 (Detwiller 1993). 
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The specific uses of each room in the house are unrecorded, although it is possible to 
make some conjectures. An urban boardinghouse like 19-21 North Square would have 
had a dining room where boarders consumed their meals and a sitting room in which to 
socialize as well. There would also have been a kitchen in which the food was prepared, 
and a room used for storage and for tasks related to washing (Mrozowski et al. 1996: 50). 
It is possible that the main room on the first floor, into which the front door opened, 
served as a sitting room. The dining room for tenants would possibly have been the first 
floor storefront in the south bay of the house, especially after it operated as a saloon 
beginning in 1874. Saloons were sometime associated with boardinghouses in working 
class neighborhoods like the North End, with the boarders eating, drinking, and 
socializing in the saloon and the family of the housekeeper taking its meals in the kitchen 
(Peña and Denmon 2000: 79). The kitchen was located in the east side of the first floor, 
with a smaller room to the south that had access to the yard that might have served as a 
storage/washroom. The basement of the house might have been used to store the goods 
and foodstuffs that were purchased in bulk to help the housekeeper turn a profit 
(Mrozowski et al. 1989: 312).  
Residents of 19-21 North Square 
 The city directory and Street Book records for 1850 both list John Kell as running 
a boardinghouse at the 19-21 North Square. Bartender George W. Crawley is also listed 
in the Street Books as an occupant, and the notes for the entry add that there were “7 
trans[ient] boarders” living at the house (BD 1850, BA 1850:SB Ward 1). Both Kell and 
Crawley appear in the 1850 Federal census records for the property, along with 11 other 
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occupants, including three women. Boardinghouses catering to mariners and other more 
transient tenants were not exclusively male environments, as the boardinghouse keepers, 
their staff, and the wives and children of mariners resided there with them (Table 4.20). 
 The residents of the house in the 1855 census included Elizabeth Payne, who ran 
the boardinghouse from 1853 to 1859, and Joanna McGrath, from Ireland and probably 
the house’s maid. The seven males living there were all mariners born in New England 
with one exception (Table 4.21). The 1860 Federal census only lists five residents: 
Boston-born Peter Williams, his wife and son, probable maid Mary Harison, and carver 
George Gavern. The low recorded population is most likely the result of undercounting 
non-permanent residents (Table 4.22). 
 This tendency to undercount mariners and other transient tenants continues in the 
later census records for 19-21 North Square. James Elmore, the 57-year-old Irishman 
who kept the boardinghouse here from 1864 to 1867, is listed in the 1865 Massachusetts 
census as residing at the house along with 6 other members of family, none of the 
boarders are recorded (Table 4.23). Catherine and James Wilkie owned and operated the 
boardinghouse at 19-21 North Square from 1868 to 1880. Catherine purchased the 
property in 1867 and acted as the boardinghouse keeper. According to the street books 
James operated a saloon out of the storefront in the south bay of the house beginning in 
1874, where it is entirely possible that the boarders took their meals in this space as well 
(BA 1874:SB Ward 2). The city directories do not list any boarders living at 19-21 North 
Square between 1867 and 1880, and the only non-Wilkie resident listed in all the sources 
were John Kidney, a 27 year old Irish sailor recorded in the 1870 census, and Thomas 
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Table 4.20. 1850 Federal Census for 19-21 North Square 
Name Occupation Age Sex Place of Birth 
Barnes Martin Carpenter 21 M Mass 
Beck Jane  23 F New York 
Botch David Mariner 18 M Mass 
Crawley Geo W Market 26 M Mass 
Frost Geo W Mariner 25 M NH 
Frost Mary  21 F Mass 
Howes Wm Mariner 26 M S. Carolina 
Kell Jno Mariner 38 M England 
Kell Mary  40 F Mass 
Poor Francis Mariner 51 M Germany 
Stanton Geo F Mariner 17 M Mass 
Stanton Wm J Clerk 20 M Mass 
Titcomb Wm Mariner 28 M Mass 
 
Table 4.21 1855 Massachusetts Census for 19-21 North Square 
Name Occupation Age Sex Place of Birth 
Ariel Guild Mariner 45 M Mass 
Charles Curtis Mariner 23 M Maine 
Charles Morse Mariner 35 M Maine 
Elizabeth Payne  62 F England 
Frederick Baker Mariner 40 M Mass 
James Crames Mariner 25 M Mass 
Joanna McGrath  27 F Ireland 
John Briggs Mariner 25 M Maine 
John Broom Mariner 68 M Maryland 
Ann Mulenknox  24 F Ireland 
Robert W. 
Mulenknox 
 (5/12) M Mass 
William Mulenknox Mariner 24 M Ireland 
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Table 4.22. 1860 Federal Census for 19-21 North Square 
Name Occupation Age Sex Place of Birth 
Gavern George Carver 40 M Cork, Ireland 
Harison Mary A  21 F Cork, Ireland 
Williams Frances  26 F Cork, Ireland 
Williams Peter Laborer 30 M Boston, Mass 
Williams Peter jr  4 M Boston, Mass 
 
Table 4.23. 1865 Massachusetts Census for 19-21 North Square 
Name Occupation Age Sex Place of Birth 
Brown Catharine  26 F Mass 
Doherty Danl Sailor 25 M Mass 
Elmore Alice  15 F Ireland 
Elmore Bridget  39 F Ireland 
Elmore James Laborer 57 M Ireland 
Elmore Mary  5 F Mass 
Elmore Patrick  12 M Ireland 
Elmore Peter Machinist 17 M Ireland 
Elmore Rosanna  21 F Mass 
McCarty Michael Musician 30 M Mass 
McGonigal Alice  18 F Mass 
McGonigal Danl Tailor 25 M Mass 
 
Table 4.24. 1870 Federal Census for 19-21 North Square 
Name Occupation Age Sex Color 
Place of 
Birth 
Place of 
Birth of 
Father 
Place of 
Birth of 
Mother 
Kidney John Sailor 27 M White Ireland Foreign Foreign 
Wilkey 
Catherine 
Keeping 
House 
32 F White Ireland Foreign Foreign 
Wilkey 
Catherine 
At Home 4 F White Mass Foreign Foreign 
Wilkey Frank  2 M White Mass Foreign Foreign 
Wilkey George  (5/12) M White Mass Foreign Foreign 
Wilkey James Boardinghouse 35 M White Scotland Foreign Foreign 
Wilkey James at Home 11 M White Mass Foreign Foreign 
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Table 4.25. 1880 Federal Census for 19-21 North Square 
Name Occupation Age Sex Color 
Place of 
Birth 
Place of 
Birth of 
Father 
Place of 
Birth of 
Mother 
Relationship 
to head of 
family 
 Wikley 
Catherine 
Keeping 
House 
42 F W Ireland Ireland Ireland Wife 
Wikley 
James 
Clerk 22 M W Mass Scotland Ireland Son 
Wilkey 
Frank 
at school 12 M W Mass Scotland Ireland Son 
Wilkey 
James 
Saloon 
Keeper 
44 M W Scotland Scotland Scotland  
Wilkey 
Katie 
at school 14 F W Mass Scotland Ireland Daughter 
Wilkie 
Jannie 
at school 50 F W Mass Scotland Ireland Daughter 
  
Clark, who lived there in 1874 and likely tended bar at the saloon (Table 4.24, Table 
4.25). 
Summary: Perceiving and experiencing the urban landscape of the North End 
The information above provides a better understanding of the physical uses and 
living conditions of these two blocks. How these spaces would have been understood by 
residents and visitors, and how they would have been constructed as meaningful 
landscapes that contributed to the recursive construction of social lives would have 
depended not only on these objective conditions, but also how they were subjectively 
perceived through embodied experience. Nineteenth-century cities immersed urbanites in 
an ocean of sights, sounds, smells, textures, and even tastes that many found trying or 
overwhelming, and Boston was no exception (Upton 2008: 48). Because the habitus of 
most of the city’s residents was formed in either rural areas or in Boston when it was a 
smaller town, they were not disposed to make sense of the stimuli assaulting their senses.  
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 Urban Americans were bombarded by the number and variety of buildings, 
vehicles, people, and things that filled the urban landscape. The sidewalks would have 
been full of pedestrians from all walks of life and countries all over the world, and the 
streets full of two-wheeled carts and four-wheeled cabs, carriages, and wagons. The 
buildings were covered with the names of merchants, tradesmen, and their businesses, 
and all empty surfaces were plastered with signs and posters for plays, auctions, lectures, 
and any and every form of entertainment. As I will discuss in Chapter 6, this 
uncomfortable variety led Bostonians to seek to classify and organize what they saw in 
the urban landscape. They created stereotypes and shortcuts for people and things based 
on shared visual elements, and substituted these inaccurate but intelligible “types” for 
messy and uncertain reality when constructing urban landscapes that they were able to 
understand. 
 The streets in the North End would have been extremely noisy. The noise of horse-
drawn wheeled vehicles traveling over streets paved with granite blocks, the clop of iron-
shod hooves and the rattle and shriek of metal-clad wheels and poorly greased axles 
traveling over this surface would have been ever-present and jarring. The noise of traffic 
in the street would have been joined by the din made by people who lived in, worked at, 
and visited the blocks. The noise experienced as part of city life was considered 
threatening to individuals and to society. Not only did noise violate ones private thoughts 
and peace of mind, but it was also considered a cause of the physical and social 
breakdown brought on by life in modern city (Upton 2008: 66-67).  
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 The olfactory experience of most people in the landscape would have been 
unpleasant and unsettling. Unpleasant because the landscape was full the sweaty odors of 
humans and horses, the stink of manure and human waste dumped in the streets, smoke 
and chemical stenches from industry and manufacturing, and unsettling because the 
smells of the landscape were held to be dangerous to one’s physical and moral health. 
The miasmatic theory of disease popular at that time held that illness was caused by 
breathing polluted air, so the odors in the urban landscape would have been understood as 
a constant warning of danger.  Beyond disease, the materialist world-view that enjoyed 
widespread support during much of the 19th century posited an inseparable connection 
between bodily health, personal morality, and the conditions of the landscape as indicated 
by its smell. This perspective saw personal virtue and morality, bodily health, and 
ordered space as forming a mutually reinforcing triad, wherein changes in the material 
status of any one element would effect, positively or negatively, the other two (Upton 
1992: 60-61).  
 The habitus of the individuals experiencing the North End landscape would have 
conditioned them to expect the people with whom they shared their space and their lives 
to be similar to themselves, in terms of ethnicity, class, and the systems of practice they 
embodied. This dynamic played out in the boardinghouses and tenements in the North 
End; we have seen that the residents of the study blocks by and large chose to live with 
people who shared a similar upbringing and identity. This kind of selection for similarity 
was not possible in the public streets of the urban landscape, which were filled with 
intimates, acquaintances, and strangers displaying and embodying a variety of identities. 
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The working-class people who resided in the North End would have packed the streets at 
all hours, escaping their crowded and uncomfortable rooms and nosily enacting their 
domestic and social lives in the public spaces of the landscape (Stansell 1986: 41). 
Adding to this throng would have been people from other places and other classes, 
visiting the North End for a variety of licit and illicit purposes.  
 The industrial and commercial buildings on the block meant the presence of 
workers and clerks arriving and leaving the factories and stores in an endless cycle of day 
and night shifts, with trips to one of the near-by saloons on payday. These workers would 
have been working-class men and women who walked to work from elsewhere in the 
North and West Ends, and middle-class, white-collar agents and managers who 
commuted via horse-car from the South End or the growing communities of “streetcar 
suburbs” surrounding Boston proper. The clientele of the brothels on the Endicott block 
also meant that middle-class and elite men coming and going would have been a regular 
sight for those who lived on the block. 
How did the unavoidable experience of perceiving a physical and social reality so 
far removed from the conditions people were disposed to expect and understand have on 
how they engaged in practice and constructed the urban landscape? I argue that these 
novel material and social contexts would have required the creation and adoption of new 
systems of practice, that adapted to the conditions in the landscape to make survival and 
success more likely and—when presented with conditions that cannot be made to 
objectively resemble those under which habitus was formed—to develop dispositions that 
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misinterpreted the conditions of the landscape in such a way that the actor believes them 
to resemble those conditions under which they were raised.  
 For middle-class and elite visitors and observers, that meant constructing the 
landscape as a “slum.” As I outline in Chapter 6, Boston’s elite residents had sufficient 
economic, social, and cultural capital to physically reshape urban landscapes, creating 
new spaces intended to organize the chaos of the urban environment. This included 
constructing the North End as a “slum” that could not only physically contain institutions 
of vice, contributing to the perception of Boston’s working-class as a community whose 
physical and moral degradation matched the seemingly degraded material conditions in 
which they lived. Chapter 7 discusses the ways in which Boston’s middle-class residents 
reduced the practices of working-class life to crude reverse mirror-images of their own 
culture and practice formed around the ideas of gentility and domesticity. 
Working-class residents of the North End did not possess the resources to shape 
the physical landscape or material conditions of their neighborhood, but they could create 
and adopt a new system of practice and culture that could help them do what they needed 
to do to survive the challenging conditions of the landscape, and that incorporated some 
of the elements of their existing habitus that helped make sense of the experiences of 
their daily lives. The new culture that recursively produced and was reproduced by this 
novel system of working-class practice was a mixture of functional adaptations to the 
realities of urban working class life and elements carried over from rural village life, the 
conditions under which the habitus of both Irish immigrants and American-born migrants 
from other parts of Massachusetts and New England was formed. This dynamic 
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expressed itself, for example, in the ways that working-class people were less concerned 
with the morality with human sexuality, had fewer expectations of privacy, and 
considered alcohol consumption as an appropriate social practice in public and private. 
The experience of living in such an unfamiliar and alien landscape would have 
encouraged the working-class population of the North End to reconstruct that landscape 
through practice into a space that was familiar and provided a sense of security and 
belonging—a home. 
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CHAPTER 5: URBAN LANDSCAPE ARCHAEOLOGY 
 
Urban landscape archaeology studies the intersection of spaces and places, social 
practice, and material culture—both the material culture of the built environment and the 
material culture  used by embodied individuals to navigate urban landscapes—within the 
context of the challenges and possibilities afforded by cities’ unique material, social, and 
cultural attributes. Among these urban attributes are the built environment characteristic 
of cities, the high-population density, the ways urban space is organized, and the heavily 
weighted symbolic and social role cities can play in cultures. The purpose of this chapter 
is explore the theoretical implications of the concepts of a socially constructed urban 
landscape, and incorporate these concepts into the theoretical framework I use to 
integrate the disparate forms of evidence recovered from archaeological excavations and 
documentary research into coherent analysis of the embodied experience of Boston’s 
North End in the second half of the 19th century. I will first define and explore the 
concept of landscape, focusing on the relationship between landscapes and the kind of 
embodied practice that recursively generates all parts of social life, including landscapes 
themselves. I will then turn my attention to specifically to urban landscapes, and examine 
in greater detail several archaeological studies of 19th-century urban landscapes similar 
to Boston’s North End to determine how other studies have used historical archaeological 
methods to explore the creation of meaningful, practiced landscapes. 
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What are landscapes? 
The first step toward understanding the relationship between people and the 
landscape is to clarify what a landscape is and how it effects the lives of people who 
dwell within them. In an early effort to emphasize the social aspects of landscape, John 
Stilgoe (1982: 3) defined it as “land modified for permanent human occupation for 
dwelling, agriculture, manufacture, government, worship, and for pleasure—not by 
chance, but by contrivance, by premeditation, by design.” While this definition 
recognized the many uses to which the landscape may be put, it erred in putting emphasis 
on the confining notion that landscapes are permanent and deliberate creations of human 
intention. Human interactions with their surroundings are no less significant if the 
interactions or the surroundings are temporary or unintended, or even if they are 
intangible landscapes that are created and experienced without materially altering the 
physical landscape (Ashmore 2002, Upton 2008). 
 Landscapes are more than what can be seen or touched. Smells, sounds, and other 
phenomena that can be perceived by the senses are just as much as part of the landscape 
as trees, mountains, or buildings. Moreover, there are imperceptible aspects of landscapes 
as well. For example, the memories that get assigned to certain places by individuals and 
groups are a component of landscapes because they are an integral part of how people 
experience and understand the world around them. Similarly, preconceptions about 
certain places—the danger present in the inner city is a timeless example--fundamentally 
change how people experience and perceive landscapes as much as whether a given 
landscape is surrounded by mountains or next to the ocean. “Landscape,” according to 
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Knapp and Ashmore (1999: 1), “is an entity that exists by virtue of its being perceived, 
experienced, and contextualized by people.” This perspective aligns with that of Tim 
Ingold (1993: 156), who argues that “in short, the landscape is the world as it is known to 
those who dwell therein, who inhabit its places and journey along the paths connecting 
them.”  
 An understanding of landscapes that is so closely associated with individual 
people and their perceptions has certain consequences. Because each individual person is 
a product of a unique set of mental, social, and cultural processes, each will perceive and 
understand a landscape that is in a fundamental way unique, but that also shares many of 
the same characteristics and the same physical space as the same landscapes perceived by 
others (Thomas 1993: 44; Rodman 1992). As individuals and groups who dwell in the 
landscape alter their respective perceptions and understandings, so too do the landscapes 
themselves undergo change. “Landscapes are always in the process of ‘becoming,’… 
continually under scrutiny, and at once manipulable and manipulated, always subject to 
change, and everywhere implicated in the ongoing formation of social life” (Schein 1997: 
662). 
  Landscapes that recursively shape and are shaped by shared ideas, memories, 
symbols, and values. Because not all inhabitants share the same imaginative structures, 
they exist as a palimpsest—simultaneously and without hierarchy in the same physical 
space. Landscapes are a point of articulation for a series of discourses—shared socially 
constructed meanings, ideologies, “common sense” assumptions. Each discourse, each 
landscape, is a social framework within which all practices are communicated, 
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negotiated, or challenged (Schein 1997: 663). Everyone who has access to a landscape 
does not understand it identically, but the landscape does provide a frame of reference for 
conversation and the possibility of mutual understanding.  
 Because the physical aspects of a landscape have an effect on every person and 
every practice within it, landscapes “both reflects past activities and encodes the cultural 
landscape in which people's views of the world are formed” (Yamin and Metheny 1996: 
xv). This makes it possible to gain insight into the mindset of individuals and groups as 
they constructed their identities and worldviews by studying surviving remains and 
depictions of their physical landscape (Upton 1992: 53). Landscapes are also physically 
altered, sometimes extensively, by human activity related to their creation and 
maintenance. One way of understanding landscapes is to see how actions and decisions 
have altered the landscape in physical ways and use these alterations to gather 
information about how and why their functional and symbolic use changed (Daniels and 
Cosgrove 1998).  
Theoretical perspectives on landscapes 
 Landscapes are constituted by the humans dwelling within them, acting as 
intersections between all the possible forms afforded by the material and physical aspects 
of a landscape and the actual forms as conceived and experienced is the sensory 
perceptions of the individual (Knapp and Ashmore 1999: 3). As individuals perceive data 
about the world around them and process those data through the dispositions that make 
up their habitus, it is these perceptions that create the distinct places and meanings that 
define a landscape. It is important to emphasize that most people perceive the world with 
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all five senses. Non-visual senses can have a great effect on an individual’s experiences 
and understanding. Thinking about the intersection of bodies and landscapes, Upton 
(1992:26) points out that  
cooking smells may make us hungry, the feel of silk may make us feel 
pampered, the sound of a railroad train may arouse nostalgia. But we 
might also retch at the smell of tobacco smoke, develop hives when we 
touch certain fabrics, grow nervous and irritable when we live too close to 
the noises of an airport or a busy street, or be repulsed by the taste of 
certain foods. 
Landscapes do not have a uniform set of possible experiences and meanings, but instead 
“a place owes its character to the experiences it affords to those who spend time there—
to the sights, sounds and indeed smells that constitute its specific ambience. It is from this 
relational context of people's engagement with the world, in the business of dwelling, that 
each place draws its unique significance” (Ingold 1993: 155).  
It is important to keep in mind in considering perception that not only are people 
in different times, places, and with different experiences likely to react to identical 
perceptual stimuli differently, but also that in some cases, either through biological 
variation in their perceptual organs or through socio-cultural conditioning, one individual 
will receive different perceptual input then another. This is not to suggest that people 
cannot perceive sensory stimuli in a similar way, or that a shared experience cannot effect 
the formation of individuals’ understanding and habitus in a nearly identical manner (or 
react to radically different stimuli in a nearly identical manner). Given the irreducibly 
personal and singular nature of embodied and lived experience, however, consideration 
of the effects of perception on embodied practice and the creation of landscapes must 
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always acknowledge and incorporate the historical, social, and cultural context in which 
individual human beings lived (Thomas 1993: 27). 
 Given the inherently subjective nature of perception and experience, Upton (1991: 
198) suggests that “since there can be no normative perception, the human environment is 
necessarily the product of a powerful yet diffuse imagination, fractured by the fault lines 
of class, culture, and personality.” Because landscapes are recognized as such by human 
action and perception, their attributes and meanings are not universal but particular to the 
humans who are acting and perceiving. Describing landscape as actively inhabited space, 
Knapp and Ashmore (1999: 8) detail the subjective nature of landscape. 
Space is both a medium for and the outcome of human activity: it is 
recognized by means of specific places, and in this sense, does not exist 
apart from that activity. Individuals and communities conditioned by 
different social, politico-economic and ideological forces project differing 
configurations of meaning onto the landscape, thus implying that 
measurable economic impacts notwithstanding, no landscape…has an 
objective appearance or significance independent of the beholder. 
It is necessary to ground the study of landscapes first in terms of the experience and 
perceptions of individuals, and then consider how these subjective landscapes inevitably 
come together—along with their beholders—to create landscapes that operate on larger 
social and cultural scales. 
Individuals and groups can draw useful, meaningful, but potentially contrasting 
resources and values—both material and nonmaterial—from the places they perceive and 
signify (Anschuetz et al. 2001:186). This notion that places, including landscapes, can 
have multiple meanings because their status as physical spaces allows for the possibility 
of diverse experiences and perceptions is known as multilocality. In her exploration of 
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multilocality, Rodman (1992) emphasizes that all places have multiple meanings 
produced by individual action in the context of local history and culture. “The physical, 
emotional, and experiential realities places hold for their inhabitants at particular times” 
she explains, “need to be understood from their creation as the locales of ethnography,” 
that is, as the locales in which specific spaces and materials intersect with individual 
actions and cultural values to create the customs and practices that give order and 
meaning to a society (Rodman 1992: 641). The degree to which individuals can jointly 
perceive and experience a landscape, or achieve mutual intelligibility among different 
landscapes, is determined by the degree to which the inhabitants of the landscape share a 
culture and history (Rodman 1992: 643). 
 People experience the landscape through the medium of their unique bodies, 
giving sensory perceptions the order and context necessary for them to be meaningfully 
interpreted and tying the subjective constructs generated by these perceptions to the 
physical reality of the landscape. Not only are our bodies the location for our sensory 
organs but, quoting Thomas’ Time, Culture, and Identity (1996: 19), De Cunzo and 
Ernstein (2006: 266) describe how  
human knowledge of landscapes ... is constituted only through “our bodily 
engagement with” or “immersion in” our world. Fundamental spatial 
ordering centers on the human body. In this “experiential space,” humans 
build intimate relationships with the spaces they “inhabit” in everyday life, 
transforming these spaces into places…. Individual paths cross, but 
different experiential sequences produce different understandings and 
meanings of place.  
It is through embodied, perceptive experiences in the landscape—especially the repeated, 
mundane, everyday experience of people’s interaction with landscapes—people engage 
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with their world and shape and sustain their sense of themselves, others, and their 
respective roles and places in the physical and cultural landscape.  
The physical movement of bodies through the landscape is a particularly powerful 
form of interaction between individuals and space. Most people interact most frequently 
with the landscape by moving through it, and before mass automobile ownership the 
majority of this movement was on foot. Embodied movement incorporates physical 
practices and mental activities—the coordinated animation of the limbs, the generation of 
a sense of personal space, the mutual perception and recognition of other individuals, the 
engagement of the perceptual senses—that contribute to a sense of self and a sense of 
place. Upton (2008:14) explains that  
the metaphorical and the material found their common nexus in the 
body.…As embodied beings with mass and extension, people co-habit the 
same material realm as buildings, clothing, and their neighbors. Our 
bodies are artifacts…we shape, use, and interpret them according to 
learned ideas….We are part of the cultural landscape.  
Both a physical and a cultural product, the body creates a bridge between objects and 
ideas that comprise the landscape. 
In considering the relationship between bodies and landscapes, Tim Ingold 
contends that in a very real way, both bodies and landscapes are created and ultimately 
understood only through their interaction, as they are perceived, generated, and sustained 
through the unfolding interface of bodies and their environment (Ingold 1993: 156). 
Rather than seeing movement and practice as resulting in the inscription of human 
actions and intentions onto the passive, reactive landscape, he instead regards embodied 
movement in the landscape as “a movement of incorporation rather than inscription, not a 
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transcribing of form onto material but a movement wherein forms themselves are 
generated” (Ingold 1993: 157). 
The ways in which the self, the body, and the landscape are related has particular 
significance when studying 19th-century cities, because these three concepts were 
considered to be deeply integrated according to the materialist ideology widely shared at 
that time. The person was understood to relate to virtue and morality, the body was 
characterized by health, and space by order. These concepts formed a mutually 
reinforcing triad wherein changes in the material status of any one element would effect, 
positively or negatively, the other two (Upton 1992: 60-61). If an individual in 19th-
century America committed an act deemed “immoral” by the values of the growing 
Protestant middle-class who typically subscribed to such materialist notions, for instance 
consuming alcohol to excess or engaging in sex outside of marriage, the thinking was that 
this would not only make them physical ill—cholera for example was thought to be 
caused by intemperance—but it would also literally degrade the physical and material 
conditions of their physical environment. Correspondingly, if you took an immoral and 
unhealthy person and introduced them to a clean, orderly environment, simply perceiving 
and experiencing such an environment, it was believed, improved their physical health 
while increasing their capacity and inclination to behave according to proscribed moral 
codes.  
One of landscapes’ most powerful and significant functions is the role they play 
in the creation and perpetuation of memory and meaning. Human memory is a 
construction built in part out of personal experiences and mediated by social memories—
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socially constructed collective representations of the past and associated with social 
practices rather than personal recollections (Holtorf and Williams 2006: 235). 
Landscapes and features in the landscape can act as mnemonic devices in this process, 
materializing a particular history or understanding, or mapping out mythic and moral 
principles (Knapp and Ashmore 1999: 13; Holtorf and Williams 2006: 235). Because 
landscapes simultaneously operate on multiple scales—they are part of individual, 
everyday experiences as well as part of the consciousness and experience of groups—
landscapes can simultaneously contribute to the construction of individual and social 
memory. 
The meanings of social and cultural phenomena, particularly individual and group 
identity—are also ascribed to the landscape (Ashmore 2004: 264). Landscapes can 
provide a focus for people’s engagement and experiences in the world, contributing to the 
creation and expression of social and cultural identity by acting as a material reminder of 
social practice. The tendency of people to recognize and memorialize certain places in 
shared ritual, symbolic, or ceremonial terms contributes to the cohesiveness of social 
identity and association of that identity with the landscape (Knapp and Ashmore 1999: 
15). Embodied practical action requires an external referent to interact with in order to 
create and inscribe habitus, and because the landscape can serve as both a referent and as 
a reference point for the expression of practices and understandings, landscapes also play 
a crucial role in the formation of individual and group habitus (Knapp and Ashmore 
1999: 16). These meanings are then attached to the landscape through the memories of 
places and spaces created through embodied practice in the landscape itself. The more 
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familiar and traveled the landscape, the stronger the meanings and memories attached to 
it. Beyond contributing to an individual and social sense of identity, a familiar landscape 
can come to represent a personal and shared history, contributing to a sense of coherence 
and stability in the existing social and moral order (Ashmore 2004: 264). Developing a 
sense of familiarity with a landscape can be important for people, for instance, the 
immigrant residents of Boston’s 19th-century North End striving to create an accepted 
and acceptable place for themselves within the social and moral order. 
The urban landscape 
 What makes a landscape specifically urban are both the physical and material 
elements that make it distinctive from other landscapes—characterized by a built 
environment of buildings, streets, and other infrastructure associated with providing the 
means of survival for a relatively dense population of human beings—along with socially 
and culturally constructed attitudes and meanings pertaining to cities. The multiplicity of 
landscape-creating individual experiences occurring within cities means that the urban 
landscape “comprises the countless layers of urban space”, and one of the distinctive 
qualities of cities is that their “[landscapes] conceptual and legal union within a singular, 
socially and legally defined entity in turn gives those components an added dimension of 
meaning, an added purpose, that each lacks on its own” (Sandweiss 1996: 321). This 
conglomeration of meanings and memories into a singular entity alters and intensifies the 
experiences occurring within it, adding to the sense that urban landscapes possess 
distinctive qualities.   
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 The urban landscape not only contains multiple synchronic experiences, but also 
the material and cultural remains from many different periods of the past, all potentially 
visible from one vantage point and providing the archaeologist with the opportunity to 
observe and study the landscapes generated by innumerable different historical and social 
forces. The physical reminders of past events and contexts materialize the “change, 
variety, and instability that is constant in all stages of urban growth, and their presences 
are in themselves a hallmark of the urban landscape” (Sandweiss 1996: 323). Urban 
landscapes are material expressions of both the continuity and transformation of the 
social and cultural structures that shape the minds and bodies of those who dwell within 
and physically interact with the landscape (Knapp and Ashmore 1999: 18). Urban spaces 
are continually being physically, materially and symbolically re-constructed by the 
histories and experiences of the individuals who dwell within them, and need to be 
studied and understood from the contextual perspective of these inhabitants (Rodman 
1992: 641). 
The archaeology of the urban landscape can help us understand how individuals 
find solutions to the material and social challenges of urban life: “how people coped with 
the overcrowding that is so characteristic of urban living, how they maintained their 
identities in new circumstances, and how neighborhoods changed as one group moved 
out and another moved in” (O'Keefe and Yamin 2006: 98-99). This information can be 
recovered in the form of excavated material culture and also from the ordering, 
construction, and decoration of the material and spatial elements of the built environment 
of the urban landscape. Urban space gives form to the lives led within them, and these 
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“social forms inevitably imprint themselves on the urban landscape” (Sandweiss 1996: 
320). In this way, “urban landscapes concretely express complex historical processes and 
reflect the social relationships that inform the appearance and meaning of the urban 
environment” (Zierden and Herman 1996: 223). 
 Buildings represent a significant part of the material culture of the human past and 
present, and given how intimate the relationship between people and buildings can be, the 
material aspects of urban landscapes are a fitting study for an archaeological analysis of 
the details and meanings of everyday practice (Hicks and Horning 2006: 273, 281). The 
people who design and construct buildings and other aspects of the built environment 
create them with specific ways of using and understanding them in mind, what de 
Certeau refers to as the “strategy” of constructing places in order to control the 
experience and mediate social and economic class relationships of those who inhabit 
them. Upton (1991: 197) points out, however, that “once introduced into the landscape, 
the identity of a building and the intentions of its makers are dissolved within confusing 
patterns of human perception, imagination, and use. Consequently, the meaning of a 
building is determined primarily by its viewers and users.” The meanings of the built 
environment in the urban landscape must be considered in terms of its inherent 
multivocality.  
 The physical, material nature of the built environment allows it to act as a catalyst 
and repository for social and symbolic meanings, but the materiality of the urban 
landscapes has an active role in shaping cultural and social identities (Symonds 2004: 35; 
Yentsch and Beaudry 2001). The materiality of urban areas relates the physical properties 
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and affordances of materials and objects on multiple scales and how they relate to the 
practical and social lives of city residents at the level of the street, neighborhood, and 
city. Roland Fletcher (2010: 468) argues that the effects of the material qualities of cities 
on all aspects of the lives of those who dwell within urban landscapes have been 
sublimated and naturalized because of their ubiquity and are therefore underappreciated 
and under-studied. He contends that “we must recognize the city as an immense, material 
urban actor without intent” (462), and that daily life in cities is typified by the constant 
struggle with the inconveniences and challenges brought about specifically by the 
materiality of the urban landscape. In order to fully understand urban life and landscapes, 
Fletcher (2010: 483) states that 
What is required is to engage with the impact of the endless minor 
physical frictions of daily life, thousands of substandard rooms, ceaseless 
production of faecal waste by humans and other animals, millions of tons 
of concrete—the brutally actual, material milieu that can support 
community life but also stresses, degrades, and ruins it…. While we must 
continue to engage with materials from the perspective of the human 
actors, we also need new analytic approaches to the materiality of 
urbanism and its complex ceaseless effects on human life 
I contend that approaching the perspective of human actors through their embodied 
practice allows for the incorporation of the effects of urban materiality into the study of 
action and social formation in the past. It is through their bodies that individuals act on, 
and are acted upon by, the material urban landscape. Bodies also inhabit the same 
material realm as the built environment; as material, they are shaped, used, and 
interpreted according to learned ideas, while also being subject to the qualities and 
characteristics of their own materiality (Upton 2008: 14). By examining both embodied 
practice in the landscape, as well as the forms and materials of the landscape as they 
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existed at the time the practice occurred, we can try to understand how the material 
conditions of the landscape recursively influenced the material, social, and cultural 
constructions of the landscape. 
 Bodies are as much of a material and physical characteristic of urban landscapes 
as buildings or streets, and an analysis of the physical landscape that did not factor in 
their presence would be incomplete. What makes the presence of embodied individuals in 
the landscape distinct from other material presences is the social aspect they introduce. 
Social interaction with the other individuals present in the urban landscape forms a large 
part of daily life and practice in cities, and therefore plays a significant role in the 
formation of urban landscapes. This was particularly true in 19th-century American 
cities, where individuals experienced the social, cultural, and material conditions created 
by capitalism, industrialism, and immigration. The mostly unprecedented nature of these 
conditions meant that most people’s habitus did not provide them with the structured 
dispositions that would allow them to easily and successfully understand and react to 
their surroundings and experiences. New social practices and systems were required to 
create a mutually intelligible framework that could organize and explain the urban 
landscape and generate new habitual dispositions that would recursively perpetuate the 
practices that would reproduce the framework. 
Archaeological studies of 19th-century urban landscapes 
 By looking at other archaeological studies of landscapes, it is possible to gain a 
better understanding of what kind of evidence can be used to study different aspects of 
physical and cultural landscapes in the past, and how these landscapes constructed and 
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were constructed by the intersections of individual practice and social and cultural 
structures. Because the archaeological study of landscapes is a deep, long, and complex 
body of work, and because through this work I seek to understand the construction of 
landscapes through a detailed, contextual social, cultural, and material analysis, here I 
examine three archaeological projects that studied urban landscapes whose physical, 
social, and cultural components resemble those of Boston’s 19th-century North End that 
employed theoretical and methodological approach that facilitate useful comparison. The 
archaeological excavation and analysis of the Boott Mills site in Lowell, Massachusetts; 
the Casseldon Place/Little Lon sites in Melbourne, Australia, and the 
Cumberland/Glouchester Street site in Sydney, Australia combined the analysis of 
excavated material culture, the contextualized lives of the people who used the material 
culture and inhabited the site, and the form, materiality, and uses of the landscape in 
order to better understand the relationship between the creation of the landscape and the 
personal, social, and cultural lives of those who dwelt within it. The results of these 
studies inform the way in which I approach the historical archaeological study of 
Boston’s 19th-century landscape. 
Lowell, Massachusetts 
Perhaps the most well-known and influential archaeological study that applies an 
explicitly interpretive approach to analyzing urban landscapes was the excavation—
conducted in the 1980s by a team of archaeologists lead by Mary Beaudry, Steven 
Mrozowski, Gerald Kelso, and others—of the Boott Cotton Mills boardinghouses in 
Lowell, Massachusetts. Excavations recovered soil samples and material culture from the 
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privies and domestic yards associated with boardinghouses that housed mill workers with 
a single-family duplex that was home to the company’s middle-class supervisor. Lowell 
was constructed out of whole cloth by the owners of the city’s textile mills, whose goal 
was to create an urban landscape that would both edify and pacify their employees. In 
order to understand how this landscape was constructed and what they ways it was 
constructed effects it had on its inhabitants, the Boott Mill project was “an 
interdisciplinary archaeological investigation integrating material culture, archival data, 
phytoliths, plant macrofossils, parasites, and palynology to generate a systematic 
historical landscape description that could be applied to broader questions of social 
structure and differential land use” (Kelso 1993: 89).  
Beaudry and the other archaeologists who worked on the project demonstrated 
that the ideology of corporate paternalism embraced by the owners and factors of the 
Boott Mills—and the decline of this ideology over time—was evident in the material 
conditions and social practices that comprised Lowell’s urban landscape (Beaudry 1989: 
29). The urban landscape was originally organized and constructed in accordance with 
the precepts of the ideology of corporate paternalism, which contended that the interests 
of both employers and employees were best served by allowing employers to exert 
control into every aspect of their employees’ lives. Constructing an ideal landscape for 
industrial employment would encourage the physical and moral health of the employees, 
while also guaranteeing a productive and pliable workforce. Lowell was deliberately 
constructed as a superior American counterpart to manufacturing centers in Europe, with 
unhealthy and disquiet Manchester being the most prominent example. The urban 
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landscape integrated parks and green spaces with the complexes of mill buildings, 
materializing the distinctly American ideal of creating cities that held onto the “agrarian” 
ideal of Jeffersonian democracy (Mrozowski and Beaudry 1990: 194). The paternalistic 
intention to improve the lives and souls of urban denizens by exposing them to the 
beneficial effects of nature was one of the ways “Lowell’s planers intended that the 
structure of the city would serve as an agent of social control (Beaudry and Mrozowski 
2001: 120). 
The ideology and intention of Lowell’s planners was also reflected in its 
architecture. Originally, all mill workers were required to live in boardinghouses, where 
their daily activities could more easily be monitored and controlled with an eye towards 
preventing any morally questionable (or economically unproductive) activities. The 
boardinghouses were designed and constructed to be uniform and to closely resemble the 
mill buildings in which their inhabitants spent their work days. The beneficial effects of 
nature were kept close by lining the streets with trees and planting vines and other 
vegetation as well. The architecture of the houses intended for the middle-class agents 
and supervisors was very different, following the contemporary ideal for middle-class 
domestic architecture much more closely (Beaudry 1989: 22-23). The rest of the 
domestic landscape was designed to further demarcate status among the mill’s 
employees. The boardinghouses were provided with spartan yard spaces that 
archaeological evidence suggests were infrequently employed, while each blue-collar 
residence had ornamental side and front yards filled with decorative vegetation, in 
addition to an intensively used rear work yard (Beaudry and Mrozowski 2001: 125). The 
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houses of the supervisors were elevated above the level of the street, symbolically raising 
them up as an aspirational ideal. The urban landscape inhabited by the workers of the 
Boott Mills was deliberately differentiated according to social and economic class and 
translated social relations of deference and surveillance into Lowell’s physical and 
symbolic landscape (Mrozowski and Beaudry 1990: 205).  
The design and placement of housing was one way the ideology of corporate 
paternalism was expressed through elements of the landscape that were most public and 
visible. When it came to aspects of the landscape that were less subject to scrutiny, such 
as those that affected workers’ physical health, the fathers of Lowell were notably less 
willing to exert their power and resources to ensure the well-being of those for whom 
they were supposedly responsible (Beaudry 1989: 28). When it came to supplying the 
city’s residents with drinking water, a combination of poor planning and willful neglect 
by those who designed and controlled Lowell’s urban landscape resulted in the creation 
and perpetuation of a landscape that inflicted disease on its inhabitants. Drinking water 
for the mill workers was drawn either from wells located on company property, or from 
the canals that powered the mills. Both of these sources of water were highly 
contaminated by human waste, resulting in endemic disease. Even after the link between 
unsanitary water and disease was established, resulting in the Lowell Board of Health 
creating rules and regulations designed to protect the inhabitants of the landscape, these 
rules were not enforced by the mill owners (Mrozowski et al. 1989: 307). Other efforts to 
control the appearance of the landscape had unintended negative consequences for its 
inhabitants. Attempts to project an image of order and cleanliness by having 
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boardinghouses, fences, and other features of the landscape regularly white-washed with 
lead-based paint resulted in contaminated soil, turning the dirt and dust present in the 
domestic and public spaces of the landscape into a potential contaminant (Beaudry 1993: 
99). While the visible aspects of the landscape reflected the ideology of those who 
constructed them, intentional and unintentional neglect resulted in invisible threats to the 
health and well-being of those who did not have the resources to control physical and 
material conditions in which they lived.  
The workers of Lowell had more opportunities and success in employing tactical 
practice to contest the cultural and social aspects of the urban landscape. The intention of 
those who designed and constructed Lowell’s urban landscape was to use the surveillance 
and control of public spaces to constrain the social practice of its working class residents. 
Activities like drinking alcohol and smoking tobacco were severely restricted in Lowell, 
and archaeological evidence demonstrates that these activities were significantly 
relegated to hidden spaces in the urban landscape (O’Keefe and Yamin 2006: 99). 
Whereas in other urban landscapes working class people engaged in the social practice of 
public smoking and drinking as a form of sociability, to exercise what they considered 
their rights to the unfettered use of certain public space, and as an implicit critique of the 
concerns of social groups who did not share their attitudes and habitus, engaging in these 
practices in secret or private spaces in the landscape created a different set of associations 
and meanings that informed people’s creation of social identities and the landscape itself 
(Beaudry 1993: 93). 
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As time went on, Lowell’s mill workers became more assertive of their rights in 
the urban landscape. As more and more Irish immigrants were hired to work in the mills, 
a St. Patrick’s Day parade became a way to claim the right to use the landscape to engage 
in identity forming social practice. Costume jewelry recovered archaeologically from the 
boardinghouses provides evidence of embodied displays of personal adornment that 
challenged the ideology of the city’s elites, which held that the consumption and public 
display of ornamental material culture was morally and economically inappropriate for 
the working classes. In a deliberately designed and clearly controlled urban landscape 
like Lowell’s, every use of the landscape contrary to the intentions of those who sought to 
dominate the use of the landscape carried additional meaning (Beaudry and Mrozowski 
2001: 122-123). 
Melbourne and Sydney 
 Large-scale excavations in the Australian cities of Melbourne and Sydney of what 
were considered “slum” neighborhoods in the 19th century provided archaeologists in 
that country the opportunity to explore the arguments presented by historian Alan Mayne: 
that the idea of “slum” neighborhoods in the 19th century was a social construction of 
non-resident observers, who were motivated partially by ideological zeal and partially by 
their failure to comprehend the unfamiliar social practices and cultural values of the 
people who inhabited the neighborhoods (Mayne 1993). These excavations sought to 
juxtapose the sites’ historic reputations for crime, prostitution, poverty, and filth against 
the archaeological evidence for the material and social conditions of the landscape, while 
also trying to understand the social lives and practices of the residents through a 
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contextualized, interpretive framework that examined their experiences and values from 
the inside out. 
 Excavations of sites located on what historically had been Melbourne’s Casseldon 
Place and Little Lonsdale streets were conducted by a team of Australian archaeologists, 
with the goal of examining the daily lives and urban landscapes of the inhabitants of 
Melbourne’s most notorious slum between 1850 and 1950. Using documentary evidence 
to tie discrete deposits of excavated archaeological material to long-term residents of the 
sites, they discovered that the residents of the neighborhood were much more 
economically diverse than the written descriptions of the area would suggest (Murray 
2006: 403). The excavations indicated that while some households did experience a 
relative poverty in terms of material goods, neighboring households consumed a variety 
of high-cost and high-status consumer goods. Even households whose economic 
circumstances were decidedly modest apparently had access to some disposable income, 
and spent it on both material goods and leisure, particularly activities engaged in their 
spare time that involved their families. Most of these households were not subject to the 
control of dire economic determinism, but were populated with people who had and made 
economic and social choices.  
Archaeologists did not find a pattern in the use and deposition of material culture 
that would in itself indicate the kind of ethnic and cultural diversity described in the 
written record (Murray 2006: 404). They did, however, find artifacts that suggested a 
diversity of social practices related to the expression of cultural and moral values. 
Evidence for material culture related to the consumption of alcohol and gambling was 
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recovered from some deposits, while artifacts like writing slates and children’s’ ceramic 
vessels printed with moral maxims were recovered from others, demonstrating 
differences between or within households in terms of commitment to practicing and 
inculcating certain religious and educational values (Murray 2006: 405).  
Documentary research, combined with the domestic nature of all of the recovered 
deposits, also suggested a bifurcated day/night urban landscape of social and cultural 
practice. The working-class families had little in common with, and in fact actively 
resented, the night-time world of vice and sex-trade that existed in the neighborhood 
(Mayne 2006: 325). This resentment towards the presence of sex-work and vice in 
residential neighborhoods is also present in Boston’s North End, expressed most 
memorably in the “Bawdyhouse Riots” of June 1825 when two brothels on Ann Street 
were attacked by neighborhood residents (see Chapter 6). The differentiation between the 
social and cultural landscapes according to night and day is another way in which the 
same physical space can contain multiple constructed and experienced landscapes, and 
the active struggle among the inhabitants of each landscape over their respective right to 
exist demonstrates how the embodied experience and perception creates landscapes that 
are separate and contested. 
 Grace Karskens was the lead historian and the author of a book on the project that 
excavated and studied the remains of the Rocks neighborhood in what is today downtown 
Sydney. The Rocks was established upon the founding of Sydney around 1790, originally 
as the location of housing built by convicts and developing over time into a “slum” 
neighborhood (Karskens 2001: 69). This study looked at the changes to the physical 
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forms and materials of the urban landscape, from the make-shift, vernacular housing 
constructed by the neighborhood’s first residents to the densely built urban residential 
and industrial neighborhood of the later 19th century that more closely resembled in form 
and material the working class neighborhoods in other cities. Incorporating into her 
research design the day-to-day landscape and experience of households, Karskens 
compares the material conditions of the interiors and exteriors of the housing to the poor 
historical reputation of the neighborhood’s materiality. Karskens found that while the 
exteriors of the built structures were closer to the sub-standard conditions detailed in 
written descriptions, the conditions and the material culture displayed in the interiors of 
the homes were generally clean and in good repair, much closer to middle-class standards 
of the day (Karskens 2001: 80). 
 Looking at documentary records of social practice and the archaeological 
assemblages left behind by the Rocks’ residents, Karskens describes a suite of social and 
cultural practices that was an intriguing mix of practices typically associated with 
modernity—centered on commercialized consumer consumption—with ones that more 
closely resemble the communal social practices associated with the medieval, pre-
industrial era (Karskens 2003: 51). The built landscape was organized in a circular layout 
with no overarching organization, much more like a medieval town than the formal grid 
idealized by many urban planners in the 19th century. Archaeological evidence suggests 
that the interiors of homes were also structured and used in a way that recalled an older 
tradition; rooms in the houses were not used for specific purposes, and were instead more 
generally divided into inner/private and outer/public spaces (Karskens 2003: 41). Modern 
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consumer goods that in many contexts symbolized a certain gentility in social and 
cultural identity were consumed and displayed in houses whose pre-modern layout and 
use of space rendered them as far from the genteel ideal as possible. The urban landscape 
of the Rocks reflected the juxtapositions of people’s social and cultural practices, with 
vernacular and more formal architectural styles sharing the streets well into the 19th 
century. The social landscape held similarly dichotomous meanings. On one level, there 
was a pride in the private ownership of property and an emphasis on domestic life that the 
elites of Sydney encouraged, associating it with propriety and prosperity. At the same 
time, elites were well aware that these private domestic spaces were where legal 
restrictions and regulations regarding social behavior were routinely broken and where 
authority was actively disrespected and resisted (Karskens 2003: 44).   
Among the residents of the Rocks, notions of respectable social practice in the 
urban landscape did not follow the middle-class norms of restrained public comportment. 
Engaging in social practices like excessive consumption of alcohol—and the attendant 
public brawls—were not seen as disqualifying one from social respectability (Karskens 
2001: 77). Respectability instead seemed to be related to a different social practice that 
had a different analogue with respectable the middle- and upper-class behavior. 
Respectability seems to have been much more tied to the consumption of high-end 
domestic consumer goods in the home, and also in the knowledgeable and skillful 
deployment of the material culture of personal adornment and embodied social practice 
the public spaces of the urban landscape. In the end, Karskens concludes that observers 
did not so much misrepresent the neighborhood’s poorly maintained landscape as imbue 
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it with moral ideology that tainted residents with corruption, filth, and disease (DeCunzo 
and Ernstein 2006: 264). Focusing on one the aspect of the landscape that conformed to 
their pre-conceptions while ignoring things that challenged them, middle-class 
chroniclers of the neighborhood never appreciated how the neighborhood was a 
“complex palimpsest of traditions, activities, relationships, new-old, contradictory and 
compatible” (Karskens 2003: 51). 
Summary 
 Conceiving of the landscape as not just an entity that can be made the subject of 
archaeological study, but as an active part of daily life that contributes to the creation of 
experience and meaning can be a difficult task. This is because as the setting of human 
experience is it thoroughly naturalized and is easily taken-for-granted, a sometimes literal 
case of missing the forest for the trees. But landscapes do play a large role in the 
enactment of daily life, not only in the ways that their physical and material qualities 
shape embodied practice, but in the ways that the experience of inhabiting them becomes, 
through perception and routine, a part of the way human beings understand ourselves and 
the world around us. Understanding landscapes and how they shape human experience 
plays an important role in understanding the performance and meaning of human action. 
Landscapes tie together the physical world, including material culture, to the thoughts 
and emotions that comprise human experience and create the world in the past and the 
present.  
This is especially true of urban landscapes. The density and variety of material 
and social life in cities can intensify these effects, and the diversity of experience in the 
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environment, and its proximity to the human body, produces a situation where the 
landscapes constructed by individual experience and practice build on top of each other, 
creating a world that is as rich and varied in meaning as it is difficult to fully embrace and 
understand. The archaeological studies discussed in this chapter are good example if this, 
illustrating how the struggles and successes of daily life in an urban landscape can be 
used in ways and generate meanings that are inimical to the purposes and prejudices of 
those who created it. This is certainly true of the landscape of Boston when considered on 
a macro-scale. During the 19th-century elite Bostonians, facing social and historical 
forces beyond their control or ken that threatened their perch at the “hub of the universe,” 
used the resources at their disposal to attempt to strategically re-create the city’s urban 
landscape in such a way that would create order and understanding out of what seemed 
like chaos and confusion. This effort to rebuild the landscape was motivated by concerns 
about maintaining economic and social status, but it expressed itself in a particular ways 
that transcribed new ideas about space and its relationship to society onto the physical 
and material world. No longer could the traditions of social deference be relied upon to 
ensure that the city’s social and cultural reality was a reflection of the thoughts and 
prerogatives of those who controlled the lion’s share of the Boston, social and cultural 
capital. In the new urban reality of the 19th century, the ideas and values that would 
ensure elite dominance over the city needed to be imbued into the landscape of the city 
itself. What these efforts produced were the building blocks out of which other embodied 
individuals constructed a community and culture that more concretely addressed the 
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needs of those who practiced everyday life in the urban landscape, and who sought to do 
what they could order the world in their own ways and for their own purposes.  
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CHAPTER 6: STRATEGIC PRACTICE AND THE RECONSTRUCTION OF 
BOSTON’S MACRO-SCALE LANDSCAPE 
 
The macro-scale Boston landscape changed significantly during the 19th century. 
These changes were not merely the functional reactions to changing historical conditions. 
They were also the result of deliberate and purposeful social practice. The macro-scale 
physical, social, and cultural urban landscapes were constructed by Boston’s elite 
residents as part of their efforts to make sense of the rapidly changing city and to 
maintain control over its residents and institutions. By creating spaces in the urban 
landscape that they shaped and controlled, these elites hoped to maintain their social and 
cultural supremacy, reorganize the social relationships and social identities of the city’s 
residents, and encourage the creation and adoption of systems of embodied practice that 
would create a social and cultural environment intelligible to their shared habitus and 
resembling the conditions under which their habitus was formed.  
The social construction of 19th-century urban landscapes  
Boston’s 19th-century landscape 
Boston underwent profound and continuous change in the first 80 years of the 
19th century, with new land, new buildings, new technology, and new social and 
embodied practices expanding, reshaping, and reorganizing the landscape of the city. It 
was during this period that Boston transitioned from “a small, pleasant, somewhat rustic 
colonial town” into an increasingly crowded and cosmopolitan urban metropolis 
(O’Connor 1991: 75). While the changes to Boston’s urban landscape were partially 
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necessitated by the remarkable growth in the city during this period—between 1790 and 
1865, the population grew from 18,038 to 140,000 (Puelo 2010: 162)—the changes in the 
urban landscape were also a product of 19th-century Boston’s changing social 
relationships. Changes in economic activity increased economic inequality, which in turn 
changed the practices and culture of the city’s elites, while changes in the workforce 
created both a growing middle class and the appearance of an unskilled urban proletariat 
comprising rural migrants and international immigrants. All social classes were 
simultaneously engaging in the process of creating and adapting new, competing systems 
of practice in an attempt to reconcile the lived experience of the 19th-century city with 
the expectations of this habitus. The effort to reclaim a sense of comprehension and 
social stability in the face of radical changes to lived daily experience was a driving force 
behind the changes to Boston’s macro landscape. 
No earlier human experience had prepared anyone’s habitus for the physical, 
social, or cultural conditions of the 19th-century western city. Residents of these cities 
found themselves inhabiting landscapes characterized by specialization, variety, and 
complexity as compared to the relative simplicity and lack of differentiation found in 
earlier communities (Glabb 1983: 135). Extremely high rates of movement into and 
within cities meant that the social composition of cities was in a constant state of flux, 
increasing anonymity and aggravating fears about a breakdown of social control 
(Chudacoff 1981: 45). Adding to this sense of lost control was the highly visible display 
of the city’s diversity in its public streets and places, as people of all races, ethnicities, 
and social classes engaged in increasingly performative social practice (Upton 2008: 86). 
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Adding to this sense of confusion and fear was a culture-wide obsession with the idea 
that the urban landscape was awash with frauds and confidence tricksters, using 
counterfeit identity to threaten the physical and social well-being of unsuspecting 
urbanites (Halttunen 1982). 
Strategic practice 
Confronted with a city increasingly full of unfamiliar people, practices, and 
customs, the response of Boston’s social, economic, political, and cultural elites was to 
try to control those whose behavior disturbed them (Chudacoff 1981: 45). They sought to 
transform the practices, places, and relationships of the 19th-century city—which their 
habitus disposed them to interpret as chaotic, alien, and incomprehensible—into 
something orderly and understandable that resembled the city and social milieu in which 
their habitus was formed. Because of the recursive nature of practice and the landscape, 
this project required both creating the physical and social spaces that encouraged the 
adoption of certain embodied practices and taking steps to influence people’s daily 
practice in such a way that they incorporated into their habitus a sense of space that 
constructed the desired urban landscape. Henri Lefebvre (1991: 59) observed that “new 
social relationships call for a new space, and vice versa.” By creating new spaces or 
reconstructing old ones, Boston’s elites were trying to dictate the terms of the new social 
relationships proliferating in the 19th-century urban landscape. 
In their efforts to shape the macro scale physical and social environment to 
perpetuate their economic, social, and cultural advantages, Boston’s elites were engaging 
in what de Certeau refers to as strategic practice. In de Certeau’s dialectical concept of 
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social life, strategic practices are the projects of the powerful, who control and benefit 
from the existing social structures. Strategic practices are broad-scale and long-term 
efforts to consolidate the advantages of the powerful and dictate the terms of social life to 
the other members of society. De Certeau characterizes strategic practices as “privileging 
spatial relationships” with two key components: “the establishment of a place of power 
… [and] elaborating theoretical places (systems and totalizing discourses) capable of 
articulating an ensemble of physical places in which forces are distributed” (de Certeau 
1984: 38). When referring to “a place of power” de Certeau is talking about both the 
ability to make claims about which behavior and values are socially proper and 
acceptable (de Certeau 1984: xix), as well as about the establishment of a literal, physical 
place—carefully defined and delineated from the places controlled by and associated 
with others—to act as a “home base” from which resources can be accumulated and 
distributed and in which relations to exterior forces can be managed (de Certeau 1984: 
36). 
Social construction of space 
Dictating how people construct their experience and understanding of space 
entails influencing particular systems of embodied practice that Henri Lefebvre calls 
“spatial practices.” Spatial practices are those practices that contribute most to the 
creation of a shared sense of space, producing and reproducing the spatial locations and 
forms characteristic of a society—such as the built environment, the layout of streets and 
public places, and the creation of urban spaces for specific purposes (Simonsen 2005: 6). 
Spatial practices are closely tied to the every-day practices through which one perceives 
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his or her landscape. These perceptions condition daily life with respect to the usage of 
space—by dictating preferred routes through the landscape, assigning meaning to 
networks of daily movement and practice, and linking places to memories through social 
interaction (Merrifield 1993: 524).  Because social life arises from repeated embodied 
practice, and space and the landscape have an active impact on the generation of meaning 
and understanding through practice, “spatial practices in fact secretly structure the 
determining conditions of social life” (de Certeau 1984: 96). 
Spatial practices were also important to the process of creating and replicating 
competing systems of heterodox and orthodox practice in 19th-century Boston because a 
shared sense of space played an integral part in creating a shared, “taken-for-granted” 
understanding of the landscape. In controlling and reproducing the interplay between 
routine practices and “common-sense” rules and rationalizations of spaces, spatial 
practices “structure daily life and a broader urban reality and, in doing so, ensure social 
cohesion, continuity and a specific spatial competence” (Merrifield 1993: 524). Shared 
social perceptions and ideologies are an important part of Bourdieu’s doxa, and 
contribute to the sense of familiarity at the center of Giddens’ idea of ontological security 
(Bourdieu 1977: 78-79, Giddens 1984: xxiii). 
Creating the urban landscape through social, spatial practice involves constructing 
places that both embody shared cultural ideas about space and combine the physical 
landscape with people, perceptions, and expectations of spaces that are part of lived 
experience. Lefebvre calls the conceptualized spaces representations of space, 
embodying abstract ideas about what space is, what it is capable of, and the proper ways 
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in which to engage it. Representations of space are designed and created by those who 
use their cultural capital to claim specialized knowledge about the proper uses of space: 
architects, planners, and engineers. Because these individuals typically are members of 
the social and cultural elite, spaces of representation can be thought of as the articulation 
of the dominant discourses of space in a given society (Simonsen 2005: 7). 
Change visited every aspect of the built environment of 19th-century cities, and 
“alterations in the physical character of the streets, commercial districts… and residential 
neighborhoods…were directly linked to changes in the kinds of activities that transpired 
in these public spaces, as well as to a larger redefinition of the character of public and 
private life” (Kasson 1990: 4). Altering the physical landscape influenced the enactment 
of embodied social practice—including spatial practice—by controlling the forms and 
layout of the spaces in which it was enacted, restricting physical movements and 
practices, while also affecting choices to adopt and enact certain practices by impacting 
the sensory experience of inhabiting the landscape. Changing and controlling the physical 
landscape was also an attempt to change and control the meanings and memories 
associated with the spaces and places in the landscape. Meanings and memories are tied 
to places, forms, and features in the landscape, which can be actualized by perceiving 
material remains, possessing a knowledgeable understanding of the history of the 
landscape, or through social practice and inhabitation in the landscape (Holtorf and 
Williams 2006: 235). Because the interplay between the physical body and external space 
creates an understanding of both, changing the external space changes the meaning of the 
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physical body and external space as it changes how the actor senses and perceives their 
body and practice (Simonsen 2005: 4).   
Reading the landscape and social identification 
The inhabitants of 19th-century cities felt anxiety about the inadequacy of their 
existing practices and structures most acutely as they pertained to social interaction in the 
urban landscape. Part of the reason social interactions were so concerning to so many was 
the fact that, in a crowded city where most people of all classes moved around by 
walking, they were inescapable. Adding to the anxiety was their inherent social 
uncertainty. According to Goffman’s theory of symbolic interactionism, successful social 
interactions are predicated on knowing what social practices are appropriate based on the 
relative social rank of those interacting. The anonymity afforded individuals by the urban 
contract raises the possibility of incorrect social practice, leaving the social actor open to 
loss of face and lowering of their own social status. To protect self- and social identities, 
already fragile from their construction in conditions that do not closely resemble those in 
which habitus was formed, urban landscapes required the development of social 
strategies to mitigate these potential threats.  
In the minds of many, the inability to make sense of the noisy, chaotic, unfamiliar 
spaces of the urban landscape became conflated with the inability to discern the social 
identities and status of the individuals who inhabited those spaces (Upton 2008: 103). 
People inhabiting urban landscapes began to consider the ability to learn “the language of 
the modern city and to read it as text…[as] essential to a full and meaningful urban life”  
(Kasson 1990: 70). Without an ability to read the city’s landscape and its inhabitants, one 
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was doomed to remain an uncomprehending stranger, baffled by the city’s signs and 
unable to understand others or represent oneself (Kasson 1990: 70). Importantly, the 
means to achieve the ability to read the city as text was not to gain accurate knowledge 
about the unfamiliar places and people inhabiting them, but instead to assign its elements 
meanings and identities that were easily identified, fit into one’s preconceived notions, 
and conformed to habitual dispositions.  
The pressures of life in a commercial metropolis seemed to erase the individual 
attributes that had formerly made people identifiable (Kasson 1990: 80). Gone were the 
traditional practices by which individuals defined themselves and recognized one 
another—practices like bowing, cap doffing, and making way in public places—and in 
their place were systems of practice “as disturbing and difficult to decipher as the larger 
urban process of which they were part” (Kasson 1990: 82). Those who watched the 
growing, increasingly disparate crowds on antebellum streets wanted to know who they 
were, and how they fitted into the city’s social, economic, and cultural landscape (Upton 
2008: 101).  
In order to present social status and identity in ways could be quickly identified 
and difficult to counterfeit, the presentation of self and the assessment of others 
increasingly emphasized performance and display incorporating embodied practice and 
material culture (Upton 2008: 2). Identity was made external and therefore more easily 
identifiable to the passer-by, through stylized ways of moving and posturing one’s body, 
manners of speech, and the wearing of certain clothing and accessories (Upton 2008: 87). 
Social interaction changed to emphasize public observation and display to a degree 
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unthinkable a generation before. Offering one’s self to scrutiny, not just to one’s peers 
but to the undifferentiated mass of humanity occupying the city’s public spaces, was one 
of the most significant adjustments to social life and practice in the 19th-century city 
(Kasson 1990: 112).These social interactions in the landscape also contributed to the 
construction of identities, because “we anchor selfhood in our own and other’s presence 
in the landscape and in its presence to us” (Upton 2008: 14; emphasis in original). 
Nevertheless, the ability to detect the identity and social status of others came to 
be regarded as necessary skills for urban living. Etiquette advisers, who conducted a 
booming trade in the 19th century, coached their readers to cultivate the practice of urban 
detection in whatever social situation they found themselves: on the street, in omnibuses 
and other public conveyances, as well as in social gatherings (Kasson 1990: 96-98). 
Novel practices of social performance and observation were encouraged by the layout of 
newly created public places. The broader streets and vistas of Boston’s landscape allowed 
for more people, and increased their visibility and encouraged them to engage in display 
and performance. It was on the city squares and sidewalks where Bostonians would learn 
the cosmopolitan skills of discerning differences (Ryan 1997: 14). According to a period 
etiquette guide, “persons on the street attract the attention of every passer-by by their 
dress, their conduct, and the manner of walking. Some critics say that character may be 
read by any of those as readily as by the features on the face” (Kasson 1990: 98).  
Successful social detection was facilitated by ignoring the complexity and nuance 
of the kaleidoscopic urban population, and instead focusing on classifying people into 
manageable categories, based on the practices, clothing and personal adornment, and 
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accents that could be seen and heard in the streets. This process tamed the complexity of 
the urban landscape by assigning its denizens to a limited number of generic, 
stereotypical characters (Upton 2008: 103). Perception sorted the street population by 
region, nationality, class, racial, and gender lines, drawing from a catalog of social 
differences that was given quotidian definition in the street (Ryan 1997: 50). By 
classifying the city’s residents into archetypes and associating each archetype with 
particular modes of adornment and embodied practices, “the sights and sounds of 
everyday public life projected silhouettes of social differences onto the city streets” 
(Ryan 1997: 49).  
Republican spatial imagination 
If the key for Boston’s elites to understand the city’s residents was to recreate and 
reorder their social identities and relationships, the key to understanding the urban 
landscape was to similarly re-conceive and simplify the proper organization and uses of 
urban space. Dell Upton, in his study of federal period urban landscapes, describes this 
social sense of the possibilities afforded by the arrangement of physical spaces as the 
spatial imagination. He describes the spatial imagination as an attempt to order and unify 
spatial and social phenomena that were only “partially alike” by translating non-spatial 
goals and categories into spatial terms, combining “physical and nonphysical attributes 
into a kind of Platonic space that ordered and unified all connections, all relationships, 
and all hierarchies at once” (Upton 2008: 123). This spatial imagination was created and 
perpetuated throughout society as part of the social creation of space, as outlined by 
Lefebvre (Simonsen 2005: 6). The spatial imagination functions similarly to 
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representations of space, creating the sense of what is possible in a space and what effects 
space can have on all aspects of human experience.  
Upton contends that there was a specific spatial imagination at work as cities were 
reorganized and reconstructed in the first part of the 19th century, a republican spatial 
imagination “infused with and promoting the necessary physical, intellectual, moral, and 
economic aspects of republican society” (Upton 2008: 134). The attributes of republican 
space were transparency, the openness of the landscape to examination and understanding 
by all observers, classification, the organized representation of relationships, and 
articulation, the sense that social change and improvement were possible if people 
undertook the proper steps and engaged in the proper practices (Upton 2008: 134). By 
shaping the landscape and the practices in the landscape in a way that encouraged the 
development of these attributes, the spaces of the city would be open to scrutiny, 
understanding, and control. 
It is also clear from how Upton discusses the process of transcribing a republican 
spatial imagination onto the urban landscape that it was a strategic practice, undertaken 
by society’s elites in order to shape the city according to their own agenda. He contends 
that republican spatial imagination “appealed most vividly to the mercantile elite, and it 
was continually challenged by the spatial and social practices of other segments of the 
urban population.” He conflates this process with the totalizing goals of strategic practice 
when he described how “those who shared it were impelled to reform and reorganize both 
cityscapes and society into a single, centralized, rational order—a systematic landscape” 
(Upton 2008: 124). Part and parcel of the strategic practice of reconstructing Boston’s 
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urban landscape was inculcating in its inhabitants republican spatial imagination through 
the construction of new spaces whose forms and meanings encouraged the enactment of 
spatial and social practices that resulted in the creation of new space and new, republican 
habitus.   
The quintessential element of republican spatial imagination was the introduction 
and propagation of the orthogonal grid onto the urban landscape. Because the orderly 
geometry of the grid appealed to the values espoused in Enlightenment thought, gridded 
street layouts were considered in the early 19th century to create an “inherently 
salubrious and comfortable urban order” from which emanated virtue and commerce 
(Upton 2008: 119, 137). Boston’s elites sought to perpetuate the orderly, deferential 
social relationships among the city’s inhabitants, and thought the introduction of the grid 
would make an orderly society easier to maintain. Another reason to adopt gridded streets 
was that it created spaces that encouraged public display and detection. As Upton 
describes it, “the grid permits easy classification because every part is clearly 
distinguished from every other part. Indeed, separation and classification, almost 
invariably paired, were the ubiquitous watchwords of early republican space and society” 
(Upton 2008: 136). Row houses and gridded streets were Boston’s model form for the 
urban landscape beginning in 1793 and continuing for the next eighty years (Warner 
1978: 135). 
Separation and classification were the impetus behind another expression of 
republican spatial imagination: the construction of differentiated spaces within Boston’s 
urban landscape. In contrast to the city’s colonial era landscape—in which residents of 
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different social classes, as well as commercial and industrial activity, were spread 
relatively heterogeneously across the urban landscape—Boston in the 19th century was 
gradually reconstructed so that each space in the landscape would be more distinct, 
designed for one particular social group and one specific type of practice. In this 
idealized landscape, the economic and social elites live in one area, while the middle and 
working classes live in their own respective neighborhoods. Commercial activity, 
business and finance, and manufacturing are segregated as well (Deutsch 2000: 8). This 
strategic practice of re-ordering of the urban landscape was an effort to control the social 
lives and relationships of the city’s inhabitants by assigning them distinct identities based 
on cultural stereotypes, and then shape the landscape so each “type” of person had a place 
in which they belonged. 
Differentiating the landscape encourages certain practices and discourages others, 
and influences the spatial practices that create a sense of what the possibilities of the 
landscape are and what practices are appropriate for certain spaces and places. Dividing 
space into discrete zones encourages surveillance and control because it “makes possible 
a panoptic practice proceeding from a place whence the eye can transform foreign forces 
into objects that can be observed and measured, and thus control and ‘include’ them 
within its scope of vision” (de Certeau 1984: 36). Controlling what practices are 
“allowed” or “proper” in a space makes it easier to identify those who inhabit these 
spaces “incorrectly” and therefore do not belong and makes it easier to police the 
segregation of social classes in the urban landscape. By encouraging people to engage in 
only certain practices in certain environments and conditions, eventually people’s 
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systems of practice will diverge according to their relationship to the spaces in question. 
When different groups have differing relationships to spaces in the landscape, they will 
develop and enact different embodied practices in that landscape, eventually leading to 
different systems of practice, creating divergent senses of identity, space, and habitus. 
Segregating the urban landscape by social class reduces the familiarity between 
different groups while also reducing the people’s familiarity with spaces within that 
landscape in which they are encouraged to think they do not “belong.” Whereas a 
heterogeneous urban landscape encourages empathy among individuals and groups and 
makes perceiving and interacting with different types of people part of the every-day 
practice that constructs one’s social world, reducing the frequency of interaction and 
removing it from the category of routine experience makes people less familiar, and 
therefore  less intelligible to each other. It transforms certain people from an ordinary part 
of everyday life into an existential threat to social stability and ontological security 
(Giddens 1979: 128). Not being personally familiar with something also makes it more 
likely to understand prejudice and misinformation as fact, contributing to the construction 
and assignation of stereotypical attributes to individuals, groups, and places within the 
landscape. 
The strategic re-construction of Boston’s 19th-century landscape 
Residential development 
Boston’s elites, engaging in the strategic practice of landscape creation, used their 
resources in a variety of ways. One example was the alterations to Boston’s established, 
heterogeneous residential patterns through the practice of real-estate development. New 
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or rebuilt residential developments were typically segregated by social and economic 
class and featured a built environment that incorporated the principles of republican 
spatial imagination, protecting the social and cultural prerogatives of those engaging in 
the development. Private developers—supported by government officials—constructed 
spaces and residential structures with the twofold intention of making a profit and 
encouraging, through the form of the landscape and the symbolic messages it carried, the 
social practices and cultural attitudes that would reproduce a social world that more 
closely fit their strategic goals. These spaces were all designed by architects and city 
planners, who used their cultural capital to claim possession of superior, “professional” 
knowledge about urban landscapes—in the manner  described by de Certeau and 
Lefebvre in their discussions of strategically created space and representations of space, 
respectively. These neighborhoods were designed to appeal to the upper and upper-
middle classes’ social and cultural emphasis on order, gentility, and morality through an 
urban landscape unlike the crowded, unorganized, multi-vocal, and undifferentiated 
landscape of the central waterfront and the North End. 
Much of this new development incorporated the creation of new urban spaces 
through landmaking. Landmaking, or landfilling, is the process of creating dry, solid land 
where none previously existed, typically by dumping dirt, gravel, or other sediment in 
areas of shallow water. Boston had a long history of landmaking. When, as a result of the 
constrained topography of the Shawmut peninsula, the supply of useable land was 
exhausted around the turn of the 19th century, public/private development corporations 
created new land by filling in the shallow tidal flats that surrounded their city on all sides 
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(Seasholes 2003: 3). Spaces made through landfilling were ideal for the strategic 
construction of urban spaces, because they had no history of occupation and therefore—
unlike the rest of Boston’s urban landscape—did not already contain a palimpsest of 
personal and social memories. The new land provided a blank slate onto which Boston’s 
elites could etch spaces designed to influence the creation new memories and impart new 
experiences. 
The increased concentration of wealth in the hands of a relative few, the result of 
the successes of the China Trade and early industrial development, accelerated the use of 
material culture as a status marker (Cheny et al. 1983: 16). As Richard Bushman explains 
in his Refinement of America (1992: 239), “the nineteenth-century gentry and people with 
newly acquired wealth were as determined to present themselves as refined members of 
polite society as their eighteenth-century predecessors, and as before, the great house was 
the most forthright statement of a person’s cultural condition.” Membership in polite 
society meant demonstrating that one was conversant in the rules and language of 
refinement, and in the case of housing that meant moving away from the vernacular, rural 
style of colonial Boston and emulating instead the town house fashions of Georgian 
London (Warner 1978: 134). These houses were intended to act as signifiers, not just of 
the wealth and distinction of their owners, but of the resources and good taste of the 
people who could afford to live near them. As a system of symbolic communication, 
architecture increased solidarity between people who were conversant in the system by 
reinforcing a sense of mutual understanding and intelligibility. While elaborate housing 
had always conveyed a message of distinction and refinement in Boston’s urban 
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landscape, the deployment of housing to communicate social status through such criteria 
as location, form, and decoration was a new social practice that created new urban spaces 
for new social relationships.  
Boston’s elites were the first to seek new neighborhoods, leaving the traditional 
centers of wealth and power near the waterfront and building new houses and 
neighborhoods in Boston’s developing West End, South End, and Beacon Hill. Following 
landfilling along Washington Street in the first quarter of the century, residential 
development in what would become the South End continued with the filling of a portion 
of the South Bay in the 1820s (creating today’s Bay Village neighborhood), the filling of 
the South Cove beginning in the 1833, and the filling of the remainder of the South Bay 
in the 1840s (Hughes 1998; Seasholes 2003: 245, 261). The South End was intended to 
be an elite residential space and its streetscape resembled Georgian London, broken up 
with fenced-in gardens and small parks intended for the leisurely enjoyment of local 
residents. The South End, however, never became as fashionable a space as the West End 
and Beacon Hill, and for most of the 19th century it was more popular as a destination for 
Boston’s growing middle class.  
Residential and land-use patterns in and near the North End changed in this period 
as well. The filling of the Mill Pond, originally a cove located between the North and 
West Ends of the Shawmut peninsula, began in 1807 and continued uninterrupted until 
1828 (Seasholes 2003: 76-92). The developers of the filled-in Mill Pond intended the new 
land to be used for middle-class housing, but with the exception of its eastern and western 
edges most of the area contained a mixture of commercial, industrial, and residential 
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buildings reminiscent of Boston’s colonial waterfront. In the North End itself, active 
residential development belied its reputation as a neighborhood undergoing a steep 
decline, at least in the first half of the 19th century, with extensive developments of 
reputable, fashionable middle-class row housing replacing many of the colonial-era 
mansions (Meyer 1986: 458). For the first four decades of the 19th century, only the 
housing on the edges of the North End waterfront catered to working class individuals 
and families in search of the cheapest rent possible close to work. 
The naming of Endicott Street, part of the eastern edge of the Mill Pond 
development, and the location of the 27-29 Endicott street site, provides an interesting 
example of how memory and meaning were manipulated in the construction of the 
landscape. Endicott Street was originally named Pond Street, harkening back to its former 
landscape. The street was renamed Endicott in 1831. Instead of evoking the landscape’s 
history as a natural feature or a center of industrial production, popular sentiment of the 
day sought to associate the space conceptually with Boston’s celebrated Anglo-Saxon 
past by naming the street after the Puritan founding father and former colonial governor 
John Endicott. De Certeau also points out that names are one of the tools used to reduce 
the anxiety and fear caused by the chaotic conditions of the urban landscape (de Certeau 
1984: 104). Forming a connection to Boston’s past might have been intended as a 
reassurance to long-time North Enders or, as Endicott was also famously intolerant of 
religious dissenters, to serve as a message to the mostly Irish immigrants who were 
beginning to congregate on Endicott around the near-by St. Mary’s Catholic Church 
(Goldfeld 2007: 100).  
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The Back Bay 
The most significant landmaking and residential development project undertaken 
in Boston during the 19th century, and the one that most clearly illustrates how new 
urban spaces were constructed to influence social practices and values, was Boston’s 
Back Bay. A failed industrial development scheme concocted in the 1810s left the large 
tidal salt marsh west of downtown Boston a serious public health problem. A city 
commission to study the environmental effects of damming the Back Bay issued a report 
in 1849 as damning as it was colorful 
The Back Bay at this hour is nothing less than a great cesspool, into which 
is daily deposited all the filth of a large and constantly increasing 
population…. A greenish scum, many yards wide, stretches along the 
shores of the basin as far as the [Mill Dam], whilst the surface of the water 
is seen bubbling like a cauldron whilst the noxious gasses that are 
exploding from the corrupting mass below…. Daily accumulations of the 
decaying and offensive animal and vegetable substances… if not abated… 
must, within a point of malignity that shall create and propagate disease of 
a general and fatal character…. Every west wind sends its pestilential 
exhalations across the entire city (Seasholes 2003: 172). 
By 1852 concerns about the effect of the Back Bay on public health, combined with 
severe overcrowding resulting from lack of land available for new housing, led the 
Commonwealth to recommend that the Back Bay be filled in to make new land for 
residential development. Filling of the Back Bay began in 1858, and the work would 
continue uninterrupted until 1894.  
The creation of the Back Bay neighborhood was the result of strategic practice. 
Boston’s growing Irish Catholic population and its struggle to achieve social acceptance 
and political power filled many long-time residents with deep apprehension. The elites 
governing Boston were eager to prevent an exodus of prominent and wealthy Protestant 
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families to newly formed suburban communities (Puelo 2010: 88). Creating the Back Bay 
was an opportunity to construct a strategic space for the city’s elites, where they could 
consolidate their resources, manage the rapid pace of change in the city, and execute their 
plans to perpetuate their social and cultural dominance for the long term. The location of 
the home base is a key part of de Certeau’s notion of strategic practice, and the Back 
Bay’s location was close enough to the financial and business center of Boston for its 
residents to exercise their control over their interests, but distant enough and distinct 
enough to maintain social separation (Domosh 1990: 274).  
The Back Bay was designed to be a symbol of how the city’s elites viewed the 
city and their status and role within it. The landscape was designed by architect Arthur 
Gilman according to the French Extensionist planning used in Napoleon III’s redesign of 
Paris, a nod to the cultural ties that Boston’s elites felt they had with European culture 
and society. The space of the Back Bay symbolized the progressive optimism of Boston’s 
upper classes during their zenith in the mid-19th century, and their desire to place their 
city among the world’s greatest (Bunting 1967: 14). In contrast to the older parts of 
Boston, particularly the North End, where centuries of history and unplanned 
construction had created symbolic and social meanings that the city’s elites could not 
control, the Back Bay was to be a planned residential district under public control, 
designed to embody a concept of urbanity and space that was rational, orderly, 
homogeneous and anti-commercial (Domosh 1990: 275). The rectilinear grid street 
system was a reflection of republican spatial imagination, and the grandeur of 
Commonwealth Avenue symbolized elite control over this new urban landscape (Domosh 
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1996: 117). The prevalence of trees and green spaces was a symbolic connection to the 
countryside and the 19th-century idealization of rural areas as more ordered and moral 
than urban landscapes (Bunting 1967: 67). The symbolism of the Back Bay’s design 
would have clearly communicated what the neighborhood’s residents thought of their 
city, themselves, and their place at the pinnacle of Bostonian society and culture 
The form of the Back Bay’s landscape dictated the embodiment of social 
relationships in other ways as well. The blocks of the Back Bay were bisected by sixteen 
foot wide alleyways. The alleys were wide enough to accommodate commercial wagons, 
and in the mornings they were full of vehicles, vendors, and household staffs arranging 
the purchase of the day’s provisions. The service buildings and servants’ entrances were 
likewise located in the rear of the structures, not visible from the main streets. The Back 
Bay’s designers controlled practice and perception in the urban space by exiling the 
vulgar yet necessary quotidian practices of daily life—and the working class individuals 
who engaged in those practices on their behalf—to invisible “back-stage” spaces in the 
landscape, enacting the social relationship of difference through practice and sending a 
clear message about the relationship between the elite class and those they employed 
(Bunting 1967: 136). 
Whereas the Back Bay’s layout was bold and outward looking, reflecting the 
cultural zeitgeist of the 1850s, an increasingly conservative and self-absorbed worldview 
can be seen in the residential architecture that was actually constructed in the Back Bay 
during the 1860s, 1870s and 1880s. The revival of Georgian architecture in the 1870s 
implied a preference for the past over the present, and the self-identification of Boston’s 
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Brahmins with their ancestors. The architecture was also remarkably uniform. As 
architectural historian Bambridge Bunting points out, “Compared to the energetic but 
sometimes splendid monstrosities produced by Victorian builders in other parts of 
America during the last half of the century, the architecture of polite Boston is 
remarkably discreet. Among the fifteen hundred houses constructed in the Back Bay 
district, there are not more than a half a dozen ‘shockers’” (1967: 19). The elites of 
Boston were a self-contained group that valued uniformity and disdained conspicuous 
consumption, and as such had no desire to seek attention by conveying messages of 
individuality in their housing (Domosh 1990: 276).  
In addition, the public spaces of the Back Bay acted as material expression for 
group representation, an arena for displaying civic power and wealth, as well as 
demonstrating and reinforcing cultural and social intelligibility. Promenading was a ritual 
social practice developed among 19th-century urban elites, a perambulation in public in 
order to see and be seen by the other members of their social class (Upton 2008: 236). 
With its tree-lined boulevard and geographical separation from other social classes, 
Commonwealth Avenue was designed as a venue for this kind of promenade, replacing 
Boston’s traditional social parade ground in the Boston Common. This was the creation 
and design of a space in the landscape to encourage a social practice that shaped social 
relationships and identities. The ritual nature of the practice—communal engagement in 
embodied movement at the same time in the same place—encouraged a sense of 
community and shared values, while the performative and speculative aspects of the 
promenade—displaying personal adornment to construct and send social messages about 
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identity, the mass observation of other members of the social group to detect any 
deviations from what was “proper”—reinforced elite control over the creation and 
expression of identity and practice. The embodied experience of moving through the 
Back Bay reinforced the message about social relationships captured in the built 
environment. The uniformity of style and shape of the brownstones lining the avenue 
encourages the observer to perceive them as a unit, and not as individual structures. The 
urban landscape of the Back Bay encapsulated the identity of Boston’s elite as a cohesive 
and naturalized social group, and emphasized its distinction from their fellow Bostonians. 
Commercial development 
Differentiating the spaces in the urban landscape meant that certain areas of the 
city would have to be given primarily over to economic activities, not only retail and 
maritime commercial activity, but also the office work and industrial manufacture that 
became a larger and larger part of the city’s economy over the course of the 19th century. 
As the landscape became more differentiated, Boston’s waterfront and inner-city became 
more and more devoted to commercial and industrial activity as Boston’s mercantile 
activity reached its zenith in the 1830s, followed by significant industrial activity by 
1850. Reconstructing the urban landscape of the waterfront meant replacing old 
infrastructure with new facilities more appropriate to Boston’s booming demand.  
The most significant alteration of Boston’s commercial landscape was the filling 
of the Town Dock and the creation of a new Public Market undertaken by reformist 
Mayor Josiah Quincy. By the first decade of the 19th century the Town Dock, the 
unofficial center of the waterfront and the town’s market, was an open sewer, and the 
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combination of people and goods in the overcrowded market area created a massive 
aesthetic and sanitary problem (O’Connor 1991: 91). Josiah Quincy made the 
construction of a new market a priority after his election in 1822, and by 1826 the project 
had filled in the dock and replaced it with a long granite Greek Revival style central 
market house, two blocks of brick storehouses with granite facades, and six new 
surrounding streets (Seasholes 2003: 52). Eventually called Quincy Market, this space 
remains an active commercial area to the present day.  
The changes in the retail and shopping geography of Boston in the 19th century 
were part of the same reorganization and differentiation process as the changes in the 
residential landscape. Traditionally, retail in Boston had been mixed into the built 
environment, part of the heterogeneity that characterized the landscape. Landfilling on 
both sides of Washington Street between 1820 and 1840 created new land for commercial 
development convenient to the new residential areas of the South End and Beacon Hill, 
and by 1865 Boston’s main retail district stretched down Washington Street (Domosh 
1990: 274). The shopping districts created in 19th century Boston were more than 
economic features. They were spaces of representation, designed to expresses certain 
ideas about the proper use of the space and to encourage the adoption of gestural systems 
in order to ingrain this understanding of space into the psyche of city dwellers. 
Throughout the 18th century, most merchandise and products were purchased 
either directly from the artisan manufacturer in a combined home, workshop, and 
salesroom, or from a dry-goods merchant who sold everything from basic staples to 
luxury items. At the same time that Boston’s central shopping district was forming, 
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merchants began changing what they sold and how they sold it. Stores specialized in one 
category of product, and goods for sale were organized according to a grid on shelves and 
in built-in cubbyholes, and displayed attractively on displays and in shop windows. Sales 
clerks also began to act more like servants, flattering the customer and encouraging in 
them a genteel self-image (Upton 2008: 149-151). Outdoor advertising began to dominate 
the visual environment of shopping districts, as merchants sought to stimulate demand 
and attract customers away from competing establishments. By the 1830s urban dry-
goods merchants constructed increasingly architecturally extravagant stores and adopting 
more aggressive and servile sales techniques (Upton 2008: 177). 
This change in commercial spaces was also inspired by new practices in urban 
transportation. With the rise of the horse-drawn omnibus and the streetcar beginning in 
the 1840s, shop owners were concerned about the reduction in foot traffic as people 
walked to and from urban destinations less often. They were also concerned that 
passengers in street-cars traveled too fast to see their wares and were unlikely to jump off 
the car to make a purchase. Part of the impetus to create a differentiated retail space was 
to make it a destination, making the daily practice of shopping a specialized trip through 
the landscape. Strategically creating clustered shopping districts and making them 
accessible to public transportation encouraged the kind of commercial practice in which 
the customer peruses the goods in the window displays and advertising signage at other 
shops while coming and going from their initial destination—what is today called 
window shopping (Chudacoff 1981: 92).  
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The available evidence of the Boston’s commercial landscape demonstrates the 
development of these trends and practices. Figure 6.1 is a lithograph of the corner of 
Washington and Cornhill streets—located at the beginning of the commercial district—
dating to around 1829. From the multiplicity of stores visible, it is clear that the 
differentiation of commercial establishments is well under way. The gridded, transparent, 
republican presentation of goods is also visible at the Peck & Co. hat warehouse in the 
foreground, both in the display window and in the cubby holes visible through the open 
doorway. The gridded, organized display of goods is even clearer in figure 6.2, an 1852 
lithograph displaying the organized interior of a lace and bonnet store located at 24-26 
Hanover Street. Figure 6.3 is a drawing of storefronts from 268-272 Hanover in the North 
End dating to 1858, in which is seen that merchants have installed display windows and 
attractively showcased their goods to entice consumers. Figure 6.4, an engraving from 
around 1840 showing 5-21 State Street, shows how Boston shopkeepers enthusiastically 
embraced the need for written signage to differentiate their store from the stores of their 
competitors. An early adopter of the trend for elaborate commercial palaces in Boston 
was George Simmons’ Oak Hall, a well-known men’s clothing store that opened in 1842; 
it was located on Ann—later renamed North—Street, near the North End. Figure 6.5 is a 
mid-century depiction of the store’s exterior from a printed flier (Figure 6.5). Through 
architecture, merchants created a symbolic field in which the embodied practice of 
shopping encouraged the actors to associate themselves with a level of material 
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Figure 6.1. Corner of Washington and Cornhill streets ca. 1829 showing 
gridded organization and display of good in shops (Courtesy of Boston 
Public Library, Leslie Jones Collection). 
 
Figure 6.2. Interior of 24-26 Hanover Street, with goods organized and 
displayed in gridded pigeon holes (Gleason’s 16: 244). 
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Figure 6.3. Storefronts with window displays from 268-272 Hanover ca. 
1858 (Courtesy of Boston Athenaeum) 
 
Figure 6.4. 5-21 State Street ca. 1840, festooned with signs for shops and 
businesses (Courtesy of Boston Public Library, Leslie Jones Collection) 
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Figure 6.5. Oak Hall, one of the earliest and most well known commercial “palaces” 
located at 32-34 North Street ca. 1860 (Courtesy of Boston Athaneum). 
 
sophistication and comfort that would be made possible by the consumption of consumer 
goods.  
Gender 
In the 18th century, the economic and social duties of each member of a 
household reflected the structures and neighborhoods in which they lived: multi-purpose 
and heterogeneous. Each man, woman, and child in the family had recognized 
responsibilities in the household economy, which was conducted largely in the same 
spaces and structures as domestic activities, but also outside the home in the literal and 
figurative marketplace. This changed in the first half of the 19th century, as the roles of 
women in the family and society were part of the broader renegotiation of social 
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relationships brought about by the revolution in political and social ideologies that 
produced the American republic, as well as by the continuing development of an 
industrial capitalist economy. As part of this renegotiation, the roles and responsibilities 
of the members of the family altered significantly in the middle-class and elite culture. 
Women in particular saw their role and status in society change in ways that were often 
ambiguous and even contradictory. 
The emerging ideology of “republican womanhood” recognized that the choices 
and actions of women could serve larger social and political purposes, drawing the role of 
women in society in some ways closer to her male counterpart (Kerber 1988: 20). This 
recognition created two primary roles for women to play in republican society. Deemed 
to possess a greater capacity for morality and compassion than men, she was to 
emotionally nurture her husband and raise the children while maintaining a functioning 
household. It was the woman’s responsibility to establish and maintain social ties and 
create and project the family’s reputation for gentility and morality. These newly 
emphasized responsibilities also coincided with new economic opportunities and rights; 
women were increasingly part of the wage-earning workforce, and new laws pertaining to 
property ownership and inheritance made them less legally and financially dependent on 
men (Kerber 1988: 23). There was a degree of socially conservative reaction to these 
changes, however, as historian Linda Kerber points out quoting from historian Suzanne 
Lebsock, “as women acquired new degrees of power and autonomy in the private sphere, 
they were confronted with new forms of subordination in the public sphere” (Kerber 
1988: 24).  
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Part of this attempt to reintegrate newly empowered women into a social 
framework that was intelligible to the habitus of the socially elite and middle-class was 
the gendering of certain work and domestic practices, and the assignment of those 
practices to  separate, designated spaces in the landscape. As Diana Wall (1994: 19) 
describes it,  
the separation of the private home from the commercial workplace is a 
fundamental watershed in the development of modern urban life. It 
marked the end of the integrated family economy and the beginning of the 
family consumer economy for the middle-class urban dwellers, the 
development of the family wage economy for the incipient working class, 
and the beginning of the complete restructuring of the urban real estate 
market. It was also the spatial expression of a redefined set of oppositions 
in American urban culture: man’s sphere and woman’s sphere. 
In this new arrangement, husbands and fathers were responsible for the household’s 
economic welfare, conducted entirely outside the home in a separate business, 
commercial, or manufacturing district. The world of business was now considered an 
amoral space governed by the will of the market, and the male’s role was to act as the 
family’s agent in this world (Wall 1994: 5). Women’s roles, described above, were 
enacted almost entirely inside the home. The expectations for children had changed as 
well. While in colonial times children were expected to help the household economy as 
soon as they were able, by the middle of the 19th century childhood was understood by 
the middle and upper-classes to be a distinct phase of life, requiring the physical and 
emotional nurturing and moral instruction of children—and these could only be supplied 
by their mother, in their home (Wall 1994: 6-7). 
 Access to these differentiated spaces was distinctly gendered. The economic 
spaces in the landscape were considered the man’s sphere, where social relations were 
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structured primarily by the impersonal ties of the marketplace. Middle-class and elite 
women were aggressively denied the right to exist in these male landscapes through 
coordinated social and cultural attempts to drive “respectable” women home (Upton 
2008: 317). Residential neighborhoods, increasingly segregated by economic class, were 
in turn thought to be female spaces, with social relations structured more by the affective 
ties of home life (Wall 1994: 39).  
This is not to say these new social ideologies and relationships were universally 
imposed on women. For many women, the values and practices associated with genteel, 
republican womanhood were useful and sustaining, a familiar link between the older 
patriarchal culture and new middle-class experience (Kerber 1988: 26). From her 
research on the spatial and social separation of the genders among middle-class and elite 
New Yorkers in the 19th century, Diana Wall concludes that many of the practices 
associated with genteel republican motherhood, the alteration of women’s roles in the 
home, and the development of feminine domestic spaces were adopted before the 
separation of the home and the workplace, suggesting that women were active agents in 
the redefinition of gender and the transformation of the relationship between gender, 
practice, and the landscape (Wall 1994: 151). It is also important to recognize that 
however useful it is to conceive of changes in gender identities and relationships in terms 
of separate spaces or “spheres” for men and women, this way of thinking is not 
necessarily applicable for women of different class, ethnic, or racial backgrounds, and 
like all models it imposes a static condition on what was a dynamic process, and 
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potentially obscures the inherently reciprocal relationship between women—individually 
and collectively—and society at large (Kerber 1988: 38). 
Ironically, by associating women with domesticity and with characteristics like 
morality and fragility, middle-class and elite men were denying themselves the right to 
use certain masculine spaces as well. As Upton points out, “domesticity was… a 
gendered ideology: it grounded both women’s and men’s identities”, and “women were 
established as the ideal to which all genteel people, male and female, aspired” (Upton 
2008: 317). When genteel men went into public places, they carried the values of 
domesticity with them, rendering them and their demeanor feminized. Middle and upper 
class male respectability, like women’s, was endangered by the crowds of the poor and 
foreign born who increasingly filled the streets (Upton 2008: 323). As a response, “the 
genteel turned their efforts to creating exclusive, feminized public spaces where the rules 
of home could be enforced,” such as the Back Bay (Upton 2008: 329). 
Transportation 
Finding room to create these spaces presented a problem. Like almost all other 
urban centers in history to that point, Boston at the turn of the 19th century was primarily 
a walking city. A vast majority of people walked to their destinations, and studies 
indicated that historically few people were willing to travel more than 30 or 40 minutes to 
work, shop, or socialize. This limited the size of even the largest cities, which rarely 
extended more than the average person can walk in about a half hour—about two miles 
from the city center (Chudacoff 1981: 74). The size of the urban landscape had to expand 
to facilitate the changes in and differentiation of spaces within Boston’s physical, social, 
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and cultural landscapes. This expansion was made possible by the innovation and 
expansion of Boston’s transportation networks. 
In 1800 the only way to enter or exit Boston was by ship or along the Boston 
Neck; by 1850 there were five bridges and two steamer ferries connecting Boston with 
the surrounding towns and countryside (Puleo 2010: 46). This connectivity encouraged 
new residential and economic development and increased the social connections among 
what had traditionally been distinct communities (Chudacoff 1981: 75). The next 
significant change was the increased functionality and popularity of horse-drawn 
carriages among Boston’s elite, brought about by innovation in design and construction. 
Horse-drawn carriages were also available for hire, and these “hacks” or “cabs” soon 
became an indispensable mode of urban transportation for people who could not afford a 
private carriage but could indulge in cab fare (Chudacoff 1981: 76). A variation on the 
coach-for-hire that became be highly influential in Boston’s urban transit was the horse-
drawn omnibus. The omnibus was essentially an urban stagecoach that made regular 
stops along a specific route at regularly scheduled times. First introduced in New York in 
1829, omnibus lines operated by transit companies operated in Boston by 1835, and by 
1850 the omnibus had become an essential part of Boston’s urban transportation culture 
and a regular presence in the urban landscape, synonymous in the minds of many with 
urban modernity and progress (McShane and Tarr 2011: 60). The growth of the omnibus 
facilitated and popularized embodied practices that became part of people’s daily routine, 
conditioning their habitus to integrate mass transportation into their worldview. The 
omnibus “carried people over a set route for a standard price on a reasonable predictable 
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schedule…. It helped city dwellers develop a ‘riding habit,’ a disposition few had ever 
had before” (Chudacoff 1981: 78-79). 
Despite the impact of the omnibus, the most significant trend in transportation in 
the first half of the 19th century was the introduction and spread of the steam-powered 
railroad. Boston was an early and enthusiastic adopter of rail technology, with Boston 
and Massachusetts the national leaders in railroad travel and commerce by 1850 (Puleo 
2010: 43). Connections to far flung markets encouraged the region’s burgeoning 
manufacturing economy, and also provided passenger service to the nearly one million 
people located near one of the railways that connected directly to Boston. As early as 
1839 railroads were offering to discount or “commute” the fares to workers and 
businessmen who made daily trips between Boston and their homes in surrounding 
communities, and by 1848 as many as one out of every five of Boston’s businesspeople 
“commuted” to work by rail (Puelo 2010: 45-46). 
Building on the changes in daily practice introduced by the carriage and the 
omnibus, the introduction of the horse-drawn street railway after mid-century 
revolutionized transportation in Boston. This system consisted of street cars, not 
dissimilar to omnibus carriages, which ran along steel rails laid into surface streets and 
were pulled by teams of draft horses. Horse-drawn street cars could hold three times as 
many passengers as the omnibus, provided a much more comfortable ride, were easier to 
enter and exit because they were lower to the ground, and the standard 5 cent fare made it 
the first public transportation that most could afford (McShane and Tarr 2011: 64). By 
1860, the street railway system was transporting nearly 6.5 million people a year (Glaab 
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1983: 158). The growth of street railways from Boston into the surrounding communities 
continued to be exponential (Warner 1978: 23).  
The success and expansion of the intra-city transportation network that followed 
the replacement of omnibuses with horse-drawn streetcars greatly increased the degree to 
which the needs of and consequences of the presence of tens of thousands of horses 
dictated the form and function of the urban landscape. Streets were widened and paved 
with granite blocks that helped horses find traction, sidewalks were installed to separate 
out and protect pedestrians from wheeled traffic, and the gridded street layout eliminated 
sharp turns that could topple four-wheeled carriages, omnibuses, or streetcars (McShane 
and Tarr 2011: 34).  
The increasing role of horses in facilitating urban life also increased the need for 
carriage houses and stables, blacksmiths, harness makers, and other related businesses, 
which required that new structures be squeezed into Boston’s already dense built 
environment (Warner 1978: 16). By 1870, Boston had an elaborate horse service 
industry; the city’s boundaries housed 62 carriage dealers, 61 harness manufactures, 29 
hay dealers, and 15 wheelwrights, and more than 367 stables (McShane and Tarr 2011: 
32). Stables, located in every neighborhood in the city but concentrated around the 
waterfront and the city’s railroad terminals, elicited an outsized impact on perceptions of 
the urban landscape because stables were considered an unpopular nuisance, not in the 
least because of the stench associated with horse manure and urine and the alarming 
tendency of stables to catch on fire (McShame and Tarr 2011: 103). Popular opprobrium 
meant that few additional stables were built in the last decades of the 19th-century. By 
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1900 Boston had roughly the same number of stables but more than three times as many 
horses as in 1867, consequently it had 7.8 horses per stable, the most in the country 
(McShane and Tarr 2011: 104). 
One of the unintended consequences of the increased reliance on horse-power and 
the increased density of horses per stable was a negative effect on public health. 
Although diseases were rarely transmitted between horses and people (McShane and Tarr 
2011:154), the volume of horse manure in and around the city streets proved to be an 
ideal breeding ground for bacteria and for organisms to transport that bacteria to humans. 
One example of this phenomenon has been identified and developed by historian Nigel 
Morgan, whose research demonstrates a causal link between the increasing number and 
density of horses in the English town of Preston during the last quarter of the 19th 
century and the town’s unusually high infant mortality rate (Morgan 2002: 121-122). 
Observations by concerned local officials in the first decade of the 20th century in 
Preston noticed a relationship between the seasonal increase in the local housefly 
population and the rate at which Preston infants died of “summer diarrhea”. These local 
officials also came to understand that horse manure provided an ideal environment for the 
gestation of housefly larvae and pupae, and houseflies provided an ideal way for bacteria 
such as E.coli to be transported from manure to human hosts (Morgan 2002: 99-100). 
 Morgan found that both the number of individuals whose occupations were 
reliant on horses for transportation of people and goods and the number of stables and 
other accommodations for horses both increased during the third quarter of the 19th 
century. These accommodations were integrated into an already densely packed built 
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environment, which when combined with the tendency of Preston residents to hoard 
manure as a valuable fertilizer resulted in the presence of fly-breeding manure piles near 
places where food was prepared and stored as well as near residences. The flies from 
these manure piles became a disease vector, which spread bacterial disease through 
landing on the food supply or on the infants themselves, resulting in increased infant 
disease and death (Morgan 2002: 119-126). The increased use of horses to power 
Boston’s intra-city transportation system, and the presence of urban stables like the one 
located on lot 9 of the Endicott block, meant that similar conditions exited in Boston 
during the second half of the 19th-century as well. As discussed in Chapter 4, the 
proximity of the North End to the waterfront and major transportation hubs like 
Haymarket Square corresponded to a higher frequency and more intensive use of stables 
in the neighborhood’s urban landscape, which would have contributed to both a 
perception and reality of poor sanitation and increased morbidity, further differentiating 
that part of the city’s landscape from the spaces associated with and populated by of the 
city’s other social classes.   
The desire to avoid the unpleasant sensory experience and negative health 
consequences of inner-city Boston, in conjunction with increased access to convenient 
and affordable rail travel, contributed to the process of differentiating the spaces in the 
landscape by accelerating geographical separation by economic class. The railroad not 
only gave the upper class the option to retire to their summer estates year round, but the 
advent of commuting by train meant that even middle-class people could work and 
conduct business primarily in Boston while living in smaller, more rural communities 
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(Warner 1978: 17). By the early 1850s middle and working-class people—including non-
Irish immigrants as well as the more well-to-do Irish—followed the lead of elite 
Bostonians and relocated to the surrounding towns and suburbs (Handlin 1959: 95). As 
the street railway network expanded over the following decades, Boston’s Irish began to 
leave the crowded city center and pour into surrounding communities (Handlin 1959: 96). 
Once the expanding street railway system moved middle and working class 
families into surrounding communities and suburbs, they began to demand from their 
new municipalities the same type and level of services that were becoming available in 
Boston: running water; sewer hookups; paved streets; good schools; hospitals; and the 
protection of professional police and firefighting forces. Reluctant to raise the revenue 
necessary to provide these services, cities petitioned to join the city of Boston and put the 
cost to its municipal government (O’Connor 2001: 144). For its part, Boston’s 
government was increasingly anxious about the flight of middle class taxpayers to the 
suburbs, and integrating these middle-class communities back into the city proper held a 
great deal of social and financial appeal for Boston’s political leaders (Puelo 2010: 159). 
The first two towns to vote to request annexation were Roxbury in 1867 and Dorchester 
in 1869. Charlestown, Brighton, and West Roxbury all requested and were granted 
annexation into Boston in 1873. With annexation, Boston’s population exploded from 
about 140,000 in 1865 to 341,000 in 1875.  
Because navigating train stations and stops, waiting for the train, riding on 
carriages and trains were all new experiences for Bostonians, they had to develop new 
embodied practices to physically ride the transportation to the correct destination, while 
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also coming up with social and cultural standards to determine if the practice had been 
enacted correctly. The body was no longer the means by which movement through the 
landscape was achieved; its new role was to act as the means of social navigation and 
interaction with other travelers. The social emphasis on identification and classification 
was also transferred to the new public space of the train car. George Templeton Strong, a 
well-to-do gentleman, described in his diary his companions on his train ride uptown in 
New York City, June 19, 1852. 
Such scalding sashes of sunlight coming in on both sides of the choky, hot 
railroad car, and drawing stale, sickly odors from sweaty Irishmen in their 
shirtsleeves; German Jew shop-boys in white coats, pink faces, and 
waistcoats that looked like virulent prickly heat; fat old women, with dirty 
nosed babies; one sporting man with black whiskers, miraculously crisp 
and curley, and a shirt collar insultingly stiff, who contributed a 
reminiscence of tobacco smoke—the spiritual body of ten thousand bad 
cigars (quoted from Glabb 1983: 106).  
Each archetype is identified by its sensory characteristics, and Strong’s discomfort at 
being confined so close to the bodies of these strangers is almost palpable. 
 The widespread adoption of these rapid modes of transportation inaugurated a 
whole new way of moving through the landscape that fundamentally changed how 
embodied individuals related to space, the built environment, and their fellow travelers. 
Previously, travel between two spaces in or around the urban landscape would have been 
experienced as the gradual, linear process of entering, experiencing, and leaving adjacent 
spaces until you reached your destination. In a differentiated landscape with mass 
transportation, there were spaces with specialized characteristics—such as “home” and 
“work”—and elided interstitial spaces, generic unfamiliar landscapes unintelligible to 
one’s habitus. This encouraged the perception that these interstitial spaces were not 
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connected to normal, every-day experience and were instead populated by outsiders and 
alien practices. The journey to an unfamiliar space and back again also required the 
continuous deployment of the social practices related to identifying people and places, 
the judgment to determine what practices are appropriate in any given space, and the 
embodied enactment of these practices. 
The effect of the strategic re-construction of Boston’s urban landscape on the 
routes and routines people used to move through the city in their daily lives would have 
profoundly affected how people engaged in practice that created the landscape. The 
bodily enactment of routine practice and the physical repetition of routes were incredibly 
important for sustaining and perpetuating a coherent, naturalized, and viable sense of self 
and the external world. Giddens sees routine embodied practice as the mechanism that 
generates ontological security, the sense that everything is happening as it should, which 
keeps the unconscious, potentially crippling anxiety generated by the uncertain nature of 
social life at bay (Giddens 1984: 50). Giddens (1984: 60) also contends that  
we cannot understand the mechanics of personality apart from the routines 
of day-to-day life through which the body passes and which the agent 
produces and reproduces…. Routine is integral both to the continuity of 
the personality of the agent, as he or she moves along the paths of daily 
activities, and to the institutions of society, which are such only through 
their continued reproduction. 
Through the ways routine activity quickly becomes a “taken for granted” and tacitly 
accepted part of social life, Giddens also identifies  routine as having an important effect 
on the reproduction and dissemination of practices, which would be particularly 
significant in a social landscape where systems of practice are competing for orthodoxy 
(Giddens 1979: 218). 
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Slums  
The transition of the North End from respectable, heterogeneous neighborhood 
near Boston’s center of power to a precinct perceived as disreputable, immoral, 
dangerous, unhealthy,  and populated with inscrutable sub-humans located on the fringe 
of landscape and society is the result of the macro-scale strategic practices described 
above taken to the extreme. The North End, as an example of a densely populated urban 
inner-city neighborhood, was the locus for many of the social, economic, and cultural 
changes that Boston’s elites and middle-class found threatening and confusing. The social 
need to quickly identify spaces and people in the urban landscape was felt most in the 
crowded and fluctuating landscapes of urban spaces like this, and it was here that the 
most simplistic and ill-fitting stereotypes were retro-fitted onto the reality of landscape 
and its inhabitants. To encourage the adoption of social practices of detection and 
classification, the perception that the working-class and the immigrant population of 
Boston was so dangerous as to require the development of the ability to “read” the urban 
landscape had to go beyond the level of discourse and enter the realm of embodied 
practice so as to be understood on a habitual, common-sense level. 
The construction of “slum” neighborhoods in Boston profoundly changed not 
only the physical and material urban landscapes, but also social and cultural attitudes of 
many Bostonians towards the city as a whole. While Boston had long drawn its share of 
impoverished individuals and families from elsewhere in New England and beyond, the 
city had never had the kind of residential neighborhoods referred to as “slums”— 
combining a densely settled working-class population with the perception of dilapidated 
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and unsanitary material conditions and rampant immoral behavior. While the living 
conditions in “slums” did have a very real physical and material component related to the 
increase in population density and lack of economic opportunity for its residents, the 
ways in which people thought about the space—the representations of space used to 
justify certain practices and predispositions pertaining to the landscape—were to a large 
degree socially constructed (Mayne 1993: 1). 
Slums were constructions of 19th-century imaginations, particularly among the 
middle classes who were constructing their own identity—emphasizing morality and 
gentility—as an attempt to distinguish themselves from working class urbanites. The 
notion of the slum took the very different spatial and social conditions that existed within 
and between cities around the world and subsumed them under a universal concept of 
material and social degradation (Mayne 1993: 2). Because these depictions relied heavily 
on the common-sense understandings of space and society generated by the shared 
culture and habitus of the 19th-century middle class, the images of depravation and social 
pathology they conjured were more readily comprehensible for much of the population 
than the unfamiliar forms and competing systems of practice that really existed in the 
urban landscape (Mayne 1993: 129). The construction of slums and their inhabitants 
engaged enthusiastically with the creation and projection of stereotypes that characterized 
19th-century social life by drawing clear and absolute borders between the dysfunction of 
poor, immigrant, urban life and the normal, proper, orderly life for which the increasingly 
suburban middle and upper classes ought to strive. Constructing and discoursing about 
slums was a strategic practice to disseminate an ideology that held certain social values 
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and practices as the only antidote to the poison of diversity and change that characterized 
the 19th-century urban experience (Mayne 1993: 10). Part of this ideology was the denial 
that the difficult choices working class people faced in dealing with the social and 
material challenges of the 19th-century city were shared by other times, places, and 
populations (the problems presented by alcoholism were prevalent in rural communities 
as well, for example). This ideology also obligated those who shared it to make an effort 
to mitigate the symptoms and root out the causes of urban poverty. As Christine Stansell 
(1986: 197) describes it,  
although the problems of the streets—the fights, the crowds, the crime, the 
children—were nothing new, the “problem” itself represented altered 
bourgeois perceptions and a broadened political initiative. An area of 
social life that had been taken for granted, an accepted feature of city life, 
became visible, subject to scrutiny and intervention. 
Part of the construction of a slum landscape was associating certain spaces and 
neighborhoods with immoral values and practices. This contributed to the “Othering” of 
their inhabitants, justified the degraded material conditions of the landscape and the daily 
lives of slum dwellers through the principle of moral materialism, and strategically 
provided middle-class and elite members of society with a place to engage in immoral 
acts outside of the “moral” spaces they had constructed for themselves. The story of how 
the North End became an immoral space begins towards the end of the 18th century, 
when there was a general loosening of social controls and sexual mores in Boston. This 
included toleration of drinking in bars, saloons and, groceries—which in addition to 
selling food and supplies also sold inexpensive liquor by the drink and were well known 
as raucous hangouts for working class men. Dance halls and bawdy houses—public 
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places where people could drink, dance, sometimes gamble, and acquire the services of 
sex workers—also became more popular and more prevalent. The section of the West 
End adjacent to Beacon Hill became known as “Mt. Whoredom” on account of its many 
bawdyhouses, and as many as half the stores in the area were groceries selling liquor 
(Hobson 1987: 14). The West End and the North End were beginning to be associated 
with immorality and crime and became spaces of physical and moral danger (Hobson 
1987:12-15).  
Because of its location so close to the still developing Beacon Hill, the West End 
as an immoral space was problematic for the elites who had a large amount of social and 
economic capital invested in constructing Beacon Hill as an elite space whose physical 
forms and socio-cultural values were to be tightly under their control. Mayor Josiah 
Quincy used the resources at his disposal to reorder the morality of the urban landscape. 
The 1820s saw a series of unprecedented raids of bawdy houses and arrests of sex 
workers and their clients. Prostitution cases per capita would never be higher in Boston 
than in the mid-1820s (Hobson 1987: 18). Yet, while vice was vigorously hounded out of 
the West End, no serious attempts were made to remove it from its place in the landscape 
of the North End. Quincy and Boston’s constabulary sought only to contain vice in a 
space of their choosing and by means under their control. 
The selective nature of this crusade against vice further incensed those already 
agitated by the presence of public immorality in the neighborhood they called home. 
During the summer of 1825, a week of simmering disorder in the North End culminated 
in a series of attacks against two well-known brothels that became known as the 
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Bawdyhouse Riots. On the evening of July 22, an angry mob surrounded a brothel called 
the Bee Hive on Prince Street and burned it to the ground. On July 24 they tried to 
replicate the feat at the Tin Pot on Ann Street, and were barely thwarted by the efforts of 
police (Savage 1865: 64). Twelve of the rioters were arrested, and proved to be residents 
of the neighborhood who had significant enough financial resources to pay bail and hire 
lawyers. The rioters styled themselves the moral police of their neighborhood, and 
claimed they were attempting to remove the offending elements from their landscape 
(Hobson 1987: 24). Regardless of their motivations, the arrested rioters were prosecuted 
and publicly castigated in the Boston press (Cheney et al. 1983: 61). Those who 
controlled social and cultural resources in Boston punished those who attempted to create 
spaces and control practice in the landscape in disregard to the elites’ strategic 
prerogative. By simultaneously raiding the West End bawdyhouses located steps from 
upper-class Beacon Hill while tacitly permitting the operation of prostitution in the 
increasingly working class neighborhood of the North End, “the municipal campaign 
against vice on Boston in the early decades of the 19th century was beginning the process 
of demarcating the social landscape of American cities. It pushed sex commerce to the 
fringes of the cityscape, both geographically and in relation to other legitimate businesses 
or respectable neighborhoods” (Hobson 1987: 24).  
The other aspect of slum landscapes is that they are characterized as physically 
and materially chaotic, degraded, and unhealthy. This reputation was exaggerated, but 
had grounding in the material and sanitary conditions of the built environment. After 
1840 the rate of new arrivals overwhelmed the spare capacity for working class housing 
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(Handlin 1959: 89). Free-standing wooden structures and brick rowhouses, constructed 
for middle and upper class residents in the 18th century, were repeatedly sub-divided, 
including the attics and cellars. As demand for housing rose, so too did rental rates, 
creating the perverse situation whereby the North End had some of the city’s highest 
rents per square foot. This meant that to keep their monthly costs manageable, renters 
increasingly had to share space with multiple tenants. Boston’s Ward 2—which at the 
time covered the eastern half of the North End, adjacent to the waterfront—averaged 
17.79 inhabitants per house in 1845 (Todisco 1976: 21).  
In Chapter 4 I presented evidence from the number of residents per structure on 
the Endicott block and North Square that demonstrated that housing in the North End was 
overcrowded, some extremely so. Confirmation that this overcrowding lead to sanitary 
conditions in working-class rental housing that were dangerously inadequate can be seen 
from the frequency of early death and epidemic disease in Boston’s most densely 
populated neighborhoods. Of the 700 people who died of a massive cholera outbreak in 
the summer of 1849, 80 per cent of the victims were immigrants and 75 per cent of those 
were recently arrived from Ireland (Puelo 2010: 73). Diseases like tuberculosis also 
thrived in these conditions, causing 4.57 deaths per thousand people in 1855. The overall 
mortality rate among the Irish people who typically inhabited inner-city neighborhoods in 
America was 3.29 percent in 1850, a shocking full point higher than the rate for native 
born Americans at that time. An Irish immigrant who arrived in Boston during this period 
lived on average only 14 years (Handlin 1959: 114-117). Perhaps most tragically, during 
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this period as many as 60 percent of Irish children did not live past the age of five (Puelo 
2010: 73). 
As America became more and more urbanized—urban residents nationwide grew 
75 percent between 1850 and 1860—its rural population and its middle and upper classes 
began to perceive the city differently and with increasing suspicion (Chudacoff 1981: 
62). Middle-class commentators in particular were worried that urban decadence, fueled 
by the depravity of the slums, would sap the moral and economic vigor of cities and 
ultimately the nation itself (Mayne 1993: 189). The extremes of wealth and poverty in 
cities were a threat to Christian values; the physical environment of cities was a threat to 
the health and morality of the country as well. Cities were even considered a challenge to 
republican government itself, as urban ethnic groups might undermine the system by 
voting en masse, and it was questioned whether the artificial landscape of the city would 
so alienating and confusing to residents that they would be mentally incapable of making 
informed political decisions (Glaab 1983: 63). 
These anxieties were soon projected onto the largely immigrant, working class 
neighborhoods typically located in inner cities, classifying them as “slum” areas distinct 
from the rest of the city. The challenges for those living in these urban environments—
crime, truancy, violence, illness, poverty—stopped being individual problems with 
specific causes and became the overarching problem of the “slums” and of the “tenement 
classes” (Stansell 1986: 197). This is not to say that impoverished people had never been 
a part of Boston’s social or cultural experience. Indeed, the habitus of Boston residents 
disposed them to see poor people, and particularly poor Irish immigrants, as separate 
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from the rest of society and deserving of their fate. By the 19th century, the poor were 
separated into different categories—the “deserving poor” such as widows, children, and 
the disabled—from the “able poor” of men who could not or would not find employment 
(Jones 1975: 29-33). Add to this preconception the fact that the Bostonians who were 
strategically constructing the landscape had developed their habitus during the high-water 
mark of anti-Catholic agitation and bias in the 1830s; many would have been pre-
disposed to see these new arrivals and the challenges they faces as unworthy of 
assistance. 
The “slum” landscape was very much a literary construction. The growth and 
activity of big cities was the biggest news story of the 19th century, and as differentiation 
in the landscape discouraged personal familiarity with the conditions in inner-city 
neighborhoods, newspaper accounts helped to create the city in popular imagination 
(Mayne 1993: 7). Slums were also constructed to a large degree by the new and very 
popular literary genre: the “Urban Sketch” or the “Urban Expose.” Boston’s contributions 
to the genre include 1844’s Mysteries of Boston, 1865’s Boston by Daylight and Gaslight 
by retired police officer Edward Savage, and Boston Turned Inside Out! published in 
1880 by preacher Henry Morgan. Typically, these urban sketches were narrated by 
someone who claimed some intimate or special knowledge of the city, and described both 
the opulence of the lives of the elite and the supposed squalor of its lower classes. While 
the narrator takes the reader through the city, he populates it with the easily recognizable 
stock characters—the profane fishwife, the little flower girl, the drunken Irishman—and 
morality tales—the gullible country lad seduced and robbed by streetwalkers, the 
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innocent wife corrupted by conniving Jesuit priests—the reader expects to find (Glaab 
1983: 61). Economic segregation and changes in transportation contributed to the 
popularity and impact of these writings, as “these books would not have been credible 
before the social and functional sorting of growing cities rendered more and more places 
and people unfamiliar to the middle-class public” (Upton 2008: 105). The impact of 
novels, exposes, newspaper reporting and other popular media on how people constructed 
the landscape should not be underestimated; according to Stansell (1982: 196), “literary 
conventions as much as social reality created the urban horror in which ordinary 
working-class people, going about their daily business, came to figure as an almost sub-
human species.” 
As the 19th century progressed, negative attitudes about “slums” deepened and 
metastasized (Glaab 1983: 113). Previously understood to be disparate pockets of 
deprivation scattered throughout the urban landscape, by the 1870s slums began to be 
seen as characterizing large swaths of the city, a perception driven by disquiet at the 
extent of urban poverty, shock at the failure of poverty mitigation policies, and fear 
(Mayne 1993: 130). The urban landscape as a whole was perceived as a unified, ‘vast, 
unknowable wildernesses’ housing a degenerate ‘race’ of city dwellers that threatened to 
engulf the remainder of society (Ward 1989: 43). This change in attitude is illustrated by 
a shift in popular writing about cities. While the old “Urban Exposes” mixed their 
titillating descriptions of the working poor with wondrous recounting of the everyday 
marvels of city life, the tone of popular writing about cities changed in the 1870s, 
becoming mean-spirited, more lurid, and even less tethered to the reality of the urban 
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landscape (Ryan 1997: 214). They particularly condemned the social mixing of classes, 
ethnicities, and races that occurred in these neighborhoods (Hobson 1987: 29). 
Emphasizing the potential danger of cities was also a way to simplify these confusing, 
unfamiliar landscapes and render them intelligible. Quoting historian Mary Ryan, “this 
negative portrait of the city, although made only of words and a gross exaggeration, 
offered a way of conceptualizing urban space that exerted potent cultural and political 
force” (Ryan 1997: 217). 
These attitudes about inner-city neighborhoods were the result of the physical 
construction of “slum” spaces through strategic practice the social and cultural 
construction of working-class urbanites as incompetent and immoral through the 
deliberate misidentification and misapprehension of their daily practices and cultural 
values. Understanding the nature of these stereotypes and what purposes they served for 
those who perpetuated them is an important component to understanding the construction 
of landscape overall, but it is important to remain cognizant that the concept of the 
“slum” does not help form an accurate understanding of urban life and urban landscapes 
from the point of view of those dwelling within such areas. Alan Mayne and 
archaeologist Tim Murray remind us that “life in these communities was hard, but it was 
not uniformly so, nor was it inescapably so. Lives that to outsiders seemed to be played 
out upon the edge, and boxed in by unmitigated ugliness, were inevitably known very 
differently by neighbors” (Mayne and Murray 2001a: 3). The next chapter explores how 
the North End was constructed as a working-class neighborhood by those who lived 
within it, drawing on the results of archaeological excavations of 19th-century “slums” in 
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the United States, Australia, and the United Kingdom to demonstrate how the embodied 
practice of the residents of these communities developed a distinct culture, which 
required the construction of a corresponding space in which to enact it.  
Summary 
The character of Boston’s urban landscapes changed for many reasons. Elements 
of the built environment fell into ruin and were replaced with new structures, novel 
technologies, and practices, which created the need for new infrastructure. Increased 
demand for housing or commercial facilities led to a construction boom; an economic 
downturn led to a formerly bustling landscape becoming a dilapidated ghost town. None 
of these changes happened spontaneously, however. There were always human agents 
making decisions and furthering their own agendas. The changes to Boston’s 19th-
century landscape were not just functional responses to changing economic and demands, 
but part of a deliberate strategy on the part of the metropolitan elite to use the shape of 
the city, and how people acted in and thought of the city, to bolster their claims to 
cultural authority and control social identifies and relationships. 
Bostonians with the means and resources to contribute to the design and 
construction of the urban landscape—the Brahmin elite and members of the rising middle 
class—manipulated the landscape as well as the embodied practice of those who 
inhabited it. They altered the built environment as a means to separate themselves from 
those who might challenge their authority, and used new signs and symbols to perpetuate 
their claim to that authority. Dividing Boston’s population into discrete groups and 
segregating them in the landscape was an effective strategy to keep them socially and 
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culturally isolated, which meant that the process of constructing new spaces and new 
identities in 19th-century Boston’s landscape could be based more on cultural 
imagination and prejudice than on the realities of daily life. Spaces in the landscape were 
given clear boundaries and purposes, as a spatial counterpart to the people who inhabited 
them, who were given simplified identities and detected by distinct practices. 
The ultimate example of this process was the creation of Boston’s slum 
neighborhoods. The habitus of Boston’s upper and middle classes was not equipped to 
deal with many of the concepts that defined urban life—poverty as a inevitable product of 
urban capitalism, the presence of different social histories and values within the 
community, a social milieu large and diverse enough as to defy totalizing perception, the 
integral role of women in the industrial economy—so they constructed a fantasy out of 
ordinary people making difficult decisions in challenging circumstances. The creation of 
a race of alien, unintelligible people required the creation of an alien, unintelligible 
landscape. As we have seen, however, landscapes are not constructed out of social and 
cultural attitudes alone—they are recursively produced and re-produced by embodied 
perceptions, experiences, and practices. How was the landscape of the “slum” affixed by 
outsiders to the physical and social realities of working-class neighborhoods like the 
North End? What were those physical and social realities, and how did they affect how 
the inhabitants of the neighborhood—those who lived, worked, and played there—
constructed landscapes that served their own purposes? The next chapter tries to answer 
these and other questions by looking at historical and archaeological data to analyze how 
two groups of Bostonians—the growing immigrant working class and the increasingly 
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powerful middle class—competed to construct an urban landscape for the North End that 
suited their differing notions of  habitus and system of embodied practice. 
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CHAPTER 7: MATERIAL CONDITIONS, SOCIAL LIFE, AND THE CREATION OF 
THE NEIGHBORHOOD LANDSCAPE 
 
This chapter will analyze the construction of 19th-century Boston’s North End by 
exploring how middle-class Bostonians sought to define the North End as a “slum” 
neighborhood—as part of a larger effort to render the city and its residents intelligible 
and to serve class-specific interests, while also contributing to the development of 
middle-class culture and social identity—at the same time that the communities of 
working class that inhabited places like North Square or Endicott Street were 
constructing an urban landscape that was the setting of, and a participant in, the 
development of a distinct working-class system of embodied practice as well as the social 
and cultural systems which that practice recursively constructed. Following the 
suggestion of historian Alan Mayne (2011: 558), I also look for material evidence of 
working-class strategy, adaption, endurance, and resilience, and also for the material 
outcomes and residues of distinctly working-class culture and practice.  
The results of this analysis will engage with the construction of the urban 
landscape as an artifact of working-class life, and also the role of this constructed 
landscape in the production and reproduction of a distinct working class. Part of this 
process was—in the sense of de Certeau’s tactical practice—the tactical re-appropriation 
and use of middle-class symbols and practices in distinctly working-class settings and 
working-class ways. The residents of the North End enacted spatial practices and gestural 
systems in public that contravened genteel social standards, asserted their right to use the 
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space through notable public displays and interactions, and reconceived and inhabited the 
public spaces and streets of their neighborhoods as an extension of their domestic spaces. 
It is important when studying a community like the North End not to deprive its 
inhabitants of their agency by essentializing them as victims of economic and social 
forces beyond their control, while also avoiding downplaying the very real economic, 
social, and cultural hardships they faced every day. One should not interpret the material 
culture and social practice associated with working-class life as the anti-thesis of their 
middle class counterparts, or as impoverished imitations of wealthier households, but 
instead identify ways that material aspects of daily life—including the landscape—were 
used in an idiosyncratic, distinctly working-class fashion (Symonds 2011: 568). James 
Symonds (2011: 569) also encourages identifying the ways that the urban place became 
associated with poverty by outsiders. This can include: a poor physical environment; 
inadequate access to services, a lack of sense of control and conclusion, social 
disorganization, and social disorder. The first section will analyze the results of my 
research into the history of the structures and residents of the study blocks in order to 
determine the degree to which the material and social conditions on the block resembled 
the stereotype of a 19th-century “slum.” 
While the entire North End was a distinct neighborhood in 19th-century Boston, 
my analysis deals primarily with two smaller, discrete physical areas that functioned as 
microcosms of the neighborhood as a whole: the two city blocks surrounding each of the 
two archaeological sites analyzed as part of this dissertation. These blocks were what 
Anthony Giddens calls a small community—a locale where there is only a short distance, 
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in time and space, between social interactions, and among those interacting (Giddens 
1979: 207). For the 27-29 Endicott Street site, the small community was the block of 
Endicott Street bounded by the intersection with Cross Street to the north, and the 4-way 
intersection of Endicott, Salem, Hanover, and Blackstone streets to the south (Figure 7.1). 
For the Paul Revere House at 19-21 North Square, it was the triangular open square 
enclosed by buildings still known as North Square (Figure 7.2). By narrowing the scale of 
the analysis to focus on embodied practices enacted in the areas immediately surrounding 
the 27-29 Endicott Street and 19-21 North Square, I can better understand the more 
intimate, individual practices and processes that affected the entire North End 
neighborhood. 
 Middle-class practice and the construction of slums 
An on-going competition between the working-class heterodox and middle-class 
orthodox systems of practice and culture during the 19th-century played an important role 
in the construction of the North End urban landscape. Like their counterparts in other 
cities across the globe by the mid-19th century, Boston’s middle class had adopted and 
developed a novel and distinctive social ideology and system of embodied practice The 
dispositions inculcated by this embodied ideology meant that the practices of working-
class Bostonians were so unintelligible to middle-class observers that they felt it 
threatened their reality. In reaction, middle-class observers imagined and constructed a 
landscape that conformed to the expectations of middle-class habitual dispositions. 
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Figure 7.1. Selection from 1867 Sanborn map showing the built environment of the 
Endicott Street block. 
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Figure 7.2. Selection from 1867 Sanborn showing the built environment of North Square. 
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Studying a working class neighborhood like the North End requires setting aside the 
disorienting prism of the “slum,” and instead to appreciate it as evidence of the powerful 
influence that middle-class prerogatives had on public knowledge (Mayne 2006: 318). An 
understanding of the characteristics of middle-class practice can illuminate why middle-
class observers felt so confounded and threatened by the embodiment and enactment of a 
working-class culture, and how the construction and projection of the “slum” stereotype 
onto the urban landscape of the North End contributed to the production of a middle-class 
system of practice. 
By the middle of the 19th century, middle-class Bostonians had adopted a system 
of practice and cultural ideology that set them apart from the city’s elites and the working 
class. Middle-class identity and ideology were defined set of practices and ideals that 
prescribed “a rising standard of refinement… achieved as an increasing segmentation and 
codification of roles, behaviors, and feelings in public and private” (Kasson 1990: 7). 
One component of this ideology was the concept of gentility. Gentility can be construed 
as a set of rules governing public and private behavior. These rules were strongly tied to 
bodily comportment and embodied behavior, to the degree that “one could only access 
gentility by the eye, the ear, or the nose” (Upton 2008: 86). Genteel people were expected 
to enact a system of embodied practice that demonstrated grace, politeness, sincerity, and 
respectability. The uncertainty surrounding social identities in 19th-century cities placed 
an emphasis on sincerity, which was understood as honesty and openness in conduct 
while being restrained in displays of emotion (Halttuen 1982: 52). The most important 
social ideal of gentility for women was respectability. Because a woman’s respectability 
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and even her physical safety could depend on the signals she communicated through her 
appearance, she was at all times to avoid any outward manifestations of immoral attitudes 
or behaviors. 
The role of the home in social and cultural life and its relationship to middle-class 
womanhood was so central to the ordering all the aspects of middle-class identity and 
practice that it is sometimes referred to as “the cult of domesticity” (Stansell 1982: 310). 
As I discussed in Chapter 6, according to the notion of genteel, republican womanhood, 
women were deemed inherently more moral than men, their natural role was to safeguard 
the morality of their children and husbands. This moral sensitivity, however, rendered 
women so physically and physiologically delicate that they were considered barely 
capable of inhabiting public urban spaces, and then only while chaperoned and for a 
limited time. The only proper place for women was in their own homes, hence the home 
and the middle-class residential neighborhood were constructed as gendered “female” 
spaces, the only spaces females could inhabit and remain “respectable.” Kasson (1990: 
133) points out that “in making strict rules about women in public and ‘respectability,’ 
the entire structuring of urban life, although performed in the name of honoring women, 
assumed and encouraged their subservience to men.” 
The construction of the working-class neighborhood of the North End as a “slum” 
was partially because the middle-class habitus—structured by and structuring this genteel 
system of practice—was disposed to be hostile to the working-class practices, 
understandings, and associations (Ward 1989: 20). The inability of middle-class 
Bostonians to make sense of working-class people, places, and practices suggests that the 
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way they understood the world was not natural or logical, but artificial and arbitrary, and 
this potential realization was a threat to their own burgeoning identity, culture, and 
system of embodied practice (Bourdieu 1977: 164). The functioning of habitus facilitated 
misunderstandings and self-deceptions regarding the nature and purpose of working-class 
practices. As Giddens (1984: 92) reminds us, systematic social pressures can encourage 
individuals to operate with false theories, descriptions, or accounts of the contexts of their 
own actions, and to hold false beliefs about other features of that society. In this case, the 
pressure was to reconcile the expectations generated by the habitus of middle-class 
Bostonians to the reality of the physical landscape and system of practice inhabited and 
embodied by North End residents. Bourdieu (1977: 78) explains how “conflict between 
groups with habitus produced by conditions of existence which, imposing different 
definitions of the impossible, the possible, and the probable cause one group to 
experience as natural or reasonable practices or aspirations which another group finds 
unthinkable or scandalous and vice versa.”  
Constructing the urban landscape as a “slum” and its residents as “slum dwellers” 
by creating a framework through which the places and practices of the North End could 
be deliberately misidentified and misunderstood also confirmed and reinforced middle-
class social identity and cultural ideology, articulating what it was for by giving it 
something to be against. The imagined “slum” created a binary between working-class 
and middle-class behaviors, cultures, and systems of practice (Mayne 1993: 155). The 
“slum” was upheld as “the antithesis of middle class respectability and domesticity, a 
symbol for the misery that could occur if the ideologies of gentility were not followed” 
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(Fitts 2001: 121). Defining their embodied system of practice, including conceptions and 
uses of urban space, in opposition to working-class practice legitimized it, solidifying 
middle-class Bostonians right to define and use spaces according to their own interests. 
The creation of working-class culture  
 While middle-class culture and practice was defined, in part, through its 
opposition to a “slum” landscape and culture that did not exist in physical reality, the 
perceptions and experiences of the working-class residents of 19th-century Boston’s 
North End developed a habitus that structured and was structured by actual practices and 
perceptions. In doing so, working-class North Enders created a system of practice and 
culture that was did not simply oppose or emulate its middle-class counterpart, but 
instead articulated ideologies, ambitions, and values based on their own distinct lived 
experience. One component of developing and disseminating this system of practice was 
working class individuals and groups re-appropriating some of the material culture and 
symbolism associated with middle-class culture in their own ways, for their own 
purposes and for their own benefit. 
 De Certeau termed this kind of practice, which emphasizes “making do” with the 
means and opportunities available within the larger system that is outside of the 
individual’s control, as tactical practice. Tactical practices are enacted by individuals and 
groups who do not exert ultimate control over the places and spaces they inhabit, and 
therefore “must play on and within a terrain imposed on it and organized by a foreign 
power” (de Certeau 1984: 37). Practice do not have to be highly charged or symbolic to 
engage with and subvert the dominant culture in this way; de Certeau asserts that “many 
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everyday practices (talking, reading, moving around, shopping, cooking, etc.) are tactical 
in character” (de Certeau 1984: xix). One aspect of tactical practice is using material 
culture in unexpected ways and in unusual settings, enacting gestural systems that create 
new spaces. This re-appropriation and reconstruction of space was one of the 
“innumerable ways of playing and foiling the other’s game, that is, the space instituted by 
others, characteristic of the subtle, stubborn, resistant activity of groups which, since they 
lack their own space, have to get along in a network of already established forces and 
representations” (de Certeau 1984: 18). The landscapes of the North End were 
constructed through daily tactical practices. In their neighborhoods and in the public 
urban spaces of the city, individuals and groups reacted to this imposed order by 
engaging in social practices that sought to challenge the dominant ideologies whenever 
the opportunity presented itself, to pursue their own social and cultural goals, and to 
construct landscapes to re-appropriate the spaces created through strategic practice  
A number of archaeological studies of 19th-century urban working-class sites 
have found evidence for the development of a distinctly working-class set of behaviors 
and understandings and their expression in the material record. Archaeologist Paul 
Belford, in his studies of 18th and 19th century working-class communities in English 
industrial cities, has found that the people living in these neighborhoods re-appropriated 
the built environment created by the strategic practice of mill owners and speculative 
builders to create spaces and places that, while dangerously opaque to outside observers, 
facilitated practices that addresses their own needs and  encouraged the production and 
reproduction of their own practices and culture (Belford 2002: 137). Looking at how the 
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now demolished “Crofts” neighborhood in Sheffield, UK was socially constructed as a 
working class space during its heyday from 1750 to 1850, Belford identifies that while 
the Crofts were physically and materially constructed as an urban space, most members 
of the community that came to call it home had their habitus—and therefore their sense 
of space and how to properly use it—developed in rural areas. This contributed to the 
residents using the space in ways unintended by and unfamiliar to those who designed 
and commissioned it. The streets, intended to act as thoroughfares for commerce, were 
used as extensions of houses and workshops, and were constructed through practice as 
appropriate settings for leisure activities, negotiations between employees and employers, 
and more formal activities like funerals, meetings, and riots (Belford 2001: 110). 
Similarly, the ways that interior courtyard spaces were integrated into the daily life of 
working-class inhabitants of both Sheffield and Birmingham, UK indicate the production 
of distinct social and cultural values produced through the enactment of an embodied 
system of practice. The courtyard spaces constructed by the embodiment and for the 
encasement of working-class practices seemed chaotic, unsanitary, and immoral to 
middle-class observers, but that was because they were created without regard to middle-
class concerns and instead intended to benefit the conduct of domestic and economic life 
according to the values and needs of their working-class inhabitants (Belford 2002: 137). 
The team of archaeologists and historians who excavated and interpreted the 
material remains of housing associated with the Boott Mills in Lowell, Massachusetts 
found that despite having many aspects of their daily lives—including the physical and 
material urban landscape in which they worked and lived—nominally controlled by their 
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employers, the mill workers developed their own class-based culture and behaviors. One 
example of this distinction was in working-class attitudes about health and wellbeing. 
Notions of personal wellbeing, physical fitness, and what activities and locales are 
appropriate for leisure time are class-based; the working class had its own ideas about 
what constituted wellness and how to use non-work time to achieve that wellness. 
Working-class individuals tended associate a sense of well-being not with the exercise of 
a rigorous physical and moral health, but with the freedom to do what they wanted during 
their leisure time, where and when they wanted. Where 19th-century writers were 
typically offended by the presence of working-class people on the front steps of their 
homes, adopting relaxed postures and smoking tobacco and consuming alcohol in public, 
working-class people considered these practices legitimate and beneficial uses of leisure 
time and conceived of and constructed the public spaces of the urban landscape as 
appropriate places to enact them (Beaudry 1993: 92). 
Attitudes about alcohol consumption and its relationship to well-being were 
similarly contested. Whereas the middle-class managers and elite proprietors of the mills 
felt that alcohol consumption among their working-class employees was the cause of 
most of their health-related problems, the mill workers had their own views on the utility 
and acceptability of alcohol consumption. The numerous liquor bottles and fragments of 
bottles found in the backlots of worker housing speak to the routine violation of the 
company prohibition against the consumption of alcohol (Beaudry 1993: 93). This 
archaeological evidence for clandestine consumption and disposal of alcohol is a material 
signature of specific working-class attitudes and a tactical practice that sought to 
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undermine the dominant cultural system by re-appropriating the spaces it constructed and 
controlled. 
Grace Karksen’s analysis of the results of the excavation of the Rocks 
neighborhood in Sydney found that the idiosyncratic consumption and use of material 
culture typically associated with the middle class was very important to the development 
of a distinct cultural identity among the working class convict population of the colony 
between 1790 and 1820 (Karskens 2003: 38). Acknowledging that the working class 
residents of the site had to deal with sometime daunting the challenges of 19th century 
urbanism, she found that they still “reveled in… the new culture of consumerism” and 
that their “material worlds were rich and diverse, and thus expressive of cultural habits, 
outlooks, and affinities” (Karskens 2002: 277). Genteel material culture was used in 
settings that would have seemed improper to middle class observers, such as when the 
remains of an expensive porcelain bocage figurine—intended for display on a mantle for 
shelf—was recovered from a house that would have had dirt floors at the time it was on 
display (Karskens 2003: 40). The use and meanings of other material culture diverged 
from the middle-class standards as well. The residents of the Rocks were seemingly fond 
of purchasing decorated ceramic goods, like transfer printed teawares, in sets with 
mismatching colors or designs, and they also tended to personalize or modify mass-
produced goods intended to be consumed as indications of conformity to a genteel 
cultural standard (Karskens 2001: 77). While she does interpret the recovery of some 
material culture as evidence that working-class shared some of the same aspirations with 
their middle-class counterparts, she ultimately does not see the relationship between the 
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practice and culture of the two classes as an either/or dichotomy, but instead contends 
that some practices and tastes among the working-class were fundamentally different 
(Karskens 2001: 76-77).  
The re-appropriation of middle-class culture into a new system of practices and 
values is achieved through an awareness and dialogue among working-class people that 
the appearances and behaviors they see around them on a daily basis have the potential to 
be valid and vibrant building blocks from which new meanings and understandings can 
be constructed. One of the archaeological finds from the 27-29 Endicott Street site is 
material evidence of this process among the residents of the North End. A partially intact 
underglaze painted polychrome ceramic figurine of a male and female, a type of object 
commonly referred to as bric-a-brac, was recovered from 27/29 Endicott Street privy, 
dating to the period when the structure was used as a brothel (Figures 7.3, 7.4). Bric-a-
brac were mass produced, inexpensive objects intended for prominent display as part of 
Victorian-era domestic decoration, and are typically considered markers of a participation 
in genteel culture.  
 The figurine depicts two “dandies” in promenade, an urban character and a type 
of figurine very popular in the 19th century. Corseted so tightly that he lost the ease of 
movement demanded by gentility, the dandy dressed in tight trousers, coats and shirts 
with large buttons and wide sleeves and collars, an even larger tie or cravat, brightly 
colored hat, gloves, and walking stick, and a lorgnette to inspect the landscape (Kasson 
1990: 118). Dandies flouted the genteel virtue of public anonymity by making a spectacle 
of themselves and making others objects of scrutiny (Kasson 1990: 127). Dandies 
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“rejected boundaries of all sorts, refusing to remain within their own or to respect others” 
(Upton 2008: 91). Despite distaste for conspicuous consumption among some of the 
city’s elites, Boston’s urban landscape would not have been a stranger to the presence of 
dandies. The narrator of the 1880 urban exposé Boston Turned Inside Out has an 
encounter with a dandy on the waterfront, describing him as “foppishly dressed” and 
“fairly glittered with diamonds and jewelry.” Sporting effeminate features, perfectly 
parted hair, a tastefully curled mustache, and speaking with a fashionable lisp, “his 
affected manner and his eye-glass constantly in hand, together with the embroidered 
slippers usually on his feet, obtained for him the cognomen of ‘Eyeglass Slippers’” 
(Morgan 1880: 22).   
Paul Mullins argues (2012: 35) that bric-a-brac was “routinely consumed for no 
especially concrete reason besides its capacity to evoke generalized symbolism its 
consumers considered empowering in their own imaginations, if not the imaginations of 
others.” He continues that while some figurines “obliquely posed a behavioral ideal that 
was ‘real’ to consumers who recognized their distance from an idealized mainstream,” 
other bric-a-brac “was less a disciplinary model than an oblique critique of un-named 
social complexities” (Mullins 2012: 37). The ambiguous symbolism of these pieces of 
material culture that could be interpreted at many levels allowed their consumers to 
safely explore their own identities and society (Mullins 2004: 91).  
Because women rarely appear in the Street Book or directory records, the 
Massachusetts and Federal census records are the best source of information as to who   
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Figure 7.3. Dandies figurine recovered from 27-29 Endicott Street privy 
(Photo by Author). 
 
Figure 7.4. Intact example of a dandies figurine, from a private collection 
(http://www.mystaffordshirefigures.com/figures.html, accessed October 22, 
2013). 
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might have consumed this figurine. Complete lists of the results of the census research on 
27-29 Endicott during the brothel period when this figurine was deposited can be found 
in Tables 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, and 4.18. The bric-a-brac item might have been a possession 
of one of the domestic servants who lived at the brothel, including African Americans 
Sarah Hill and Adeline Jones, Massachusetts natives who were recorded at the property 
in the 1860 Federal census. Bric-a-brac was popular in African-American households 
during the 19th century and is frequently recovered from domestic sites dating to that 
period (Mullins 1999: 163). On one hand, the part of the appeal of bric-a-brac for the 
consumer was as a vehicle for the consumer’s desire to see themselves in an idealized 
society and world. The beautifully if comically adorned dandy, whose most significant 
problem was the transgression of genteel fashion, might have seemed a world away from 
the reality of an African-American maid living in a brothel during the run-up to the Civil 
War (Mullins 1999: 166). But part of what characterized the consumption of these objects 
was the ambiguity and uncertainty of their potential meanings. Another characteristic of 
African-American consumption of bric-a-brac was its transgression of “Whiteness” 
(Mullins 1999: 162). Bric-a-brac frequently engaged with symbols of racism, exoticism, 
and orientialism that were tightly bound to the capitalism, imperialism, and White 
Supremacy that played a large role in western culture during the 19th century. As a 
subject of those dominating social and cultural forces, an African American woman 
possessing and displaying a figurine that instead caricatured the dominant White culture 
and its system of practice would have fully engaged with the ambiguous and potentially 
transgressive nature of bric-a-brac consumption. Whoever it was, the person who 
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purchased and displayed the dandy figurine was not only participating in a public 
discourse—touching issues of social status, material consumption, personal and public 
space, and of changing conceptions of gender, race, and ethnicity—but declaring their 
right and ability to do so.  
Also intriguing is the possibility that the consumer of this figurine was the 
Madame or a sex worker at the brothel. Both prostitutes and dandies were understood to 
violate the same principles of gentility, dressing ostentatiously and wearing makeup to 
attract attention. Whether the consumer felt a connection between herself and the 
embodied practice of the dandy, or if it was intended as a humorous comment on a 
popular stereotype, the bric-a-brac figurine was a tacit admission that social rules were 
malleable and therefore constructed, and that people could choose to follow, ignore, or 
manipulate them for a variety of reasons and toward a variety of ends. It must be noted 
that figurines of this type are recovered archaeologically from a variety or urban and rural 
contexts, as it appears that no one was exempt from the urge to adorn their mantles. 
Where ever they are found, and whatever the role small items like this have in the 
apprehension and construction of social and cultural systems, Mullins (2004: 88) 
concludes that “a single piece of bric-a-brac potentially could be an assertive mechanism, 
an empowering system of resistance, a potent criticism of social inequality, or—more 
likely—all these things at the same time.” 
Working-class practice, culture, and the construction of urban space 
In this final section of the chapter, I will analyze the documentary and material 
evidence for how the working-class residents of the North End re-appropriated the 
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strategically constructed spaces they inhabited to construct the landscape, a working-class 
system of embodied practice, and a distinct working-class culture. I focus on specific 
examples of working-class people using the spaces they inhabited in ways that 
contradicted the ideologies of gentility and domesticity but furthered the pursuit of their 
own goals and ideals. I consider how these practices related to the development of the 
urban landscape and of a working-class culture, and because the landscape was 
constructed through the competition between different systems of practice, I also explore 
how the practices of the neighborhood’s working-class inhabitants violated middle-class 
norms and influenced how genteel Bostonians perceived the North End and its 
inhabitants. To help determine what recovered material culture was a participant in and 
product of these tactical practices, I consulted primary and secondary accounts of 
working-class behavior enacted in the landscape, including photographic and illustrated 
depictions of working-class Bostonians that helps tie working-class practice to the 
archaeological record. 
The March 31, 1855 issue of Ballou’s Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion, a 
Boston based periodical published between 1851 and 1859 originally under the 
Gleason’s, printed on its back page “City Sketches” depicting various “Boston street 
characters” (Figure 7.5). This illustration and the accompanying description depict 
Boston’s urban landscape and its inhabitants in a way that provides useful insight into 
both the practices that constructed the landscape and how those practices were interpreted 
and understood my middle-class observers. In addition to two street scenes—Washington 
Street at “the fullest tide” with the street full of “omnibuses, carts, dogs, men, woman and 
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children,” and people ice skating on the frozen Back Bay near an old hut “soon to give 
place to a palatial residence”—the illustration of “graphic types of various classes 
familiar to the eye of the resident of Boston” depicts the individuals and practices that 
constructed the North End (Ballou’s 8: 203).  
The construction of a working-class landscape 
At the foundation of the project to construct the North End as an urban landscape that 
facilitated the enactment of a working-class system of practice and supported a distinct 
working-class culture was the transformation of the public streets and spaces of the 
neighborhood into places where working-class practice and culture could be produced 
and reproduced. This was achieved by certain movements and gestures of the body that 
Lefebvre identifies as the spatial practices that “structure daily life and a broader urban 
reality and, in doing so, ensure societal cohesion, continuity, and a specific spatial 
competence” (Merrifield 1993: 524). The spatial practices that are most effective in 
constructing space are what Lefebvre calls “gestural systems,” organized and codified 
ways of holding and moving one’s body. Engaging in practical and gestural systems that 
embody distinct working-class values and ideals was a tactical way to challenge 
ideologies pertaining to social and bodily behavior and to construct spaces that similarly 
to challenge imposed ideas about the nature and appropriate uses of space. 
The working-class residents of these blocks constructed the landscapes in part by 
comporting themselves in public in a manner that was effusively emotional and 
aggressively egalitarian. Working-class people in general, and Irish immigrants in 
particular, had a reputation for expressing intense emotions verbally and bodily (Larkin  
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Figure 7.5. Illustration of "Boston Street Characters" (Ballou's 8: 203) 
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1988: 150). Men and women traveled through the streets “swaggering, laughing, and 
shouting,” demonstrating to all observers that they felt at home in these public spaces. 
The gestures they used in social interaction were, for the period, extremely and explicitly 
non-deferential. They avoided the embodied deference of previous generations, 
neglecting to bow or doff their caps in the presence of their “betters” (Kasson 1990: 93). 
The tobacco use of working-class people filled public and personal spaces with clouds of 
smoke and rivulets of spittle, and aggressive and transgressive spatial practice (Upton 
2008: 329).  
These emotional, exuberant, and unrestrained actions were the kinds of behaviors 
that middle-class observers considered intolerable and indicative of social anarchy. 
Genteel people were not permitted to be expressive in their embodied practices, but were 
expected move their bodies with a certain elegance and grace. Embodied gestures were to 
be “consistent, fluid, intelligible, and easily read without being eccentrically 
conspicuous” (Kasson 1990: 145). As Dell Upton (2008: 95) explains, “genteel codes 
fastened on a compact, painstakingly learned posture as signs of agency, of self-control in 
an urban setting where other sorts of visual cues were ambiguous and fluid, the genteel 
body’s tight, predictable perimeters were easily identifiable to the eye.” Genteel people 
were also expected to be unfailingly polite in interactions with others. This meant 
following a rigid and complex code of conduct that increasingly placed the avoidance of 
shame and embarrassment as the driving force regulating social behavior and practice 
(Kasson 1990: 116). The degree to which the practices of the North End’s residents 
violated genteel standards would have left no doubt that working-class people felt that 
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they had a right to embody a system of practice and follow a code of conduct that they 
themselves created and to construct public spaces over which they had a degree of 
control. 
That the working-class residents of 19th-century cities were not shy about 
claiming what they felt were their rights to inhabit public space as they saw fit is 
illustrated by several anecdotes. Mary Ryan (1997: 49) recounts a story from mid-19th-
century San Francisco in which an Irish immigrant, faced with arrest for public 
drunkenness, admonished the officer to “Be carefu’ Charley that you dinna’ go ayont the 
bounds o’your duty: if I ken the constitution rightly, it says nothing about the impropriety 
of folks crooning a song in the public street.” Some working-class urbanites claimed what 
they felt was their right as Americans to use public space as they desired more forcefully. 
Dell Upton (2008: 325) relates a story from the January 1, 1853 issue of the New York 
Tribune, which describes how “certain gangs of short boys and other rowdies… banded 
together, in some instances in droves of 30 or 40, and took possession of the sidewalks, 
driving respectable people into the gutters.” Nothing could have been more symbolic of 
the aspirations of the poor and the fear of the rich than so boldly and bodily claiming the 
right to the public thoroughfare. The frequent riots of the first half of the 19th century, in 
which large, aggressive, and often violent crowds of working-class people took to the 
streets “to articulate interests, opinions, and demands that had not been heard in the more 
formal arenas of political discourse and decision making” (Ryan 1997: 16) gained their 
significance and a degree of legitimacy by claiming those spaces as the appropriate venue 
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to engage in embodied, tactical, violent critique of the strategic practices of the dominant 
classes (Ryan 1997: 57). 
Recovering evidence for these kinds of public behaviors and embodied practices 
can be a challenge, as laughing, shouting, and posturing leaves no material record. There 
are ways of looking at the documentary and archaeological records, however, that can 
shed light onto how these landscape-constructing practices were enacted, and what they 
meant to those performing them and those observing the performance. One source of 
information about how the public behavior of the residents of largely immigrant working 
class communities like the North End were viewed are the arrest statistics contained in 
the year-end reports released by the Boston Chief of Police in the second half of the 19th 
century. I compiled and compared the arrest statistics included in the Annual Report of 
the Chief of Police of Boston to the Mayor and City Council from 1855, 1860, 1865, 
1870, 1875, and 1880. Out of the wealth of information included in these published 
reports, I focused on two sets of data: the numbers of arrests per year, which the reports 
record categorically, and crimes for which people were most frequently arrested, 
typically variations of drunk and disorderly behavior, as well as arrests for crimes of the 
most serious nature such as theft and murder for comparison. Because the total 
population of the city increased so significantly during this period, I have calculated the 
rate of arrests per 50,000 city inhabitants, using the population counts from State and 
Federal censes schedules and reproduced in the Boston city directories of those years. 
The results of this research are reproduced on Table 7.1. 
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There are several caveats and assumptions in using these data. The arrests 
reported are city-wide and as such does not speak to practices enacted in the North End 
specifically. It is also not clear if the term “foreigner” is used to indicate exclusively 
someone who was not born in the United States, or if the first-generation children of 
immigrants who were born in this country but whose speech and system of practice 
would have been interpreted as “foreign” by middle class observers are included in this 
category as well. It is also important to note that these are arrests for crimes, not 
convictions, and any increase or decrease in the arrest rate is not necessarily evidence that 
certain a crime was being committed more or less frequently. Rather, it indicates that the 
police chose to arrest a greater or fewer number of people for a certain crime—or to put it 
another way, they chose to consider certain behaviors more or less socially aberrant and 
deserving of official censure. Changes in arrest rates, then, can be interpreted as changes 
in social attitudes regarding people and practices that those who had the power and 
authority to influence official police behavior (i.e., Boston’s elites and middle class). 
There are a number of trends in these data that indicate changing attitudes about 
working-class immigrants. One is that the rate at which “foreigners” were arrested in 
1855 was disproportionate to their  share of the population of Boston as a whole, and that 
this trend increased in 1860. Peter Knights (1971: 36) calculates that 47.3 percent of the 
city’s population was foreign born in 1850, and 55.6 percent by 1860. Assuming the 
increase was roughly linear, that would make the proportion of foreign-born Bostonians 
about 51 percent of the population in 1855. That year, however, 80 percent of all arrests 
in Boston were of “foreigners.” The arrest rate for the city in general, and of foreigners in  
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  Total 
Per 
50,000 Total 
Per 
50,000 
 Change 
per 
capita Total 
Per 
50,000 
Change 
per 
capita Total 
Per 
50,000 
Change 
per 
capita Total 
Per 
50,000 
Change 
per 
capita Total 
Per 
50,000 
Change 
per 
capita 
Year 1855 1855 1860 1860 1860 1865 1865 1865 1870 1870 1870 1875 1875 1875 1880 1880 1880 
Boston 
Pop. 
162748 3.3 177840 3.6 9.3% 192324 3.8 8.1% 250526 5.0 30.3% 341919 6.8 36.5% 362839 7.3 6.1% 
Total 
Arrests 
14164 4351.5 21416 6021.1 38.4% 17881 4648.7 -22.8% 21842 4359.2 -6.2% 29799 4357.6 0.0% 24884 3429.1 -21.3% 
Foreigners 11323 3478.7 17636 4958.4 42.5% 13024 3386.0 -31.7% 16389 3270.9 -3.4% 18802 2749.5 -15.9% 13611 1875.6 -31.8% 
Americans 3141 965.0 3780 1062.8 10.1% 4857 1262.7 18.8% 5453 1088.3 -13.8% 10997 1608.1 47.8% 11273 1553.4 -3.4% 
Arrests of 
foreigners 
as % of 
total 
 
80% 
 
82% 3.0% 
 
73% -11.6% 
 
75% 3.0% 
 
63% -15.9% 
 
55% -13.3% 
Assault & 
Battery 
1040 319.5 1212 340.8 6.6% 1091 283.6 -16.8% 1509 301.2 6.2% 2156 315.3 4.7% 1999 275.5 -12.6% 
Common 
drunkards 
785 241.2 1087 305.6 26.7% 845 219.7 -28.1% 446 89.0 -59.5% 346 50.6 -43.2% 262 36.1 -28.6% 
Disturbing 
peace 
539 165.6 145 40.8 -75.4% 666 173.1 324.7% 948 189.2 9.3% 419 61.3 -67.6% 290 40.0 -34.8% 
Drunk 6797 2088.2 9684 2722.7 30.4% 5525 1436.4 -47.2% 9954 1986.6 38.3% 11892 1739.0 -12.5% 13837 1906.8 9.6% 
Noisy and 
Disorderly 
Persons 
431 132.4 2839 798.2 502.8% 2034 528.8 -33.8% 2557 510.3 -3.5% 6198 906.4 77.6% 871 120.0 -86.8% 
Total 
disorderly 
arrests 
 
2946.9 
 
4208.0 42.8% 
 
2641.6 -37.2% 
 
3076.3 16.5% 
 
3072.5 -0.1% 
 
2378.3 -22.6% 
House of 
Ill-fame 
27 8.3 45 12.7 52.5% 131 34.1 169.2% 89 17.8 -47.8% 53 7.8 -56.4% 23 3.2 -59.1% 
Table 7.1. Selected arrest statistics for Boston in 1855, 1860, 1865, 1870, 1875, and 1880 (Boston Police Dept.). 
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Per 
50,000 
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per 
capita Total 
Per 
50,000 
Change 
per 
capita Total 
Per 
50,000 
Change 
per 
capita 
 1855 1855 1860 1860 1860 1865 1865 1865 1870 1870 1870 1875 1875 1875 1880 1880 1880 
Larcenies 
(simple) 
841 258.4 1183 332.6 28.7% 1497 389.2 17.0% 1027 205.0 -47.3% 1348 197.1 -3.8% 1597 220.1 11.6% 
Larcenies 
from 
Persons 
and 
Buildings 
427 131.2 453 127.4 -2.9% 123 32.0 -74.9% 377 75.2 135.3% 659 96.4 28.1% 257 35.4 -63.3% 
Murder 17 5.2 11 3.1 -40.8% 12 3.1 0.9% 16 3.2 2.4% 10 1.5 -54.2% 7 1.0 -34.0% 
Night 
Walking 
237 72.8 415 116.7 60.2% 357 92.8 -20.5% 320 63.9 -31.2% 127 18.6 -70.9% 183 25.2 35.8% 
Total 
arrests for 
"major" 
crimes 
11141 3422.8 17074 4800.4 40.2% 12281 3192.8 -33.5% 17243 3441.4 7.8% 23208 3393.8 -1.4% 19326 2663.2 -21.5% 
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particular, increased in 1860 as well. While the city’s population grew by 9.3 percent 
during these five years, the total number of arrests per capita grew by 36.4 percent. This 
was driven primarily by an increase in the arrest of “foreigners.” While the number of 
“Americans” arrested per capita increased by around 10 percent during this period, it 
increased 42.5 percent over the already high rate of 1855. Comparing the number of 
arrests to the total foreign population of the city, 18 percent—almost 1 in 5—foreign born 
residents would have been arrested that year. While it was almost certainly the case that 
these numbers reflect certain individuals being arrested repeatedly rather than the arrest 
rate spread evenly over the entire population, they are still indicative of a high degree of 
what today might be considered police harassment of Boston’s immigrant community. 
The statistics also demonstrate that foreign born Bostonians were enacted certain 
kinds of practices other Bostonians found increasingly objectionable. I selected from the 
statistics a sub-group of violations that were reflective of working-class leisure and 
behavior—mostly involving alcohol—that I will call “disorderly” arrests. Because these 
social practices were routine and public in nature, and because they expressed a working-
class conception of well-being centered on the freedom to engage in leisure activities on 
their own terms, these practices were an important part of constructing the neighborhood 
as a working-class space. They were also frequently perceived by other social groups as 
immoral and deviant public behavior. “Disorderly” arrests include detaining “common 
drunkards” and “noisy and disorderly persons“ along with arrests for being “drunk” and 
for “disturbing the peace.” I also included arrests for assault and battery, often the result 
of a night of drinking among the Irish, for whom brawling and fighting were, to a degree, 
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a cultural and social practice (Todisco 1976: 27-28). In 1860, the 42.5 percent increase in 
per capita arrests of “foreigners” is mirrored in a 42.8 percent per capita increase in 
arrests for these “disorderly” crimes. This increase in arrests for “disorderly” crimes far 
outpaces the increase in the proportion of the city’s immigrant population, and it also 
outpaces the increase in arrests for murder and theft, crimes that play a huge role in the 
construction of the “slum” as a dangerous landscape in the imaginations and writing of 
middle-class observers and moralists. Because arrests increased more for “disorderly” 
crimes than crimes such as thefts—which logically would be a category of crime tied to 
the increased in the severity of poverty in the North End—it is clear that this increase in 
arrests was instead a reaction to changing interpretations and misperceptions of working-
class behavior. Arrests for being a “noisy and disorderly person”—which not 
coincidentally was how many middle class and elite Bostonians would have described 
Irish immigrants—rose 500 percent between 1855 and 1860. As the 1850s wore on and 
the flood of new migrants seemed endless, those with the social capital to influence the 
city’s institutions responded by criminalizing and seeking to repress the practices that 
were part of a working-class space and a working-class community. 
The arrest statistics also demonstrate that these extreme views and opinions about 
the practices of Irish and other immigrants—or at least the strategy of using the police to 
try to control their behavior—were not sustained over time. Arrests of “foreigners” per 
capita decreased in each of the subsequent reports studied. Part of this could be explained 
by the children on immigrants born in Boston now qualifying as “Americans” for 
statistical purposes, and indeed the arrest rate for that group increases in 1865 and 1875. 
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But the total number of arrests per capita decreases in every year studied, with the rate 
per 50,000 residents in 1800 only 57 percent of what it was during 1860. This decrease in 
arrests reflects changes in the economic and social status of Boston’s Irish during and 
after the Civil War, as discussed in Chapter 3. Increased social acceptance of the Irish 
apparently resulted in their practices being, if not tolerated, at least less criminalized. The 
daily lives of working-class people may  or may not have become more intelligible to 
other social groups, but the arrest records suggest that they were deemed less deserving 
of repression through the official use of arrest and force.  
Analyzing the arrest records provides information about how observers of 
working-class behavior interpreted that system of embodied practice, but it does offer 
insight into how those practices were enacted, or what they might have meant to those 
performing them. Exploring these landscape constructing practices through the analysis 
of archaeologically recovered material culture can help do just that, particularly if one 
considers the ways in which individuals dressed and adorned themselves. Part of the 
embodied practice of working-class people was dressing and adorning their bodies in a 
manner that reflected their perspectives and desires and clashed with what was 
considered appropriate by the middle and upper classes. Working-class urbanites asserted 
their rights to space by dressing in ways that demanded attention by comporting their 
bodies to claim as much space as possible. Through dress, comportment, and public 
display of “private” emotions, working-class people frequently invited the attention and 
scrutiny of others, and engaged in practices that scrutinized others in turn, declaring their 
right to the landscape by obviously inspecting the clothes and making eye contact with 
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any other individuals who inhabited it (Upton 2008: 97). Upton (2008: 97) expands on 
this idea in an analysis of a 1850s lithograph, entitled “Two of the Killers” (Figure 7.6). 
 
Figure 7.6. Lithograph entitled “Two of the Killers” ca. 1848 (Courtesy of Library 
Company of Philadelphia). 
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the Killers, a Philadelphia street gang, clearly violate all the canons of 
gentility. Their clothes are made of fabrics of contrasting patterns (and 
presumably colors), violating ideals of fitting in, of occupying one’s own 
niche just so, of being restrained but not inconspicuous, of manifesting a 
self-respect that stopped short of self-promotion. Rather than standing 
erect in a small envelope of space, each man leans against the street 
furniture, arms akimbo, hat and cigar jauntily angled. The exhale clouds of 
cigar smoke. They take up too much space… they are self-possessed and 
indifferent: They own the street and they know it. 
Through embodied spatial practices they were constructing a space that they understood 
and owned. 
There is documentary and archaeological evidence that these kinds of social 
practices were enacted as part of the construction of 19th-century Boston’s urban 
landscape. A photograph of the corner of North and Lewis Streets taken around 1855 
depicts a group of working-class men posing in front of a deteriorated wood and brick 
building (Figure 7.7). In addition to housing a boot and shoe store, the building also 
served as the King’s Head Tavern, a waterfront watering hole originally built in 1691 and 
demolished sometime later in the 19th-century. When they weren’t plying their trade or 
searching for work, working class men like those shown here typically gathered to 
socialize on street corners, in saloons or groceries, or on street corners in front of saloons 
or groceries as shown here (Deutsch 2000: 7). Even given that photographs from this era 
were by necessity heavily staged, the postures and comportment of these men—relaxed 
yet assertive, with arms crossed or hands on hips, leaning casually in doorways or against 
the wall—mirror the space claiming practice of the two Killers. 
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Figure 7.7. Corner of Lewis and North Streets, ca. 1855 (Courtesy of Boston 
Public Library, Boston Pictorial Archives). 
 
Figure 7.8. Brass Button with inscription from 19-21 North Square 
(Photo by author). 
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A similar scene is shown on the Ballou’s “Boston Street Character” sketch 
(Figure 7.5). The upper left corner is labeled “The Dock Loafers,” and shows three 
working-class men of the kind who frequented the North End waterfront looking for 
work. Noticing that each “loafer” is wearing threadbare clothes and hats, while their 
counterparts in the photograph of Lewis and North Streets—some of who very well 
might have been laborers working on the waterfront—are wearing clothes visibly better 
maintained, it is important to remember that this publication was by and for a middle-
class audience, and as such portrayed these urban “types” as they were perceived to be as 
much as they really were. These men are described in the description accompanying the 
sketch as “not exactly the ‘glass of fashion’ or the ‘mould of form,’” which confirms that 
the adornment and relaxed comportment of working class men were perceived as not 
conforming to middle-class standards and also considered theit most noteworthy 
attributes. 
The illustration also helps identify the material residues of this working-class 
practice and identity. While most of the clothing these men would have worn did not 
survive archaeologically, the buttons that were attached to the clothing and are depicted 
in the illustration did. On the front of the shirt worn by the figure in the middle it is 
possible to discern a row of buttons.  These would most likely have been white Prosser 
ceramic buttons. Prosser ceramic buttons were manufactured in heated high-pressure 
molds, a technique invented in 1840 (Sprague 2002: 111). These inexpensive buttons 
were utilitarian, used in a range of products from men’s and women’s undergarments to 
men’s shirts, and in very high demand through the remainder of the 19th century 
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(Lindbergh 1999: 52). The privy at 19-21 North Square, the tenants of which would have 
been working-class men who worked in and around the waterfront, produced forty-one 
white Prosser ceramic four-hole buttons of the type that would have been attached this 
man’s shirt. These simple objects, as visible elements of the material adornment that 
actively contributed to the enactment of embodied social practices, are material evidence 
of the tactical practices that constructed the landscape. The same can be said for a large, 
circular copper-alloy button with a loop shank and a stylized stamped decoration or 
monogram that reads “P A/1,” recovered from the same privy; it was almost certainly 
from a men’s overcoat like the one illustrated in the Ballou’s illustration (Figure 7.8). 
Buttons like this were the primary decoration on coats and when polished gave the wearer 
an element of attention-attracting flash that was part of working-class adornment (White 
2005: 59). 
It is also worth noting that all three of these men in the illustration are shown 
smoking tobacco. The middle and right-hand man are smoking thin cigars, while the man 
on the left is smoking a clay pipe. Tobacco use in multiple forms was common among all 
classes in the 19th century, but smoking mass-produced, inexpensive clay pipes such-as 
the one illustrated here was associated with the working class. Pieces of at least 28 
different clay tobacco pipes were recovered from the 19-21 North Square privy, some of 
which closely resemble the one in the illustration (Figure 7.10). As Beaudry explains 
regarding the development and display of working-class culture in Lowell, “humble items 
such as white clay pipes… became emblematic of class membership because merely by 
smoking them in public—out of their proper context according to middle-class mores—
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workers signaled their group affiliation while flouting rules imposed on them by others” 
(Beaudry 1993: 93). 
Looking at the census, tax, and directory records can provide information about 
individuals like those depicted in the illustrations and photograph that goes beyond their 
stereotypical identity as a “Dock Loafer” or “Killer,” which in turn provides a better 
context in which to understand how and why they constructed the urban landscape they 
inhabited. Between 1850 and 1880 lot 27 (5-7 North Square) was the location of a series 
of residential and commercial establishments catering to mariners and the local 
population (Table 4.10). Looking at the use and residents of this lot in 1855—around the 
time the photograph of the King’s Head Tavern—can provide details as to who was 
enacting the embodied practices that constructed the landscape as a working class space, 
and about their daily lives and social experiences that contributed to what that 
constructed landscape meant to them. 
Between 1850 and 1859, a Polish immigrant and widow named Margaret Dolan 
owned lot 27 at the corner of North Square and Prince Street, and between 1853 and 1856 
she operated the grocery and boardinghouse in the two wing, three story brick building 
located there (Figure 7.9). At this time the boardinghouse catered to mariners, dock-
workers, and their families, and the grocery—like the one shown in the Killers 
lithograph—would have been a place where they and other working-class people drank 
and socialized. As in the case of the King’s Head Tavern and the Eagle Hotel I discuss in 
Chapter 8, the space in front of this structure would have been one of the settings for the 
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embodied practice and display that created and communicated the idea that this was a 
working-class urban landscape and the home of a working-class culture. 
The residents of 5-7 North Square recorded in the 1855 Massachusetts State 
census are a good example of the range of neighborhood residents who constructed the 
landscape through their practice (Table 7.2). The census records indicate that there were 
two households on the lot, but this likely refers to the residents that lived in either of the 
two connected structures on the lot—one that fronted on North Square, and one that 
fronted on Prince Street. One household was appears to be the family of the owner and  
Table. 7.2 1855 Massachusetts census results for lot 27 (5-7 North Square). 
Year Name Occupation Age Sex Household Place of Birth 
1855 Cauley Margaret   22 F a Poland 
1855 Dolan Margaret   41 F a Poland 
1855 Dolan Margaret   15 F a Mass 
1855 Gravey Nancy   53 F a Poland 
1855 Randolph Ellen C   19 F a Mass 
1855 Randolph John F Merchant 23 M a Nova Scotia 
1855 Burton John Mariner 20 M b Mass 
1855 Carney Ellen   11 F b Mass 
1855 Carney Patrick Laborer 25 M b Ireland 
1855 Chamberlin Ezra Mariner 56 M b Mass 
1855 Clark Margaret   23 F b Ireland 
1855 Coleman Edward Stevedore 30 M b Maine 
1855 Coleman Ellen   19 F b Mass 
1855 Healy Ellen   20 F b Ireland 
1855 Healy Patrick Laborer 30 M b Ireland 
1855 Mack Mary A   19 F b Ireland 
1855 Mahoney Charles 
Boarding 
House 30 M b 
New 
Brunswick 
1855 Mahoney Ellen   60 F b Ireland 
1855 Mahoney Francis Stevedore 65 M b Ireland 
1855 Mahoney Jane   20 F b Mass 
1855 Mahoney Mary J   1 F b Mass 
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Figure 7.9. Selection of 19th-century engraving entitled "Old North 
Square" showing structure on lot 27 (5-7 North Square). Structure on lot 
27 is a three story building on corner in center foreground (Courtesy of 
Boston Athenaeum). 
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keeper Margaret Dolan. The other Margaret Dolan listed is almost certainly her daughter, 
and the fact that she was born in Massachusetts tells us that the elder Margaret had been 
living in Boston at least 15 years. Two other Polish-born women are part of the 
household, either of whom could be relatives of Dolan, or boarders living with someone 
from a familiar background. The other family that lived in the same part of 5-7 North 
Square as the Dolans was John F. Randolph and his wife Ellen. He is 23 and she 19, and 
his occupation is listed as “Merchant,” which suggests that he ran a shop or warehouse on 
the waterfront and dealt with the goods coming on or off the ships.  
The other residents of the lot are listed together, and the men share similar 
working-class maritime occupations and ethnic backgrounds, which suggests that they 
were residents of the boardinghouse. Charles Mahoney is listed in the census as running 
the boardinghouse, but he is not mentioned in the tax records and is listed as an oyster 
vendor in the city directory, which combined with the multiple records indicating that 
Margaret Dolan ran the boardinghouse during this period suggests that this is an error on 
the census takers part (BD 1855). The records for the Mahoney family tell a story of 
working-class life in the North End. Charles, the 30-year old oyster seller lived with his 
20-year old wife Jane, their infant daughter Mary, and his parents Francis and Ellen. 
Francis is listed as a stevedore, but at the age of 65 it is unclear if he still worked loading 
and unloading cargo on Boston’s wharfs. Both Francis and Ellen were born in Ireland, 
and Charles was born in New Brunswick, Canada, which indicated that his parents came 
over from Ireland before 1825 in an early wave of Irish migration and initially settled—as 
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many did—in Canada before subsequently moving to Boston and finding work on the 
city’s docks. 
The other residents were either so-called “native” born Americans, or Irish 
immigrants who came over later than the Mahoneys during the famine years. Twenty 
five-year-old laborer Irish born Patrick Carney lives there with Ellen Carney, who 
appears to be his sister. These two appear to be orphans—if Ellen was born right after the 
crossing that would put their arrival at 1844 near the beginning of the Famine, and their 
parents could have died from any number of causes in the years since then. It is not clear 
for how long Patrick had been raising his sister and supporting both of them through day 
labor, but this kind of family situation was sadly common. Perhaps he was assisted in his 
efforts by one or both of the apparently unmarried Irish women living there—19-year-old 
Mary Mack and 23-year-old Margaret Clark—who would also have been domestic 
servants working at the boardinghouse. The other Irish tenants were laborer Patrick Healy 
and his wife Ellen, who at 30 and 20 years old, respectively, would also have been part of 
the Famine exodus. The rest of the residents were American born and worked in the 
maritime trades. Both 56-year-old Ezra Chamberlain and 20-year-old John Burton were 
Massachusetts born mariners, and 30-year-old Mainer Edward Coleman was a stevedore 
who lived at the house with his 19-year-old wife Ellen. 
When the behavior of the working-class residents was described as loud or 
boisterous, or even disorderly, these are the kinds of people who engaged in such 
practices. Some certainly might have stayed home or kept to themselves, but in general 
they were a community of people of different ages, genders, backgrounds and 
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occupations spending time together in close quarters inside and also in the public areas of 
the streets. When working-class men—who were such a source of interest to outside 
observers—engaged in public display and enacted embodied behaviors that helped to 
define the urban landscape as a working class-space, they were doing so not to construct 
a space where only their behavior was appropriate, but that of the larger community who 
shared elements of a working-class culture and the experience of living their daily lives in 
the urban landscape of the 19th-century North End.  
The urban landscape as domestic space 
The most significant aspect of this working-class re-appropriation of the 
landscape was the deliberate effort to transform the streets from an impersonal public 
space into an actively inhabited domestic space by making them the setting for an array 
of daily household and social practices. Bourdieu (1980: 76) is very clear that the places 
in which routine household practices are performed are “the privileged site of 
objectification of generative schemes” and have great influence over the system of 
practice that “inculcates and constantly reinforces the principles of classification… which 
constitute the arbitrariness of a culture.” Re-appropriating the space of the public street as 
an extension of the home naturalizes a sense of ownership and belonging in that space, 
and makes urban landscape an integral part of the generation and propagation of a 
working-class system of practice. Given what we know about the experience of 
inhabiting these blocks—the sounds and smells that offered opportunity and danger, the 
chaos in the streets, and the social and ethnic diversity of strangers and neighbors in the  
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Figure 7.10. Clay pipe recovered from 19-21 North Square (Photo byAuthor). 
Figure 7.11. “Children's cups”  from 27-29 Endicott (Photo by Author). 
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streets—the urban landscape was a far cry from the rural villages and simple dwellings in 
which the habitus of many of the block’s residents was inculcated. That the residents of 
these blocks would reconstruct such an alien environment into an extension of the most 
intimate space of the home speaks to how the understandings and dispositions created by 
practice do not act as rigid rules, constricting behavior, but shape systems of practice that 
seek to gain advantage in production and reproduction out of any situation or set of 
stimuli. 
Part of constructing the urban landscape as a domestic space was making it the 
proper setting for tactical practices that provided economic and social benefits to the 
people enacting them, particularly working-class women and children. The advent of 
urban industrial capitalism in the 19th century radically altered the roles and expectations 
of working-class women, without providing them with the material or ideological 
resources to press their claims or develop an understanding of their situation (Stansell 
1986: 36-37). Working-class women provided these things for themselves by tactically 
using the urban landscape to engineer a family economy that could provide the 
necessities of food and shelter by making full use of the available resources and 
opportunities. They also used the landscape to develop networks of economic, emotional, 
and social support with other working-class women to further legitimize their developing 
practices and identities. In the 19th-century North End working-class women made their 
lives as wives and mothers on the streets as much as in their tenements and 
boardinghouses (Stansell 1986: 52). 
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The space in which working-class women enacted the practices necessary for the 
functioning of their domestic household extended into the hallways of their tenements, 
the adjoining apartments, and into the street. Acquiring the material necessities of daily 
life—including food, water, and fuel—meant that many hours of each day were spent by 
working-class women moving through the streets performing chores and errands. The 
street was also the setting for social interactions with pawn brokers, shop keepers, and 
sympathetic neighbors that “[knitted] together the household with the world of the 
street…and created the material basis for a dense neighborhood life” (Stansell 1986: 
419). Women incorporated their neighbors into their domestic lives, forming attachments 
to each other and their children that made the neighborhood an important resource in the 
negotiations and struggles with the adverse conditions of urban life (Stansell 1982: 42). 
The ability to exchange or borrow necessities or cash from other residents was a crucial 
buffer against the inevitable shocks of poverty (Stansell 1986: 54). 
Public spaces that provided fresh air and distracting conversation, the front stoop 
being the classic example, were the preferred location for numerous household 
production activities like garment sewing or lace making through which working women 
made contributions to their household economy (Deutsch 2000: 7). Numerous artifacts 
related to sewing recovered from the 27-29 Endicott Street privy, used by the servants, 
sex workers, or perhaps the Madame who resided there. Fifty-five straight pins, 8 copper-
alloy eyes, and 2 thimbles were recovered from the privy, the material signature of both 
the practice of needle work and the construction of the landscape through enacting this 
quintessentially domestic practice in the public space of the urban landscape. 
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The streets of the Endicott block and North Square would have been filled with 
the sights and sounds of a noisy public life: people shouting and laughing, eating and 
drinking, fighting and lovemaking. Notions of domestic privacy were absent as people 
circulated between each other’s residences and the street, a pattern of behavior that would 
have been familiar to and fit into the habitual understandings of a person raised in rural 
village life on either side of the Atlantic (Stansell 1986: 41). Having social life play out in 
public was also a survival strategy for working-class women. Domestic squabbles and 
neighborhood fights were common, and violence against women was a component of 
working-class culture and practice (Chudacoff 1981: 122). Working-class women 
attempted to protect the emotional and physical safety of those with whom they had 
developed networks of mutual support by “entering briskly and forcefully into domestic 
frays between husbands and wives,” frequently dragging the quarrels out of the 
tenements and into the street where neighbors and passers-by were encouraged to 
adjudicate and reconcile the parties (Stansell 1986: 54) 
Instead of being understood as evidence of loving relationships and vital support 
networks, the playing out of working class social life in the urban landscape of the North 
End was interpreted by outsiders as more evidence for the dysfunction of the 
neighborhoods’ residents. Because middle-class Bostonians were “intensely conscious of 
their own yearnings and the restraint demanded by middle-class respectability, they were 
disturbed, even challenged, by the seeming disorderliness in the lives of the poor” 
(Bender 1975: 126). Middle-class visitors to working-class neighborhoods were repelled 
by the noisy gregariousness of social life, and shocked at the degree of involvement in the 
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lives of neighbors, and the “ways that laboring women helped each other…seemed to the 
pious to manifest a belligerent iniquity” (Stansell 1986: 75). An important and often 
repeated aspect of politeness was the prohibition against involving oneself in other people 
affairs, or as one 19th-century etiquette guide put it: “MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS” 
(Kasson 1990: 116). To middle-class observers, the practices necessary for working 
families to survive and thrive in small communities seemed a perpetual, disorderly 
carnival of  behavior that violated genteel standards of grace, politeness, sincerity, and 
domesticity (Deutsch 2000: 2). 
The street was the setting for some of the most important working-class 
occupations and economic strategies. Most obvious to any observer would have been the 
men, women, and children who earned their living selling all manner of goods and 
services on the street (Ryan 1997: 41). Street vending was one of the most common ways 
for children to contribute to the household economy, giving rise to stereotypes like the 
poor little flower girl. For children too young for street selling, scavenging or 
scrapping—gathering discarded or unguarded items from public spaces to reuse or to sell 
to pawn brokers or dealers in second-hand goods like the ones on the Endicott block—
was the customary way to contribute to the household economy (Stansell 1982: 314).  
The presence of working-class children playing and working in the North End 
streets encapsulated all that middle-class observers found objectionable and disturbing 
about working-class behavior. Working-class women subverted the strict notions of 
female behavior and respectability that lay at the heart of the ideologies of gentility and 
domesticity, and driving this attitude was the presence of domestic family life in the 
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public street, which was “antagonistic to ardently held beliefs about childhood, 
womanhood, and ultimately the nature of civilized urban society” (Stansell 1982: 310). 
From a genteel point of view the moral education of children depended on protecting 
them within the home; encouraging them to labor in the hazardous, male space of the 
street was perceived as the primary cause of the increase of crime in 19th century cities 
(Stansell 1982: 334-335). From a middle-class perspective, the fact that domestic 
activities were enacted in the street rather than in the enclave of the home was evidence 
of parental neglect, family disintegration, and a pervasive urban pathology (Stansell 
1982: 311). 
The practice of children scrapping in the urban landscape is shown on the 
Ballou’s “Boston Street Characters” illustration. Four children, dressed in similarly worn 
outfits, are described as “The Children of the Poor,” and depicted contributing to their 
household economy by scavenging the streets for fuel. The description of the illustration 
adds that the children also frequent the wharves for “other prizes than broken boards and 
scattered dunnage, such as waste sugar, molasses, coffee, and other groceries.” This 
illustration shows that this practice was a common occurrence in the North End, and also 
communicates middle-class disapproval. The children are drawn as the most threadbare 
group in the tableau, and they are described in the text as “ragged gleaners.” Nowhere is 
it acknowledged that these children’s actions are vital for the survival of the households, 
nor are their labors understood as an example of the hard work or self-reliance whose 
absence was often cited as the root of urban poverty. 
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The recovery of material culture related to childrearing from 19th-century 
working-class archaeological sites provides intriguing information about the relationship 
between middle-class and working-class cultures of parenting that are not available in the 
documentary record. Artifacts recovered from the brothel context at 27-29 Endicott 
street—transfer-printed earthenware vessels for use by children, sometimes called 
“children’s cups” or “moralizing china”—show that there was interplay between the 
middle-class and working-class concepts child rearing. Two vessels were small ceramic 
mugs that had children’s names printed on them, “Louis” or “Louisa” and “Frances”, and 
the third was a partial teacup from the popular “Franklin’s maxims” series, which 
recounted and illustrated instructive maxims by Benjamin Franklin (Figure 7.11). 
Children’s cups were popular among middle-class parents, who used them to inculcate 
genteel virtues. In this context, the cups with names were sometimes used as rewards for 
good behavior, and were intended to introduce children to the joys and responsibilities of 
private property (Riley 1991: 17). 
Similar ceramic vessels similar were also excavated from the Rocks neighborhood 
in Sydney. In her analysis of the excavations, Karskens interprets their presence in a 
working-class household as evidence that the people who purchased them had an interest 
in educating their children according to middle-class practices, and in inculcating them 
with the moral principles of self-control, self-improvement, and hard work (Karskens 
2001: 76). I think, however, that the symbolism and meanings of these items is much 
more ambiguous. The context in which these items were presented to the children, or how 
they were used, is not clear. There are no records of a Louis or a Frances living at 27-29 
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Endicott—or of any children during the brothel occupation—which raises the possibility 
that they were not used to instill the value of ownership, but just as an attractive and/or 
useful vessel. Assuming that they were in fact used by children, they could have been 
presented to the children as rewards, but rewards for what behavior? If they were a 
reward for scrapping or selling in the street, or even to take it to an extreme for being a 
successful pickpocket, than they would have been used to instill the antithesis of genteel 
values. What we can be more certain of is that they are evidence that the re-appropriation 
of middle-class material culture into working-class practices was a real phenomenon, and 
extended into the realm of family life and parenting. In all likelihood, these vessels were 
used in working class practice, and if they were intended to instill values, it would have 
been that values of a working-class culture that combined the habitus generated by the 
experiences of working people with the material culture and practices that formed 
consumer culture and were encountered in 19th-century Boston’s urban landscape. 
The working-class wives and mothers who constructed these landscapes as 
extensions of domestic space posed a potentially existential problem for the middle-class. 
The streets and spaces constituting the study blocks would have been full of females 
engaging in domestic social practices within the purportedly male spaces of the urban 
landscape. The presence of women and feminine practices outside of the home was an 
impossibility according to genteel ideology, and the threat this heterodox system posed to 
the ontological security generated by middle-class practice required a way of perceiving 
and constructing the landscape and its inhabitants that reorganized the relationship 
between space, gender, and morality so that it more closely agreed with the habitus of 
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someone embodying the ideology of domesticity. This was achieved by re-constructing 
the gendered characteristics of working-class women, altering the perception of their 
embodied practice and behavior so that they possessed none of the characteristics of 
femininity and therefore belonged in the “male” space of the public street. 
Working-class women were frequently described in contemporary accounts and 
urban exposes as masculine in comportment, dress, gestures, and social behaviors. A 
typical account populated tenements with “formidable women, with uncombed hair and 
disordered dress, [who] gossiped while leaning on railways, or screamed in frantic 
quarrels” (Glaab 1983: 249). Everything about the working-class woman in that 
description constitutes a violation of genteel femininity. Working-class women were also 
described as perpetually drunk—drinking being a male practice in genteel culture—and 
abusive or neglectful to their children, demonstrating not just a lack of a womanly 
compassion but also an absence of the core characteristic of female maternal identity 
(Stansell 1982: 312). Stansell (1982: 322) explains how “like prostitutes, mothers of 
street children became a kind of half sex in the eyes of reformers, outside the bounds of 
humanity by virtue of their inability or unwillingness to replicate the innate abilities of 
true womanhood.” Having constructed working-class women as inherently masculine, the 
middle class could encounter their practices in the male space of the street without 
challenging their ontological security. 
Boston’s Working Girls and the Landscape of Respectability 
Working-class women’s dress and social practices provide a good example of 
how costuming and gestural systems were used to construct an urban landscape that 
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encouraged and legitimized working-class culture. Changes in the economy of 19th 
century American cities, including Boston, introduced a new archetype to the social 
milieu: the young female wage earner, a.k.a. the “working girl.” Whether they earned 
their living through factory labor, domestic service, in shops and downtown offices, or 
through casual or full-time sex work, young female workers were increasingly visible 
throughout the urban landscape (Deutsch 2000: 81).  
Many such young women resided on the study blocks between 1850 and 1880. 
Table 7.3 shows the result of the various Federal and Massachusetts census records, 
selected for females under the age of 25 who had listed occupations, or who my research 
indicates were sex workers. These females came mainly from New England, Ireland, or 
were the American-born children of Irish immigrants, although there are individuals from 
a variety of domestic and foreign origins. The most frequent occupation was sex worker, 
at 41 percent of the total recorded, with domestic servant the second most frequent at 31 
percent. Ten percent of the females worked as tailors, and four percent as dress makers. 
The rest of the women worked a variety of jobs, including cook, store clerk, milliner, and 
waged factory work. In addition to their other commonalities, what all these women 
shared was that they were taking advantage of the novel opportunity offered by 19th-
century cities to earn an independent wage, and that they resided in an urban landscape 
that was deeply ambivalent, even hostile, to their presence within it.  
The dominant conception of urban space defined city streets, factories, 
department stores, virtually all public as dangerous for the physical well-being and 
reputations of single women (Deutsch 2000: 78). Working girls inhabiting and moving 
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Table 7.3. “Working girls” residing on study blocks, from census data. 
Lot # Year Name Occupation Place of Birth Age 
1 1860 Chisholm Eliza Machine Sewing Nova Scotia 25 
2 1855 Gray Catherine 
 
New York 24 
2 1855 Mason S 
 
Canada 18 
2 1855 Smith Eliza 
 
Mass 22 
2 1855 Walker Mary 
 
Canada 20 
2 1855 Wells Clara 
 
NH 19 
2 1860 Conant Mary Domestic Servant Vermont 35 
2 1860 Gray Ellen 
 
Mass 17 
2 1860 Hammond Jane Tailor Vermont 19 
2 1860 Nelson Jane Domestic Servant Virginia 31 
2 1860 Sampson Margaret 
 
St John NB 24 
2 1860 Watson Emma 
 
NH 21 
2 1860 White Adelaide 
 
Vermont 24 
2 1860 White Josephine 
 
New York 28 
3 1865 Boles Domestic Servant Ireland 25 
3 1865 Brown Susan Lodginghouse Ireland 19 
3 1865 Campbell Susan Domestic Servant Mass 20 
3 1865 Gray Maria Domestic Servant Mass 16 
3 1870 Bernard Maya Domestic Servant Mass 25 
3 1880 Holmes Bertha Cook Halifax N S 19 
3 1880 Watson Minnie Domestic Servant England 19 
5 1855 Allen Lucy 
 
England 24 
5 1855 Bradley Mary 
 
Maine 23 
5 1855 Webster Sarah 
 
NH 38 
5 1860 Mason Caroline F Domestic Servant Sweden 21 
6 1880 Brown Dasey Dress Maker Mass 22 
6 1880 Clark Norah Domestic Servant Mass 22 
6 1880 Jones Etta Clerk RI 21 
6 1880 Lafavor Sadie Domestic Servant Canada 18 
7 1855 Adams A  
 
Vermont 35 
7 1855 Clark Jane  
 
Mass 19 
7 1855 Colbey Mary  
 
Ireland 20 
7 1855 Manlin Catherine  
 
NH 18 
7 1855 McMahon Elina  
 
Vermont 22 
7 1855 Morton J  
 
Mass 20 
7 1855 Ordinary S  
 
Maine 19 
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Lot # Year Name Occupation Place of Birth Age 
7 1855 Pinkham Ellen  
 
NH 22 
7 1855 Sullivan Margaret 
 
Ireland 28 
7 1855 Thompson Elisa  
 
RI 21 
7 1860 Clark Eva 
 
Mass 17 
7 1860 Cline Louisa 
 
Mass 31 
7 1860 Hamilton Anna 
 
NH 24 
7 1860 Heath Anna Dress Maker Maine 19 
7 1860 Heath Ela Dress Maker Maine 22 
7 1860 Hill Sarah Domestic Servant Mass 24 
7 1860 Jones Adeline Domestic Servant Mass 23 
7 1860 Roberts Fannie Milliner Mass 19 
7 1865 Carrie Allen 
 
Nova Scotia 23 
7 1865 Dora Adams 
 
Eng 23 
7 1865 Emma Healy 
 
Ireland 20 
7 1865 Ester Cameron 
 
Maine 20 
7 1865 Jennie Franklin 
 
New York 29 
7 1865 Lottie Forrest 
 
Vermont 32 
7 1865 Louisa S. Cowen 
 
Vermont 35 
7 1865 Margaret Hobo Domestic Servant Nova Scotia 28 
7 1865 Mary Lake No Occupation Maine 24 
8 1855 Davis Bell 
 
Maine 21 
8 1855 Harding Catherine 
 
Mass 22 
8 1855 Stewart F 
 
Mass 17 
8 1855 Wingate M 
 
Mass 17 
8 1860 Blaisdall Gertrude Domestic Servant Ireland 21 
8 1860 Brenon Mary 
 
Ohio 15 
8 1860 Burns Sarah 
 
Maine 27 
8 1860 Hastings Louisa 
 
NH 30 
8 1860 Hayes Mary Dress Maker NH 24 
8 1860 Jones Kate Dress Maker NH 18 
8 1860 Mason Mary Ellen Tailor Maine 16 
8 1860 McAuleffe Jane 
 
Ireland 18 
8 1860 McConnor Mary Ann Tailor NH 34 
8 1860 McGuire Margaret Domestic Servant Ireland 25 
8 1860 Paine Abby 
 
New York 19 
8 1860 Williams Kate 
 
Ireland 20 
8 1870 Connelli Mary Seamstress Mass 14 
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Lot # Year Name Occupation Place of Birth Age 
10 1860 Donnelly Kate Domestic Servant Ireland 20 
10 1860 Harrington Kate Domestic Servant Ireland 17 
10 1860 Mackduff Ellen Domestic Servant Ireland 25 
10 1860 Murphy Hannah Domestic Servant Ireland 23 
10 1860 Soub Sarah Domestic Servant Ireland 22 
10 1865 Hill Hattie A Cloak maker Mass 25 
10 1865 Hill Mauoia B Cloak maker NH 18 
10 1865 Murphey Hannah Domextic Servant Ireland 25 
10 1870 Avery Sophia Domestic Servant Maine 25 
10 1870 Brown Katie Seamstress NH 18 
10 1870 Cannon Margaret Domestic Servant Maine 24 
10 1870 Tully Bella Tailoress Mass 14 
10 1870 Willan Minnie Tailor Maine 20 
11 1860 Tyson Mary Tailor Ireland 20 
11 1865 O'Brien Bridget Boardinghouse New Foundland 16 
11 1865 O'Brien Hannah Spices New Foundland 18 
11 1870 Kane Jane Brass Finisher Ireland 23 
11 1870 Ring Julia Tailoress Mass 16 
11 1870 Ring Mary Domestic Servant Mass 20 
24 1880 Lawler Jannie Tailor Ireland 19 
25 1865 Hugue Ellen Domestic Servant Mass 20 
26 1870 Gallagher Elizabeth Tailoress Mass 17 
26 1870 Gallagher Rosellie Tailoress Mass 19 
27 1860 Rafferty Bridget Domestic Servant Manchester, Eng 16 
27 1870 Leary Fannie Fruit Mass 23 
27 1880 Boyle Ann St Vincent House California 12 
27 1880 Boyle Katie St Vincent House California 4 
27 1880 Boyle Maggie St Vincent House California 10 
27 1880 McCain Mary Ann Milliner Maine 24 
28 1870 Hamilton Eluta Music Teacher Mass 18 
28 1880 Goalden Maggie Domestic Servant New York 25 
28 1880 Wallis Emily Domestic Servant Maine 19 
29 1880 Newell Mary Box Factory Mass 23 
33 1880 Hilly Margaret Shoe Factory Mass 18 
33 1880 Hilly Mary Shoes Mass 19 
33 1880 Hilly Sabina Upholsterer Mass 24 
34 1880 Dempsey Sarah Tailoress Mass 18 
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Lot # Year Name Occupation Place of Birth Age 
35 1870 Bliss Julia Domestic Servant Nova Scotia 25 
37 1860 Reed Elizabeth Domestic Servant Ratk, Ireland 25 
37 1865 Doherty Bridget Domestic Servant Ireland 20 
37 1870 Carrol Kate Domestic Servant Mass 18 
37 1870 Doherty Bridget Domestic Servant Ireland 23 
38 1860 Malory Ann Esabella Domestic Servant Fiyal, West Indies 23 
39 1870 Fisher Lizzie Tailoress Ireland 18 
39 1870 Lee Ann Domestic Servant Ireland 25 
40 1865 Murphy Winnifred Domestic Servant Ireland 20 
40 1880 Cramer Annis Cook Mass 25 
40 1880 Slattery Mary J Domestic Servant Mass 15 
41 1855 Adams Henry Leather Maine 16 
41 1865 Scanlan Catherine Domestic Servant Ireland 20 
41 1880 Cogan Lizzie Milliner Mass 24 
41 1880 Dobbins Bridget Domestic Servant Mass 22 
 
through urban space, alone or in groups, were frequently subjected to social 
condemnation as well as to physical and sexual violence. In response, “young, single, 
wage earning women sought to create a city that met their needs” by constructing a 
landscape that they could inhabit according to their own dispositions and remain safe and 
respected (Deutsch 2000: 18).  
They sought to construct this landscape through tactical, embodied practice. 
Working-class people, as dominated members of society, were well aware of the  
normative expectations of the dominant cultural paradigm (Giddens 1979: 72). Working-
class women were a bold presence in the street, dressing in bright colors and clashing 
patterns, in forms accentuating the hips, and wearing a wide hat that permitted eye 
contact (Stansel 1986: 96).Welcoming attention on the street through bright and 
fashionable clothes, failing to modestly cover the head and face, making eye contact with 
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strange men and women, and moving unaccompanied through the urban landscape were 
all practices that had long been associated with sex-workers and other women deemed 
unworthy of respect (Kasson 1990: 130). Instead of avoiding these practices, young 
women embraced them. Not only did they dress and adorn themselves to be visible, they 
also promenaded in un-chaperoned groups, engaging in flirtatious behavior with men of 
all classes and displayed high spirits and sociable behavior that did not conform to the 
conception of the dour, desperate working girl popular among the middle class (Stansell 
1986: 123). 
While they are not numerous, artifacts recovered from the 27-29 Endicott Street 
privy provide some evidence of the adornment and comportment that were an integral 
part in the performance of such spatial practices by working-class women. The 
depositional context of the artifacts makes attributing the artifacts to a particular tenant or 
type of worker problematic. These artifacts may have been used by the sex workers living 
at the house when it was a brothel, or by the domestic servants who also lived there, or by 
more “respectable” working girls who rented rooms at the house before or after the 
brothel closed. Young working girls of all stripes engaged in practices to redefine their 
landscape and their place in it, however, so these artifacts very possibly served an active 
material component of the process. 
Fifty-four scraps of fabric and textiles were recovered  from the privy, but 
unfortunately they are so fragmentary and decomposed that they only offer a window into 
the types of fabrics worn—wool and silk for certain, and likely other kinds of textiles as 
well. Buttons of multiple types and sizes were also recovered, including some that would 
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have been part of expensive garments. A bone object that was possibly a corset stay, a 
necessary component for a fashionable outfit. More direct evidence of the practice of 
public display comes from the 154 leather shoe remains recovered from the privy. All the 
identifiable shoes recovered were women’s and children’s shoes, and they were a mix of 
practical work shoes—sometimes referred to as brogans at that time—and much more 
fashionable boots and slippers. There is also evidence that some shoes might have been 
discarded not because of wear, but because they were no longer fashionable (Ordonez 
and Stevens 1995: 15-23). The wearing of fashionable, flashy clothes to match the stylish 
shoes would have been a tactical practice, enacted at certain times for maximum impact, 
a defiant message about the use of space that would have colored the meanings and 
memories of the landscape for performer and audience. 
Jewelry—beloved by working-class women and looked down upon by the 
middle-class—was found in the privy as well. The glass and metal face to a locket was 
recovered. This might have been a part of a mourning locket, a popular item in the latter 
half of the 19th century that would have contained the hair or another memento of a 
passed loved one. Two gold-washed, engraved stick pins with glass stone settings 
recovered from the privy would have been more ostentatious items of adornment, inviting 
the attention of passersby on the street (Figure 7.11). Several clear and colored glass 
beads were found, which would likely have been sewn into clothing or accessories to add 
detail and sparkle to an outfit. One plain gold ring was also excavated (Figure 7.12). The 
size of the ring suggests that it was worn by a woman, although a married man losing his 
wedding band in the absolute worst place cannot be discounted.  
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By enacting spatial practices that involved dressing and acting in public in such a 
way as to re-appropriate and call into question the presiding norms for female public 
behavior, working girls sought to dissolve old understandings and generate spaces more 
amenable to their needs and goals. Working girls’ public social practice deliberately  
  
Figure 7.12. Gold pins and locket face from 27-29 Endicott Street (Johnson 
2010) 
created what Erving Goffman identifies as a scene, “when an individual acts in such a 
way as to intentionally destroy or threaten the polite appearance of consensus” in order to 
create a new set of understandings (Goffman 1959: 210). Bourdieu remarks that this kind 
of subversive, heterodox practice is an intentional and effective way to bring into 
consciousness and modify categories of thought that orient individual and collective 
practices (Bourdieu 1980: 141). Young working women chose not to conform to the 
standards of genteel female dress, comportment, or social behavior in public urban space, 
and instead re-appropriated the ideology and spaces controlled by others to make a 
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Figure 7.13. Gold ring recovered from 27-29 Endicott Street (Photo by 
author). 
 
declaration of their perspectives on and desires for daily urban life (Giddens 1984: 80).  
Summary 
The landscape of the two study blocks, and the North End as a whole, was 
constructed at a time of great economic struggle and ideological conflict. While the 
material conditions of the neighborhood did resemble the dilapidated, unsanitary urban 
space of middle-class imagination, the people and practices within the built environment 
were considerably more diverse, and more intentional, than conventional wisdom at the 
time suggested. The embodied daily practices of North End residents were enacted in a 
setting characterized by a clamorous, reeking, exhilarating, terrifying urban landscape, in 
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which the individual was perpetually confronted with both the familiar and the 
unfamiliar. 
These objective conditions conformed to no-one’s habitus, and as such social 
structures such as the nature and use of space were exceptionally open to competition 
between systems of embodied practice. The working-class residents attempted to take 
advantage of their close relationship to the landscape they inhabited and their knowledge 
of the dominant social system to deploy tactical practice to re-appropriate and re-
construct an urban landscape that actively participated in their economic and social 
strategies to survive and thrive in the challenging conditions of the 19th-century North 
End. At the same time, the city’s middle class had its own agendas and projects, and an 
integral part of these projects was the transformation of the North End from an 
uncontrolled, unknowable space that threatened their carefully crafted worldview into a 
dangerous but understood space that confirmed the tenets of their deeply held ideologies.  
The key to these social processes remained the socially informed, embodied 
practices of individuals inhabiting the space of the landscape. A micro-scale analysis of 
these practices in the context of individual motivations, decisions, and practices brings 
the analysis of landscape construction to the level of everyday life and experience that 
most of us take for granted, but are the building blocks for all social life. The final 
chapter in this analysis will examine in detail specific individuals, households, domiciles, 
and daily routines in an effort to bring together the intimate operations of individual 
practice and the forces that construct and are constructed by that practice. The lives and 
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times of the residents of 27-29 Endicott and the 19-21 North Square tell the story of the 
creation and meaning of the landscape of the North End. 
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CHAPTER 8: INDIVIDUAL PRACTICE AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
URBAN LANDSCAPE 
 
The urban landscapes of 19th-century Boston and the North End were constructed 
through innumerable embodied daily practices informed by understandings and 
perceptions filtered through individual habitus. In this chapter I focus my analysis on the 
micro-scale of the individual practices and gestural systems through which the residents 
of the North End socially constructed space and the urban landscape that they inhabited. 
These processes occurred in the context of the on-going competition among the 
respective systems of practice embodied and enacted by Boston’s elite, middle-class, and 
working-class residents, part of which was the creation of landscapes that encouraged the 
enactment and production of systems of practice and culture. I identify specific practices 
and gestures that influenced the development of the different aspects of the landscape, 
and the material remains that provide information about how and why these practices 
were undertaken. There are as many practices that construct the landscapes as there are 
ways that landscapes are perceived, experienced, and conceived of by individual actors. 
My analysis here focuses on two of the most consequential: routine daily practices that 
generate a sense of familiarity and security in the landscape, and the practice of social 
interaction that help define the differences between systems of practice and the 
landscapes in which those practices enacted. 
Routine and patterned practices in the urban landscape have a significant 
influence in the development of an individual’s understanding and dispositions regarding 
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the landscape (Giddens 1979: 3) Routine and repetition are integral parts of the 
production and reproduction of social life, contributing “both to the continuity of the 
personality of the agent, as he or she moves along the paths of daily activities, and to the 
institutions of society, which are such only through their constant reproduction” (Giddens 
1984: 66). Routine builds up a sense that the practices enacted and the dispositions they 
embody are normal and natural, and consequently “taken for granted” (Giddens 
1979:218). “Routinization of social relations,” Giddens (1979: 129) explains, “is the 
mode in which potentially corrosive effects of anxiety are contained. The familiar is 
reassuring, and the familiar in social settings is created and recreated through human 
agency itself.” Routines in the landscape also build up social relationships, and one of the 
defining characteristics of landscape is the presence of “teammates” with whom an actor 
shares a system of practice and who will support them during 99 (Goffman 1959: 83). 
Routinized practices perform an important role in the continuity of social reproduction 
and have the effect of reifying and naturalizing the identities and practices expressed in 
that interaction, potentially elevating them to a taken-for-granted part of daily life and 
understanding. 
Social interaction among individuals significantly contributes to the production 
and reproduction of social systems and structures, which include systems of embodied 
practice and the landscapes in which those practices are enacted. Interaction brings the 
systems of practice individuals embody into competition, and it is in this competition that 
the components of that system are defined and refined, and the system itself reproduced 
and disseminated according to the outcomes of that competition. Bourdieu (1977: 81) 
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explains that “interpersonal relations are never, except in appearance, individual-to-
individual relationships and that the truth of the interaction is never patterned in time and 
space,” and that “every confrontation between agents in fact brings together, in an 
interaction defined by the objective structures of the relation between groups they belong 
to… all the objective structures of which they are a product, structures which exist only 
when embodied in a competence acquired in the course of a particular history”. 
Giddens (1979: 66) argues that social systems in their totality can be understood 
as systems of regularized, recurrent interactions that are patterned in space and time, and 
that studying how social systems are recursively created through practice is to study “the 
ways that systems, via the application of generative rules and resources, and in the 
context of unintended outcomes, is produced and reproduced in interaction.” The 
production and dissemination of systems of practice through interaction are predicated on 
the ability to successfully “bring off” the interaction. To do so, individuals make use of 
their knowledge about the social, cultural, and institutional order in which the interaction 
occurs in such a way as to make the interaction “meaningful,” and “by invoking the 
institutional order this way—which is unavoidable—they necessarily reproduce the 
institutional order” (Giddens 1984: 331). 
When I discuss interaction in this chapter, I am not necessarily referring to a 
direct, verbal encounter between individuals. What occurs more frequently in the 
landscape is what Giddens (1984: 70) calls an “unfocused interaction,” whereby 
communication between individuals in a specific spatial context is enacted through 
gestures and other visual signals. This kind of interaction is nonetheless still meaningful 
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and contributes to the construction of the urban landscape. The primary kind of 
unfocused interaction between individuals in the 19th-century urban landscape was the 
process of mutual observation and identification according to “types” as discussed in 
Chapters 6 and 7. 
To understand how the different components of interaction operate, and the 
relationship of each of these components to the landscape in which they are deployed, it 
is helpful to incorporate the symbolic interactionism of sociologist Erving Goffman. 
According to Goffman, successful interaction involved creating and combining personal 
appearance, social behavior, and the landscape as the setting of interaction in such a way 
that they all appear to make sense together and meet the social expectations of other 
participants. Part of a successful interaction involves the participants non-discursively yet 
mutually agreeing on the parameters of the interaction, which includes the landscape 
(Goffman 1959: 10). Social interaction contributed to the construction of the urban 
landscape by getting participants to define the landscape in which an interaction occurred 
as one that favored the production and reproduction of a particular system of practice.  
In interaction, actors perform an identity through their personal front, a 
combination of costuming and personal adornment with embodied comportment 
(Goffman 1959: 22). Behavior during interaction is defined as the line: a “pattern of 
verbal and non-verbal acts by which he expresses his view of the situation and through 
this his evaluation of the participants, especially himself” (Goffman 1967: 5). In every 
interaction, each participant also claims a face, the social status a person claims for 
themselves through their personal front and their line of action (Goffman 1967: 6). The 
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component of interaction that most directly effects the construction of urban landscapes is 
its setting, the physical space and material culture a performer draws upon during their 
interaction. Because successful interactions are those where the appearance and behavior 
of an actor cohere with the setting of the performance, individuals who wished to engage 
in successful social interactions throughout the landscape had to understand how different 
spaces influence the outcomes of social interaction, and adapt their personal front, line of 
action, and claim to face to coincide with the demands of the setting (Goffman 1959: 22).  
One of the necessary components for the social creation of space is the 
delineation of boundaries between spaces, which are not created until their frontiers are 
experiences and defined (de Certeau 1984: 122). Engaging in interaction throughout the 
landscape, actors would quickly come to understand where certain appearances and 
behaviors successfully cohered with the setting for interaction and where they did not by 
gauging the reactions and behaviors of others to their social performances. It would be 
very apparent to most social actors where their performances were successful and where 
certain types of practices and people were no longer tolerated. Additionally, assertive 
interactions, where an individual or group enacts an aggressive line and makes bold 
claims to face, would have been the way boundaries between spaces were renegotiated. 
Routine and spatial practices in the landscape of the North End  
 The landscape of the North End was a familiar space to its residents. Familiarity 
was important in the operation of systems of practice, providing ontological security and 
naturalizing the relationships between embodied practice and the social phenomena they 
recursively constructed. The more personal experience an individual had with a particular 
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space, the more secure they would have felt there, and the more they would have felt that 
they understood what was going on around them and how things worked. The more 
knowledgeable and secure  actors were about the landscape they inhabited, the better they 
could use tactical practices to achieve their goals, and tailor their appearance, manner, 
and behavior to whatever was required to coherence in that setting of interaction. 
Embodied experience in a particular space would also have generated personal memories 
associated with that space, and because individuals understand their selves in the context 
of their surroundings, it imbued the space with meanings that affected people’s sense of 
self and their habitus (Thomas 1993: 42). 
The North End was also constructed by its residents as a working class landscape. 
Through the performance of gestural systems—systems of articulated movements that, 
according to Lefebvre (1991: 215), embody and produce a sense of space shared by 
others who perform the same gestures—the North End was constructed as a place in 
which the social and cultural practices of working-class people were appropriate, and the 
residents of the neighborhood felt they had the right to use the space as they saw fit. 
These efforts to create a landscape whose uses and characteristics were transparent to its 
working-class residents also contributed to the inability of outsiders to understand what 
was transpiring there. When a landscape is constructed so as to actively support the 
behaviors and perspectives of individuals embodying one system of practice, it is also 
constructed to discourage and confound the attempts by people embodying a different 
system of practice to define the situation on their own terms.  
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This familiar landscape was constructed through the enactment of routine 
embodied practices, and the development and performance of gestural systems. Routine 
practices incorporated urban space into the individuals’ every-day life and habitus, 
making the urban landscape a taken-for-granted part of social reality. The performance of 
gestural systems constructed the North End as a space of representation: The space of 
daily life as conceived by Lefebvre in which practice gives symbolic meaning to physical 
aspects of the landscape, and uses of space different than those intended by its creator are 
discovered and reified. In this section I identify some of the practices and routines that 
created this sense of familiarity, the gestural systems that constructed the North End as a 
space of representation, and the places within the landscape that these practices and 
gestures were enacted. 
 Included among the routine embodied practices that constructed the North End 
are domestic practices enacted in the public spaces of the landscape, as described in 
Chapter 7. This includes embodied practices like using the streets for domestic chores, 
engaging in economic practices such as scrapping or vending, and socializing with 
friends and relatives. Enacting these kinds of practices on a regular, repeating basis 
created a feedback loop in which the more these domestic practices were performed, the 
more the space seemed an appropriate space to perform these kinds of practices, until the 
space becomes familiar and associated with the meanings and memories associated with 
family life. The experience of performing embodied practice in these spaces, the 
familiarity generated by routine domestic practice, and the repeated and intimate 
interactions with the other individuals who lived on the block created a space that would 
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have felt like “home.” This was especially significant to the Irish population in the North 
End, who had recently been exiled from the places they considered home and were 
seeking a new one (Handlin 1959: 94). The buildings, features, institution, and even long-
term residents would have acted as landmarks and reminders of personal experiences and 
memories, imbuing the landscape with meanings that were integrated into an individual’s 
habitus and sense of self. Despite a lack of strategic resources, the inhabitants of these 
spaces would have felt a sense of ownership and control over the landscape. 
 Commuting to and from work was practice that constructed the landscape. 
Routine movement and practice in the landscape such as walking to work every day—the 
way the residents of the North End would have commuted—would have allowed 
individuals to perceive and experience much of the landscape firsthand, creating a sense 
of familiarity and contributing to ontological security. Information about where people 
routinely traveled within Boston’s landscape therefore provides information about the 
spaces with which the North End’s working-class residents were familiar, and the 
potential settings for embodied practices and social interactions. 
Information about travel to and from work comes from the Boston city directories 
and the Street Book tax records, which occasionally listed both the home and work 
addresses of individuals, sometimes listing exact addresses and other times listing the 
street and ward in which their place of business was located. I generated a list all the 
recorded instances of persons residing on either North Square or the Endicott block 
commuting to work elsewhere in the city for each year between 1850 and 1880 and 
plotted this information onto a copy of the 1867 Sanborn fire insurance map (Figure 8.1). 
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I designated the locations to which the blocks’ residents traveled for work with a green 
fill. For the locations listed in tax records only by street and ward, I used that information 
to draw a line along the street to indicate where the place of work or the residence could 
have been located. The map data indicates that there were certain areas of Boston’s 
landscape, inside and outside of the North End, where the residents of these two blocks 
would have traversed and perceived as a matter of routine. 
The results indicate that the residents of the blocks tended to work at the same 
block on which they lived. Of the 119 instances where an individual’s home and work 
addresses were recorded in tax or directory records, 52 of these listed the place of work 
on the same block as the residence, a rate of 43 percent. This tendency would have built 
on the familiarity with the blocks created by domestic practices. Residents of the blocks 
also worked along Hanover and North Streets and on or near the wharves on the east side 
of the North End waterfront. Besides the North End, the places where the blocks’ 
residents walked too for work most frequently were the commercial areas around Quincy 
Market and the near-by warehouses along Commercial and Fulton streets. The other part 
of the city in which the residents of the blocks found work consistently was to the south 
of Faneuil Hall, around the confluence of State, Milk, and Congress streets. By the 
second half of the 19th century, this area was becoming what it is today: the chief 
financial and business district of the city. Then as now, such establishments created a 
demand for employees from working-class backgrounds to work as clerks and servants in  
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Figure 8.1. Selection from 1867 Sanborn, showing locations where study blocks’ residents worked 1850-1880. Numbers are 
lot numbers of 27-29 Endicott and 19-21 North Square, included for reference (BD 1850-1880, BA 1850-1865:SB Ward 3, 
1850:SB Ward 1, 1866-1875:SB Ward 2, 1876-1880:SB Ward 6, 1876-1880:SB Ward 7). 
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the counting houses, as shopkeepers, and as cab and cart drivers hauling and delivering 
goods. 
The distribution of employment for people residing on these blocks reveals 
several things about what areas North Enders frequently experienced. It indicates that 
North Enders were most familiar with their own neighborhood, and that if they did not 
work near the blocks on which they lived, they likely worked elsewhere in the 
neighborhood within easy walking distance of their homes. It is striking that very few 
residents of these bocks worked in the significant and growing commercial areas along 
Washington Street and in the South End—which was a more middle-class neighborhood 
during this period—and those who did so only began to do so in the 1870s. The South 
End was apparently not an area of the city in the study block residents’ orbit of routine 
familiarity, at least not in terms of employment. 
 Shopping was another routine social practice during which residents of the study 
blocks perceived and acquired familiarity with the urban landscape. The results of the 
commercial activity on the Endicott block and North Square summarized in Chapter 4 
show that throughout the years they contained numerous pawn shops, groceries, second-
hand clothing stores, and other neighborhood institutions that residents would have 
traveled to frequently to acquire the necessities of daily life. Personal relationships would 
likely also have formed between the residents of the block and the shopkeepers who 
remained there for an extended period of time. This would have added to their familiarity 
with the blocks, and created personal connections and memories anchored in space as 
well. 
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 Based on recovered documentary and archaeological evidence, seeking medical 
treatment would have been a regular occurrence for the residents of the study blocks—
particularly the residents of 27-29 Endicott Street—and possibly one of the routine 
movements through the landscape. A general distrust of the poor and the outright 
discrimination against the Irish, combined with a lack of funds, meant that many 
residents of the North End would have relied on public dispensaries or privately run 
charity hospitals for medical care (Brighton 2005: 123-124). These institutions tended to 
deny coverage based on specious moral judgments, however, so it is likely that medical 
care at these establishments was frequently supplemented with the purchase of medicine 
for local doctors and/or apothecaries of highly variable medical acumen. 
One piece of evidence for this is the presence of at least four different doctors’ 
offices operating on the Endicott block between 1850 and 1880. Given the stigma 
attached to the North End and their proximity to active brothels these medical practices 
were likely patronized by working-class residents of the city, and four offices in close 
proximity suggest a high level of demand for their services. There were also numerous 
marked and unmarked pharmaceutical vials and apothecary bottles recovered from the 
privies on both blocks, the presence of which is evidence that the residents of these 
households patronized the apothecaries and druggists on a regular basis. Among the 
unmarked bottles, two were recovered from the 27-29 Endicott Street privy with their 
contents intact. From the brothel context of HN 233, excavators recovered a clear glass 
bottle, round in shape with a patent lip and flared foot that contained liquid mercury. 
Mercury was a common treatment for a variety of ailments in the 19th-century, including 
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venereal disease. Another bottle, originally a perfume, recovered from HN 234 had an 
intact cork and contained a viscous brown liquid that spectrographic testing identified as 
copaiba oil, a plant based oil used as a cosmetic and as a venereal disease treatment 
during the 19th century (Johnson 2010: 40-41) (Figure 8.2). These were the kinds of 
products that the residents of 27-29 Endicott were purchasing when they engaged in this 
routine practice. 
There are several pieces of evidence that can tell us where in the landscape people 
routinely sought medical care. Any of the unmarked pharmaceutical vials or apothecary 
bottles could have been purchased at one of the establishments in the neighborhood, such 
as Walter White’s apothecary at 5-7 North Square (lot 27) that later moved to 3 North 
Square (lot 26). There were also bottles recovered from the privies that are embossed 
with the names of apothecaries and druggists in Boston, indicating where they were 
originally purchased. Two such bottles were recovered from 19-21 North Square. One 
was from the M. H. Gleeson apothecary which was in operation between 1841 to 1868 on 
High Street in the financial district, moving to Washington Street in the South End and 
operating there from 1870 to 1878. The other embossed apothecary bottle was from the 
Robinson, Wilson, and Legallee apothecary, which from 1861 to 1874 was located at 102 
Sudbury Street in the West End, on the other side of Haymarket Square from the Endicott 
block (Figure 8.3). The apothecary on Sudbury Street and the original location of 
Gleeson were within walking distance from North Square, while Gleeson’s second store 
on Washington was far enough away that it might have merited a ride on the street-car. 
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While the presence of these bottles does not prove that traveling in the landscape for 
medical care was necessarily a routine practice, it does suggest the areas of the city 
 
  
Figure 8.2. Glass bottle containing copaiba oil recovered from 27-
29 Endicott privy (Johnson 2010). 
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Figure 8.3. Selection from 1867 Sanborn, showing location of 19-21 North Square (30), Robinson, Wilson, and Legallee 
apothecary (J), and M.H. Gleeson apothecary (I) (BD 1850-1880). 
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Figure 8.4. Selection from 1867 Sanborn, showing location of 27-29 Endicott (7), F.M. Wetherbee apothecary (D), J.B. 
Woodward & co. apothecary (E), G.H. Clarke apothecary (M), B.O. & G.C. Wilson Botanic Druggist (A), Stebbins Druggist 
(K), Robinson, Wilson, and Legallee apothecary (J), and J.I. Brown and Sons Apothecary (G) (BD 1850-1880). 
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in which shopping by the working-class residents of the North End was socially tolerated 
(BD 1850-1880). 
The locations of the stores indicated by the embossed apothecary bottles 
recovered from the 27-29 Endicott privy suggest similar patterns of shopping for 
medicine as at North Square. Including the toothbrush recovered from the privy marked 
with the name and address of the apothecary from which it purchased, there were at least 
seven different apothecaries and/or druggists frequented by residents of 27-29 Endicott 
between 1850 and 1880. Three of these—G.H. Clarke, J.B. Woodward & Co., and F.M. 
Wetherbee—were located at various times between 1858 and 1874 in the commercial 
building at 160 Hanover, which was around the corner from the Endicott Block. This 
would have been location of the closest apothecaries to 27-29 Endicott. Two other 
bottles, another embossed with Robinson, Wilson, and Legallee and one from Stebbins 
druggist at 1 and 2 Charlestown, were recovered from the privy (Figure 8.4). These 
locations were near Haymarket and easily reachable from the Endicott Block. The other 
two bottles are embossed with the names of J.I. Brown and Sons located in the South 
End, and B.O. and G.C. Wilson, a botanical druggist just south of Quincy Market (BD 
1850-1880). 
The locations of these establishments suggest that the residents of the blocks 
sought medical treatments in or near the North End. It also indicates that seeking medical 
treatment, and possibly shopping in general, added to the level of familiarity with the 
areas immediately to the south and west of the North End already generated by people 
walking to and from these areas for work. If the locations of these apothecaries do 
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indicate the location of shopping practice in general, that would be significant because it 
would indicate the routine movement of women through the landscape—something not 
indicated by the records of daily commutes. The presence of women enacting practices in 
the landscape would have subverted middle-class public mores and contributed to the 
construction of a working-class landscape. 
Case Study: Gestural systems at the Eagle Hotel ca. 1857 
 The practices mentioned above all facilitated a familiarity with the landscape by 
exposing individual actors to its physical and social characteristics, creating a sense of 
security, understanding, and belonging. Constructing this experienced space into a 
working class landscape and incorporating it into working-class culture require the 
enactment of certain spatial practices—practices that create a shared sense of space 
conditioned by embodied perception of that space. Spatial practices enacted by groups 
structure how they live their daily lives within the space that the practices create, 
encouraging social cohesion, continuity and a specific spatial competence (Merrifield 
1993: 525). Gestural systems are spatial practices that, because they are repeated 
articulations and movements of the entire body, encourage a shared sense of identity 
among the individuals that embody and perform these systems. Sharing with Bourdieu 
(1980: 68) the concept of the practical body as a tool for generating, storing, and 
communicating the meanings and memories that make up social identity, Lefebvre sees 
the symbols and codes that make up the social knowledge of a particular group—how to 
demonstrate affection, what constitutes polite behavior, how to conduct business 
transactions, what to find offensive and how to rectify that offense, and so on—as stored 
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in these systems of gestures (Lefebvre 1991: 214-215). The performance of gestural 
systems in the North End “embody ideology and bind it to practice,” and incorporate the 
culture, ideology, meanings, and memories of working-class life into the landscape, 
creating spaces of representation in which contain both the outcomes and meanings of 
everyday practice are contained and contested (Lefebvre 1991: 215). 
The historical and archaeological records contain evidence of the nature of one of 
the gestural systems that constructed the neighborhood as a working-class landscape, who 
performed those gestures, and the material components of those spatial practices. The 
1857 Boston city directory lists a William Brown as residing in the boardinghouse at 18 
North Square (lot 38), and working at a saloon located at the Eagle Hotel on the corner of 
Lewis and Fulton streets, about a block away (BD 1857)(Figure 8.5). In the collection of 
the Boston Public Library is a remarkable photograph dating to around the time that 
William Brown worked there, that shows the exterior of the Eagle Hotel along with about 
two dozen men and boys who presumably lived, worked, and socialized at the hotel and 
saloon (Figure 8.6). There is every reason to think that the men who lived in this hotel 
and frequented the saloon enacted gestural systems in the public space of this street 
corner, creating a sense of space tied to working-class culture and defining the space as 
an appropriate venue for working class practice. These embodied gestures recursively 
constructed the landscape, tying it to the identity of these individual actors and their 
system of practice and culture.  
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Figure 8.5. Selection from 1867 Sanborn map showing lot numbers for North Square and 
location of Eagle Hotel (BD 1857). 
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 Figure 8.6. Eagle Hotel at the corner of Lewis and Fulton Streets ca. 1855 with detail 
(Courtesy of Boston Public Library, Boston Pictorial Archives). 
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One component of their gestural system is the way these men carry and comport 
their body. The body language and comportment of the men photographed in front of the 
Eagle Hotel resemble that shown in the Killers lithograph (Figure 7.10), with men 
leaning casually but proudly in doorframes and windowsills. When compared to the rigid, 
controlled public posture dictated by genteel standards, the seeming nonchalance of these 
bodies masks a shared symbolism that communicates security within and ownership of 
the space. While it might have been staged for the photograph, the four men sitting on the 
curb are nonetheless clearly no strangers to using their comportment and behavior to 
claim space: legs spread apart, one man doffing his cap, each one taking up as much 
space in the sidewalk and the street as he can manage. Personal space was a scarce and 
valuable commodity on the crowded sidewalks and streets of 19th-century Boston, and 
extending one’s body so as to claim space for oneself and potentially invade the space of 
others symbolized not only one’s claim to control that space, but  was a challenge to the 
bodily and social integrity of others (Upton 2008: 94-95).  
On the right side of the photograph, to the left of the individual wearing a white 
coat and fez, one can see three men sitting in chairs set on the sidewalk, material 
evidence that this corner was the routine setting for the kind of public socializing that was 
an important part of working-class practice and cultural expression. The enactment of 
sociable practice in public that incorporated the consumption of alcohol was an important 
part of the culture and practice of working-class urbanites in Boston and throughout the 
United States during the 19th-century. These practices had roots in the social behaviors in 
the rural communities from which many North Enders came, especially for the Irish 
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immigrants. Public socialization while consuming alcohol was a practice that made sense 
to the habitus of the residents of the North End, and constructing the urban landscape as a 
place where that behavior was acceptable was one ways that the working-class system of 
practice produced living conditions that more closely resembled those in which the 
habitus was inculcated.  
This street corner and other spaces throughout the North End in proximity to a bar 
or saloon—including the street in front of lots 27, 29, 30, and 34 on North Square and the 
areas in front or behind the row cellar barrooms that stretched along the west side of the 
Endicott block—were the setting for regular performances of this social practice. Local 
residents and passersby were witness to loud conversations, unappreciated commentary 
on passing females, angry confrontations, physical confrontations, and emotional 
reconciliations. What differentiates this behavior from the stereotype of the “slum” was 
the purpose it served. In enacting these practices in public, working-class North Enders 
were not demonstrating their personal and cultural deficiencies, but were contributing to 
the construction of a landscape that produced and reproduced practices and cultural 
values that made sense in terms of their habitus.  
One of the striking features of the photograph of the Eagle Hotel is the style and 
variety of the clothing worn by the men occupying the public space in front of the hotel. 
The clothing and accessories with which these men chose to adorn themselves played a 
role in the creation of space, and the excavations at 19-21 North Square and 27-29 
Endicott Street produced archaeological evidence of performance of the gestural systems 
that shaped the North End landscape, and to the meanings they communicated to others 
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and to the performer. The assemblage of artifacts related to clothing and adornment 
recovered from these sites also indicates how material culture was incorporated into the 
enactment of gestural systems, and the connections between material objects and the 
landscape itself. Because this material culture was also incorporated into social 
interactions between individuals by contributing to the presentation of a personal front, it 
actively contributed to the construction of the urban landscape of the 19th-century North 
End as a working-class space. I will highlight the artifacts that best illuminate how 
clothing and adornment were used to create a sense of space through gestures and 
practices; a complete description of the artifacts related to clothing and adornment 
recovered from the two sites is given in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. 
A closer examination of the dress and adornment of the men photographed in 
front of the Eagle Hotel can provide context for my analysis of the archaeologically 
recovered artifacts of adornment. The working-class men are gathered in front of the 
Eagle Hotel wore remarkably varied outfits, none identical to the outfit worn by their 
neighbor. Some men are dressed for work: Those in vests and shirtsleeves likely worked 
at the hotel or saloon, and the two men on the right side of the photograph wearing white 
frock coats and trousers—one standing in a doorway wearing a fez, and the other sitting 
below him on the curb—were either wearing some kind of work uniform or making a 
very bold fashion statement. Several of the men are wearing working-class outfits closely 
resembling those depicted in the Ballou’s pictorial discussed in Chapter 7, while others 
appear to have taken components of middle-class dress and combined them to express 
their personal taste. This personal eclecticism can be seen in the different kinds of hats 
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and ties these men wore, the different colors and patterns in the fabrics (which in this 
sepia image are only visible as slight variations in the tone of the fabric), and the 
tendency to mix and match the style and color of their coats, vests, and trousers.  
Building on this information, the artifacts recovered from the 19-21 North Square 
privy provide more detailed information as to what working-class men such as those in 
the photograph were trying to communicate through their dress, and how that relates to 
the landscape they were constructing through practice. As a mariner’s boardinghouse 
with a saloon, 19-21 North Square would have been populated with working-class men 
very similar to those who lived and socialized at the Eagle Hotel, and who would have 
drawn from similar social and cultural knowledge when choosing how to tactically use 
adornment for social interactions. Sailors, who would have patronized the Eagle Hotel 
because of its proximity to the waterfront, were known for the idiosyncratic style of their 
dress and adornment as an extension of the practice of collecting and displaying exotic 
items and souvenirs of their travels—for example the 11 pieces of un-worked coral from 
the 19-21 North Square privy (Beaudry 2015, pers. comm) (Figure 8.7). 
The depositional environment in the 19-21 North Square privy was not conducive 
to the preservation of textiles, so the artifacts related to clothing and adornment are 
primarily clothing fasteners, jewelry and other accessories, and containers for cosmetics 
and treatments related to personal appearance. The first evidence for the incorporation of 
material culture into gestural systems I will present is the metal fasteners. Each of the 
metal clothing fasteners recovered from the site was decorated in some fashion, some 
quite elaborately. Four copper-alloy buckles were recovered from the privy. Two of these  
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Table 8.1. Clothing and adornment related artifacts from 19-21 North Square privy (Elia 1997). 
ID Class Quantity Material Type Style/Form Object Part Description 
193 Glass 1 Blue, Opaque Mold Made 
 
Bead Complete .63cm diameter 
254 Glass 1 White Mold Made 
 
Bead Complete .74cm diameter 
265 Metal 2 Copper Alloy Mold Made 
 
Broach Pin Fragment   
264 Metal 2 Copper Alloy Mold Made Cross Motif Buckle Complete   
266 Metal 1 Copper Alloy Mold Made Floral motif Buckle Fragment   
263 Metal 1 Copper Alloy Mold Made 
Face/Vine 
Motif 
Buckle Complete   
144 Ceramic 1 Porcelain White, Molded 
2-hole, 
Ridged 
Button Complete   
149 Ceramic 3 Porcelain White, Molded 
4-hole, 
Sunburst 
Ridge 
Button Complete   
150 Ceramic 1 Porcelain Beige, Molded 4-hole Button Complete   
145 Ceramic 1 Porcelain White, Molded 2-hole Button Complete   
146 Ceramic 1 Porcelain Black, Molded 
2-hole, 
Ridged 
Button Complete   
237 Composite 1 Clear 
Mold Made 
Copper Alloy 
Eye Button Complete 
glass and 
copper alloy 
301 Composite 1 Iron/Fabric Black 
2-hole, 
Embossed 
Button Fragment   
189 Glass 2 Black Mold Made 
Geometric 
Motif 
Button Complete   
190 Glass 1 Black Mold Made 
Domed, Star 
Motif 
Button Complete   
188 Glass 1 Black Mold Made Star Motif Button Complete   
191 Glass 1 Blue Mold Made Lined Motif Button Complete   
261 Metal 1 Copper Alloy Mold Made 
Impressed, 
Lettering 
Button Complete "[P/L] A/1" 
306 Organic 6 Bone Unidentified 4-hole Button Complete   
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ID Class Quantity Material Type Style/Form Object Part Description 
317 Organic 1 Shell Unidentified 
2-hole, 
Concave 
Button Complete   
338 Synthetic 1 Plastic Black 
2-hole, 
Embossed 
Button Complete 
"N.R. CO./ 
GOODYEAR'
S P=T1851" 
147 Ceramic 7 Porcelain White, Molded 4-hole 
Button, 
Large 
Complete   
255 Glass 1 White Mold Made Wire Back 
Button, 
Large 
Fragment   
316 Organic 1 Shell Unidentified 
4-hole, 
Concave 
Button, 
Large 
Complete   
148 Ceramic 30 Porcelain White, Molded 4-hole 
Button, 
Small 
Complete   
256 Glass 1 White Mold Made Wire Back 
Button, 
Small 
Fragment   
257 Glass 1 White Mold Made 
Conical, 
Wire Back 
Button, 
Small 
Complete   
318 Organic 1 Shell Unidentified 4-hole 
Button, 
Small 
Complete   
336 Synthetic 1 Plastic Machine Made 
Black, Hard 
Rubber 
Comb Fragment 
"W & 
KELLEI" - 
raised lettering 
337 Synthetic 3 Plastic Machine Made Black Comb Fragment 
"W & 
KELLEI" - 
raised lettering 
268 Metal 1 Copper Alloy Mold Made 
 
Eye Complete   
314 Organic 1 Fiber Unidentified 
Black, 
Matted 
Fabric Fragment   
315 Organic 2 Fiber Unidentified Black Fabric Fragment   
305 Organic 2 Bone Unidentified Carved Fan Handle   
271 Metal 2 Copper Alloy Machine Made 
Grape-leaf 
Motif 
Fastener Complete   
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ID Class Quantity Material Type Style/Form Object Part Description 
275 Metal 1 Iron Mold Made 
 
Fastener/ 
Button 
Fragment   
81 Ceramic 1 Earthenware Ironstone 
Molded, 
Transfer 
Print 
Pommade 
Jar 
 
Complete 
transferprinted 
label: 
"Pommade 
Fine/L. T. 
Piver/ Rue St. 
Martin No 
103/Paris/ and 
106 Regent 
Street London 
297 Metal 2 White Metal Wire Coiled Ring Complete 
.8cm in 
diameter 
276 Metal 1 Iron Mold Made Indented Thimble Fragment   
296 Metal 1 Unidentified Mold Made 
 
Thimble Fragment   
186 Glass 1 Aqua 
2-pc Mold, 
Postbottom  
Toiletry 
Bottle 
Complete   
182 Glass 1 Aqua 
2-pc Mold, 
Bottom Hinge 
Embossed 
Toiletry 
Bottle 
Complete 
"H.H. SMITH 
& CO./BALM 
FOR THE 
HAIR"; manuf. 
date 1860 - 
1861 
232 Glass 1 Clear 
2-pc Mold, 
Bottom Hinge 
Embossed 
Toiletry 
Bottle 
Complete 
"CLARK'S 
#1"; manuf. 
date 1850-1920 
202 Glass 1 Clear 
2-pc Mold, 
Separate 
Embossed 
Toiletry 
Bottle 
Base/Body "PARIS" 
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Table 8.2 Clothing and adornment related artifacts recovered from 27-29 Endicott (transcribed from Dudek catalog) 
Catalog 
Number 
Harris # Material Quantity 
Type + 
Style/Form 
Object Part Description/Notes 
40252 233 Metal 1 Cuprous Buckle Intact 
small cuprous bucket frame for 
cloth strap 
38650 233 Metal 1 Cuprous Buckle Frame Fragment buckle 
38654 233 Metal 1 Cuprous Buckle Frame Fragment part of a buckle 
41138 233 Metal 1 Cuprous Buckle Frame Body Buckle - missing cross bar 
38651 233 Metal 1 
Cuprous 2-
Piece 
Button Fragment 
I.P. Clarke's Patent may have 
had ferrous backing 
38702 233 Metal 1 
Cuprous 2-
Piece 
Button Body 
just cuprous front "W. EVANS 
+CO./DERBY" 
38703 233 Metal 1 
Cuprous 2-
Piece 
Button Body 
"HARRIS/LEICESTER/DIEU 
AT MON DROIT" 
38706 233 Metal 1 
Cuprous 4-
Hole 
Button Intact may have had backing 
38707 233 Metal 1 
Cuprous 2-
Piece 
Button Body button front? 
38775 233 Metal 1 
Cuprous 2-
Piece 
Button Body - front of button 
40329 233 Metal 1 
Cuprous 4-
Hole 
Button Intact button - center recessed 
38700 233 Metal 3 Cuprous Hook & Eye Intact hook & eye eyes 
38701 233 Metal 1 Cuprous Hook & Eye Body part if eye missing 
38709 233 Metal 1 Cuprous Hook & Eye Fragment 
very thin wire,may be part of 
eye from hook and eye 
40328 233 Metal 2 Cuprous Hook & Eye Intact eyes - bent 
40644 233 Metal 1 Cuprous Hook & Eye Intact eye 
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Catalog 
Number 
Harris # Material Quantity 
Type + 
Style/Form 
Object Part Description/Notes 
38491 233 Metal 1 Other Jewelry Intact eye from hook + eye 
38704 233 Metal 1 Other Jewelry Body 
gold coated cast metal design - 
part of a pin, stone missing 
38705 233 Metal 1 Other Jewelry Body 
metal w. glass - mourning pin 
or locket back missing 
40649 233 Metal 1 Other Jewelry Body 
gold-washed metal - pin portion 
of a pin 
40324 233 Metal 1 Cuprous Thimble Intact small thimble 
40643 233 Metal 1 Cuprous Thimble Intact 
 
39945 235 Metal 1 Ferrous Buckle Frame Body sm. frame w. teeth 
39588 235 Metal 1 Other Jewelry Body 
gold wash pin w. deep red glass 
stone and metal fastener 
39120 234 Metal 1 
Cuprous & 
Ferrous 2-
Piece 
Button Body 
button? Encrusted, some other 
metal too 
39439 234 Metal 1 Other Jewelry Intact 
plain, small gold-coated ring, 
no marks 
35525 230 Leather 1 
 
Other Fragment leather gasket ring 
36937 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Fragment 
Heel end of sole, crumbly 
leather. 8.4 x 5.9 x .6 
36938 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Fragment Heel end of sole, warped 
36939 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Fragment 
Rounded corner, squarish toe 
portion of sole 
36940 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Fragment 
Miscellaneous scrap, probably 
of sole. 4.4 x 2.4 x .3 
37654 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Fragment 
shoe sole frag. Mid-section 8.1 
x 4.3 x .3cm 
37655 230 Leather 1 Fragment Unidentified Fragment 
shoe upper? Curved 5.1 x 1.8 x 
.3cm 
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Catalog 
Number 
Harris # Material Quantity 
Type + 
Style/Form 
Object Part Description/Notes 
        
37657 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Intact 
a.) intact sole, 23.5 x 5.6 x 
0.4cm rounded square toe 
portion 
37658 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Intact 
b.) intact back upper, would 
attach to heel, 7.8 x 4.5 x 4.2 x 
.15cm long wide high 
37659 230 Leather 1 Fragment Unidentified Fragment 
c.) Thick slab, varying 
thickness, shoe-related 
37660 230 Leather 1 Fragment Unidentified Fragment 
d.) thick slab, varying 
thickness, 2 micro tacks. Shoe 
related? 11.3 x 6.2 x .3cm 
38324 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Fragment 
Narrow shoe inner sole, 
missing tip, 16 x 5.4cm 
38325 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Fragment 
Narrow shoe inner sole, 
missing tip, 15.8 x 5.3 cm 
38326 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Intact 
Intact square tip sole, no heel, 
25.7 x 6.5cm, same pair as 
#38327 
38327 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Intact 
Intact square tip sole, no heel, 
missing part of ledge, 25.5 x 
6.7cm, same pair as #38326 
38328 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Intact 
Square tip, near intact sole. 27.5 
x 7.5cm, missing some edges 
38329 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Fragment 
square tip, toe portion of shoe 
sole, 13 x 7.5cm 
38330 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Fragment 
heel portion of shoe sole 9.5 x 
6cm 
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Catalog 
Number 
Harris # Material Quantity 
Type + 
Style/Form 
Object Part Description/Notes 
38331 230 Leather 1  Shoe Fragment 
leather lamination/fragment, 
from sole or upper, 7 x 4.3cm 
38332 230 Leather 3  Shoe Fragment stitching strips 
38376 230 Leather 1  Shoe Fragment leather shoes? 
38331 230 Leather 1  Shoe Fragment 
leather lamination/fragment, 
from sole or upper, 7 x 4.3cm 
38659 233 Leather 1 Fragment Unidentified Fragment evidence of holes for sewing 
38721 233 Leather 4  Shoe Body shoe - w. part of lace? 
39085 234 Leather 2 
 
Shoe Body 
material adhering, grommets, 
stitched borders 
39192 234 Leather 2 
 
Shoe Body 
part of show w. layered wooden 
heel 
39321 234 Leather 2 
 
Shoe Body soles -or inner soles 
39677 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body 
right show, child size "hush 
puppy" 
39678 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body 
left shoe, child size "hush 
puppy" 
39679 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body 
longer shoe, most of sole + heel 
present 
39680 235 Leather 9 
 
Shoe Body frag. of leather 
39753 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body 
left shoe, heel leather pretty 
much intact 
39754 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body 
right shoe, toe leather intact, 
heel somewhat 
39755 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body left shoe, heal intact 
39756 235 Leather 2 
 
Shoe Body inner soles 
39757 235 Leather 3 
 
Shoe Body heel frags 
39758 235 Leather 13 
 
Shoe Body shoe leather frags 
39920 235 Leather 1 Fragment Unidentified Body think it's dried out leather 
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Catalog 
Number 
Harris # Material Quantity 
Type + 
Style/Form 
Object Part Description/Notes 
40038 236 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body right sole of a boot, heel intact 
40039 236 Leather 4 
 
Shoe Body parts of thisor other shoe 
40070 none Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body sole of small child's shoe 
40071 none Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body child's shoe, heel attached 
40072 none Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body 
shoe w. over-lapping toe 
section in place 
40073 none Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body sole w. part of toe missing 
40074 none Leather 1  Shoe Body 
twisted piece of leather  
tongue? 
40075 none Leather 7 
 
Shoe Body misc. pieces of leather 
40077 none Leather 1 
 
Other Body belt - w. many eyes 
40213 234 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body 
shoe for an adult, sole + part of 
heel present tiny bit of toe 
leather 
40214 234 Leather 5 
 
Shoe Body 
frags of shoe - some thread as 
well 
40326 233 Leather 1 
 
Other Body 
sm. belt-like piece of leather 
around w cut piece of dark 
metal, iron shaft frag., cuprous 
grommet holding 
40363 235 Leather 2 
 
Shoe Body x-mend? Sole 
40364 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body sole, same size as above 
40365 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body 
similar shoes, maybe pair, flat 
heeled 
40366 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body 
similar shoes, maybe pair, flat 
heeled 
40367 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body 
right shoe, small wooden heel, 
for a 9-10 yr old boy? 
40368 235 Leather 10 
 
Shoe Body frags of shoe leather 
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Catalog 
Number 
Harris # Material Quantity 
Type + 
Style/Form 
Object Part Description/Notes 
40516 230 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body 
 
40517 230 Leather 2 
 
Other Body 
thinner leather -(shoe part? 
Glove?) 
40642 233 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body near heel? 
40721 235 Leather 1 Fragment Unidentified Fragment leather scrap 
40826 235 Leather 9 
 
Shoe Body 
small pieces - shoe? Or 
something else 
40988 234 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body sole - child's shoe 
41071 233 Leather 5 
 
Shoe Intact sole to shoe, adult women? 
41072 233 Leather 5 
 
Shoe Intact sole to shoe, adult women? 
41073 233 Leather 5  Shoe Intact sole to shoe, adult women? 
41074 233 Leather 5 
 
Shoe Intact sole to shoe, adult women? 
41075 233 Leather 5 
 
Shoe Intact sole to shoe, adult women? 
41076 233 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body frag of heel and instep of sole 
41077 233 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body toe portion of sole 
41078 233 Leather 3 
 
Shoe Body shoe frags - small 
41162 229 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Intact sole, adult show - woman 
41163 229 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body sole for border shoe 
41164 229 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body 
sole w. heel attached + some of 
the leather, lady's shoe 
41165 229 Leather 3 
 
Shoe Body very thin leather or shoe fabric 
41166 229 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Body shoe leather, near heel? 
41237 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Intact intact show sole 
41238 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Fragment shoe upper - heel area 
41239 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Fragment shoe upper - smaller piece 
41240 235 Leather 1 
 
Shoe Fragment shoe upper - possibly toe area 
34482 235 Glass 1 4-Hole Button Intact 
pale green w hand-painted red 
edge 
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Catalog 
Number 
Harris # Material Quantity 
Type + 
Style/Form 
Object Part Description/Notes 
34483 235 Glass 1 4-Hole Button Intact Bright white 
34484 235 Glass 1 4-Hole Button Intact creamy white 
34485 230 Shell/Coral 1 4-Hole Button Intact small white button - some wear 
34486 230 Textile 1 Indet. Clothing Fragment textile, brown woven cloth 
34487 230 Shell/Coral 1 
Incised/ 
Inlaid 
Decoration 
Hair Barrette Fragment 
cut horn or tortoise shell w 
incised and inlay dec. hair 
barrette? 
34493 230 Bone/Teeth 1 Comb Personal Intact Bone Comb - 2 sided teeth 
34519 230 Glass 1 
 
Seed Bead Intact silver, small 
35615 230 Ceramic 1 
Button 4-
hole 
Porcelain Intact white button 
36577 230 Glass 1 4-Hole Button Intact bright white 
36610 230 Glass 1 4-Hole Button Intact bright white 
36638 230 Glass 1 4-Hole Button Intact white 
36933 230 Bone/Teeth 1 Comb Personal Intact 
double sided fine tooth comb, 
missing some teeth. 6.9 x 4.0 x 
17cm 
37664 230 Bone/Teeth 1 Other Worked Intact Bone ring, worked bone 
37684 230 Textile 1 Wool Clothing Fragment wool? Several threads 
37876 230 Glass 1 4-Hole Button Intact blue color 
38085 230 Bone/Teeth 1 Other Worked Fragment 
bone lace end has ball tip + 
hole in base side, hollow 
38715 233 Bone/Teeth 3 Other Worked Body grommet 
38716 233 Bone/Teeth 1 1-Hole Button Intact sm -1 hole button 
38717 233 Bone/Teeth 1 1-Hole Button Intact larger 1-hole button 
38718 233 Bone/Teeth 1 4-Hole Button Intact small rim around button 
38719 233 Bone/Teeth 1 4-Hole Button Intact dark bone 
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Catalog 
Number 
Harris # Material Quantity 
Type + 
Style/Form 
Object Part Description/Notes 
38722 233 Shell/Coral 6 4-Hole Button Intact plain 
38723 233 Shell/Coral 1 4-Hole Button Intact with design 
38724 233 Ceramic 1 
Button 4-
hole 
Porcelain Intact 
 
38774 233 Shell/Coral 1 4-Hole Button Intact 
 
38908 234 Glass 1 4-Hole Button Intact x-mend white 
38926 234 Textile 2 Indet. Clothing Body paper-like material 
38967 234 Glass 1 
 
Spectacle Lens Body 
 
38981 234 Bone/Teeth 1 Comb Personal Body 1 tooth 
39000 234 Glass 1 
 
Spectacle Lens Body quite concave, clear 
39016 234 Bone/Teeth 1 Toothbrush Personal Intact tooth brush 
39077 234 Bone/Teeth 1 Toothbrush Personal Body 
"G.H. CLARK 160 HANOVER 
ST. BOSTON" 
39082 234 Bone/Teeth 1 Toothbrush Personal Body 
"extra fine London" -probably 
brush toothbrush 
39084 234 Textile 12 Indet. Clothing Body 
blue tiny frags - of paint? 
Plastered cloth 
39086 234 Glass 1 2-Hole Button Intact white, small button 
39122 234 Glass 1 Other Jewelry Body black glass, cross, metal caps 
39146 234 Shell/Coral 1 2-Hole Button Intact white w. rim 
39147 234 Glass 1 4-Hole Button Intact white 
39224 234 Glass 1 Bead Jewelry Intact 
multi-faceted small clear glass 
bead 
39299 234 Bone/Teeth 1 Toothbrush Personal Intact no bristles toothbrush 
39303 234 Glass 1 4-Hole Button Intact white 
39330 234 Glass 1 Bead Jewelry Intact faceted, black 
39381 234 Ceramic 1 
 
Other Body bright pink button like object 
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Catalog 
Number 
Harris # Material Quantity 
Type + 
Style/Form 
Object Part Description/Notes 
39511 235 Bone/Teeth 1 
Flat Bone 
Strip 
Worked Fragment 
thin bone strip, tapers, has hole 
in midsection. Fan strut or 
corset stay 
39684 235 Textile 1 Indet. Clothing Fragment string 
39739 235 Bone/Teeth 1 Toothbrush Personal Body 
 
39832 235 Shell/Coral 1 4-Hole Button Intact 
creamy white, on gravel w. sun 
burst + feather edge 
39841 235 Textile 1 Indet. Clothing Body 
stitching wool fivers on leather 
or suede 
39958 235 Bone/Teeth 1 4-Hole Button Intact flat rim 
40049 236 Textile 1 Wool Clothing Body 
black wool, unwoven gather, 
animal hair. May have been 
woven into something 
40076 none Textile 3 Indet. Clothing Body 
cloth frag. perhaps related to 
shoe 
40107 236 Textile 4 Indet. Clothing Body pieces of blue plastered cloth, 
40149 234 Bone/Teeth 1 Toothbrush Personal Body  
40167 234 Glass 1 Other Button Body 
white glass - new split - broken 
cuprous shank alt. 
40306 233 Shell/Coral 3 4-Hole Button Intact 
small white mother of pearl 
buttons 
40323 233 Glass 1 Bead Jewelry Intact 
clear? Glass bead - now 
yellowed + stained, large center 
hole 
40335 233 Shell/Coral 4 4-Hole Button Intact 1 very tiny creamy 
40336 233 Glass 3 4-Hole Button Intact white 3 different sizes 
40337 233 Bone/Teeth 4 4-Hole Button Intact medium size 
40338 233 Bone/Teeth 2 1-Hole Button Intact sm. size 
40369 235 Textile 1 Indet. Clothing 
Near 
Intact 
rubberized cloth - part of a 
shoe? Shoe cover/overshoe? 
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Catalog 
Number 
Harris # Material Quantity 
Type + 
Style/Form 
Object Part Description/Notes 
40390 234 Textile 1 Indet. Clothing Fragment 
 
40475 233 Glass 2 Embossed Mold-Blown Intact 
clear smooth button, 
"JULES/HAVEL//PHILADA" 
intact bottle w/ contexts 
40526 230 Textile 1 Indet. Clothing Body 
thin, black cloth, silk? Lining of 
a dress? 
40701 234 Textile 14 Indet. Clothing Fragment 
Pieces of thin brown felt-
material with white + blue coat, 
pieces consist of many layers of 
this; from predominately 1 
large mass of material stuck to 
the Masonic flask; this may be 
remains from a plaster using 
felt-like substance painted blue 
+ plastered 
40725 235 Textile 1 Indet. Clothing Fragment Burlap? - Brown 
40726 235 Textile 1 Indet. Clothing Fragment silk? - Tan 
40727 235 Textile 1 Indet. Clothing Fragment 
chunk of brown cloth, many 
layers, whole plaster, blue paint 
(Bandages?) 
40754 234 Bone/Teeth 1 Toothbrush Personal Body tooth brush (bristles missing) 
40773 235 Textile 1 Wool Clothing Body black wool fabric 
40774 235 Textile 3 Wool Clothing Body 
fabric brown, 1 large frag, 2 
small, same item 
40803 234 Glass 3 4-Hole Button Intact 
2 white identical, 1 slightly 
larger -recessed[?] center 
40804 234 Glass 1 4-Hole Button Intact 
white, recessed center, lines 
around edge 
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Figure 8.7. Coral recovered from 19-21 North Square (Photo by author) 
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Figure 8.8. Copper buckle with decorated frame recovered from 19-21 North 
Square (Photo by Author). 
 
Figure 8.9. Copper suspender buckle with face and vine decorations from 19-21 
North Square (Photo by Author). 
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Figure 8.10. Copper spring fastener with molded floral decoration recovered from 19-21 
North Square (Photo by author). 
 
 
Figure 8.11. Blue glass button, front and back, recovered from 19-21 North 
Square (Photo by author). 
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Figure 8.12. Black Glass buttons with geometric design recovered from 19-21 North 
Square (Photo by author). 
 
Figure 8.13. Black glass buttons with star decorations recovered from 19-21 
North Square (Photo by author). 
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Figure 8.14. Pearlware pomade container recovered from 19-21 North Square (Photo by 
author). 
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were decorated with an incised cross motif. Another buckle had a circular frame with a 
floral design stamped around the border (Figure 8.8). The chape on this buckle is unusual 
in that it does not have a pin going across the frame, but a piece of flat rectangular 
pierced metal. This might suggest that this buckle was purely decorative, designed to 
move up and down a piece of strapping and add an eye-catching element to an outfit. The 
fourth buckle is a decorative fragment of a rectangular frame, stamped with a lion’s head 
or face along with a vine motif (Figure 8.9). This object might originally have been part 
of a suspender buckle; suspenders (or braces) were very frequently worn by 19th-century 
men to hold up their trousers and their “underdrawers” (Wass and Fandrich 2010: 348). 
The large circular copper alloy button with a loop shank and a stylized stamped “P A/1” 
previously discussed in Chapter 7 would have been worn on a coat by a working-class 
man like those in the Eagle Hotel photograph (Figure 7.8). This kind of button would 
have been attached to a coat with a split pin to facilitate cleaning and polishing, which 
increased its capacity to attract attention (Lindbergh 1999: 52). 
The decorative elements of these buckles served no functional purpose, and it is 
possible that one of them was in fact purely decorative. These items were intended to add 
a stylish element to the outfits worn by working-class individuals, in this instance 
probably men. None of the metal buckles recovered from the privy associated with the 
female dominated households at 27-29 Endicott Street were decorated at all, which 
suggests that working-class females either did not choose to achieve an attention-
gathering visual appearance through wearing decorated buckles, or that the clothing they 
wore did not fasten with buckles and therefore provided no opportunity to do so. In either 
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event, the presence of highly decorated buckles appears to be a material indicator of a 
distinctly male presentation of a working-class personal front. Their metal construction of 
these items meant that they could and would have been polished to catch the light and 
flash and attract attention, while the details of their decoration invited closer scrutiny 
from the observer. Two other equally decorative fasteners were recovered from the North 
Square privy. An oval copper-alloy broach, represented by the pin and the frame, was 
recovered, as was an unusual wire fastener with a coiled spring mechanism and decorated 
with a molded grape leaf (Figure 8.10). These items were more likely to have been worn 
by the women at the boardinghouse than the buckles, but they could have been worn by 
either gender. While each of these items is small in size, the detail and ingenuity of their 
decoration speak to their relative quality, communicating to observers that the wearer 
chose to present her or himself in the landscape wearing adornment that was decorative, 
fashionable, and intended to attract notice. 
Incorporating this material culture into the performance of gestural systems meant 
several things. For one, it shows that despite the seeming casual comportment of the men 
in the photograph, the performance of these gestures was intended to be as noticeable as 
possible. The working class landscape was a space that invited and encouraged those 
inhabiting it to observe each other closely, and discouraged anonymity. The use of these 
artifacts in the enactment of spatial practices also tells us that the social identities of the 
men who incorporated them into their practice and the landscape that this material culture 
helped to construct were intended to be understood as contravening middle-class notions 
of gentility while re-appropriating the symbolic elements of middle-class culture. By the 
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mid-19th century, homogeneity and anonymity were the fashionable ideals for genteel 
men’s clothing. Genteel standards of male dress required avoiding attention or 
distinction; gentlemen were to “disappear among the crowd” by wearing the same dark—
preferably black—coats, waistcoats (vests), and trousers as everyone else (Wass and 
Fandrich 2010: 338). Wearing clothes to attract attention was not only a major violation 
of genteel fashion, it was seen as a material manifestation of deeply-seeded immoral 
behavior (Wass and Fandrich 2010: 339). In contrast, working-class fashion emphasized 
a glittering surface and forms and accessories that claimed as much street space as 
possible (Upton 2008: 97). Incorporating material and symbolic elements of middle-class 
culture into the embodied practices that constructed working-class identities and 
landscapes communicated a rejection of genteel values and practices, and the intention to 
produce and reproduce through practice a separate way of understanding and 
experiencing the world. 
Artifacts recovered from the 19-21 North Square privy demonstrate others ways 
middle-class forms were combined with working-class aesthetics. Several decorated glass 
buttons were also recovered from the privy. One blue glass button was semi-spherical, 
with incised lines on the flat face and the copper-alloy loop shank still attached to the 
rounded back (Figure 8.11). Two black glass buttons with flat faces and rounded backs 
without shanks were recovered; each was decorated with similar stippled geometric 
pattern possibly indicating that they were used as fasteners on a single garment or 
matching garments (Figure 8.12). Two other black glass buttons were decorated with star 
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motifs. One was semi-spherical with a star molded on the crown, and the other had a flat 
face with the star shape formed by cuts made into the button (Figure 8.13). 
These black glass buttons in particular were potentially meaningful signifiers 
when worn by working-class individuals. One of the popular and cost-effective ways that 
working-class men embodied their own preference for attractive, memorable adornment 
was through wearing distinctive, even gaudy, buttons. Based on their diameter, the 
decorative buttons found at 19-21 North Square could have been worn on the coat, shirt, 
or trousers, but given the size and decoration they most likely were attached to a vest or 
“waistcoat” (Lindbergh 1999: 51-52). A working-class man wearing plain black suits 
according to middle-class style, but adorning his vest with decorative black buttons that 
violated anonymity, would have signaled that the wearer was conversant with middle 
class styles and values, but chose not to adhere to them. These buttons were part of the 
embodied process of re-appropriating the forms and styles of male middle-class 
adornment to both develop a distinct working-class culture, and presenting and 
performing this culture through gestural systems to create and communicate shared 
values as well as shared spaces. 
Part of making this a successful performance of a working class identity was 
making sure one’s body, not just one’s clothing, conformed to cultural and social 
expectations. Cosmetics and pharmaceuticals were used to conform to these idealized 
notions. A small pearlware ointment jar was recovered from the 19-21 North Square 
privy. The jar is slip decorated and has a transfer printed label that reads: “Pommade 
Fine/L. T. Piver/Rue St. Martin No 103/Paris/ and 106 Regent Street London” (Figure 
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8.14). The jar originally contained scented hair pomade manufactured by the well-known 
French perfumer L.T. Piver sometime between the early 1840s and 1880, when the 
company had a store in London. This product might have been used by one of the 
mariner tenants to create the well-oiled, slicked back hair that was part of the 
embodiment of working-class male identity in the mid-19th-century (Upton 2008: 99). 
Before moving on to the next element of landscape construction, consider again 
the photograph of the Eagle Hotel with an eye for what the personal front presented by 
these individuals, their embodied behavior, and the landscape as the setting for 
interaction would have communicated to someone face to face with this group. Their 
flashy clothes and the relaxed yet assertive manner with which they comport their bodies 
were all intended to present a personal front that would have been identified as a 
stereotypical “street tough” by anyone “reading” the landscape. Their postures and their 
actions, the way they are nonchalantly claiming as much public space as possible, do not 
just perform their identity, but are also social behaviors in the context of interaction.  
Having assessed the situation and determined that, if they dress and act a certain way in 
this landscape, they can get away with claiming as much public space and social face as 
they please, they are acting in a manner intended to intimidate the audience to agree to 
this working consensus. For most people sharing this space as a setting of interaction, the 
fact that these men had a right to define and use this space as they saw fit would have 
been readily agreed to by most audiences to this performance, thereby constructing the 
urban landscape of the North End as a working class landscape in mind of these 
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observers through a combination of experience, perception, and skillfully executed social 
interaction. 
Of course, constructing a working-class landscape through this kind of personal 
presentation and calibrated social behavior would not have worked in just any place in 
Boston’s landscape. A dock worker from the North End could have dressed in his 
flashiest clothes and posed in the most nonchalant but assertive manner possible in the 
middle of the Back Bay, and he might have been politely ignored or arrested, but no one 
would have been willing to agree that that landscape was an appropriate space for the 
enactment of a working-class system of practice. This is because there would have been 
no coherence between the personal front, the behavior line, and the setting of interaction, 
and this social interaction between performer and audience would have been 
unsuccessful.Constructing the urban landscape through interaction 
 The above is an example of how landscapes are constructed through interaction, 
and of how the construction of the landscape was the medium and outcome of the 
competition between the systems of practice embodied by Boston’s different social 
groups. Performing systems of practice as part social interaction did not just shape the 
sense of space, it constructed the boundaries between spaces. The competition between 
systems of practice and the creation of spatial boundaries through social interaction was 
particularly important in the construction of urban landscapes that were not clearly 
defined as associated with one or another social group. I have demonstrated that the 
residents of the North End would have been familiar with the commercial areas around 
Quincy Market to the south and in the West End to the west of the North End because 
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they routinely traveled there as part of their commute to work and their shopping trips. 
There are several factors that made constructing the landscape of this area different that 
the North End. For one, the working class residents of the North End were not the only 
group of people who were familiar with this space. Workers and shoppers from all 
classes and all parts of the city and even the surrounding communities would have 
traveled to these parts of the city on a regular basis as well.  
The social makeup and behavior of the people who populated urban spaces would 
have complicated the construction of the landscape as well. For a working-class 
Bostonian in the North End, the personal relationships and familiarity between 
individuals brought about by routine interaction and shared daily practices and 
experiences increased the likelihood that others in the landscape were going to be part of 
your “team,” unconsciously and consciously supporting your performance during an 
interaction. Instead of a setting filled with “teammates” contributing to their social 
interactions, residents of the North End outside their neighborhood would have 
encountered a social setting populated with people who were more skeptical of their 
claims to identity and their right use urban space as they desired, which would have 
necessitated a different approach to social interactions. This was an urban space in which 
the social interactions between different individuals asserting their right to use space as 
they saw fit mirrored the larger ongoing contest to see which system of embodied 
practice would become the orthodox way of inhabiting and conceiving the world. 
The final section of this chapter is a case study of a hypothetical social interaction 
in the landscape—based on individuals who inhabited Boston’s 19th-century landscape, 
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spaces described and recorded in the documentary record, and material culture excavated 
from the two privies—to explore the different practices and tactical decisions that went 
into successfully constructing the urban landscape through interaction. It describes the 
characteristics of the individuals interacting and the space in which the interaction would 
have taken place, and considers how different combinations of personal front and social 
behavior could have been employed to construct different landscape as setting of 
interaction that would have been mutually agreeable to the participants in a social 
interaction. As the product of competition between groups, the borders and characteristics 
of the North End would have been constantly challenged, and understanding how 
interaction constructs landscape provides insight into that aspect of the construction of 
the urban landscape of the North End.  
Case Study: Interaction in Dock Square ca. 1865 
 The setting for this case study is Dock Square, an area located directly west of 
Faneuil Hall and the Town Dock during the 17th and 18th centuries (Figure 8.15). I chose 
1865 as the year for this case study for three reasons:  It was a census year, providing 
more available information about individuals; it coincided roughly with the deposition of 
the archaeological material in both privies; and the landscape at this time would have 
been accurately depicted on the 1867 Sanborn map. I selected Dock Square because there 
are a series of stereoscopic photographs of the area dating to between 1859 and 1870, 
providing information about the conditions of the landscape as it would have been during  
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Figure 8.15. Composite of selections from 1867 Sanborn and 1865 Colton maps showing 
location and detail of Dock Square. 
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Figure 8.16. The intersections would have occurred in area behind street-car (Courtesy of 
Boston Athenaeum). 
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Figure 8.17. Dock Square looking east ca. 1865-1875. The interactions would have 
occurred in foreground (Courtesy of Boston Athenaeum). 
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these 1865 interactions (Figure 8.16, 8.17). Dock Square was created by the confluence 
of several major streets in the city’s highly irregular street pattern. It was an open space 
that would have lent itself to the social practice of observation and identification. The 
square itself was surrounded by tall warehouse-style commercial and industrial buildings, 
most of them masonry structures between four and seven stories tall. The structures 
themselves mostly contained a mixture of warehouses, factories, places to eat and drink, 
and shops—with Dock Square being particularly known at mid-century for its retail 
clothing stores—and would have been familiar to a wide range of people who worked, 
shopped, and socialized there. The square was paved with granite blocks, had street-car 
rails set into the paving, and crosswalks for pedestrian traffic. The traffic shown in the 
stereoscopes of Dock Square are horse-drawn carts, cabs, and street cars. Because of its 
geographical location in the middle of differentiated spaces associated with particular 
social groups (the working-class North End and West End, the middle-class South End, 
and the elites on Beacon Hill and in their counting houses in the financial district), the 
variety of businesses and institutions located on the square that would have attracted 
workers and patrons of all types, and the large amount of foot and vehicular traffic that 
would have moved through this space, the nature and use of this urban space would have 
been very contested. 
While the carefully staged stereoscopes do not show many people in Dock 
Square, those routinely traveling through the square would have had to contend with 
thick crowds, with pedestrians on the sidewalks competing with each other for space 
while dodging the goods for sale stored and displayed on the sidewalks. The crowd 
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would have produced distinctive and strong aromas, a mixture of body odor, perfume, 
tobacco smoke, and other smells specific to different “types,” mixed with the ever present 
smell of horse manure and refuse rotting in the streets. The sounds would have been 
cacophonic, with human voices raised in a range of languages and emotions, the 
whinnying of horses, the rumble of wheeled traffic, as well as the cries and noises 
designed to attract attention to commercial establishments of all types and sizes. Adding 
to this the noise and smell generated by the power plants and industrial equipment 
running at all hours in some of the surrounding warehouses, and the sensory overload of 
experiencing this space would have been caused all but the most enthusiastic urbanite 
consternation and discomfort. This perception of urban calamity was important for how 
dock square worked as a setting of practice, making to space difficult to understand or 
predict and encouraging more conservative and less risky claims of identity and face in 
social interaction. 
To determine who might have interacted in this space requires identifying 
individuals and their reasons and destinations for traveling through Dock Square. My 
research into the demographics and history of the study blocks point to a number of 
individuals who lived outside  of the North End and commuted to the study blocks for 
work, of which I selected two white collar workers living in the South End who would 
have traveled through Dock Square to and from work: William Adams Jr., who from 
1862 to 1865 lived at 18 Decatur and worked at the U.S. Naval rendezvous and shipping 
office at 1 North Square (lot 24), and Luther Hurd, who was listed in the 1865 city 
directory as boarding at 85 Summer Street and working as a clerk at the Whiting S. 
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Draper & Co. flour wholesaler at 145 Blackstone (lot 15)(BD 1865, BA 1863-65:SB 
Ward 1). Looking for possible movements of residents of the properties associated with 
the archaeological sites through Dock Square, I considered the embossed bottle from the 
B.O. and G.C. Wilson botanic druggist recovered from HN 235 in the 27-29 Endicott 
Street privy. This company was operating in 1865, and the recovery from HN 235 means 
it was deposited sometime when the brothel at the site was operational. Because it 
contained medicine, it is conceivable that one of the residents of the brothel would have 
traveled to the shop to purchase it in person. Most importantly for this case study, 
someone traveling through Boston from the Endicott block to the location of the druggist 
at 18 Central Street would likely have found traveling through Dock Square one of the 
shortest and most direct routes (BD 1850-1877). I have plotted the origins and 
destinations of William Adams, Luther Herd, and the purchaser of the druggist bottle on 
the 1867 Sanborn map, and marked the routes they might have taken through the 
landscape based on the criteria of shortest distance while traveling on large streets 
(Figure 8.18).  
Unfortunately it is impossible to determine from the available archaeological and 
documentary evidence which individual resident of 27-29 Endicott Street would have 
been shopping at the druggist. The shopper or shoppers from 27-29 Endicott Street would 
just as likely have been Louisa Cowen, the 35-year-old Vermont-born Madame, Margaret 
Hobo, a 28-year-old domestic servant born in Nova Scotia possibly to Irish parents, or 
one of the sex workers (Table 8.3). For the sake of argument and to facilitate the analysis 
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Figure 8.12. Hypothetical routes through the landscape plotted on 1867 Sanborn map. Inset box shows Dock Square 
intersections. Red=Route of Luther Hurd from 85 Summer st. to 145 Blackstone st. (lot 15). Green=Route of William 
Adams Jr. from 18 Decatur (off map) to 1 North Square (lot 24). Blue=Route from 27-29 Endicott st. (lot 7) to B.O. & 
G.C. Wilson at 18 Central st. 
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Table 8.3. Residents of 27-29 Endicott Street in 1865 (MA State Census 1865, BD 1865, BA 1865:SB 
Ward 3). 
Year Source Name Occupation Age Sex Home 
Address 
Home 
Street 
Household Place of Birth 
1865 Census Carrie Allen No Occupation 23 F 
  
a Nova Scotia 
1865 Census Dora Adams No Occupation 23 F 
  
a England 
1865 Census Emma Healy No Occupation 20 F 
  
a Ireland 
1865 Census 
Ester 
Cameron No Occupation 20 F 
  
a Maine 
1865 Census 
Jennie 
Franklin No Occupation 29 F 
  
a New York 
1865 Census Lottie Forrest No Occupation 32 F 
  
a Vermont 
1865 Census 
Louisa S. 
Cowen No Occupation 35 F 
  
a Vermont 
1865 Census 
Margaret 
Hobo Servant 28 F 
  
a Nova Scotia 
1865 Census Mary Lake No Occupation 24 F 
  
a Maine 
1865 Directory 
Cowan 
Louisa boardinghouse 
  
27 Endicott 
  
1865 
Street 
Book Cowen Mrs 
Ho by Mrs. 
Cowen 
  
27 + 29 Endicott 
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of this case study, I have selected Mary Lake to represent the shopper from 27-29 
Endicott Street. This 24-year old widow and native of Maine had a tenuous connection to 
the shop from which the bottle was purchased: B.O. and G.C. Wilson was a botanic 
druggist, and in 1867 Ms. Lake would marry a botanic physician named William 
Padelford, which could indicate that she harbored an interest in this branch of medicine. 
The transportation system as it exited in Boston in 1865 and the ridership culture it 
encouraged meant that it is fairly certain that some of these people traveling through 
Dock Square did so while riding a horse-drawn street car. Looking at a map from 1891 
that shows the street car lines in the city—which also accurately reflects the lines in 
existence in 1865—we can see that a line ran down Washington Street (Figure 8.19). 
William Adams’ home was approximately 1.5 miles from his work, and close enough to 
the street car line on Washington Street that he might have taken public transportation for 
part of his daily commute, disembarking in or near Dock Square and walking the rest of 
the way to 1 North Square. Luther Hurd might have taken the street car also, as a line 
went right by his house on Summer Street and the station at Haymarket Square was a few 
minutes’ walk from his place of work. This does not suggest that the people riding the 
street car were not engaging in the practices of social interaction. The George Templeton 
Strong diary entry quoted in Chapter 6, in which he identifies his fellow passengers on a 
train-ride uptown by their physical characteristics, clearly demonstrates that the social 
practice of observing and identifying social types was enacted as readily on public 
transportation as in the street. It also seems reasonable that, since street cars were 
equipped with glass windows in the winter and open sides in the summer, a social 
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performance on a street car would have been easily visible to someone on the street, and 
vice versa. Furthermore, looking at the photographs of Dock Square, we can see that the 
street cars running through the square were close in proximity to pedestrians. 
How would an interaction between North End resident Mary Lake on her way to 
the druggist and middle-class William Adams or Luther Herd traveling to the North End 
for work have constructed the urban landscape of Dock Square through the competition 
between systems of embodied practice? The answer to this question can be found in the 
shoes recovered from the 27-29 Endicott street privy. One hundred and eleven fragments 
of shoe leather were recovered from the feature: 70 from the brothel context, and 42 from 
HN 230, 234, and 236. The fact that no men’s shoes were found in the privy, combined 
with the sheer number of shoes recovered, suggests that most if not all of the shoe 
remains were deposited during the operation of the brothel or during the cleanout. In her 
Master’s thesis from the University of Rhode Island on the artifacts of costuming 
recovered from the 27-29 Endicott privy, Sarah Stevens (2000: 29) found that there were 
two types of shoes in the privy: shoes manufactured with “turned” soles that would have 
had cloth “uppers”—the part of the shoe that covers the top of your foot and contains the 
laces—and all-leather shoes manufactured with wooden pegs. The turned shoes would 
have been a slipper or a light boot whose cloth upper might have matched a particular 
gown or outfit. These were among the most fashionable types of women’s footwear in 
America at this time, and considered particularly symbolic of social status (Wass and 
Fandrich 2010: 313-314). In the context of the brothel at Endicott Street, these would 
have been the type worn by the sex workers when entertaining in the parlor, or were 
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seeking potential clients in saloons or restaurants. The pegged shoes—also called 
brogans—were cheaper, heavier, typically worn as work shoes, and were decidedly 
unfashionable (Stevens 2000: 54). 
This mixture of footwear is evidence that the sex workers at the brothel varied 
their dress and how they presented themselves. The nature of sex work in a parlor house 
brothel meant that the sex workers at 27-29 Endicott would have been experienced in 
embodying and enacting two different systems of practice. The daily routine for sex 
workers at the brothel included preparation for the evening through rituals of hygiene 
more like those practiced by middle class women, and dressing and adorning oneself in 
clothes that resembled flashy and sexualized versions of genteel fashions. Combined with 
entertaining clients through meals and socialization that imitated genteel domestic 
practice, sex workers at parlor houses would have had the capability to embody and 
perform both working-class practices and a “parlor” system of practice that incorporated 
and re-appropriated clothing, adornment, and embodied practice associated with gentility. 
Using this versatility as a tactical practice, Mary Lake would have had two 
options as to the combination of personal front, social behavior, and setting when she 
engaged in social interactions that helped construct the urban landscape. One option 
would have been to wear an outfit, including the brogans, that conformed to working-
class standards. By wearing inexpensive, functional, and unfashionable clothing to match 
the shoes, she could have presented the personal front of a working-class woman that 
would have conformed to the expectations of middle-class observers like Williams 
Adams and Luther Herd. Following a conservative line of behavior and claiming the face 
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of just another working-class woman traveling through the landscape, this interaction 
would have constructed Dock Square as a shared space controlled by no particular group 
encouraging the production of one particular system of practice. The advantage of 
engaging in this social practice is that it was less likely to have resulted in failure and 
embarrassment. Because the amount and variety of people and practices populating Dock 
Square made it unpredictable and difficult to understand as a space, there was a high 
potential for presenting the wrong personal front, enacting an incorrect practice, or 
claiming too high a social face and suffering embarrassment. Additionally, failure in a 
social interaction discouraged the enactment of the system of practice embodied by the 
unsuccessful performer and the construction of the landscape as a space in which to enact 
that system of practice. 
Alternatively, Mary Lake could have chosen to take a more aggressive and 
potentially risky approach to interaction and presented a personal front and line of 
behavior that identified her as a working girl and/or a sex worker. Recall from Chapter 7 
how young women who worked in licit and illicit industries dressed themselves in an 
attention seeking manner and incorporated this into a performance of a female working-
class identity on the public streets of the North End and elsewhere in Boston. The goals 
of these women included using the performance of these spatial practice and gestural 
systems to create a new sense of space that addressed their desires and normalized their 
“working girl” behaviors. As interactions, these spatial practices required taking 
advantage of the social conditions created from the bold nature of the personal front and 
social behavior—in this case, the likelihood that the genteel or elite audience to this 
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performance would be too mortified by the presence of someone they perceived to be a 
sex worker in the public landscape to contest their right to inhabit it, contributing to its 
construction as a working-class space. Goffman calls this aggressive behavior—enacting 
the boldest possible line or claiming a social face that has a high status but also the 
potential of being discredited—“making points,” the purpose of which was to make the 
person you are interacting with seem as inferior socially as possible, while enacting 
practices that claim as much social face for yourself as possible (Goffman 1967: 294). 
Additionally, aggressive interactions and making points would have been how boundaries 
between spaces were renegotiated. Chapter 7 also included an anecdote about a group of 
working-class youths parading down 19th-century Broadway in New York, forcing 
middle-class pedestrians to step off the sidewalks and into the street. This was an attempt 
to claim Broadway as a space where certain working-class identities and practices were 
appropriate and encouraged. These tactical opportunities for interaction carried with them 
a corresponding risk of failure, which could have had potentially dangerous social and 
physically ramifications for the women enacting these practices. 
The 27-29 Endicott privy contained other artifacts of adornment that provide 
insight into how Mary Lake and the other women who lived and worked at the brothel 
successfully achieved a personal front that, through interaction with individuals 
embodying other systems of practice, contested and constructed the urban landscape. For 
example, while 19-21 North Square privy produced only 3 undecorated shell buttons, the 
Endicott privy contained 20 such buttons, 16 of which were recovered from the brothel 
context. These type of buttons—also known as mother of pearl buttons—were mass  
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Figure 8.19. Detail from 1891 Appleton map. Dashed lines represent streetcar tracks 
(Appleton 1891). 
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Figure 8.20. Buttons recovered from 27-29 Endicott privy. Left: lettered metal backing of 
imported cloth covered button. Right: mother-of-pearl buttons (Author). 
 
produced beginning in the 19th century, were relatively inexpensive, and their iridescent 
sheen and capacity for detailed decoration made them very popular (Stevens 2000: 14). 
Four of the shell buttons recovered from the brothel context were decorated with intricate 
designs. Three embossed metal button backs were recovered from the brothel context as 
well. The fronts of these buttons would have been fabric-covered, and might have been 
periodically re-covered by a tailor or dressmaker to match new outfits (Stevens 2000: 16). 
Each of these button backs also has lettering, two of which make reference to the cities in 
England—Leister and Derby, respectively—from which they likely originally came 
(Figure 8.20).  
These buttons are the material residues of the ability and desire of the working-
class women living at the brothel to adorn themselves in ways that engaged with the 
materials and symbols of middle-class fashion while still following working-class 
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practice and ideologies. The versatility and reusability of the metal-backed cloth-covered 
buttons suggest that the sex workers emphasized cost-effective ways to add detail to their 
wardrobe, and the higher proportion of mother-of-pearl buttons in the brothel contexts 
might reflect changing tastes or technologies, or indicate an emphasis on style and flash 
in clothing while still remaining budget conscious. The buttons of all types recovered 
from the brothel context were more decorative and reflected more styles than those 
recovered from 19-21 North Square or from the subsequent layers of the 27-29 Endicott 
privy. This suggests that the sex workers were concerned with adorning themselves in an 
attractive and attention-seeking way, while the fact that none of the buttons recovered 
were particularly expensive suggests that achieving this stylish variety within a 
reasonable cost was also a priority. This might also indicate the strategies the sex workers 
followed in other aspects of clothing and adornment, achieving a fashionable “silhouette” 
with inferior materials, for example making a dress that matched genteel and stylish 
forms, but without the latest fabrics and trims (Wass and Fandrich 2010: 266-267).  
Part of the re-appropriation and subversion of middle-class practice which 
contributed to the creation of a working-class landscape that re-appropriated and 
subverted middle-class space was the choice made by women at 27-29 Endicott Street to 
engage in the genteel fashion of mourning jewelry in their costuming. Deeply ambivalent 
about the propriety of dressing according to the latest “fashion,” and intrigued by the 
ritual practices surrounding mourning as emblematic of the virtues of sincerity and 
morality, genteel women during the 19th century increasingly incorporated the forms and 
styles of mourning into their clothing and adornment, a process encouraged when Queen 
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Victoria spent the rest of her life in deep mourning following the death of the Prince 
Consort Albert in 1861 (Halttunen 1982: 136-137, Lindbergh 1999: 54). The 
broach/locket recovered from the HN 233 could have been a mourning locket, one of the 
accessories of grieving popular at the time, in which the memento of a loved one like a 
lock of hair was kept in the locket and worn. Two black cut glass items recovered from 
HN 234—a imitation gemstone and a faceted bead—were very possibly part of mourning 
jewelry or a similar item. Worn by a sex worker, or even someone employed by the 
brothel, items reflecting the middle-class culture of mourning would have been a 
dynamic and controversial presence in the landscape, re-appropriating the middle-class 
values and claiming them for an individual who was in other ways the antithesis of 
genteel womanhood. Wearing these variations on middle-class costuming, working-class 
women could work towards redefining the gendered nature of space as part of 
constructing the landscape for working-class practice and culture. 
Summary 
The idea that the enactment of individual practice lies at the heart of the 
production of social life is the principal idea of practice theory. It is, however, a difficult 
concept to demonstrate in reality. Considering how routine practices create a sense of 
familiarity and security with a physical space, and how that familiarity encourages the 
construction of a landscape that facilitates those practices is a good example of this 
phenomenon. Because of their embodied nature gestural systems are easy to comprehend 
and to associate with the specific understandings and uses of spaces they create, they are 
another important component of the social construction of the landscape. Through the 
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enactment of domestic practices and the experiences and perceptions generated by 
routine movement through the landscape, working-class residents of the North End 
constructed the urban landscape they inhabited as an urban space that was defined by and 
understood through their system of practice and culture. This sense of space was 
integrated into a shared working-class identity and tied to a physical space, as well as 
communicated to outside observers, through the performance of gestural systems.  
Taking a detailed look at social interactions in 19th-century Boston also provides 
insight into the relationship between the ongoing competition of orthodox and heterodox 
systems of practice and the practices and experiences of the individuals who embodied 
and enacted those systems. The relative success of each system was ultimately 
determined by the aggregate success of the individuals who adopted it, and the ability of 
that system to facilitate the accumulation and expenditure of economic, social, and 
cultural capital. Interaction was one of the ways in which a system of practice contributed 
to the success or failure of its adherents, and therefore the degree to which that system of 
practice—and the habitual dispositions that shape the system and are shape by the 
system—are adopted and reproduced. The construction of the urban landscape through 
interaction—by encouraging individuals to conceive of the characteristics and qualities of 
a landscape in agreement with the performance that best represents the relationship 
between appearance, behavior, and an inhabited space—and for interaction—as a setting 
that best communicates to those individuals inhabiting it that the working consensus 
advocated by a particular individual is the best option—is a good example of how other 
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kinds of embodied practice recursively produce and reproduce the setting in which they 
occur. 
.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION 
 
 One of the strengths of historical archaeology as a method of investigating the 
past is that it is inherently a multi-disciplinary. Approaching a topic of research from 
multiple angles with multiple types of data makes it possible to see the inconsistencies in 
the data, and “puzzling through the ambiguities of diverse but intersecting data sets and 
scales of reference have the effect of decentering historical understanding and thereby 
stimulating analytical innovation” (Mayne 2008: 94). Past historical archaeological 
studies of 19th-century urban working-class neighborhoods have demonstrated the 
efficacy of this approach, interpreting archaeologically recovered artifacts along with 
historical documentation, oral histories, palynological analysis, and other kinds of 
evidence to develop an understanding of the relationship between the historical, 
economic, and cultural forces that shaped the social system, the physical world of 
material culture and the urban built environment, and the daily lived experience of people 
in the past (Beaudry 1989, 2001; Beaudry and Mrozowski 1987; Belford 2001, 2011; 
Karskens 1999, 2001; Kelso 1993; Little and Kassner 2001; Mayne 2006, Mayne and 
Murray 2001b;  Mrozowski and Beaudry 1990; Mrozowski et al. 1989; Murray 2006; 
Praetzellis and Praetzellis 2004, 2009; Wall 1994; Yamin 2000a; Zieden 2010) Building 
on this work, my dissertation has used the multi-disciplinary approach of historical 
archaeology to develop an understanding of how the urban landscape of 19th-century 
Boston’s North End was constructed by those who dwelled within it. 
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An archaeological study like this one that focuses on the urban landscape as “an 
entity that exists by virtue of being performed, experiences, and contextualized by 
people” presents certain challenges (Knapp and Ashmore 1999: 1). While this 
dissertation is only the most recent in a long line of archaeological works to concern 
themselves with 19th-century urban landscapes, it differs from them in that the subject of 
inquiry is not only the influence of the landscape over the lives of those who live and 
work within them, but also the functioning of the mechanisms and motivations by which 
the landscape as a social and material construct was produced and reproduced. The 
construction of the urban landscape is a social process that involves individual 
perception, emotional experience, and other phenomena that do not necessarily lend 
themselves to quantification or pattern analysis. One of the significant contributions of 
this dissertation is the application of historical archaeological methods and data in an 
attempt to better understand this social and, to a degree, subjective process. Because the 
construction of landscapes happen largely outside of the home, and involves a number of 
largely mental and emotional processes that do not have direct material outcomes, there 
were a number of challenges to integrating material evidence of quotidian existence into 
the study of landscapes because. With the notable exceptions of artifacts related to 
clothing and adornment and the embossed bottles that indicated specific movements 
through the landscape, much of the material culture recovered from the two privies that is 
typically the subject of archaeological analysis—remains of ceramic and glass vessels, 
floral and faunal remains—served mostly as anecdotal evidence for ongoing processes, or 
of who was participating in the emerging cultures that produced and reproduced these 
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changed urban landscapes. Despite these analytical obstacles, historical archaeologists 
should not be reticent to interrogate the tangible results of our discipline in an effort to 
address intangible concepts. 
The bridge that connects the material remains of individual practices to the 
creation of large-scale social concepts like “the landscape” is practice theory. Building on 
other historical archaeological studies that engage with practice theory in a rigorous and 
thoughtful way (e.g., Dietler 1998, Jones 1997, Joyce 2004, Lightfoot et al. 1998,), 
another significant element of this dissertation is the way in which it assembled a 
theoretical framework that incorporated several approaches to practice theory along with 
the work of other social theorists pertaining to the embodied production of social 
structures and applied this framework to the interpretation of specific historical and 
archaeological data. I attempt to take advantage of the possibilities offered by a practice 
theory that goes beyond the cursory engagement of habitus as theoretical window 
dressing on an otherwise empirical archaeological study, and engage with the 
mechanisms as detailed by the theorists that purport to recursively connect individual 
actions and attitudes to the creation and maintenance of society on a broad level. One of 
the things that emerged for me during the process of writing this dissertation was the high 
degree to which the practice theories of Bourdieu, Giddens, and de Certeau are 
functionally compatible with each other, and with social nature of space and interaction 
as detailed by Lefebvre and Goffman, respectively. The capability of practice theory to 
connect the physical remains of individual embodied actions involving material culture 
and the built environment to the formation and operation of social systems and structures 
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that seemingly operate on a larger scale opens up exciting lines of investigation for 
historical archaeologists and new ways to consider the uses and meanings of recovered 
artifacts. 
My analytical methods for studying the urban landscapes of 19th-centry Boston 
and the North End drew on a number of sources and lines of evidence. The primary 
documents I consulted, which included the sources of demographic data as well as 
depictions of the 19th-century Boston’s built environment and inhabitants, were used to 
establish the physical, social, and demographic conditions of the two city blocks upon 
which I based my research. Together with the secondary sources I consulted pertaining to 
the social and cultural history of 19th-century American cities in general and Boston 
specifically, this research provided the economic, social, cultural, and perceptible 
contexts for the study of the North End between 1850 and 1880. The archaeological data 
recovered from the privies excavated at 19-21 North Square and 27-29 Endicott Street 
helped to establish the daily practices and experiences of the residents of these properties 
and were interpreted as the material outcomes and residues of the strategic and tactical 
practices that constructed the competing landscapes and cultures that existed in Boston 
during this period. Because the urban landscape was the product of processes that 
operated on different scales of space and time simultaneously, I analyzed the collected 
data on multiple spatial scales, to facilitate the integration of the broad historical and 
social forces and the individual actions that together constructed the urban landscape.  
The most significant contribution of my dissertation to the field of historical 
archaeology is the result of this analysis: that the urban landscape of 19th-century 
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Boston’s North End was the both the medium and the outcome of the competition 
between the class-based orthodox and heterodox system of embodied practice—and the 
cultures that they recursively generated—that developed in Boston during the 19th 
century in response to the city’s changing economic, social, and cultural conditions. 
Reflecting the recursive relationship between practice and the landscape in which it is 
enacted, the urban landscape of the North End was constructed so as to facilitate the 
enactment of the embodied social practices and interactions that constituted particular 
systems of practice, while at the same time the construction of the urban landscape served 
as one of the means by which these practical and social systems were produced, defined, 
reproduced, and disseminated.  
At this point it is worthwhile to look at the results of my analysis in the context of 
my theoretical framework to better understand how this competition between rival 
systems of culture and practice created the physical, social, and cultural landscapes of 
19th-century Boston. The understanding of how urban landscape was constructed begins 
with the changes roiling Boston during the 19th century, view through the lens of  
Bourdieu’s discussion of the relationship between habitus and the doxic state of social 
systems. The move from shipping to manufacturing as the driving force of the economy, 
the city’s still significant but waning influence on American politics and culture, 
technological changes in transportation, and the scarcely believable influx of immigrants 
had altered the daily experience of inhabiting the city for all of its residents— not just 
socially and culturally, but physical and perceptibly as well as phenomena like pollution, 
overcrowding, and traffic became an increasing nuisance. 
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These changes meant that the conditions of social life in mid-19th-century Boston 
did not resemble the conditions under which any of its resident’s habitus was formed. 
Thus, a competition commenced between groups embodying different orthodox and 
heterodox system of practice, each vying to critique and dominate the other and become 
the basis for a new doxic understanding of social life, establishing a taken-for-granted 
similarity and intelligibility between the expectations produced by their respective 
habitus and the objective conditions of the physical and social world (Bourdieu 1977: 
169). For Boston’s elite and middle class residents, part of this competition was to 
discourage the propagation of the working-class system of practice and further their own 
material, social, and cultural interests in additional ways by re-conceiving of the North 
End as a dangerous and immoral “slum.” 
To be sure economic and historical forces, along with the decisions and practices 
of elite and middle-class Bostonians, had had a negative impact on the physical landscape 
of the North End neighborhood, particularly the conditions of its housing. My 
investigation into the physical landscape of the study blocks found that in some 
circumstances the material conditions of some of the housing were very poor. The 
research indicated that a majority of residences on both blocks were overcrowded—some 
severely so—and that some of the structures were poorly maintained. The physical 
environment of these blocks would have been noisy, dirty, chaotic, and potentially 
overwhelming for people whose habitual dispositions were not equipped to interpret the 
experience. The rates of disease and death among residents of working-class 
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neighborhoods in Boston, including the North End, indicate that these adverse conditions 
had a high potential to lead to illness and death for those exposed to them. 
These conditions, however, bore little resemblance to the North End “slum” as 
described by outside observers. This “imagined slum” was characterized by the 
intersection of physical deprivation, economic destitution, and moral failure. The streets 
were supposedly knee-deep in mud and littered with garbage and rotting animal corpses, 
and the overcrowded tenements in which people lived were perpetually in danger of 
collapse, their dark and twisted interiors resembling the burrows of animals more than a 
human habitation (Ryan 1997: 214). The penniless people who lived in these conditions 
were reduced to a nearly sub-human state, dressing in rags, sleeping on the floor, and 
infected with myriad diseases. The residents of this imaginary place were also the authors 
of their own misery through their immoral behavior. They were perpetually drunk, 
irrationally violent, neglectful of their children, foolish with their money, inherently 
criminal, sexually licentious, and (worst of all) devoutly Catholic.  
Constructing the landscape and the residents of this working-class neighborhood 
in this way served the purposes of both elite and middle-class Bostonians, but each group 
had different motivations and constructed the landscape in different ways. The 
construction of Boston’s urban landscape on a macro scale was the exclusive field of the 
city’s economic and social elites, as only they had the economic and social resources to 
re-construct the physical landscape of the city—and because they are influenced by the 
physical landscape, the social and cultural landscapes of the city as well. The changes in 
the economic, social, and cultural functioning of Boston threatened the dominance of the 
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city’s elites. The city was increasingly out of their control and understanding, and 
constructing the North End as a “slum” was part of the elite’s strategy to reconstruct the 
landscape to address this problem.  
Boston’s economic and social elites used residential development and landfilling 
to create spatially segregated residential districts for themselves, a ”place of power” 
within the landscape from which they could husband and distribute their resources and  
ensuring their economic and cultural supremacy over the city (de Certeau 1984: 38).  
They also used strategic practice to create differentiated residential and commercial 
spaces within the city, part of an effort to simplify the organization and uses of urban 
space according to republican spatial imagination, a way of conceiving of space that was 
produced in part by their system of practice. Imbuing the landscape with the “republican” 
virtues of classification, transparency, and articulation would lead to the creation of 
spaces that would be open to scrutiny, understanding, and control (Upton 2008: 134).  
 Constructing the North End as a slum furthered the goal of elite comprehension of 
and influence over the city in two ways. An urban landscape organized according to 
republican spatial imagination needed a defined, organized, and accessible space for 
every purpose, and that included social practices like vice and prostitution that were in 
demand among all classes in 19th-century Boston. The North End, easily accessible from 
the government and business districts, served this purpose well. The prosecutions that 
followed the Bawdy House riots if 1825 show the degree to which the presence of vice in 
the neighborhood was as much a product of external pressure.  
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The North End as a “slum” would also contain some of the negative effects of 
social and cultural change. Constructing that space as a container for poor and immigrant 
Bostonians mitigated the social uncertainty and potential incomprehension caused by 
their presence, separating them physical and mentally from the rest of the city. Shaping 
the landscape in which people experienced their daily lives was also a way to influence 
their system of practice. Spaces can encourage the enactment of certain embodied 
practices—for instance the construction of wide boulevards for promenading in the Back 
Bay—and discourage the enactment of others. In constructing the landscape of Boston, 
the city’s elites were encouraging the city’s residents to adopt their own system of 
practice. 
Reorganizing the space people inhabited also sought to reorganize social 
relationships and identities among the city residents to make them easier to understand.  
Creating differentiated spaces within the landscape segregated by class reduced the 
familiarity with places and people in the landscape, making people more willing to 
believe stereotypes about other social groups. This encouraged the practice of organizing 
the myriad identities on display in the urban landscape into stereotypes that could be 
easily identified through embodied markers, such as clothing or comportment. Through 
strategic practice, Boston’s 19th-century elites were constructing the urban landscape and 
its inhabitants to make them easier to understand and control. 
Middle-class Bostonians also had resources, in the form of the culture of gentility 
and domesticity that had an enormous impact on social and cultural values in the city and 
around the world. Gentility and domesticity encouraged them to define their culturally 
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specific practices and perceptions as morally “proper,” claiming for themselves the 
ability to transform the uncertainties of the 19th-century urban landscape into “readable 
spaces” of their own imagination (de Certeau 1984: 36). The systems of practice adopted 
by Boston’s middle-class embodied the values and ideologies of gentility and 
domesticity, and were vying to become the doxic standard for all society.  
The conditions in which working-class Bostonians lived, and the practices in 
which they engaged, did not conform to genteel standards. Their living quarters did not 
meet the standards of cleanliness and abundance of material culture that was required by 
middle-class domestic ideology. Working class people conducted their domestic life in 
public, and violated the principles of privacy in other ways as well. They did not share 
the middle-class ideals about the nature of child-hood, or the proper role of women in 
public and private life, or the inherent shamefulness of human sexuality. Instead of 
recognizing that these practices and cultural attitudes were the result of a combination of 
the habitus of the North End’s residents and the difficult choices necessitated by working 
class life—and the fact that these conditions and practices would have been perfectly 
familiar and acceptable to middle-class Bostonians parents or grandparents—middle-
class observers reacted with condemnation, assigning a host or moral meanings to the 
every-day practices of working-class people and suggested a-historically that this kind of 
domestic situation was a new and damaging phenomenon. 
The North End landscape was constructed as a “slum” by middle-class Bostonians 
through deliberately misunderstanding the space and its inhabitants. One reason for this 
was the fact that the habitus of middle-class Bostonians disposed them to find the 
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practices of working-class people, and the landscape they constructed and inhabited, 
unintelligible and threatening. This dissonance had the potential to disrupt the ontological 
security generated by the middle-class system of practice, exposing it as arbitrary and 
compromising its ability to reproduce and propagate (Giddens 1979: 219). Constructing 
the North End as a “slum” and its residents as members of the “tenement class” allowed 
middle-class observers to safely integrate their experiences into the worldview generated 
by their habitus, in which individuals were solely responsible for the circumstances of 
their lives, and the conditions of poverty in inner-cities were ultimately the result of 
personal and moral failings 
The culture and system of practice embodied by middle-class Bostonians was still 
relatively new by the mid-19th century, which might have contributed to how threatening 
working-class practice and landscapes were to their ontological security. In addition to 
their difficulties comprehending the practices of working-class Bostonians, the middle 
class had a vested interest in creating a negative standard against which it could compare 
itself. Constructing the slum provided an antithesis for the middle class system of 
practice, acting as a constant reminder of what would happen if they strayed from 
middle-class practice and culture. This encouraged solidarity among class members and 
contributed to the further definition and propagation of the middle class systems of 
practices and culture. 
The fact that the “slum” landscape was constructed and projected onto the 
landscape of the North End for a variety of self-serving reasons by people who did not 
live there does mean that there were not very real, sometime deadly, challenges to living 
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in working-class neighborhoods. It is important that that researchers studying working 
class urban landscapes do not replace one imaginary reality with another that is more 
acceptable to modern tastes and reflects a different middle-class ideology (Symonds 
2011: 564). Historical and archaeological investigation into the conditions that existed on 
the 27-29 Endicott Block and North Square from 1850 to 1880 confirmed revealed in 
previous studies of 19th-century working class urban landscapes: that the reality of the 
physical and material conditions on the blocks, and the relationship between these 
conditions and the social and cultural lives and practices of their inhabitants, were much 
more complicated than the assertions of 19th-century writers and missionaries. 
The reality of these circumstances did not result in the landscapes or practices that 
typified life in the “slums” as described by middle-class and elite observers. Rather, these 
challenges were met by the inhabitants of the North End with the development of new 
and distinctive cultural and social practices that allowed them to survive and thrive in 
those physical and social conditions. The working class residents of the North End, 
without tangible resources or total control over their physical place, relied on tactical 
practice to take advantage of the opportunities afforded them by the characteristics of the 
urban spaces they inhabited, the symbolic potential of the material culture they used as 
part of their daily lives, and the cracks in the social system that allowed them to enact 
embodied practices that made use of space and material in unexpected ways (de Certeau 
1984: 38). The presence of children in the street scavenging for useful or valuable 
material or working as street vendors, thereby contributing to the household economy by 
taking advantage of the resources and opportunities unique to the urban landscape, is an 
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example of this kind of practice. Accessing credit with timely and tactical visits to the 
pawn shop, and developing a personal relationship to the broker that result in a loan with 
favorable terms, is another. Through a mixture of timely tactical practices and the 
development of daily routines, the working class residents of the North End constructed 
urban landscapes that served their practical and social needs, a distinct culture with its 
own ideologies, values, and goals, and a system of practice that produced and reproduced 
these aspects of social life. 
The working-class landscape was one where the practices necessary to be 
successful in a 19th-century city like Boston were permitted and encouraged. The 
embodied practices of North Enders re-appropriated spaces created by strategic practice 
and used them in ways unintended by their creators. These embodied practices—for 
example displaying a personal front and intimidating manner in the street so as to claim it 
as a place where working-class people belonged, engaging in domestic practices to 
extend the space of the household out onto the street, and dressing and comporting 
oneself in public so as to contravene genteel standards—were components in a gestural 
system that attempted to assert a degree of control and a sense of ownership over the 
landscape. 
The competition between these systems of practice helped construct the 
understandings of and boundaries between the urban landscapes that comprised 19th-
century Boston. Individual social interaction was one of the primary fields in which these 
systems competed, and through which landscapes were constructed. Interactions are a 
way that boundaries between landscapes are established and altered, and also played a 
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significant role in how systems of practice are produced and re-produced. The ways 
residents of the North End would have tactically combined embodied appearance, the 
practice of social performance, and an urban landscape constructed to serve as the setting 
of interaction would have gone a long way to determining the success of a social 
interaction. The more successful an individual is in achieving the desired outcome of an 
interaction, the more the systems of practice and culture are reified and reproduced. 
During the research and writing of this dissertation, I was frequently struck by the 
similarities between how moral reformers, government officials, and journalists described 
19th century “slums” and their inhabitants, and how our popular discourse today 
characterize residents of the inner city. Immigrants are encouraged to speak English and 
assimilate into mainstream culture, and even then are not considered by some to be “real” 
Americans. Like their 19th-century counterparts, if the residents of working-class 
neighborhoods in 21st-century cities are living in poverty, it is likely because the only 
work that they can find is unreliable and poorly paid. Residents of modern cities struggle 
with the adverse effects of segregated and sub-standard housing over which they have no 
control, but for which they are frequently blamed. The persistence of poverty is not 
considered caused by the capacity for inequality and exploitation built into the capitalist 
economic system, but instead blamed on poor money management, addiction, inferior 
morals, or unwillingness to work. The proposed solution to these problems, then as now, 
is to work harder and emulate white, middle-class, protestant social and cultural 
practices. 
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This archaeological study of the construction of the North End’s landscape in the 
19th century explores the differences between how middle-class and elite members of 
society think and feel about the poor, ethnic and racial minorities, and the communities 
they inhabit, and how those communities think about themselves. A better understanding 
of how cultural and social misperceptions form, the potentially negative impacts those 
misperceptions can have on individuals and groups, and the relationship between these 
perceptions and the urban landscape in which they are formed can inform our 
understanding of the social and economic issues surrounding urban poverty today. Many 
of the material, social, and cultural challenges facing our cities today are not actually 
new, but rather new iterations of old problems and issues. Using historical and 
archaeological evidence to better understand how urban neighborhoods are constructed 
by those who inhabit them, as well as by those who do not, has genuine potential to 
contribute to changes in society today. 
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